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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop an historical perspective
of the evolutionary role of advocacy in the life of the handicapped
child within the educational environment.

The civil rights of handi-

capped persons have been violated for many years (Weintraub & Abeson,
1974).

Within the school setting educational placement was made on

the basis of what was expedient for the school, not on the basis of
the needs or rights of the student (Chiba & Semmel, 1977).

America's

handicapped children have not been treated differently from those in
other societies, for the general rule has been to postpone, exclude,
suspend, or outright deny their entrance to the school and the learning situation.
Involved was the need for professionals and other concerned people
to recognize that advocacy, far from having evolved during the 1970s,
has roots which go back many years in relationship to numerous movements
of societal influence, litigation, and legislation.

Although there have

always been some advocates for children throughout the years, it was not
until the 1950s that the rapid growth within parents' and professional
organizations for the welfare of the handicapped were indicative of
organized efforts for advocacy.

The impetus of the consumer movement

that followed led to the enactment of procedural safeguards to assure
free appropriate education and civil rights for all handicapped
chiIdren.
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Definitions of Advocacy
Child advocacy has been a growing social movement since the
organization of the National Association of Retarded Citizens (NARC) in
1950, as discussed in Chapter IV.

Various definitions of advocacy have

evolved from authorities within the advocacy movement since the 1950s.
Broadly defined, advocacy "includes any activity which involves a person acting on his own behalf or on the behalf of others to secure
responses to perceived needs" (Bensberg & Rude, 1976, p. i ) . Biklen
(1976) states that advocacy is "helping people . . .

an independent

movement of consumers and their allies to monitor and change human service agencies" (p. 310). Gilhool (1978) considers advocacy in more of a
legal sense, defining it from the Latin and explaining that "advocatis"
means one summoned to help another in a legal cause.

To Gilhool advo-

cacy is the act of pleading for, supporting or recommending active
espousal.
Sigelman (1974) suggests that advocacy is the "promoting and helping to achieve the goals of another person" (p. 2 ) , whereas Moore (1974)
conceives of advocacy as responsibility for seeing that legal and human
rights are met.

Paul, Neufeld, and Pelosi (1977) view advocacy as rep-

resenting, speaking for, caring about the interests of another.

They

perceive of advocacy as an attempt to examine the child's environment for
the purpose of determining a way to help the child grow and develop in a
positive way.
In light of the foregoing definitions and for the purpose of this
paper, advocacy is considered to be the act of helping another attain

legal and human rights by representing, pleading, speaking for and
caring in such a way that human service agencies are monitored and
changed to meet the goals of the individual or class of persons.

Advo-

cates historically have been examiners of the needy, to determine a way
for the individual to grow and develop in a positive way.
Parents' Role in Educational Decision-Making
Society traditionally has felt that the child's best interests are
synonymous with those of his parents, the exception being where the
state is required to intervene in order to protect the child.

The role

of parents still is essential to insure protection for their children
analagous to educational decision-making (Chiba & Semmel, 1977; Mattson,
1977).

The intent of The Education of All Handicapped Children Act of

1975, Public Law (PL) 94-142, in providing strong parental involvement
is to assure the most appropriate placement of the child and to safeguard public confidence in educational decision-making policy.
Even with these safeguards there may be error because even parents,
agencies, and citizens acting with the best of intentions may infringe
upon the rights of other human beings (Bensberg, 1974).

Public Law

94-142 attempts to preclude this error by further providing that the
child be present if appropriate during educational decision-making.

Of

concern is the possibility that the rights of a child may not be protected when the minor is a ward of the state or when the parents of the
child are either unknown or unavailable.

The assignment of a surrogate

parent in the educationai decision-making process for the child when
there is no parent represents a new kind of advocacy for the child.

Procedures Utilized in the Study
The procedures followed in conducting this subject included the
following:

reviewing the literature, securing the input of a jury,

interviewing professionals, attending meetings, and communicating by
letter and telephone with numerous persons regarding the viability of
the new momentum within advocacy.

The literature was reviewed and is

presented in a chronological sequence, focusing upon the historical
perspective of advocacy in the life of the handicapped child within
the educational environment.

A validation jury of eight educators

representing various phases of special education examined and critically reviewed an early draft of the Concept Scale Relative to Surrogate
Parents.

Highly professional and skilled people with a great deal of

knowledge of advocacy were asked to be the jury in preparation for
sampling of state leadership personnel relative to the surrogate parent
concept.

Personal interviews were arranged with agency officials who

had responsibility for initiating and implementing the rules and regulations of PL 94-142.

Conferences, conventions, and symposiums relative

to the surrogate parent advocate were attended in Reston, Virginia:
Washington, D.C.; Dallas, Texas; Atlanta, Georgia; and Kansas City,
Missouri, to gain further information.

Communication was made by tele-

phone with a surrogate parent relative to personal involvement, with
surrogate parent centers, other researchers of the surrogate parent
advocate, and other advocacy organizations and interested advocates relative to the needs, services, and interaction of advocacy withiri iheir
states and communities.

Manuals, state plans, laws, policy procedures,

brochures, and pamphlets were received as a result of correspondence.

This study examined several phenomena that have had an (positive)
effect in aiding the reversal of the disenfranchisement to education:
present activism both individually and collectively, decisions of the
courts, and federal legislation, as well as the social attitudes, educational techniques, and procedural safeguards significant to attaining
the educational rights of the handicapped child.

The study also examined

the recognition and resolution of the problems of the abused child because attention given this problem reinforced the consideration of the
problems of the handicapped child as well, so that social and governmental action dealing with the problems of both the abused child and the
handicapped child tend

to be chronologically parallel.

In fact, the

abused child was eventually recognized as a special case of the handicapped child.

In a sense, the development of advocacy for both types of

children is closely Interwoven.
The study is presented in twelve main divisions.
torical perspective is reviewed first.

The child in his-

The second division is concerned

with the handicapped child in relation to changing attitudes and evolving services.
child.

Presented in the third division is advocacy for the abused

The fourth division focuses on organized concern for the problems

of the handicapped Child.

Changing perceptions of existing problems are

surveyed in the fifth division.

The sixth division concentrates upon

maltreatment of the child and legal recourse.
Relevant litigation as

advocacy on behalf of the education of the

handicapped child is reviewed next.

The eighth division is an analysis

of relevant legislation as advocacy.

Attitudes toward the handicapped

child are perused in the ninth division.

Attention is then centered on

current advocacy for the handicapped child.

The eleventh division

focuses on the place of the surrogate parent advocate to prevent disenfranchisement in the education of the handicapped child.

The study

concludes with a projection of possible implications of this expanding
advocacy for special education and other aspects in the life of the
handicapped child.
A review of the literature revealed the results of other investigators to be most depressing because
they tell a long and mournful story of the abuse of children
from the earliest times even to the present day. We need not
assume that the generalizations here advanced apply to all
people at all times. No one can doubt that there have always
been parejits who loved and cherished their children and that
such mistakes as they may have made in the upbringing were
due to ignorance rather than to ill-will. As a matter of
fact, while in our own day cases of battered children are
shockingly common, it must be said that ever since the eighteenth century a more humanitarian attitude gradually
emerged (Langer, 1974, vii)
and continues in the 1980s as a result of the class advocacy of the
1970s which will assist through case advocacy the individual child in
realizing all the rights provided by the American Constitution.

CHAPTER I
THE CHILD IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
An historical perspective of the child's rights is covered chronologically so as to provide a sequential summary of the legal and historical background relating to the prerogatives of minors.

The human and

civil rights of some children were almost nonexistent during the Period
of Antiquity.

Infanticide, swaddling, torture, abandonment, sexual

abuse, whippings, and terrorization by the children's caretakers were
common.

The Colonial Period was typified by the father having the statu-

tory right of putting his child to death.

The eighteenth century with

the accompanying Industrial Revolution marked the transfer of employment
from the home to the drudgery of the factory for the child.

With the

onset of the nineteenth century, advocates for the child were able *to
bring about these reforms:

minimal education by statute, labor unions,

and accountability of parents to the state regarding their children.
During the twentieth century, efforts of the following advocacy groups
enhanced the securing of laws to protect the child:

the National Child

Labor Committee, trade unions, the new Children's Bureau, and especially
parents groups.
Antiquity to the Colonial Period
Historical evidence contradicts the assumption that parents and
societies of other ages have had the sam.e expectations of the child as
parents of this age.
facts:

.^9t

Haubrich and Apple (1975) relate the following

-
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The ten year old, whose behavior our schools, parents, and
courts so carefully watch over and regulate, participated
fully in the affairs of adults in the 1500's. There was
no thought that the child of that age was either intellectually or physically incapable of performing these tasks.
(p. 2)
A child's life was bleak prior to modern times.

The more remote

the investigation that is made, the lower the status of some children
appears to be, the following incidents being evident:

killings, abandon-

ment, whippings, sexual abuse, and terrorization by their caretakers
(deMause, 1975).

Such treatment of children seemed justified because it

was often thought by society that mental, physical, or emotional handicaps were a sign of divine retribution (Goldstein, 1978).
Parental Attitudes
In Greece the "ratios of boys to girls in census figures ran four
to one, since it was rare for more than one girl in a family to be spared,
Christians were considered odd for their opposition to infanticide"
(deMause, 1975, p. 87). This practice of infanticide continued well
into medieval times.

Tales of children being maltreated and murdered by

their parents were myriad in myth, legend, and literature.

Infants of

Greece might purposely be exposed to the elements, consigned to a v;olfhaunted mountainside (Weintraub, Abeson, & Braddock, 1975) or cast to
drift on a river (deMause, 1975).
In Rome the situation was not any better:

"The Patria Potestas

gave to a Roman father the legal right to sell, abandon, kill, or offer
in sacrifice ail of his children" (Light, 1973, p. 559). In addition
to child sacrifice, some children considered to be a nuisance were

either abandoned or used as chattel.

If an individual did not act in a

normal manner, he or she was considered incompetent (Weintraub, Abeson,
& Braddock, 1975).
Today the practices that we have described from past civilizations
would be considered child abuse.

It appears that there were not many

advocates for children in the early days.

Moreover, Fontana (1973)

refers to another gruesome custom which was practiced by many:
Children have time and again been deliberately mutilated
by their parents, their eyes put out or their hands chopped
off, so that they might better inspire sympathy and thus be
more successful in their enforced role as youthful beggars.
(p. 5)
Until the eighteenth century instruments usually associated with
torture chambers were used in beatings and whippings of children.
batterings began in infancy.

Severe

Many times the baby was salted and swad-

dled, if he was allowed to live.

deMause (1975) describes this practice

as follows:
Parents would salt (the baby) and then bathe it in ice water
to "harden" it. The baby was tied up tightly in swaddling
bands for its first year, supposedly to prevent it from tearing off its ears, breaking its legs, touching its genitals,
or crawling around like an animal, (p. 85)
It was easier to care for swaddled infants.
like a parcel wherever convenient:

They could be left

behind hot ovens, hung on pegs,

or thrown around like a ball for amusement.

As they outgrew swaddling

clothes, parents found it terrifying to care for their children, feeling that their children were susceptible to being turned into actual
demons under the devil's power.
Sometimes infants were mutilated, burned, frozen, or drowned.

They

might be cut in the cheeks, burned in the neck with a hot iron or with
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a drop of burning wax from a candle.

The string under their tongues

might be cut by the midwife's fingernail (deMause, 1975).

Sexual abuse

of children was prevalent, including their use sexually by older men in
Greece and Rome.

According to deMause (1975), "boy brothels flourished

in e\/ery city in antiquity, and slave boys were commonly kept for homosexual use. . . . Servants were commonly known to be child molesters"
(p. 86).
Early Vocational Training Systems
In the medieval guild system young boys and girls were indentured
to a master, the boys to learn a trade and the girls to serve in the
domestic arts (Trattner, 1970).

If there was orderly and stable train-

ing, this type of education could lead to proper child development.
This period of craftsmanship provided a large part of their education
and training.

But the apprentice was subject to the discipline of the

master and his household.

Besides working in the shop, the apprentice

was obligated to help the mistress in household chores (Morris, 1946).
By agreeing to obey the master's commands, the apprentice recognized
the master's right to discipline him.

According to Morris (1946), it

might be said that the master served in loco parentis to the apprentice
because "standing in the parent's place, the master customarily obligated himself to find the apprentice 'sufficient Meat, Drink, Apparel,
Lodging and Washing fitting for an Apprentice'" (p. 376).

In case the

master absconded or failed in business and abandoned his apprentice, the
courts usually would discharge the lad from his indentures.
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It appears that throughout history some children have been looked
upon as chattels to be used, disposed of, or cared for as parents saw
fit (James, 1975; Rodham, 1973).

A perusal of colonial laws indicates

legal affirmation of this concept, e.g., "Colonial America gave a father
the statutory right to put his child to death, and if necessary, to call
upon the assistance of the colony officers to do so" (Light, 1973,
p. 559).
Colonial Period to the Eighteenth Century
It was during the beginning of the Colonial Period that child labor
problems appeared.

Prior to this the child was not thought of as some-

one distinct and different from an adult (AVies, 1962).

Extended infancy

lasted until the individual was six or seven years of age.

Then the sec-

ond period of a person's life began, adulthood (Haubrich & Apple, 1975).
Perhaps this intermingling of so many age groups stimulated the child
to be rather precocious.

Children had the same rights as adults

(Haubrich & Apple, 1975).
From the time of the first settlements in America, children labored.
Machine power in the United States lagged behind that of England and
parts of Europe.

Children aided in clearing the land and building the

first settlements in the North American wilderness.
Apprenticeship and Education
In England during 1601, statutory provision was passed to provide
for keeping children at work for other than education reasons (Trattner,
1970).

Designed in part to banish idleness, this allegedly benevolent
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law usually served the interests of the employer rather than the child.
The English master would provide some training in reading and writing,
but more often he looked upon the object of his benevolence as a source
of cheap labor, compelling the apprentice to work long, arduous hours
at menial tasks.

At the end of his or her tenure, the minor was freed

to a strange, competitive world without money or a trade.
At first glance, schooling for apprentices in America seems to have
gone beyond that required in England, for outside of requiring reading
and writing, "articles of apprenticeship [in America] normally bound the
master to have the apprentice instructed in ciphering at least 'as far
as the Rule of three'" (Morris, 1946, p. 380). Therefore, in America
the masters required a competency in math as well as efficiency in reading and writing.
Ciphering as far as the Rule of three appears to mean mathematics
which consisted of addition, subtraction, and multiplication (James,
1975).

As a result of this educational requirement, evening schools came

into existence.

The simplistic view assigns the origin of evening

schools to illiterate masters, incapable of teaching.

The establishment

of evening school provided a more acceptable way for the master to provide obligatory education, but the master turned this to his advantage.
By implementing this schedule the use of valuable work time for education could be avoided.

Even though the law at first glance seems to have

made it possible, the master changed it so that nothing was taken from
the work hours that they performed during the day.

Many of the masters

agreed to provide one quarter's schooling each year, but stipulated that
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night schooling satisfy their agreement so that none of the valuable
work in a predominantly agricultural society would be taken away.

In

other instances there was provision that the children would have the
privilege of going to school in the winter, working for the master during the other seasons.
Occasionally monetary payments were made by the colonists to
apprentices, even though traditionally apprentices had received no wages
(Morris, 1946), but this was the exception.

The rule was that the "per-

son who takes a child off the town shall have him 'to be his servant'
until he comes of age" (Trattner, 1970, p. 20). The colonists perpetuated the indenture system with all its potential for abuse, supposedly
so that poor children could make their own way and not become a burden
to society.

But children thus victimized were taken from families who

could not support them or from public institutions where they had been
placed, and were indentured as apprentices.
Apprenticeship continued to be the only available trade education
on into the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

In fact, this type of

early training in a craft was strongly advocated by the political scientist John Locke (Morris, 1946).

But unfortunately, the underpaid novices

of the mills and factories of the early Industrial Revolution were shortchanged in skills when their training is compared to the earlier attainments of apprentices in the handicraft trades.
Education and Punishm.ent
Even when formal schooling took place, as during the Colonial
Period, severe punishment of children was thought to be expedient ana
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customary, even as it was in the days of Plato and Socrates (James,
1975).

Relating to the multiple ingenious punishments implemented,

James (1975) reveals three practices that were employed:
was sent outside to cut a small branch from a tree.

(1) A pupil

Afterwards, the

teacher split the severed end of the brancn and placed the culprit's
nose in the cleft end, forcing the victim to stand painfully pinched
as an object of ridicule.

(2) A wooden gag was placed in a child's

mouth similar to the placing of a bit in a horse's mouth because the
child whispered in school.

(3) At other times students were placed

in stocks, wore wooden shackles, or were hung in a sack if they misbehaved.

Pictures can be seen in the school books of the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and even the nineteenth century, depicting the schoolmaster with a rod or birch twigs in hand (James, 1975; Smith, 1975).
It appears that the child was exploited whether at work or at school
from the Colonial Period through the eighteenth century.

No doubt,

child advocates were few.
Attitudes Toward Mental Incompetence
Nor did those considered mentally incompetent fare any better, for
little interest was indicated during this period concerning the biological and social origins of insanity.

It was felt that the mentally ill

suffered, as did individuals with other diseases, from God's will, and
they must be nurtured because of their dependency (Lazerson, 1975).
Only later did reports from Europe as to cures for insanity aid in alte>"inq this view.
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Eighteenth Century to the Nineteenth Century
Until the eighteenth century children of all ages were allotted
their share of the workload within the simple, domestic industry.

And

although it is true that children always have worked, their work became
synonymous with slavery as the Industrial Revolution and the reign of
the machine intruded (Heifer & Kempe, 1968; Spargo, 1968; Trattner,
1970).

The machine age changed the familial, democratic way of sharing

in the workload.
The Virginia colonists were the first in America to exploit the
child (James, 1975; Trattner, 1970).

A 1646 Virginia statute commended

the English custom of binding out children because it was believed that
work was "for better educating of youth in honest and profitable trades
and manufactures and also to avoid sloth and idleness wherewith such
young children are easily corrupted" (Trattner, 1970, p. 25). In fact,
people in England earned their livings by filling quotas of bound children requested by American settlers (James, 1975).
common

Kidnapping became

because those fulfilling the quota were paid a fee for each

child sent.
Child Labor
According to Trattner (1970), "the industrial revolution and the
use of power machinery by industry . . .did not create the cnild labor
problem or all of the abuses connected with it" (p. 22). But with the
arrival of the macnine, there were more opportunities to take advantage
of tne young.

Industry now transferred their employment from the home

or shop to the factory.

This transfer in place of employment usually
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worsened the conditions under which minors worked as well as the way in
which they were treated.

Children who were five, six, or seven years of

age were deprived of all opportunity for an education and crowded into
airless factories, being forced to work all day or sometimes all night
under torturous conditions for a diminutive wage (Trattner, 1970).
Conditions and attitudes in America led to further exploitation of
children.

When the first United States census was taken in 1790, it was

learned that there were less than four million persons living in this
country at that time (James, 1975).

Land was plentiful, being available

to anyone willing to clear it, to plant it, and to work hard.

But hired

hands were hard to find, so children became more valuable than money.
Children were substituted for the lack of an adequate work force to
accomplish this task, and the national attitude toward the work force
in industry led to further exploitation.
Trattner (1970) quotes from two different newspapers concerning
child labor in the late eighteenth century:

(1) Factory work does not

demand able-bodied men and is, in fact, better done by little girls
from six to twelve years of age, and
(2) This (Baltimore Cotton) manufactory will go into operation this month, where a number of boys and girls, from
eight to twelve years of age are wanted. . . . It is hoped
that those citizens having a knowledge of families, having
children destitute of employment, will do an act of public
benefit, by directing them to the institution, (pp. 26-27)
According to Spargo (1968), at the beginning it was difficult to
get children for the cotton mills.
the new demands.

Parental love and pride resisted

Being accustomed to the domestic system of manufacture,

they viewed this new type of industry with repugnance.

They considered
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it to be a degradation for a child of theirs to be sent into the factories.

Spargo further relates that

not till they were forced by sheer hunger and misery,
through the reduction of wages to the level of starvation,
could the respectable workers be induced to send their
children into the factories, (p. 131)
Children could be found bending low in the blinding dust of the
coal-breakers, overcome by heat and the glare of white-hot furnaces of
glass factories, breathing the heavy lint-filled air of the cotton mills,
creeping on knees through the cranberry bogs, and flinching at the burning of their flesh by the acid, exhausted as they plucked the heads of
shrimp at the canneries (Johnsen, 1926; Markham, Lindsey, & Creel, 1914).
The census figures of 1900 document that 1,750,178 children between
10 and 15 years of age were working within the industries of America
(Fuller, 1923).

By 1910 the number of children working therein had risen

another 200,000.

If these children were paid at all, they were paid only

pennies a day, the total seldom being over $2.00 or $3.00 a week.

To

make sure they got the maximum for their money, "the plant owners starved
some, whipped them, dunked them in tubs of cold water when they dozed
off, and stunted them through overwork and malnutrition" (James, 1975,
p. 13).
Even though the presence of so m.any children caused discipline
problems for the masters and many times "required" a whipping room, the
mill owners still preferred to hire children instead of adults.

Children

were cheaper, thought to be more reliable, industrious, quicker, neater,
more careful, and as labor unions developed, less likely to strike.
Child labor, however, depressed the entire wage scale, thus lowering
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adult wages as well (Trattner, 1970).

The building of canals, roads,

and railroads opened the West to settlement, which in turn broadened
the market for manufactured goods.

This opening of the Western frontier

created adult labor shortages in some Eastern districts, thus the abduction of children became rampant.
Not only was the child abused by overwork, overexhaustion, and malnutrition, but the child worker was further injured educationally.
school days were over when he began work in the factory.

His

There was no

future chance to learn, so the doors to a better life were shut.

His

labor became a dreary road which ended only through injury, sickness,
or age (Meltzer, 1967).
Alternatives to Performance in the Work Force
Children's health and morals did not fare any better in the almshouses where it was hoped that they would receive an education that
would prepare them for future usefulness.

Soon, however, it became

evident that this high hope would not be realized.

These almshouses

became catchalls for victims of misery and misfortune.

Children became

half-starved, sore-eyed outcasts in these wretched places (Trattner,
1972).

Ohio passed a statute requiring the removal of all children from

poor-houses, but 35 years later there hardly were a dozen states that
had followed suit.

In the states that had passed similar regulatory

statutes, the Taws were not fully enforced.

Orphanages in the United

States were growing in number, but most of the children there were not
loved or given good care, so many of them died (James, 1975).
the advocates for children were almost non-existent.

Again,
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Nineteenth Century to the Twentieth Century
Even though such figures as John Locke had earlier assumed the role
of an advocate for children's rights, it was not until the nineteenth
century and following that writers and other spokesmen championed the
cause of children's rights.
follows:

James (1975) identifies those advocates as

Charles Dickens, Sir Walter Besant, Dorothea Dix, Charles

Loring Brace, Jane Addams, Sigmund and Anna Freud, John Dewey, Maria
Montessori, John Bowlby, A. S. Neill, and Jean Piaget.

According to

Cass (1974), "since the Industrial Revolution, at least, the nation has
always had its child advocates, concerned with the welfare of the young
and critical of society's impact on them" (p. 67).
The words of these spokesmen led to an overall patriotic and moralistic change of attitude.

For example, the momentum that activated New

Englanders to reform was based on their desire:

(1) to educate their

children so as to better the welfare of the Republic, (2) to insure survival of democracy itself, and (3) to enhance their children's ability
to read the Bible so as to learn God's will (Trattner, 1970).
Education Law for Children
A number of significant events occurred during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

In 1813 Connecticut passed a law that all children

working in factories must be instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Before that, children had been working 72 to 84 hours a week,

which left little time or energy for school.

Trattner further relates

that during 1825 a Committee on Education registered in Massachusetts
its concern over "'the care of young persons engaged in manufacturing
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establishments whose constant occupation in their daily tasks' was
causing them to 'gather . . .

a crust of ignorance'" (p. 29). This

consternation culminated in the passage of a statute 11 years later
which provided that children younger than 15 could be employed only if
they had attended school for at least three months the preceding year.
Similar laws were legislated in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania by 1850.
Formation of Labor Unions
Even before the aforementioned legislation the New England Association of Farmers, Mechanics, and Other Workmen stepped forth as advocates
for children by declaring their concern over child labor as well as
deplorable working conditions for children (Trattner, 1970).

By this

time other labor unions were forming, and by 1836 the first proposal to
designate a minimum age for those working in factories was made at a
National Trades' Union convention.

After 30 long years similar legis-

lation followed in other nearby states.

Yet, families who were hard-

pressed economically moved from one state to another as a result of
these growing regulations, so as to keep all family members at work.
Since there was no requirement as to proof of age and the applications of the laws were often ambiguous, the labor and schooling rights
of children were still not translated into realities.

The most impor-

tant body (advocacy group) working to regulate child labor was the
National Consumer's League, created in 1899 in New York City (Trattner,
1980).

The League was able to exert an enormous influence because of

several factors:

(1) their publicizing of the existing evils, (2) the
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urgent need for better labor standards, (3) the drafting of new laws
prohibiting child labor, and (4) the improvement of industrial life.
This reaction of the National Consumer League's chapters was in
response to the alarm caused by the 1900 census which revealed that
1,750,178 children between 10 and 15 years of age were then employed.
The figure represented an increase of 1,000,000 during the past 30
years, and the large number of working children under 10 were not
included in the census (Trattner, 1970).

Society had altered its

outlooks regarding the child in many respects, but the controllers of
child labor had failed to change with it (Markham, Benjamin, & Creel,
1914).
Accountability of Parents to the State
The textile mills of the South employed the greatest number of
children, the glass factories ranking next.

Pennsylvania was the single

state which employed the most children, using them in its mines and
quarries.

The federal census revealed that the year 1910 was the turn-

ing point in child labor (Fuller, 1923), the number being 1,950,178.
A new trend appeared among the States about this time, the requirements that parents acknowledge and perform their responsibilities toward
their children.

Even as recently as 50 years before, a father had the

privilege of doing whatever he desired with his child, snort of killing
it, and society never envisioned it had a right to interfere.

Our

ancestors were not cruel; they just had not realized that parents are
accountable to both society and the child.
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Twentieth Century to Today
Child labor of the 1900s was a different type of labor from that
before the advent of machine production.

The previous domestic-type

labor and/or apprenticeships was a wholesome employment of children.
According to Spargo (1968), domestic-related work contributed to hope
and joy with competition being based upon human qualities.

At the

beginning of the machine age, however, the competition has been between
man and machine as well as between the child and man.

Child labor since

the Industrial Revolution has had as its objective the increasing of
employers' profits.

There was no emphasis on training the child for

the work of life.
Trattner (1970) asserts that the Socialists were among the earliest,
most persistent, and most clamorous critics of child abuse in industry.
They produced important full-length works concerning juvenile emancipation.

Articles concerning child labor began appearing regularly from

1902 onward in national magazines such as McClure's. The Independent,
The Outlook, and the Saturday Evening Post.

Clergymen such as Father

John A. Ryan and Edgar Gardner Murphy were outspoken and meaningful
advocates for child labor legislation, as was the American Federation of
Labor (AFL).

Murphy and nis supporters created the Alabama Child Labor

Committee in 1901, the first such organization in America, which was
successful in getting a compromise bill passed concerning child labor.
These standards were the highest set by any of the Southern industrial
states.
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Appointment of National Child Labor Committee
Other developments were contributing to a common momentum.
could see that there was need for a national labor committee.

Murphy
The

appointment of a Child Labor Committee in New York inspired the passage
of five state laws affecting more significant change in the area of
child labor than had occurred in the preceding century.

The passage

of these child labor laws added to the momentum for a national child
labor committee.

It became increasingly evident that a broader attack

and an organization to coordinate the activities of other state and
local groups along with spearheading a nationwide campaign were needed.
As a result, on April 15, 1904, the National Child Labor Committee
(NCLC) convened its first meeting which was held in New York's Carnegie
Hall (Trattner, 1970).

Other advocate groups who aided in control of

child labor were The International Welfare League and The National
Consumer's League (Markham, Benjamin, & Creel, 1914).
Establishment of Children's Bureau
The NCLC favored a Children's Bureau for the purpose of collecting
information and disseminating results of the latest scientific work on
the care and protection of children.

Dissemination of this research

would provide the several states with a basis for prudent legislation.
It also would supply the officers of state boards the information
necessary for efficient administration cf laws concerning the welfare
0^ youngsters (Trattner, 1970).

After six years of agitation and five

days of bicter floor debate, the NCLC, led by its vice-chairman Homer
Folks, prevailed upon President Theodore Roosevelt to call the historic
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1909 White House Conference on Dependent Children (3oggs, 1976;
Trattner, 1970).
As a result of this White House meeting, the Senate was influenced
to pass a measure creating the Children's Bureau in 1912 (White House,
1930).

This enactment was significant in that it was the first time

the federal government acknowledged the importance of children and the
advisability of constructing a special mechanism to study and protect
them (Spargo, 1968).

The trend for federal concern in the area of the

well-being of children was thus inaugurated, and the Children's Bureau
has had a clear collective advocacy mission for children which survived
intact until 1968 when it was dismanteled by the Nixon administration
(Boggs, 1976; James, 1975).

This bureau continues to function as a

legal entity, but its residual child advocacy responsibilities are now
in the Office of Child Development.
The Children's Bureau evidenced intermittent interest in mental
retardation, but was unable to match its interest with substantial
funds to assist the states until the passage of the Social Security
Act in 1935 (Boggs, 1971).

With this enactment there was provision for

federal grant-in-aid to states for maternal and child health and welfare, as well as services to crippled children.
Federal Regulation of Child Labor
The NCLC worked tirelessly to get statutes passed in various states
for the control of child labor, but it became evident that a federal
bill was going to be necessary to regulate this injustice of child labor
Much work finally resulted in NCLC's getting Congress in 1916 to
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mandate the reconciliation of child labor (Yellowitz, 1977).

However,

as a result of a future judicial order, this law and a subsequent law
were declared unconstitutional.
The NCLC then rallied to get a constitutional amendment passed
authorizing Congress to legislate in connection with child labor.

The

amendment passed in the Congress but never achieved the approval of the
requisite number of states for its enactment.

Among other notable

accomplishments of the NCLC was the sponsoring of an annual Child Labor
Day.

Yellowitz further informs us that federal regulation of child

labor did not come to fruition until the New Deal.

The "New Deal" was

a program of President Franklin D. Roosevelt designed during the 1930s
to promote economic recovery and social reform in America.
The passage of legislation alone did not bring about child labor
reform.

The ideas and attitudes of the people were the main basis for

reform.

According to Fuller (1923), the work of statutes is to make the

will of the people operative and to repress the minority from violation,
not of those laws but of that will.

Child labor reform may be conceived

by its active protagonists and by the public at large as a fight against
employers.

Instead, the fight is against conditions that instigate and

produce child labor.
child labor.

Working for wages is not the sole criterion of

Under certain circumstances even work away from home for

remuneration may be a meaningful thing for children.
Effects of Trade Unions and Affluent Economy
Labor leaders frequently cooperated with reformers on the cn.ild
labor issue, yet it is quite apparent that the main concern of tne
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American trade unions was the destructive effects of child labor upon
adult workers.

Organized labor's effort to reduce work by children was

only a part of its broader effort to govern the supply of workers as
fully as possible (Yellowitz, 1977).

The unions looked with favor upon

apprenticeship because that was a way they could regulate the impact of
industrialization.

If there was a smaller influx of new workers into

the trade, chances were that those already in the labor force could be
employed at advantageous wages despite the creation of technology.
With the recovery of the economy there was less concern about child
labor as an antecedent of adult unemployment (Trattner, 1970).

Other

factors contributing to a spirit of reform were not only the growing
affluence of the society, but also a change in the management of children (James, 1975).

Parents as a whole began to nurture and coddle

their children rather than exploit them.
Changes in Attitudes Toward Various Groups
Along with establishment of the Children's Bureau and the passage
of federal legislation to regulate child labor came changes in attitudes
and recognition of the rights of children who had been excluded from the
efforts of advocacy.

There was a new awareness that children with dif-

ferent problems need different solutions so as to guarantee their rights.
Solutions to these problems soon were found in new approaches to education and new regulations which imposed change upon systems of education.
In sumtmary, two things might be noted about the process of industrialization and the employment of children in factories:

(1) children

were threatened with physical dangers, and (2) adults were threatened by
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being trapped in a competitive labor system which provided inadequate
wages (Axinn, Cenci, Glassberg, & Levin, 1973).

In time, a movement was

stimulated for the protection of children as a result of protests against
the existence of impersonal facilities available for the care of dependent and neglected children.

It is further related by Axinn et al. that

"while this outcry did not lead to explicit legal rights for children,
child labor laws did protect children and tended to erode parental
rights" (p. 3 ) .
The eroding of parental rights would be viewed as positive when
the parents' actions infringed upon the rights of their children.

It

appears that Homer Folks may have expressed the feeling that was gaining momentum during the twentieth century when he said:

"The destiny

of American children is the destiny of America . . . what is for the
welfare of the child is for the welfare of the family and the entire
community" (Trattner, 1972, p. 362). Since, in his opinion, all youngsters possessed the raw material for useful citizenship, the more time
and intelligence, energy and money spent on children, especially those
in need, the more lasting and profitable the investment.

In Chapter II

there will be a focus upon the handicapped child and the changing attitudes and available services.

CHAPTER II
THE HANDICAPPED CHILD:

CHANGING ATTITUDES

AND EVOLVING SERVICES
The perspective to now has been concerning a general view of the
rights and treatment of the child.

Now, a perusal will be made of

the handicapped child relative to changing attitudes and evolving
services.
The life of the American colonists had been so hard that it had
left few emotional and material resources to be used for the handicapped
(Ogg, 1973).

Mentally retarded persons whose families could not man-

age for them at home were boarded out at public expense or were cast
into jails.

Often the handicapped were classified with the poor and

"stored away" in houses of charity (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
The dumping grounds for these unfortunates in 1317 were the lunatic
asylums and almshouses, almshouses being "erected for the poor, insane
asylums and reformatories for dependent and deviant juveniles, and
schools for the feeble-minded" (Lazerson, 1975, p. 35). Maybe these
provisions were not completely bad because "in some societies, it was a
regular practice to destroy all physically handicapped babies" (Fontana,
1973, p. 5 ) . The family and the community were the normal agencies of
care in those days.

Only when dependency of these handicapped persons

threatened the family and/or community were the mentally retarded persons placed in institutions (Lazerson, 1975).
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Since colonial times there have been alternate cycles of segregated
institutionalization and community care for mentally retarded citizens
(Nihira & Nihira, 1975).

Between 1776 and 1817 there was neglect con-

cerning the public education of handicapped children.

Advocates eventu-

ally aroused some citizens to begin some small improvements.

The first

planned endeavor to educate handicapped children depended much upon the
affluence and benevolence of the community and the family.

Because of

this limitation and other reasons such as the extreme reluctance of
many parents to acknowledge that their youngsters were disabled, wery
few handicapped children received any schooling (Nihira & Nihira, 1975).
Advocates eventually aroused some citizens to begin some small improvements.

The first planned endeavor to educate the handicapped came

with the establishment of asylums or state residential schools (Nihira
& Nihira, 1975; Weintraub, Abeson, & Braddock, 1975).

This effort

originated in Europe from the concepts of Itard and Seguin.

The American

institutions were planned not only to be educational but habilitative
resources (Lippman & Goldberg, 1973).
The Bureau of Census has secured some type of data on individuals
with mental deficiency and other handicaps since 1840 (Boggs, 1971).
Special reports concerning institutionalized mentally handicapped persons
are still reported in the Census Bureau's decennial activity publications.

For instance, in 1911 the U.S. Bureau of Education reported that

relative to traditional special classes, classes for the mentally
retarded were the most frequently provided.
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Establishment of Residential Facilities
Provision for the education of mental retardates (not a separate
institution) was first made during 1818 in the American Asylum for the
Education and Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb in Hartford, Connecticut (Salvin & Light, 1963).

This asylum (now the American School for

the Deaf) was then one year old, having been founded in 1817 as a residential school for the deaf by Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet (Abraham, 1976;
Pasanella & Volknor, 1977; Salvin & Light, 1963).

Need for this school

had evolved because the deaf were having difficulty keeping pace in the
regular classrooms since the predominant method of instruction was oral
recitation (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

The first state school for

the deaf was established in Kentucky during 1823 (Weintraub, Abeson, &
Braddock, 1975).

Similar facilities soon were established in other

states.
The first residential provision for the education of the blind was
made in Watertown, Massachusetts, during 1829 by a private institution,
the New England Asylum for the Blind (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
This institution, organized by Samuel Gridley Howe, subsequently was
called the Perkins School for the Blind (Abraham, 1976).

The first

state schools for the blind were established in the states of Massachusetts and New York during 1832 (Weintraub et al., 1975).
lowed:

Others fol-

"state governments soon opened similar facilities . . .

by the

end of the Civil War there were at least 29 such schools" (Unfinished
Revolution, 1976, p. 9 ) .
Kanner (1964) credits Samuel Gridley Howe with inaugurating
institutional care for retarded children in America.

Howe established
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an "experimental school for idiots" in the aforementioned Perkins Institute for the Blind (Rosen, Clark, & Kivitz, 1976).

He convinced his

contemporaries that the training and education of the feebleminded was
a public responsibility.

Seguin of Europe came to the United States in

1838, and he and Howe were helpful to those who were engaged in the organization of residential facilities for the mentally retarded (Kanner,
1964).

Similar progress in regard to the problems of the mentally ill

had been made in Europe as well.
In his native France, Seguin had been educated in medicine and
surgery under Itard.

It was in 1844 that a commission of the Paris

Academy of Sciences affirmed that Seguin had "definitely solved the
problem of Idiot education" (Kanner, 1964, p. 36). This declaration
came as a result of Seguin's educational methods with many children at
the Hospice des Incurables.

Before that endeavor Seguin had experienced

success educationally in working for 18 months with an idiotic boy.
Seguin was a pupil of Jean Esquirol, who modified and elaborated
Itard's work.

Esquirol had been the first physician to specify a dis-

tinction between mental deficiency and psychosis, further recognizing
various degrees of mental deficiency (Salvin & Light, 1963).
Seguin was a teacher, physician, and psychologist who spent 42
years of his life in the training of the mentally retarded.

His system

of education was based upon the "physiological method" which espouses
to sensori-motor training.

Seguin's philosophy and methodology is well

described by Salvin and Light (1963) as follows:
He aimed to "lead the child from the education of the muscular system to that of the nervous system and the senses,"
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and "from the education of the senses to general notions,
from general notions to abstract thought, from abstract
thought to morality." (p. xiii)
Prior to Seguin's success Guggenbuhl of Switzerland had set as his
goal the "curing" of cretinism, and Itard of France had endeavored to
lead the "wild boy of Aveyron," Victor, to a normal existence (Kanner,
1964; Rosen et al., 1976).

Williams and Wall in (1959) maintain that the

publication of Itard's report concerning his work with the "wild boy of
Aveyron" documents an educational program for the severely retarded
child at least as early as 1801.

Even though both Guggenbuhl and Itard

failed, they introduced methods and facilities which were adopted by
Western civilization (Kanner, 1964).

Belhomme, also of France, pub-

lished a pamphlet in 1824 advocating the education of the retarded and
declared that idiots are educable according to their degree of idiocy.
Previous to the work of the aforementioned European pioneers.
Peri ere of Spain had become involved in 1743 with the novel idea of
educating congenital deafmutes (Rosen, Clark, & Kivitz, 1976).

He intro-

duced and applied the idea that deafmutes could be aided in communicating
with others through means of a simplified sign language known as
"dactylologia."

Periere also created an arithmetical machine to teach

deafmutes how to calculate, and although he had no direct contact with
intellectually deficient persons, his work gave much encouragement to
Itard and Seguin (Rose, Clark, & Kivitz, 1976).

All of these early

pioneers in the treatment of the mentally deficient helped to set the
stage for the establishment of actual facilities in the United States.
The first separate residential facility for the feebleminded
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(retarded) was established in South Boston in 1848 (Begab & Richardson,
1975; Salvin & Light, 1963).

This experimental school was funded for

three years by the Massachusetts legislature to train 10 "pauper idiots"
(Ogg, 1973).

After this period of time, the educational facility was

incorporated as the Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feeble-Minded
Youth (later the Fernald School).
Within a decade after Boston established its first residential
facility (in 1848), New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois,
and Connecticut established similar segregated schools for the feebleminded.

These schools were the earliest acknowledgement of responsi-

bility assumed by the state for educating retarded children (Ogg, 1973).
Seguin aided in organizing institutions in Boston; Syracuse; Philadelphia; Columbus, Ohio; and LakeviUe, Connecticut (Salvin & Light,
1963).
Institutional provision of some type had been made by all but four
states by 1917 (Kanner, 1964).

The residential schools in America

provided services to the deaf, the blind, and the mentally defective in
certain states.

Public schools did not take the responsibility of edu-

cating the handicapped.
Expansion and Overcrowding of
Residential Institutions
A movement spread in the United States to establish segregated
residential facilities for the m.entally retarded.

Another movement

had set the precedent for founding separate asylums for the mentally
ill (Lazerson, 1975).
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Prior to.the Civil War a genuine advocate for the mentally ill and
feeble-minded, a contemporary with Samuel Howe, was Dorothea Dix
(Abraham, 1976; Boggs, 1976).

She felt it her divinely ordained duty to

work for reform in the treatment of the mentally ill and deficient
(Deutsch, 1949).

The anger of retired teacher (not newspaper columnist)

Dix toward the Massachusetts Legislature in 1848 was vented at the inhumane treatment of more than 9,000 "idiots," epileptics, and insane in
the United States (Abraham, 1976).

She pleaded for the congress to man-

date that citizens who were mentally retarded and/or mentally ill not
be incarcerated in jails and prisons with the criminally insane (Rosen,
Clark, & Kivitz, 1976).
Ms. Dix described circumstances and produced pictures as to the
inhumane conditions and treatment within the residential facilities of
Massachusetts.

She further pleaded that the mentally retarded and the

mentally ill persons be committed to hospitals for rehabilitation instead of to detention facilities.

Twenty states established or enlarged

their residential facilities as a result of her appeals.

This expansion

in facilities included 32 institutions (Deutsch, 1949).
Near the end of the Civil War which lasted from 1861-1865, the
Federal Government began to play the advocate's role.

Following are

some concrete evidences of the role our government played in the education of the handicapped:

(1) Gallaudet College was established in

Washington, D.C., during 1864 to serve the deaf, (2) the United States
Office of Education was founded about 1370, and (3) the American Printing House for the Blind was constituted in Lexington, Kentucky, during
1879 (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
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By 1870 it had become clear that a large segment of the institutional population was there to stay indefinitely.

It was decided that

training had better be designed toward permanent retention and the
residents be taught to give service within the school.

The pre-planned

"physiological" training was replaced by occupational training, shops
for industrial training being established (Kanner, 1964).
Since it was felt that mental change was possible, these institutions permitted frequent public inspection of their facilities, interjected vacations and visits home for the residents into their schedules,
disapproved of involuntary retention of their patrons, and emphasized
in their annual reports the progress of patients who had improved.

Dur-

ing the beginning years of institutions there was a substantial proportion of the institutional clientele who did improve and were returned
to their homes and/or communities (Lazerson, 1975).
The institution founders had planned to cater to the mildly retarded, but they found themselves inundated with the most serious cases.
These cases represented the individuals with whom the communities did
not want to intermingle.

It soon became apparent that moral treatment,

as they had inadvertantly assumed, would not bring about cures among the
severely retarded.

Threatened by this discovery along with overcrowding

of their facilities which was of necessity changing the nature of treatment provided, administrators of the institutions protested that their
therapeutic programs were being stifled by custodial necessities (Lazerson, 1975).

A large majority of those committed to the institutions

were persons from poor families or were individuals who were foreign
born.
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From Educational to Custodial Goals
The pioneering founders had been motivated to provide for the individual needs of mentally defective citizens.

Institutions had been

founded with the idea of benefiting the mentally defective children who
previously had been neglected by society.

Now the idea of bringing

about a state of "normalcy" for their clientele had to be abandoned by
the institutions.

These residential places werei coming to be permanent

places of segregation.
By 1885 those who administered the institutions for the "feebleminded" had succumbed to the popular belief that custodial care for
the feebleminded was best for the individual and society.

The trend was

to institutionalize the mentally retarded so as to "protect" society
from them.

Educational goals for those who were confined

suffered a

drastic decline but were not completely abandoned, idiocy and feeblemindedness being responded to primarily as social problems (Lazerson,
1975).

It was admitted, however, that feeblemindedness was a physio-

logical condition but that it rarely could be brought about by physical
problems, bad health, or blows on the head.
Subsidies for Custodial Care
It was about 1900 when state and local subsidies were instigated
to support a few state programs for the handicapped.

The responsi-

bility was undertaken primarily by state departments of health or social
welfare.

As a result, the emphasis of these departments was a system of

residential institutions that provided custodial care rather than
educational programs (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
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By 1917 provision was made for the "education" of mentally retarded persons in all but four states (Kanner, 1964).

The founding

pioneers viewed residential facilities as educational and therapeutic
environments which would eventually return the individuals to their communities.

It was not felt that all entrants could be made norma', but

even Howe considered the institutions to be "a link in the chain of common schools--the last indeed, but a necessary link in order to embrace
all children of the State" (Lazerson, 1975, p. 40).
When the first beginnings were made to care for the mentally retarded in residential settings, the zealots envisioned a "cure," an
accomplishment of "normalcy."

Some pioneers, such as Howe, were more

realistic and set for their goal amelioration instead (Kanner, 1964).
Roles, Contributions of Physicians
Most of the institutions for the mentally retarded were administered by medical men who were pushed into the roles of executors of
"institutions," "asylums," "schools," "training schools," "colonies,"
but not "hospitals."

Kanner (1964) propounds that the roles thrust

upon the
(physicians) does not mean that attention was not given to
bodily ailments. It does mean that the physicians in the
institutions were almost as isolated from their medical
confreres on the outside as the inmates were from the extramural world. The whole issue of mental deficiency was kept
out of the academic learning; in clinical work, research,
and teaching it was treated as if it were non-existent.
The few psychiatrists with university connections who devoted themselves to the study of mental deficiency were
notable exceptions, (p. 140)
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It was an historic occasion (Begab & Richardson, 1975) when on
June 7, 1876, a group of physicians who were interested in the field
of mental deficiency met and organized an association for the purpose
of exchanges of experiences and knowledge concerning retardation.
Throughout the years since the organizational meeting this group has
made many valuable contributions.

In 1933 the organization changed its

name to the American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD).
AAMD published a quarterly journal from the beginning except during the Depression Years.

Since 1940 the journal has been known as

the American Journal of Mental Deficiency (Kanner, 1964).

This publi-

cation makes a real contribution concerning research and methods of
working with the mentally deficient person.
Heredity and Ability of the
Handicapped Child
Evidence was emerging at this time relative to heredity affecting
ability.

The curiosity of English biologist Sir Francis Galton became

the catalyst for interest in human heredity.

In was in 1859 that he

read his cousin, Charles Darwin's, On the Origin of the Species, the
book that shook the foundations of the scientific world (Anastasi, 1976).
According to Fancher (1979), the basic claim of the book is the "preexistence of the small inheritable variations, or individual differences, among the members of a given species which can provide the basis
on which natural selection can occur" (p. 262).
Galton's resultant interest in human heredity initiated his investigation into psycnological problems which led to num.erous and
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varied research activities.

He was impressed by his observation that

eminence appears to run in families.

Even though aware that heredity,

environment, or both could invoke these findings, Galton chose to
emphasize the area of heredity.

He initiated the concept of eugenics

(a term coined by him) as being the science which is concerned with
all influences that improve the innate qualities of a race (Kanner,
1974).

Fancher (1979) emphasizes that "by so doing he

Galton

involved

himself in a controversy which persisted to the end of his life and
which remains unresolved among psychologists today" (p. 263).
It was in 1865 that Galton's first systematic studies of eminent
families appeared in a magazine article entitled "Hereditary Talent
and Character."

This article was followed in much more detail by

Gal ton's book Hereditary Genius in 1869.
were as follows:

The two theses of the book

(1) natural abilities can be inherited just as phys-

ical characteristics of height, weight, or skin color may be, and
(2) psychological as well as physical improvement of the human race can
be attained by special attention to breeding (Fancher, 1979).

It

appears that eugenics became a religion for Galton.
Through his research. Sir Francis became aware of the need for
measuring the characteristics of related and unrelated persons; thus
he became interested in studying individual differences.

Furthermore,

according to Anastasi (1976), Galton was "primarily responsible for
launching the testing movement" (p. 8 ) . He constructed and administered various tests of sensory discrimination which involved mental imagery, weights, and tones.

Sir Francis also made valuable contributions
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to the advancement of statistical methods, being the first to use standard scores and correlation (Noll, Scannell, & Craig, 1979).
There is little doubt that Goddard, Terman, and other scholarly
followers of Galton had initial influence on applied psychologists
during the period from 1910 to 1940 (Matarazzo, 1972).

Gradually,

however, their clinical experience convinced them that Intelligence is
not a fixed state.

Concurrently, the focus of the pioneering efforts of

Galton in England, Cattell in America, and Kraeplin in Germany enabled
Alfred Binet "to develop a useful test of intelligence

(Sattler,

1974, p. 14), the Binet Scale.
In 1905 Simon and Binet of France established a scale which set a
norm of performance and it became possible for the first time to
learn to what extent any individual child conformed to or deviated
from the norm of average (Kanner, 1964).

The primary purpose of the

task which was assigned to Binet was to guide a study of measurement
tasks that would Indicate the benefits of instruction for defective
children.
This new "concrete" method proved to be a reliable way for teachers
to evaluate a student's mental age so that instruction might be formulated at the pupil's level and according to his group.

This formulation

was significant because "for the first time a successful attempt was
made to assess the heterogeneity of human beings, at least so far as
receptiveness to classroom teaching was concerned" (Kanner, 1964,
p. 122).
Because of this new measurement it became discernible that intellectual inadequacy was not unilateral, an all or nothing attribute as it
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previously had been assumed (Kanner, 1964).

In contrast, it was learned

that there was a large number of "in-betweeners" or "borderliners" who
became known as "morons."

Previously it had been felt that all children

who failed scholastically should be channeled into Institutions.

This

feeling also had led to the formation of special classes in the public
schools, into which some students were assigned (Lazerson, 1975).
Reliable criteria for evaluating who should be in these classes heretofore had not been available.

Now that these measurements were available,

the indication of special education classes for students of less than
average Intelligence became a matter of public awareness.

Society also

assumed a sense of responsibility toward these "in-betweeners."
It can be comprehended that there was confusion in society at this
time because of two factors:

(1) the child was considered mentally

deficient if he could not learn as taught:

in fact, if he or she did

not fit within the "normal" range on Simon and Binet's Scales, the child
was considered a moron or an idiot-imbecile; and (2) the differences in
program levels of support and behavioral expectations of the students
vacillated with different school administrations.

There had not been

what Boggs (1971) terms the "smoothing effect of federal intervention
in welfare, health, and later education" (p. 104), which made better
communication between school programs.
Eruption of Eugenic Alarm and the Great Lull
Overenthusiastic disciples of Binet such as H. H. Goddard translated Binet's scales and suggested their use in the categorizing of
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retarded persons (Meyen, 1978).

Goddard felt there were gradations from

the smallest digression to the most discerning inadequacy among individuals.

It was in 1910 that Goddard introduced the term "moron."

His

interpretation was as previously mentioned, that "between the 'average'
and the idiot-imbecile stood a huge contingent of 'borderliners', who
became known as morons" (Kanner, p. 123).
Goddard's belief that heredity was the main cause of differences in
ability "perpetuated an attitude of pessimism and futility in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries" (Meyen, 1978).

This attitude

of futility would characterize the field of psychology for the next
four to five decades.

Terman followed in this belief concerning heredity

and made two declarations:

(1) mental deficiency is synonymous with

moral deficiency, and (2) mental growth stops in adolescence (Meyen,
1978).
Toward the beginning of the twentieth century, institutions came
to be thought of as places to detain those considered to be threats to
society.

It was felt that harm was done by the presence of mentally

retarded persons in the community, as is aptly expressed by Kanner
(1964):
The mental defectives were viewed as a menace to civilization,
incorrigible at home, burdens to the school, sexually promiscuous, breeders of feebleminded offspring, victims and spreaders of poverty, degeneracy, crime, and disease, (p. 85)
The public felt that if they could segregate all the mental defectives,
society would be purified.
A reaction of disillusionment, even alarm, occurred when studies
of families such as the Jukes and Kallikaks were published by Goddard
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in 1912.

These studies were later discredited, but not for a time

(Ogg, 1973).

Because of Goddard's belief that intelligence is a matter

of fixed inheritance, he strongly urged society's utilization of the
Binet scales (Matarazzo, 1972).

As a result these scales were adopted

nationwide in all types of schools and clinics to ascertain the intellectual level of individuals and to have a basis for detaining in institutions those indicated as being mentally retarded.

It was thought that

if these defective individuals were segregated from society, their population could be curtailed (Kanner, 1964).
"Eugenic alarm" was prevalent for about 25 years, from 1910 to 1935,
concerning hereditary involvement and perpetuation of mental retardation
by the offspring of mentally retarded persons,

Ogg (1973) avers that

during that era
there was no recognition of how social and economic deprivations can retard mental development and foster antisocial
behavior. The thrust of the movement to "do something" for
thejnentallj^retarded thus gave way to concern with protecting society from the "threat" they posed. They must be isolated from society in remote asylums, (p. 8)
This period of time came to be known as "the great lull" because little
that was new concerning mental deficiency was brought to light.
During "the great lull" Clifford Beers in 1909 nationally introduced the mental hygiene movement which resulted in the establishment of
child guidance clinics during 1922.

This pioneer movement for mental

health came as a result of Beers' personal experience as a patient enduring the primitive and shocking conditions in the mental facilities of
the nineteenth century.

The clinics later established were directed by

psychiatrists with the collaboration of psychologists and social workers.
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The professionals gave mental retardation only half-hearted regard, not
including it in their scientific concerns (Kanner, 1964).

The consid-

eration of retardation was delegated to the "specialists" who more or
less had isolated themselves to work with the institutions.
Fernald was an outspoken eugenic alarmist of 1912.

Even in 1924

he wrote concerning the "black charts" of the Kallikaks, the Nam Family,
and the Hill Folk which were negative in their displays of genetic laws
and revealed a high incidence of mental retardation, delinquency, and
crime emerging within these families.

Thus, the popular belief came

forth that all mental retardation is hereditary and potentially criminal.
The retarded individual was viewed as "an Ishmaelite, a useless, dangerous person, who was ostracized, sterilized, and segregated for his
natural life at public expense" (Kanner, 1974, p. 135). Those in institutions for the mentally retarded were segregated by sex or sterilized
so as to prevent their propagation.

In the 1920s there were 20 states

that had statutes mandating the sterilization of retarded persons
(Ogg, 1973).
Scientific Findings, Descendence of Eugenic Alarm
A new era dawned when a more solid foundation in the field of
genetic study caused eugenic alarm to subside.

In 1934 phenylketonuria,

a metabolic disturbance resulting in mental retardation, was discovered,
a disturbance that could eventually become reversible through dietary
regulation.

This discovery by Clemens E. Benda caused the issue of

mental deficiency to become respectable as a legitimate field of research in the biological sciences (Kanner, 1964).
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The idea of homogeneity in mental retardation became less convincing, and the eugenic alarm began to subside.

Kanner further relates

that "cretinism," sometimes used as a synonym for idiocy, was the only
known subdivision of mental retardation until the discovery of "Down's
Syndrome" brought about a description of mongolism that focused upon a
different series of conditions associated with mental deficiency.

Now,

the discovery of the metabolic disturbance of phenylketonuria added
still another subdivision of mental retardation.

According to Kanner

(1964), there emerged a "recognition of the diversity of conditions
leading to, or accompanied by, mental retardation, with or without varying types of hereditary involvement" (p. 143). This caused previous
statistics and speculations concerning feeblemindedness to be scientifically invalid and eugenic alarm to be refuted.
In summary, it appears that the following events are characteristic
of changing attitudes and services toward the handicapped child through
the first decade of the twentieth century:

(1) overcrowding of resi-

dential factilities, (2) transfer of educational goals for custodial
goals, and (3) the eruption of and descendence of eugenic alarm.

In

Chapter III the thesis that an abused child is an handicapped child
will be recognized and developed.

CHAPTER III
ADVOCACY FOR THE ABUSED CHILD
In Chapter II the events discussed were characteristic of changing
attitudes and services toward the handicapped child through the first
decade of the twentieth century.
period were:

The typical characteristics of this

(1) overcrowding of residential facilities, (2) transfer

of educational goals for custodial goals, and (3) the eruption of and
descendence of eugenic alarm.

In this present chapter the development

of advocacy for the abused child in its relation to handicapping conditions will be presented.
Concurrent with the development of advocacy for the handicapped
child were other stages of recognition of children as persons and citizens with rights.

One of the stages was recognition of problems of the

abused child, which laid the foundation for looking at other categories
of children in need.
person.

Heretofore, the child had been considered as a non

Advocacy for the abused child was initiated during the latter

part of the nineteenth century when appeals were made for suffering
humanity within the residential facilities.

A strong movement of child

advocacy emerged (Boggs, 1976).
A broad child welfare enterprise swept through America aimed at
improving the surroundings and widening the opportunities of all children.

According to Spargo (1968), this child welfare campaign instigated

the following accomplishments:
embraced the creation of children's aid societies; the removal
of children from almshouses and the substitution of homes for
46
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institutional care; efforts to curtail infant mortality
through an improved milk supply; better care and education
for expectant and new mothers; the establishment of reformatories, juvenile courts, probation systems, parks, playgrounds, and public baths; widow's pensions; improved compulsory school-attendance laws; and a crusade against child
labor, (p. xii)
Toward the first part of the nineteenth century there were no
foundling homes for abandoned babies.

Instead, the dissolute babies

were taken to the almshouses, houses of poverty.

Since artificial feed-

ing had not been learned, the demand for wet nurses in these almshouses
often became acute.

These poverty houses, therefore, were forced to

place infants in foster homes as soon as possible.
In 1869 the abandonment of unwanted babies in New York had reached
crisis proportions.
the country.

The grip of post Civil War malaise still hung over

According to Fontana (1973), an epidemic stage prevailed;

infants "were literally being found in the streets after having been
left bundled on doorsteps or thrown into gutters or tossed into trash
cans" (p. 7).
Newspapers and various segments of society began to declare their
consternation at this surge of infanticide and child abandonment and to
demand that action be taken to rectify the catastrophe.

Archbishop John

McCloskey made a stirring plea for assistance in the rescuing of these
infants of prey.

The Sisters of Charity in New York assumed the chal-

lenge (Fontana, 1973).

Sister Mary Irene Fitzgibbon led the campaign.

A small brownstone house was acquired at 17 East Twelfth Street,
thus laying the foundation for the New York Foundling Hospital.

The

doors of this first foundling institution were opened on October 11,
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1869.

This is its noteworthy record:

"In the first ninety years of its

existence, the Foundling sheltered 107,286 infants, providing medical
care and a temporary home until the child could be placed with foster
parents" (Fontana, 1973, p. 11).
Methods used to initiate the beginning of this institution were as
follows:

(1) a little empty crib was placed at the entrance of the home,

and (2) an announcement as to the intended function of the institution
was made through editorials in the New York City newspapers.
day dawned after this that the crib was empty.
tion documents its value:

Hardly a

The following informa-

"The appalling rate of infanticide in New York

City took a downward plunge soon after its [the Foundling] doors were
opened" (Fontana, 1973, p. 9 ) .
After the curbing of infanticide another problem surfaced, deliberate physical abuse and neglect.

This erosion of maltreatment appears

to be prophetic of the words of Heifer and Kempe (1968) who declared
that, "even though the child stirs the most tender emotions in mankind,
cruelty to children has always prevailed" (p. 13). It appears then that
our period of "modern" child abuse and neglect began about 1870.
Classic Case of Child Abuse
The case of "Mary Ellen" is considered to be the classic case of
child abuse (Fontana, 1973; Heifer & Kempe, 1968; Kempe & Heifer, 1972;
Nyden, 1974; & Shanas, 1975).

In this instance of child abuse Mary Ellen

was being maltreated by her adoptive parents in the following ways:
regular beatings, (2) malnutrition, and (3) chaining her to the bed.

(1)
The

attention of Etta Wheeler, a nurse, was focused upon Mary Ellen by some
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neighbors where Miss Wheeler was making her rounds (Fontana, 1973).

Etta

found Mary Ellen chained to a bed in her parents' apartment which was in
the same tenement house with the concerned neighbors.

Interested church

workers tried with no avail to get local authorities to take legal action
against the parents (Fontana, 1973; Heifer & Kempe, 1968; Kempe & Heifer,
1972; Nyden, 1974; & Shanas, 1975).
The privilege of parents to chastise their children was still
revered in 1874, and there was no law by which an organization could
seek protection when interceding for a child in circumstances like Mary
Ellen's (Heifer & Kempe, 1968).

Tradition as well as time supported

the proposition that the mutilation of a child's body, as well as his
spirit, was perfectly acceptable adult business (Fontana, 1973).
The intense and persistent efforts of the church workers eventually
resulted in the rescue of Mary Ellen from her home and adoptive parents.
The workers pressed the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA) into action, and Mary Ellen was unchained from her bed and provided safety on the basis that she was a member of the animal kingdom.
The advocates were able to have Mary Ellen removed from her parents.
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
Because of Mary Ellen's maltreatment and the lack of the existence
of an intervening organization, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children (SPCC) was established in New York City in 1371 (Heifer &
Kempe, 1968).

The effectiveness of this society is indicated by the

words of Kempe and Heifer (1972) when they commented that "the relentless
efforts of the SPCC and other committed individuals resulted in the
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gradual recognition of the rights of children" (p. ix). According to
Vincent De Francis (1973), the Mary Ellen Case and the founding of the
New York SPCC occurred in 1874.

In contrast, Nyden (1974) alleges that

the Society was founded in 1875 after the tragic Mary Ellen case of 1874.
De Francis further affirms that it was through the resultant intervention
of Henry Bergh in the Mary Ellen Case that "the first child protection
agency in the entire world came into being in this country" (p. 19).
During the first few years after the establishment of the New York
SPCC, the leaders of the Society influenced legislation to the extent
of forming statutes for the protection of children.
remain in force today (Nyden, 1974).

These statutes

Legislatures in those days further

responded to the new appeals of this Society by requiring that reports
concerning child abuse be channeled to law enforcement agencies.

The

requirement of these reports inferred that these occurrences of abuse
were being viewed as crimes against children.

The child was removed

from the home, and the parents were prosecuted.
Protective service agencies were licensed to act as interveners
(advocates) for the abused or the neglected child and were granted types
of quasi police powers such as rights of entry (Boggs, 1976).

These

agencies also were authorized to assent to responsibilities as individual
personal guardians of those minors who were left without natural guardianship.

Boggs (1976) alleges that "in the years since then, most of

the authority and responsibility originally vested in these bodies has
been transferred to public agencies" (p. 9 ) .
It would be fastidious if the romantic myths which relate as to how
human babies make everyone have a sense of kindness and lovingness were
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true.

Woefully, they are not.

It appears that "homo sapiens are among

the very few primates who are unable to keep abusive paws off the
defenseless young" (Fleming, 1975, p. 88).
One reason for the resultant abuse may have been the philosophy
that had been prevalent prior to that time, during the so-called
Progressive Era.

The philosophy had been that poverty, dependency, and

delinquency were individual problems, having been caused by gambling,
excessive drinking, indolence, or a personal or moral failure (Trattner,
1972).

Now, those in need or in trouble came to be considered as de-

serving of sympathy and worthy of help.

It was no longer felt that

these difficulties were always the results of individual problems, but
possibly signified defects in the social and economic order.
Organization of the American Humane Association
At about the same time, in 1877, the American Humane Association
(AHA) was organized, its advocacy objective being primarily "the prevention of cruelty, especially to children" (De Francis, 1973, p. 7 ) .
Today the national headquarters are in Denver, Colorado.

Activities

by this group were characterized as being of a broad social-action
nature, concerned with the promotion of child labor laws.

Some of their

advocacy efforts resulted in
creation of shelter care for children who were separated
from their homes; detention facilities to keep children
out of jails; abolishment of baby farms; support of special
courts for children--push which led to the formation of the
juvenile courts; and promotion of child protective services
under aegis of local Humane Societies or Societies for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children. (De Francis, 1973, p. 7)

.^tm
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There was rivalry as to whether there should be a system of direct
state care or a subsidy-contract system as a means of providing care for
dependent, neglected and/or delinquent children.

The state of Michigan

was the first state to instigate care for these children.
care began in 1874.

This state

In 1902 Homer Folks reported in his objective and

analytic study concerning nineteenth century efforts for the welfare of
children that 12 other states were then providing services for dependent,
neglected and/or delinquent children (Trattner, 1972).
first such study written.

This was the

Folks considered the state system to be

optimal because he considered that this method (1) provided the least
inducement to parents or guardians to rely upon public relief for the
support of their offspring, and (2) simultaneously guaranteed the most
intelligent oversight of those youngsters who did become wards.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century there was marked improvement concerning dependent, neglected and/or delinquent children.

The

most progressive features, according to Trattner (1972) were
the placing-out and boarding-out of dependent and delinquent
children (as well as widows with young children), the founding of many public and private agencies, including humane
societies, for the protection, care and placing-out of needy
children and strict state supervision of such private agencies,
of probation systems in the treatment of juvenile delinquents,
and the development of industrial education, (p. 367)
Establishment of the Child Welfare Movement
American society was beginning to think of those in need or in
trouble as victims of their environment, reflecting defects in the social
and economic system.

Children, who were sufferers of their circumstances.
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came to be considered as the nation's future citizens who were most
deserving of sympathy and worthy of help (Trattner, 1972).

As a result

of this feeling, social-minded citizens began to express their concern
for children and the deficient care that many of them received.

The

advocacy concern led to a broad child welfare movement throughout the
nation.
The logic of taking into consideration the child's family ties
spread rapidly.

By 1896 the Commission on Child-Saving of the National

Conference of Charities and Corrections delineated a superb system "for
'the rescue and relief of children,' so that 'no little child need long
remain subjected to physical abuse, moral contamination, or hurtful
poverty'" (Axinn, Cenci, Glassberg, & Levin, 1973, p. 3).
The legal effects of this goal resulted in the enactment of the
first juvenile court act in 1899, "an act to Regulate the Treatment and
Control of Dependent, Neglected, and Delinquent Children" (Axinn, Cenci,
Glassberg, & Levin, 1973, p. 3 ) . This act was significant because cf
two factors:

(1) it inaugurated separate treatment and control for

children through what was termed common law rather than through what
previously had been used, statutory or criminal law, and (2) the act
was concerned with individualized care, the result of which was the
maintenance and protection of the child or youth in his or her own home
and family.
Discussions became frequent concerning the merits of home care
versus institutional care.

By 1900 many social workers had decided that

dependent and delinquent children should be transferred from almshouses,
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orphan asylums, and correctional Institutions to private homes.

The

public was undecided about this transfer, so the status of these youngsters was still fluid.

The mounting professional and social awareness

as to the welfare of children had an impact by demanding national and
governmental commitment to the welfare of children.

This commitment of

the federal government was stated formally when in 1909 President Theodore Roosevelt called the first White House Conference on the Care of
Dependent Children.

According to Boggs (1976), the convocation was well

timed because as a result of the conference many states advanced child
welfare implementation during the following decade.
White House Conference of 1909
The welfare of children was affected greatly by the White House
Conference of 1909 and its resultant recommendations as to program
development and standard setting (Axinn et al., 1973).

Heifer and Kempe

(1968) report that the American Association for Study and Prevention of
Infant Mortality was founded as a result of this first White House
Conference.
President Roosevelt influenced the conference by extolling the
virtues of home life as follows:
When possible the thing to be done for the child is to provide a home for it. He defined "home life" to mean the
child's life in his own home, as well as in foster care
facilities, and stressed the need to find ways to make
"home life" for the child financially feasible.
(Axinn et al., 1973, p. 4)
Within two years the impact of the conference was experienced with the
beginning of the Mother's Aid Movement, and within another two years this
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movement resulted In 20 states' assuming responsibility for assisting
mothers in preserving home life for children (Axinn et al., 1973).
The Children's Bureau reported favoranle investigations of the
Mother's Aid Movement, and as a result favored the principle of maintaining children in their own homes.

The attention given to dependent

children was eventually extended to all children and youth in most
matters so that their potential for fulfillment and the good life could
be realized.

Especially was attention given to the medical, social,

economic, and environmental needs of children.

The 1909 White House

Conference was so successful that it set a precedent as to federal interest in the welfare of children and led to the calling of subsequent
Presidential Conferences ewery decade.
Axinn et al. (1973) suggest that "the presidential calls to succeeding conferences would indicate that, at this level of rhetoric, the
early differences in the approach to the welfare of rich and poor children had disappeared" (p. 6 ) . The transition from thinking of the task
of protective services as being to rescue children from the "bad" home
to thinking of the task as being to rescue the home for the child, was
synonymous with the advent of social services.

Goals were set to make

"good homes" out of bad homes, to make"responsible parents" out of
irresponsible people.
This transitional type of thinking was based upon the thesis that
neglect and abuse rarely are an intentional act on the part of parents.
Failure of parents to provide adequate care for their children does not
necessarily indicate that the parents are corrupt (De Francis, 1973).
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Neglect may be the result of inabilities, deficiencies, or handicaps
which affect the capabilities of these progenitors for good parenting.
It was found that these parents v;ere people who needed help so as to
become better parents.

Providing these services caused social work

relative to child protection to have its greatest growth period in the
1920s and 1930s (De Francis, 1973).
Advocates in Social Work
Social work emerged as the result of advocates (in advance of the
term "advocacy") becoming fashionable (Pye, 1977).

A person involved in

social work who had an advocacy impact for the betterment of children
was Homer Folks who helped bring about a new era of child care.

Trattner

(1972) declares that because Folks was an eminent authority in the field,
he was able to rapidly influence society that family care was better than
institutional care.

He clearly demonstrated that the home rather than

the institution offered the child the best opportunity for creative fulfillment along with being more economical (Trattner, 1972).

Mary Rich-

mond in the early 1900s advocated the need for an individual whom she
termed a "case worker" to assist in revolutionizing society so as to
assure a better life for all persons, "whether they lived in the ghettos,
in poverty, with handicaps, or whatever" (Pye, 1977, p. 151).
The aforementioned thinking and movements set the stage for the
twentieth century to come to be known as what Axinn et al. (1973) term
the "Century of the Child."

Between 1900 and 1970 there was a shift in

services, rights, and responsibilities that provided a background for
the "coining" and use of the term "Century of the Child."

There was a
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shift from mass care to individualization in services to
children, a shift of attention from the obligations of
children and the rights of parents to a concern for the
children's rights and parental duties. Simultaneously,
the shift resulted in growing governmental responsibility
for children, (p. 1)
Concurrently, there was recognition of governmental obligation for
the protection and insurance that all children (regardless of race,
ethnicity, or economic status) be able to develop their maximum physical,
mental, and social potentialities (Axinn

et al., 1973).

Expansion of

programs for children resulted in an accompanying ease of eligibility to
these programs as efforts were made to equalize the possibilities available to all minors.
Agencies in Social Work
The only agencies particularly functioning at this time to prevent
neglect, abuse, and the cruel treatment of children were the American
Humane Association (AHA) and its satellites (De Francis, 1973).
membership of AHA consisted of the following:

The

(1) the Societies for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (SPCCs) and (2) the Humane Societies.

Today only a few SPCCs are active organizations of the AHA

because most of the SPCCs disbanded during the Great Depression.

Among

the survivors is the New York SPCC, which was the first child protective
agency in the world (De Francis, 1973).
But, after the passage of the Social Security Act of the 1930s,
public child welfare became responsible for child protection services.
Child welfare inaugurated some supportive activities.

One of AHA's

unique activities, alluded to by De Francis, was the sponsoring of the
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first international child welfare conference on this continent.

This

four-day conference was sponsored in 1910 and convened in Washington,
D.C., with 34 countries participating.

A second AHA-sponsored inter-

national conference convened for three days during 1923 in New York City.
In summary, the emergence of advocates for the abused child can be
traced through a series of significant events.

The classic case of

child abuse regarding Mary Ellen led to the formation of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the American Humane Association,
and the Child Welfare Movement.

From the first White House Conference

on Children, held in 1909, the goal seemed to evolve from that of
rescuing a child from a bad home to that of saving the home for the
child.
appear.

Thereafter, advocates and agencies in social work began to
Chapter IV will focus upon organized concern for the problems

of the handicapped child.

CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZED CONCERN FOR THE PROBLEMS OF THE
HANDICAPPED CHILD
Organized concern for the abused child appears to have come out of
advocacy for the problems of the handicapped child.

Social work led the

way in making a significant contribution toward the problems of the
handicapped child at this time.

Primary influences which affected the

contribution of social work were:

(1) the then prevalent concept that

mental retardation was a result of heredity, and (2) the use of "propaganda" from surveys and community studies to effect moral change in
individuals and their problems.
one of social evidence.

The period between 1912 and 1919 was

This social evidence was portrayed "when social

work emerged from the settlement houses, and its crusading spirit was
strongly challenged by the problems of mental retardation, or, as it
was then termed, mental deficiency" (Hormuth, 1970, p. 188).
Relationship of Social Field Studies and
Mental Deficiency
Between 1915 and 1919 Emma Lundberg conducted three major studies
which caused leaders in the social field to focus upon the problem of
mental deficiency (Hormuth, 1970).

The first of these surveys revealed

the conditions under which 800 mental retardates lived in the District
of Columbia.

This exposure was significant, Hormuth thought, because

For the first time the problem of mental retardation was highlighted and evidence was gathered for the contention that a
child with a mental defect has a right to special and appropriate care just as much as a child who is blind or who is born
without an arm or a leg. (p. 189)
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Miss Lundberg's second study documented the fact that 82.5% of the
cases studied in New Castle County, Delaware, lacked appropriate care.
Inferences were made throughout the report that these defectives might
be deprived all contact with humanity.

This study further disclosed a

type of "visiting nurse" program.
In the third study Lundberg collaborated with Treadway in documenting a similar study in rural Sussex County, Delaware.

Medical and psy-

chological aspects of mental retardation were combined with findings of
the social survey.

The Binet Scale was administered to the research

group, and a beginning recognition of there being a distinction between
mental defectiveness and mental illness was discernible.
It was during this period of time that educators and psychologists
in public and residential schools also led in advancing the cause of the
retarded.

They began to assume leadership commensurate with that which

had earlier been exhibited by medical superintendents (Boggs, 1971).
The period of time from 1900 until 1945 could be termed the professional
years.
Day Classes for the Handicapped
It was during the middle of the nineteenth century that it became
conclusive that the number of handicapped children in society exceeded
what the residential schools could anticipate accommodating.

It also

became apparent that a number of handicapping conditions did not require
institutionalization.

The alternative became the establishment of day

classes for the handicapped.
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After the establishment of day school classes for the deaf in
Boston during 1869 (Weintraub, Abeson, & Braddock, 1975), a dual system
for handicapped youngsters was implemented by introducing residential
facilities along with the day schools (Unfinished Revolution, 1976;
Pasanella & Volknor, 1977).

This system lasted until 1913.

The first

public school class to educate mentally retarded children was established in Providence, Rhode Island, in 1896 (Kanner, 1964; Salvin &
Light, 1963).

Chicago followed by providing the first public school

classes for the crippled in 1899 and for the blind in 1900 (Weintraub
et al., 1975).

The National Advisory Committee on the Handicapped

(NACH) informs in its report of 1976 (Unfinished Revolution) concerning
day classes for the handicapped as follows:
The idea of establishing day classes was first formally
introduced to American Teachers by August Schneck of Detroit
in an address to the American Teachers Association, and a
number of cities soon took that step. (p. 10)
This milestone also is verified by Willard Abraham (1976).

Edgar

Doll relates in Lippman and Goldberg's work (1973) that Springfield,
Boston, and Chicago also started similar classes before the turn of the
century.

Philadelphia and Los Angeles duplicated this service soon

thereafter.

During the first half of the twentieth century, sporadic

efforts were made to establish special classes for mentally deficient
pupils in the public schools of the nation (Kanner, 1964).

It is docu-

mented by Williams and Wallin (1959) that the first classes for the
severely retarded were established during 1914 in St. Louis.
The establishment of residential facilities is seen as laying the
foundation for the development of special education classes for mentally
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retarded students within the public school system.

According to Lazer-

son (1975), "this development drew upon the scientific and clinical findings of Binet and Simon in Europe and of Goddard, Terman, and World
War I psychological testers in the United States" (p. 34). Further, the
introduction of special education has been viewed as the breakthrough
upon which contemporary progress is based.
By the second decade of the twentieth century the instructional plan
of having day classes for handicapped children in the public schools was
becoming the alternative to residential schools (Unfinished Revolution,
1976).

By 1950 thirty-four states had statutes subsidizing public school

classes for students having most types of handicapping conditions
(Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
State Funding for Special Education Classes
Legislation was enacted in New Jersey during 1912 (Boggs, 1976;
Unfinished Revolution, 1976) which funded special education classes for
the following handicapping conditions:

(1) mental retardation (Lippman

& Goldberg record, 1911), (2) deafness, and (3) blindedness.

Similar

legislation was enacted in Massachusetts the following years (Boggs,
1976).

These enactments led to an increase in admissions for children

to special education services.

Boggs (1976) noted this when she affirmed

that
more such children were identified for service in the public
schools, in New Jersey in 1918 than in 19451 The growth of
special education and advocacy oy special educators continued
strong through the late twenties, (p. 11)
The state of New York also was a pioneer by enacting statutes in
1917 that required education of the handicapped (Abraham, 1976; VieintrauD
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Abeson, & Braddock, 1975).

By 1976 all states exceptMississippi had

adopted statutes making education for the handicapped mandatory (Controversial law, 1976).
This milestone legislation taken by these pioneering states advanced
the theory of state responsibility for the education of all children.

In

practice, however, there continued the feeling that "public schooling
was a preserve into which the handicapped need be admitted only if other
student (and local taxpayers) would not thereby be inconvenienced"
(Unfinished Revolution, 1976, p. 3 ) .
Lippman and Goldberg (1973) relate that this special education
legislation also had historical significance for the institutions:
Development of special classes for the mentally retarded
in the public schools, first on a local basis and gradually
through state legislative authorization and mandate, had
the effect of changing the concept of the state institution
from educational to custodial, (p. 6)
Still later the trend emerged to provide state funds for educational use
in the state institutions, but only if the pupils were "educable."
Second White House Conference, 1919
It was during the year of 1919 that the second White House Conference was called by President Woodrow Wilson.

He proclaimed the year

preceding the conference as "Children's Year," the year of preparation
for the conference.

President Wilson led in the establishment of minimal

standards in regard to home care, the employment of children, and the
protection of both mothers' and children's health.

One effect of this

conference can be seen in the 1921 congressional enactment of the
Sheppard-Towner Act concerning the provision of maternity and infant
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facilities nationwide.

This Act expired in 1929.

There was a gap in

services because, "not until 1935, in the provisions of the Social
Security Act, did we again have federal money for maternal and child
health services" (Axinn et al., 1973, p. 6 ) .
White House Conference of 1930
It was during the 1930 White House Conference on Child Health and
Protection that an extensive report on special education, incidence
figures as to special education assignment, and the "Children's Charter"
attacked the American conscience (Abraham, 1976).

The "Children's Char-

ter" was adopted, "which among many other ambitions promised every child
a home with love and security, plus full-time public welfare services for
protection from abuse, neglect, exploitation, or moral hazard" (Heifer &
Kempe, 1968, p. 15). At this conference President Herbert Hoover gave
the highest priority to the protection and stimulation of normal children through the justification that many programs already had been instigated for problem children.

President Hoover requested that the con-

ferees explore opportunities for a creative life for all children (Axinn
et al., 1973).

It was expressed that the needs of the mentally and/or

physically handicapped children are the same as the needs of all children
(White House Conference, 1930).
The 1930 White House Conference represented the conclusion of a
quarter century of great professional strides and fervor in the field
of mental retardation.

The attitude advocated by William J. Ellis,

Chairman of the Committee on the Physically and Mentally Handicapped
which reported to the 1930 White House Conference, appears to be typical
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of the transitional thinking of that era:

"the new and intelligent

approach toward a consideration of the problems of the handicapped child
is that he is no longer to be regarded as a liability, but rather as a
potential social asset" (White House Conference on Child Health, 1930,
p. 293). Unfortunately the recommendatons concerning mental deficiency
were tabled because of concerns relative to the economic depression of
that era.
Inequity Toward the Retarded During
the Great Depression
Because of the Great Depression, school construction came to a
standstill just at the time the babies born following World War I cam.e
of school age.

Class sizes increased because of the increase in popu-

lation, and special classes came to be considered a luxury.

Schools

which had previously accommodated children who were later called "trainable" began to exclude themonthe basis of a rationale (which even then
had no constitutional basis) that they were "ineducable" (Boggs, 1976).
The term "ineducable" was applied to all students who did not make progress in reading, writing, and arithmetic.
It was disputed that the schools had no responsibility toward the
"ineducable," that instead their duty was to educate.

As a result, by

1950 there were only a handful of local public day classes for the
"trainable" still in operation.

Notable among these were four classes:

one in San Francisco, one in St. Paul, and two classes in Jersey City
(Boggs, 1971).

In most other places families of these pupils were re-

ferred to institutions.

Simultaneously, as families more frequently
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became victims of rising unemployment, and as there were fewer prospects
for employment of mildly retarded youth, these youngsters increasingly
were admitted to residential facilities.

There was a correlation be-

tween the age at which most pupils were admitted to institutions, 6 to
9 years of age, and the age group which was exceptionally large in the
population (Boggs, 1976).
Court commitments of these youth to institutions continued to increase despite the failure to expand facilities appreciably, there
being a complete lack of new facilities during the depression and war
years.

Recruitment of new employees in the residential facilities was

curtailed, and the previous educational curriculum gave way to programs
of bare survival.

Not only was there deterioration in the educational

curriculum, but also in the physical plants and in the social structure
of the institutions.

The internal social structure provoked decay and

dehumanization of the professional employees and particularly the direct
care employees (Boggs, 1976).
Advocacy was curtailed during this time of depression and war.

Such

occurrences as having to work 50 hours a week or having gas rations
enough only for the most essential travel inhibited voluntary action on
behalf of the handicapped.

With the advent of World War II major con-

struction was further prohibited and staff shortages that had resulted
from lack of funds were now the sequel of the lack of manpower.

Man-

power and construction materials were involved in the warfare.

Simul-

taneously this demand for workers at all levels of skill had a positive
effect for the retarded.

The professional workers who had persevered
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during the 1920s in educating the mildly retarded, having felt that
these students could make an economic contribution to society, were now
rewarded for their steadfastness (Boggs, 1971).

Young adults from

special classes and Institutions entered the factories and armed forces
where they performed commendably (Begab & Richardson, 1975; Boggs, 1971).
A 15-year hiatus in programs for the retarded and related professional
recruitment resulted.

Boggs further relates that this phenomenon had

positive results later in the formation of the state-federal program
of vocational rehabilitation.
Federal Interest in the Handicapped
There was an emergence of federal interest in mental retardation in
1920, although substantial funds with which to assist the states was not
forthcoming until the passage of the Social Security Act of 1935 during
the Presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt (Boggs, 1971).

The Social

Security Act, PL 74-271, provided continuation of rehabilitation programs
as a segment of the social security system.

Preceding this act was the

landmark legislation creating vocational rehabilitation services for
disabled veterans of World War I, enacted in 1918 as PL 65-178.
The vocational rehabilitation statute was amended in 1920 to include services for civilians who were injured in industry (King &
Humphrey, Note 1). This Industrial Rehabilitation Act, PL 56-236, was
enacted as a federal aid program of vocational rehabilitation for the
handicapped "which grew out of post-World War I efforts to extend to
civilians the methods found to be successful in rehabilitating disabled
veterans (Boggs, 1971, p. 105).

>*^

Initial focus was on physical handicaps.
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but was amended during World War II to include services for the mentally
handicapped under the federal-state program (Ogg, 1973).

After these

enactments, endeavors to rehabilitate mentally retarded individuals became more realistic.

Modest but achievable goals became the objective.

Federal interest in the handicapped also was protrayed by the Children
Bureau's initiation of studies in the District of Columbia and in
Delaware concerning problems of mentally retarded persons.
Protective Services Within the States
Analagous to the trend of federal interest in the nation's handicapped, the United States Office of Education began to document what
states were doing to educate handicapped children.
surveys were promulgated between 1920 and 1965.

Approximately eight

According to Boggs

(1971), these studies are an aid in documenting the regression brought
on by World War II concerning provision of adequate education for the
mentally retarded.
State interest in mental retardation was indicated by Minnesota's
leadership in protective services.
state protective services.

Minnesota appears to have pioneered

During 1917 Minnesota created a state Chil-

dren's Bureau, and within this bureau was a Department for the Feeble
Minded and Epileptic (Boggs, 1976).
following:

This agency had such charges as the

(1) screening admissions to residential facilities for the

mentally retarded and for epileptics and (2) community supervision of
and accompanying guardianship of the person for those incapable of
managing themselves and their affairs.
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This department, which later became a bureau, was headed from 1924
through 1959 by Miss Mildred Thomson.

The program of this state bureau

emerged as a unique model in protective services for the country during
the early fifties (Boggs, 1976) because of the following aspects:

(1)

assignment of workers from the county welfare board to assist the oarent
of children living at home, (2) assuming of guardianship responsibilities for the incapable at the death of their parents, and (3) maintenance
of a professional advocacy staff for over 5,000 children and adults in
the community.
A confluent development during this time was concern for the elderly
whose life span had increased but had left them "bereft of spousal and
other family advocacy at the same time that their capacity for selfadvocacy was declining" (Boggs, 1976).
tective service became more evident.

Therefore, the need for proAccording to Boggs (1976), the

model of protective services developed for the elderly "is more appropriate for the adult disabled than is the child protection model"
(p. 14).
Still, the issue of income maintenance was smoldering.

Axinn et al.

(1973) have alleged that a dichotomy evolved between the "worthy" and
the "unworthy" poor as delineated in the Social Security Act.

It is

suggested that this difference toward the poor was evidenced in individual programs by different administrations, accompanied by different
levels of support and different behavioral expectations.

The afore-

mentioned authors further assert that Title V of the Social Security
Act, known as "Grants to States for Maternal and Child Welfare," further
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portrayed the conflicting stand of the federal government regarding the
care of children.

With the evolving of time the prime role of Child

Welfare services evolved to emphasis upon the care of foster children,
some counseling services for parents being offered (Axinn et al., 1973).
Federal Fair Labor Standard Act of 1938
In 1938 the Federal Fair Labor Standard Act, which was amended in
1950, became law.

This enactment prohibited the employment of minors

until they reached the age of sixteen.

Through this labor enactment

more jobs became available for adults.

The nation's need for child

labor had changed dramatically during the early part of the twentieth
century as a result of the Industrial Revolution (James, 1975).

No

longer were children needed to clear the forests, plow the land, work in
the mills, nor aid housewives.

Invention of the internal combustion

engine had reduced the need for hand labor.
The Fair Labor Act fell short of providing fair labor practices for
the handicapped despite the fact that this Act eliminated some of the
child labor abuses of the early part of the history of our country.
Also, the Act fell short of providing for the fair treatment of the
handicapped in situations of child employment and the treatment of employed leaders.

Despite the fact that the Federal Fair Labor Standard

Act of 1938 was a needed law, it still fell short of dealing with fair
labor practices for the handicapped.
White House Conference of 1939
In President Franklin D. Roosevelt's opening address to the White
House Conference on Children in Democracy, The President in 1939
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encouraged the studying of children as part of the problems of society.
He urged that the principal concern of the conference be
the relationship between a successful democracy and the
children who form an integral part of that democracy.
Ultimately, he argued that the well-being of our children
depends upon our understanding of this relationship.
(Axinn et al., 1973, p. 7)
James (1975) alleges that during the 1920s many American children
had been spoiled because they were pampered, cared for, and groomed for
a pleasant life instead of the laborious life their parents had experienced.

The depression years of the 1930s, along with World War II of

the 1940s, brought about a more serious and severe life for the American children of those years.
The depression and war years also had an inhibiting effect upon
voluntary action on behalf of the handicapped citizenry of those years.
Volunteer service had become wery difficult because of several factors:
(1) human exhaustion after working fifty hours a week, (2) the limited
amount of gas ration allowed for transportation, and (3) the large number of people involved in military and related services (Boggs, 1976).
National Mental Health Act of 1946
In 1946 the passage of the National Mental Health Act resulted in
the support of projects affecting mentally retarded citizens (Boggs,
1971).

One such project which was founded as an outcome of the Act was

the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) to support services,
training, and research in mental health.

The National Institute of

Neurological Diseases and Blindness (NINDB) was established by legislation in 1950 to support research in epilepsy ana cerebral palsy.
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It is noteworthy that during the mid-1950s NIMH made a grant to
George Peabody College for Teachers at Nashville, Tennessee, for a doctoral curriculum in psychology, emphasis to be on mental retardation
(Boggs, 1971).

This program is continued today in a modified way under

funding from the new National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD).

Many of our leaders in state and university programs

for the retarded today are graduates of this program.
Forming of Parent Advocacy Groups
The post-war baby boom generated new pressures upon schools and
residential facilities (Boggs, 1971; 1976).

The years between 1945 and

1955 significantly have been labeled by Boggs (1971) as the parents'
years.

During these years the parents organized into groups which be-

came parents' organizations for the handicapped.
that these organizations came into being:

It was during 1950

United Cerebral Palsy, Na-

tional Association for Retarded Children, later changed to National
Association for Retarded Citizens (NARC), and National Association for
Mental Health.
Kurtz (1975) credits the founding of NARC as the beginning of current ideas relative to advocacy for the mentally retarded.

Pressures

from the parents' groups led to action which became the catalyst for the
formation of community-based service programs for retarded individuals
and their families.
The primary purpose of these parent organizations was the meeting
together of parents of handicapped children so as to discuss their
experiences, provide moral support for each other, and to secure
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educational accommodations for their children (Boggs, 1971; Reynolds &
Rosen, 1978).

Gradually, these consumer groups became preoccupied with

practices which were denying their handicapped children a meaningful
role in society (Begab & Richardson, 1975; Ogg, 1973).

They searched

for redress by turning to two of our most democratic resources, the state
legislatures and the courts.
Some professional organizations for the aid of handicapped persons
already were in existence, for instance The American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD) and the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC).
The purpose of AAMD's formation had been "to deal with the problems of
retardation, especially scientific questions, definitive problems, etc."
(Ehlers, Krishef, & Prothero, 1973, p. 30). CEC's primary purpose in
organizing during 1922 was "to promote the adequate education of exceptional children" (CEC Handbook, 1979, p. 1).
The rapid growth within parents' and professional organizations
for the welfare of the handicapped, along with the forming of new groups
during this period of time, were indicative of renewed advocacy as well
as social recovery (Boggs, 1976).

Even though statutes had been legis-

lated in most states that the state was responsible for the education
of all children rather than only some, there was the prevalent practice
that public schooling was provided the handicapped only if other students (and local taxpayers) were not thereby inconvenienced (Unfinished
Revolution, 1976).
The practice of exclusion within the schools became the principal
target of parent organizations and other advocacy groups in the early
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1960s (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

NARC declared as early as 1954

that all retarded children have a right to education (Boggs, 1976).
One of the main planks in their platform was a school program for those
children not previously accommodated for in the community (Williams &
Wallin, 1959).
lows:

The parent advocacy groups mobilized for action as fol-

(1) made personal contact with influential public and private

citizens, (2) used publicity, mass mailings, public meetings, and various
methods for providing public information, and (3) lobbied for alterations
in state laws which affected their progeny (Ogg, 1973).
The objectives of these associations were:

(1) the enactment of

laws requiring educational opportunities for the handicapped as mandatory and not just permissible, and (2) the provision of substantive
learning experiences for the handicapped rather than just custodial
services in schools and institutions (Ogg, 1973).

Those residential

facilities standards evolved through the years by AAMD were adopted in
1964 and refashioned by the Accreditation Council in 1971 (Boggs, 1976).
These standards set forth the principles of voluntary admission to a
residential facility and use of the facility as an habilitation resource.
The concern manifested within these standards and the aforementioned
objectives precipitated a surge of activity by state legislatures.
In summary, social field studies led to a focus on mental retardation by leaders in the social field.

Day classes for the handicapped

were established when it became apparent that (1) the residential facilities could not accommodate all of the handicapped population, and (2)
all handicapping conditions do not require institutionalization.

State
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funding of these classes followed.

The Second White House Conference

led to the provision of federal money for maternal and health services.
The White House Conference of 1930 recognized special education and
promised full-time public welfare services for protection from abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or moral hazard.

With the descent of the Great

Depression upon society and the advent of World War II came inequity
toward retarded citizens, advocacy being curtailed.
Although federal interest in mental retardation began in 1920, substantial funds to assist the states with the problem of retardation were
not forthcoming until passage of the Social Security Act of 1935.

The

Federal Fair Labor Standard Act of 1938 prohibited the employment of
minors until they were 16 years of age.
hibiting the employment of minors.

The Act did little beyond pro-

It was a needful part of the process

of the time, but was the one facet mentioned in this chapter that contributed nothing to the advocacy of the handicapped.

The White House

Conference of 1939 encouraged the study of children as part of the problems of a successful democracy.

The National Mental Health Act of 1946

provided grant monies for training and research in mental health.

Fi-

nally, the rapid growth within parents' and professional organizations
for the welfare of the handicapped were indicative of renewed advocacy
as well as social recovery.
existing problems.
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Chapter V will survey the perceptions of

CHAPTER V
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OF EXISTING PROBLEMS
Organized concern for the problems of the handicapped child led
to changing perceptions regarding the existing problems of all children.

The publication and dissemination of the federal release in

1950 by Salvatore G. DiMlchael entitled Vocational Rehabilitation of
the Mentally Retarded had a positive effect upon the existing perceptions regarding mentally retarded citizens (Boggs, 1971).

This sig-

nificant and influential publication documented the first successful
methods for training, counseling, and placement of mentally retarded
persons in meaningful vocations and gave direction for expansion and
improvement of these methods.

This present chapter will survey the

changing perceptions relative to existing problems.
White House Conference of 1950
A change in perceptions of existing problems relative to children
also occurred in 1950 when President Harry S. Truman addressed the MidCentury White House Conference on Children and Youth in what appeared
to be a contradiction of what previous Presidents had exclaimed concerning children (Axinn et al., 1973).

Instead of continuing to develop a

strong and continuing advocacy for handicapped children. President Truman deemphasized the government's role in this process.

The meeting

of this conference was during the time of the Korean conflict, and
President Truman focused more upon the immediate and eventual obligations of children to the nation rather than upon the nation's obligation to them.
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Volunteer Admission to Residential Facilities
However, it was during the 1950s that changing perceptions
relative to problems of commitment to a mental hospital and treatment
for the mentally ill occurred (Boggs, 1976).

Interpretation of the

term "dangerousness to self," which frequently had been used as justification for court-ordered commitments to mental hospitals, came to be
seen as a label possibly injurious to patients and as a deterrent to
early treatment.

It was decided by psychiatrists and mental associa-

tions that, instead, the voluntary admission of adults to these facilities would not effect the "dangerousness" test.
In like manner, a number of state Associations for Retarded Children began to authorize the alternative of voluntary admission of children on the application of parents.

By this process "responsibility

for reviewing appropriateness of admission was transferred from the
courts to the professionally staffed intake machinery of the responsible state agency or facility" (Boggs, 1976, p. 18). With this change
in regulations most states could permit the parents the following
allowances:

(1) to retain legal custody of their child, which also

enhanced the parents' ability to secure a release if discharge became
advisable, and (2) to assert the rights of the child during his or her
stay within the residential facility.

Again, this changing perception

reflected the perspective of the residential facility as part of the
service continuum rather than as a place cf detention.
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Targets of Change by Parents' Groups
The 1950s were characterized by a change in targets by parents'
groups.

The change was evidenced by the parents of handicapped children

replacing their feelings of guilt with emotional support for handicapped
children, instigating an extensive program of public information and
sensitization, bringing the subject of mental retardation into the open,
enacting demonstration programs, and affecting government agency interaction and the passage of legislation (Lippman & Goldberg, 1973).
Programs of Demonstration
Although these new activities were important, the most significant
contribution was the vast number of new service programs offered by the
parent groups themselves.

The parent organizations not only met the

needs of retarded children and adults, but served as demonstration models
for public and voluntary community service agencies (Lippman & Goldberg,
1973).

During 1953 several of the local units of NARC established

sheltered workshops as training facilities for the rehabilitation of
the mentally retarded (Boggs, 1971).
Pressure on Government Agencies
Parent attention was further concentrated toward government agencies
which resulted in positive gains in the area of MR.

The Office of Edu-

cation initiated an extensive, ambitious study in 1953 regarding preparation of teachers of handicapped children.

This study was made possible

by the support of the Association for the Aid of Crippled Children, a
private foundation.

The Office of Education was the first government
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agency to advocate specific substantive legislation on behalf of the
retarded in response to the previous five years of manifested congressional interest (Boggs, 1971).
Another governmental agency, the Children's Bureau, in taking
cognizance cf the small amount states were doing for the mentally
retarded with the grant money provided by the Bureau, implemented its
existing grant authority to foster specialized diagnostic clinics for
the mentally retarded.

At this time there also was increased activity

in most of the relevant Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) agencies,
and by the time Congress adjourned in 1960, HEW's commitment to research
training and service to benefit the retarded amounted to nearly $94
million for fiscal 1961 (Boggs, 1971).
Pressure on the Legislature
In their attempt to bring about change through legislative action,
local and state programs for the mentally retarded rather than federal
programs, became the first focus of the parents' groups for change.
State legislatures were pursued to bring about immediate, temporary
relief.

Inevitably, the groups brought their cause to the immediate

attention of some elected representatives who saw a need for action.
Congressman John E. Fogarty of Rhode Island was one such official.
Fogarty becam.e interested in delineating the assistance of federal
agencies and in stimulating these agencies to more explicit action.
He was in a viable position as chairman of the Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Department of Labor as well as the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
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It was during 1954 that Congress passed the Cooperative Research
Act, PL 83-53 (Unfinished Revolution, 1976), but the bill was not
funded until 1957 when Fogarty led in the legislation.

This assignment

marked the first federal money available for educational research of any
kind, and two-thirds of it was designated for the retarded (Martin, E. W.,
1976 b). Perhaps there was difficulty in getting the appropriation
needed behind this act because of the rumblings caused by the Brown v«
Board of Education of Topeka decision.

This lack of reinforcement also

is an indicator of the attitudes toward federal education which were
embraced at that time (Martin, E. W., 1968).

The passage of the Co-

operative Research Act was significant in that it represented the first
recognition by Congress of the need for categorical aid to education
for the handicapped since the initiation of federal aid to Galludet
College in 1864 and the American Printing House for the Blind in 1879.
Awareness and Acceptance of Mental Retardation
Legislation along with the accompanied hearings led by Senator
Lister Hill (Alabama) and Congressman Fogarty brought about an increased
awareness and acceptance of mental retardation and other handicapping
conditions during the 1950s (Lippman & Goldberg, 1973).

They introduced

a bill (PL 85-926) for training in the education of the mentally retarded
in 1956 which was modified and passed in 1958 and formed the foundation
for Title III of the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental
Health Centers Construction Act of 1963 (PL 88-164).

This 1963 Act was

broadened to include all major categories of handicaps, and was later
incorporated into Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Educational

.^^"
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Act.

A new division, the Division of Handicapped Children and Youth in

the U.S. Office of Education was originated by PL 88-164.
was to coordinate the following:

The Division

(1) the Captioned Films program, (2) an

amplified teacher training program, and (3) the new research program
established by PL 88-164 (Martin, E. W., 1968).
Further awareness as to the extent of disability because of mental
retardation in the noninstitutionalized population, was brought to focus
when in 1956 there was the change in the Social Security Act.

Under

this Act, a surviving adult dependent child of an insured worker may
receive benefits at the time of the retirement, disability, or death of
the insured parent if the dependent has a permanent, total disability
originating before age 18.

Originally it was estimated that there would

be approximately 20,000 eligible recipients, but by the end of 1969 the
number of applicants for these benefits had reached the quarter million
mark, 160,000 of them having mental retardation as their primary or
secondary disability (Boggs, 1971).
Awareness as to the debilitating effect of handicapping conditions
upon the population was evidenced, also, at this time by the expansion
in membership of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC).

This major

professional association in the special education field stabilized in
the following ways during the 1960s:

(1) strengthened its headquarters

staff, (2) developed basis for bipartisan support in Congress, (3) provided an acceptable focal point to coordinate input from various "categorical" voluntary service organizations interested in the education of
the retarded, deaf, blind, cerebral palsied, epileptic, emotionally
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disturbed, physically handicapped, and children with learning disabilities (Boggs, 1971).

As a result, CEC became the central force in effect-

ing outstanding advances of federal reinforcement in the education of
handicapped children.
Research in the Area of Retardation
During the 1950s research for the prevention and amelioration of
the mentally retarded received em.phasis, whereas before, there had been
a paucity in this area.

Parents and interested professionals during

the 1950s had placed pressure on Congress for research in the area of
mental retardation.

NARC, the National Institute of Health (NIH),

National Institute for Neurological Diseases and Blindness (NINDB),
and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) were supportive in
these endeavors.

NIMH reported involvement in 49 projects during 1960

for a total of more than $1.1 million compared to $121,064 spent on
projects relative to mental retardation in 1955.
Rehabilitation of the Handicapped
In 1954, amendments to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act gave additional and appropriate resources for the stimulation of state interaction
for the retarded.

The mentally retarded had first become candidates for

rehabilitation during World War II when in 1943 amendments to the original Industrial Rehabilitation Act of 1920 were enacted (Boggs, 1971).
President Dwight D. Eisenhower regarded the rehabilitation of the
handicapped as a reliable investment, so the program of joint statefederal rehabilitation which had begun its initial slow rise in 1946,
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grew and flourished under his administration.

According to Spargo

(1968), the initiation of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare occurred in 1953.

During 1954 the President also initiated

the first observance of National Retarded Childrens' Week.

A bill was

passed in 1958 to provide training for educators of the retarded.

Also,

in 1958 Eisenhower appointed the president of NARC to the President's
National Committee for the i960 White House Conference on Children and
Youth.
White House Conference of 1960
When the Golden Anniversary White House Conference on Children and
Youth was convened in 1960 by President Eisenhower, the term "justice"
was stressed.

This conference was intended as a celebration of the past

and as a spur to the future (Spargo, 1968).
the following concepts:

"Justice" was emphasized by

as (1) it pertained to specialized and appro-

priate programs to meet the physical, recreational, educational, psychological, and occupational needs of children, and as (2) justice might
be spread throughout the world by children whose attributes of heart and
mind would create spiritually and intellectually aware adults.
Advocates further assured "justice" by affirming policy which
regarded the residential facility as a part of the service continuum
for children and youth rather than labeling the facility as a place of
detention (Boggs, 1976).

Emphasis was upon voluntary admission to the

residential facility, accompanied by reason for its use being as an
habilitation resource.

Advocates such as Pearl Buck, Roy Rogers, Dale

Evans, and the Kennedy family gave stature to the movement and momentum
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that was building for improvement in the education of the handicapped
(MelCher, 1976).

Parents of less national prominence but who had

regional, state, and local prestige aided in the clarion call of full
provision of constitutional rights.
Salvin and Light (1963) communicate that great strides were made
at the 1960 White House Conference as to the clarification of the problems of the multiply handicapped, with special attention focused upon
mental retardation.

They list the following conclusions from the 1960

White House Conference which they consider significant for public school
programs for retarded pupils even today:
a.
b.
c.

d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

That there are 5,000,000 retarded individuals of all
ages in America.
That 70% of all lifetime disabilities originating in
childhood are the result of mental retardation.
That there is an estimated population of 43,000,000
children between the ages of 5 and 17, of which almost
1,000,000 are retarded in this age range and require
special education.
That not more than one-fourth of the number of eligible
retarded children have been placed in special classes,
even though in the last decade the number of classes for
the educable has doubled and for trainable multiplied
five times.
That 95 out of 100,000 citizens in the United States are
receiving care in residential institutions for the mentally retarded.
That 35,000 retarded individuals are currently residents
of mental hospitals, when they should be in institutions
for the retarded.
That 85% of retarded individuals who are admitted to state
institutions for the first time are under 20 years of age.
That there are 27,000 educable and trainable school age
children in state institutions, but only one-fourth of
this number are enrolled in any type of educational program.
(p. 5)

These challenges of the Golden Anniversary meeting concerning the
reality needs of children seemed to submerge simultaneously with the
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conclusion of the conference, as had occurred in previous decades
(Axinn, et al., 1973).

Because of the usual lack of follow-through,

a national committee was constituted contiguous with the close of the
1960 Conference to stim.ulate the implementation of findings.

There is

no evidence that the national committee was a viable force during the
next decade.

Indications as to the committee's lack of action are

evident when it was expedient to convene a staff of five experts when
it came time to make tentative arrangements for the 1970 White House
Conference (Axinn et al., 1973).
Executive Branch Emphasis on Mental Retardation
Progress of the 1950s was followed by outstanding new emphasis on
mental retardation in the 1960s by the new national Executive Leader.
Because of President John F. Kennedy's leadership and interest, there
was a focus on the problem of mental retardation.
istration's program was known as the New Frontier.

The Kennedy adminThe first major

move of the Kennedy administration which was to instill mental retardation with a positive impact was the proposal for the founding of what
came to be the new National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, among the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

Major concerns

of the new institute were to be normal growth and developmental deviance,
especially mental retardation.

Research centers for this emphasis are

now located at NIH.
In October of 1961 Kennedy appointed a panel of experts in tne
field of mental retardation and challenged them with the task of preparing a plan to combat retardation.

One year later the panel produced
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its report to the President entitled "A Proposed Program for National
Action to Combat Mental Retardation."

This report, which generated

national interest and awareness, outlined the following needs:
(1) Establishment in each state of a protective service for the
retarded in an appropriate state agency.
(2) Differentiation between guardianship of the property of a
retarded person and guardianship of the person.
(3) Availability at the command of the court for comprehensive
clinical evaluation of a retarded person by appropriate personnel in the professions of medicine, psychology, education,
and social work.
(4) Biennial judicial review as to need for continuing institutional care of all retarded adults regardless of their type of
admission.
(5) Periodic review in each jurisdiction of the whole body of law
and mental retardation (Melcher, 1976).
The panel's proposed program became the catalyst for President
Kennedy's "Special Message on Mental Illness and Mental Retardation"
to Congress on February 5, 1963, for a national mental retardation
program.

It was the first presidential message on mental illness and

mental retardation to be delivered to Congress (Boggs, 1971).

Ever

since then, mental retardation has been assigned to social problem status
within our society (Kurtz, 1975).
The panel's report was helpful in preparing the President's budget
for fiscal 1964 and the legislative program for 1963.

It was in Decemi-

ber of 1962 that President Kennedy appointed Dr. Stafford Warren as
»JP

^mi
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special assistant to the President for mental retardation.

The panel

had suggested verbally to the President that he create such an office
to ensure continuity and potency behind the panel report and as a
nationwide symbol of the direct commitment of the administration.
Without delay governors, business leaders, and university presidents
began recognizing a new and different type of communication from the
White House.
Legislation for Mental Retardation
The Kennedy administration legislation resulted in the passage of
two bills relative to mental retardation in 1963.

The first enactment

was the Mental Retardation Facilities Act, PL 88-156 to combat mental
retardation, placing greater emphasis on teacher training and research
in the area of mental retardation and other handicapping conditions
(Martin, E. W., 1974).

The second enactment, the Community Mental

Health Services Act, regarded construction of facilities for the diagnosis, treatment, training, and custodial care of the mentally retarded.
This latter bill was later combined with the Community Mental Health
Centers Bill and Title III.

The first bill was later included in an

omnibus medicare bill of 1956, PL 89-97.

The Mental Retardation Facili-

ties Act now has been renamed the Developmental Disabilities Act and
tenuously broadened its target population (Martin, E. W., 1974).
White House Conference on Mental Retardation
Another executive and administrative action of considerable significance for the retarded was the White House Conference on Mental
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Retardation which was held during September of 1963 at Arlie House in
Warrenton, Virginia.
telephone.

President Kennedy addressed the conference by

The assemblage included the key officials in state govern-

ments along with U.S. Commissioners of Education, Welfare, Rehabilitation, and the Public Health Service.
NARC and its state member units.
twofold:

Invited observers were leaders of

The purpose of the conference was

(1) to make the participants aware of the significance of the

new federal legislation regarding problems of retardation, and (2) to
mark the beginning of federally aided comprehensive state planning in
mental retardation (Boggs, 1971).

The Vocational Education Act of 1963

also was enacted the same year (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
Enactment of Landmark Education Legislation
With the ascent to the Presidency of Lyndon B. Johnson in 1963,
came his ideas of education for all in relation to The Great Society,
which was his social reform program.

Following closely after the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 came the Economic Opportunity Act which declared
"war on poverty" and the accompaniment of legal services to the poor
(Boggs, 1976).

Often legal services also were extended to the disabled

During the late 1960s federal funds for the handicapped came to be visualized as a possible stimulant to state and local efforts for the handicapped child.
It appears that federal programs became expressions of the national
conscience endeavoring to activate state and local consciences (Martin,
E. W., 1976b).

In 1965 landmark education bills were enacted.

Among

them were the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (PL 89-10) and the
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Higher Education Act.

By 1966 President Johnson was being portrayed

by the White House as "the Education President."
Passage of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act
While a leveling off in federal support for education of the handicapped in the administrative dimension occurred after the passage of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), its programs did afford
new support (Martin, E. W., 1968).

ESEA added new strength both to the

momentum of federal assistance for education and to the idea of categorical aid for minority groups.

The Act made it clear that the handicapped,

including the mentally retarded, were to be considered as "educationally
disadvantaged" (Boggs, 1971).

Projects for improving education were

possible under several titles of the bill, which portrayed the brilliance
of the enactment.
New Assistance for Residents of
Institutions
It became apparent that the basic thrust of ESEA was toward the
economically disadvantaged or the general educational community, so
more direct aid for the handicapped became necessary.

Therefore, in the

construction of a new law, PL 89-313, Section 6 of that Act amended
Title I of ESEA, providing financial assistance to state agencies which
had the responsibility of educating handicapped children.

Until then,

state-supported schools were not eligible for Title I funds because the
money was appropriated only through local education agencies.

This

provision had a spectacular effect upon the lives of residents in
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Institutions for the handicapped.

For many it meant the initiation of

educational training because many had been receiving only custodial
services.
Establishment of BEH and National Advisory
Committee for the Handicapped
In 1966, ESEA was amended by PL 89-750 a new Title VI, Education of
Handicapped Children.

This new title was the prototype of the Basic

Office of Education program for the handicapped which is in operation
today, only in greatly revised form (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
Besides creating a Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) and a
National Advisory Committee on the Handicapped for the Commissioner of
Education, PL 89-750 established a grant program intended for strengthening State programs for all handicapped children.
With the establishment of the Bureau within the U.S. Office of
Education to provide leadership and coordination of programs affecting
handicapped children, for the first time specialists in education of the
handicapped were at top policy-making levels within the Education Office
(Martin, 1968).

In 1967 BEH became one of five bureaus within the U.S.

Office of Education.

This bureau envisions its role as a catalyst,

positioning and using its limited available funds, staff, and other
resources so as to cause broad, continuing impact for handicapped citizens (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

Later, BEH and CEC along with

other agencies created a teamwork momentum which resulted in basing the
allocation of federal funds on a commitment to educating each individual
handicapped child, which is reflected in PL 94-142.

For this accomplish-

ment and for the establishment of BEH, much credit is due advocates
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Dr. Samuel A. Kirk and respresentatives of CEC for their time, efforts,
and witness in hearings before congressional committees (Abraham, 1976;
Martin, E. W., 1976b).
According to Boggs (1971), the overall effects of three years of
executive-legislative action for the cause of the retarded came to a
halt in 1966.

The expected escalation in funding of existing programs

began to be curtailed even though legislation became broader, including
children of all handicaps.

And President Lyndon B. Johnson, in 1966,

did initiate an ongoing President's Committee on Mental Retardation
(PCMR) consisting of 21 public members as an advisory body with rotating membership, to be chaired by the Secretary of HEW (Boggs, 1972).
The Secretary of Labor and the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity were appointed as ex officio members.
Passage of Mental Retardation Amendments
While the 1967 ESEA Amendments were in the final stages of development, the 1967 Mental Retardation Amendments were enacted, becoming
PL 90-170.

These amendments extended the earlier act and added a new

Title V to provide support for training professional personnel and
demonstration

activities in physical education and recreation with

mentally retarded and other handicapped children (Martin, E. W., 1968).
Passage of ESEA Amendments
Also, in 1967 the ESEA Amendments, as PL 90-247, were enacted.
summary, it provides for the following:

In

(1) Regional Resource Centers,

(2) recruitment of personnel for education of the handicapped, and
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distribution of information about the programs, (3) expansion of the
media program to all handicapped children, (4) establishment of centers
and services for deaf blind children, (5) provision that 15 percent of
Title III funds be used for the handicapped, (6) increase in Title I
funds for children in State Schools, (7) initiation of research personnel training and demonstration for the handicapped, and (8) provision for
increase in quality and allocations in Title VI grants to States program
(Martin, E. W., 1968).
Passage of Amendments to
Vocational Education Act
Then in 1968 the Amendments of the Vocational Education Act of 1963
as PL 90-576, was enacted.

It requires that at least 10% of the federal

funds which are allocated be designated for vocational education of the
handicapped.

All State agencies having some involvement in the voca-

tional realm are to coordinate their activities with the other State
agencies having responsibility for education of the handicapped (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
Passage of Legislation for a
Child Advocacy System
In 1969 the Joint Committee on Mental Health of Children called
for the establishment of a child advocacy system (Boggs, 1975; Knitzer,
1976; Insight,

1976).

The response to their request was passage of

legislation in 1971 for a system involving protective services and advocacy.

Although it may appear that the concept of protective services

and advocacy was being discovered and requested initially through
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legislation in 1971, there are visible antecedents traceable for nearly
a century (Boggs, 1976).

A reflection of society's response to secular

changes within its midst is depicted through viable legislation.

The

passage of the Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction Act of 1971 with its Section 113 requesting advocacy for
persons with developmental disabilities is an example of what was
happening within the social scene.
This important law became PL 91-517 which had as its purpose the
appropriation of funds to states for reinforcement in the establishment
of training, basic services, and Innovative projects concerning the
retarded and those with related disabilities (Wortis, 1972).

The Act

focuses on the younger population but has affected all the handicapped
and retarded in institutional, service, and social arrangements.
Research has indicated that from a social and economic viewpoint
those disabled in childhood, i.e., the younger population, differ
characteristically as a group from individuals disabled later in life
(Boggs, 1972).

Generally, their family constellations, life experiences,

economic resources, and educational attainments are different and less
adequate.

The indication is that interference in normal development is

the determiner of differences.

The concept of "developmental disabilities"

was bringing under one umbrella a group which in many respects shared
common service needs (Boggs, 1972).
From Welfare to "Workfare"
In 1950 parents of dependent children were included in the federal
grant-in-aid support for dependent children, known as Assistance to
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Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).

This inclusion provided

some support to the ideological convictions relative to the sustaining
of a child in his own home (Axinn et al., 1973).

In 1956 the wording

of support provisions was revised to emphasize the relationship between
the welfare of children to the maintenance of the welfare of their
families.

Child Welfare Services considered that further progress had

been made when in 1958 their services were enlarged to include children
living in places beyond rural areas that had already been covered by the
AFDC (Axinn et al., 1973).

Within this context it might be summarized

that until 1962 the Social Security Act's provisions were extended to
families with dependent children in order to parallel the enlarging
view as to the meaning of child welfare.
Review of the legislation of 1962 and 1964 indicates a change in
attitude, in that employment as an American ideal became equal to the
value placed on family life for children.

This change in attitude was,

perhaps, a result of the "war on poverty" (Lippman & Goldberg, 1974).
Child Welfare Services declared that this type conflict between the
values of work ethic and a mother in the home could not be helpful to
families so economically, educationally, psychologically, and socially
deprived (Axinn et al., 1973).
Another activity that had an effect on the changing perceptions of
existing problems affecting the handicapped child, was that of the President's Panel on Mental Retardation during the Kennedy Administration.
Their activity produced stirrings within the Department of Labor which
brought about more awareness of the relationship of mental retardation
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to unemployment and helped bring about the 1967 Amendments to the Social
Security Act (Boggs, 1971).
With the enactment of thel967 Amendments to the Social Security
Act, more emphasis v/as placed upon job market participation than home
life.

President Richard M. Nixon's message to Congress in 1969 por-

trayed a new family assistance proposal aimed at "workfare" to replace
welfare.

His plan was to classify families with dependent children into

two categories, the immediately employable and the potentially employable (Axinn et al., 1973).
Three months later, according to Axinn, et al. (1973), the Report
of the President's Commission on Income Maintenance exposed resistance;
it stressed the need of poor families for money, rather than work, because the poor are incapable of dealing themselves with the risks of
society and because social welfare programs aimed at other than the
primary need, money, have led to familiar and social devisiveness.
Child Welfare Services then pointed out what they considered another
paradox.

Adult categories of assistance such as Old Age Assistance (OAA)

and Aid to the Blind (AB) were to have federal subsistence, whereas AFDC
was to continue with only state assistance.
White House Conference of 1970
The 1970 White House Conference on Children called by President
Nixon occurred during a time of war, as had President Truman's Conference, but President Nixon made no mention of the unpopular Vietnam War.
The conferees were challenged, however, to instill in children a new
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sense of patriotism.

Nevertheless, the conference did include a forum

on children with handicaps (Boggs, 1972).
President Nixon's address was almost devoid of the recognition of
children and their specific needs except for his beginning reference as
to the Importance of providing individualization to "human beings who
happen to be children" (Axinn et al., 1973, p. 10). His focus, instead,
was upon the need for the attendees to sustain the alterations in public
assistance alleged in the President's "Family Assistance Proposal."
At the conclusion of the 1970 Conference no consensus could be
reached as to the relevant needs of children.

Finally, by rank ordering

16 concerns and recommendations, the conferees determined their first
need to be comprehensive family-oriented child development programs.
A precedent did result from the conference, however, when a follow-up
White House Conference on Youth (ages 14-24) was convened in April of
1971 (Axinn et al., 1973).

For it was in this follow-up conference

that the present concept of advocacy originated (Poller, 1973).
Comprehensive Child Care Act of 1971
Although there was dissatisfaction with the nebulous results of the
1970 White House Conference in its entirety, the conference's final
recommendation as to priority of need gave impetus to the introduction
of legislation relative to a national child development plan (Axinn et
al., 1973).

This Comprehensive Child Care Act provided day care, healthy

education, and social services for pre-school children.

The Act passed

both Houses of Congress in 1971 and was projected toward the use
day care as a family-oriented program for all children.

of
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President Nixon vetoed the child care bill, however, declaring that
the encouragement of widespread use of day care services would lead to
the destruction of family life.

Knitzer (1976) declared this decision

to be one of the most painful episodes of politics versus children.
Moreover, Justine Wise Poller (1976) comments that with the dominance of
poverty, unemployment, and anxiety in our ethos, children have become
easy targets for fiscal restraint, neglect, and attack.

Thus, gentle

neglect or passiveness may be at the roots of what has sapped vitality
and undermined the sense of direction and commitment within various
areas of government.
President Nixon proposed by way of contrast to day care services a
new family income program to replace AFDC.

The new welfare reform pro-

gram that he advocated was not enacted in its entirety, but provided
for compulsory work and support of day care features which did become
law under the Talmadge Amendments of December 1971 (Axinn et al., 1973).
There was conflict as a result of the Talmadge Amendments.

As pre-

viously mentioned, the conflict seemed to have had its inception in the
Social Security Act of 1935, there being an indicated dichotomy between
the "worthy" and "unworthy" in reference to the recipients of aid under
this law.

The following seems to document the conflict:

"the original

Funds to Parents Act proceeded from the assumed value to the child of a
mother in the home; the 1972 amendments proclaim the worth to a child of
a worker in the home" (Axinn et al., 1973, p. 12). In a sense it was
felt that the presence of a working adult in the home would have an added
value for the child in terms of the child's perception of what society
expects of a contributing adult.
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Administrative Commitment for the Handicapped
Legislation for the education of the handicapped which was passed
during the 1970s was provided characteristically for the broad area of
handicapping conditions.

Heretofore, it was characteristic for legisla-

tion to be designated for particular categories, for example mental
retardation or physically handicapped.

However, a significant event for

the retarded occurred in 1971 when President Nixon met with some members
of his President's Committee on Mental Retardation at the White House which
resulted in notable goals being set for the retarded.

This public admin-

istrative commitment was for the following specific goals:

(1) curtailing

the incidence of mental retardation by 50% before the end of the century,
and (2) reverting to the community one-third of the more than 200,000
retarded persons now in public residential facilities (Boggs, 1972).
That same year the Office of Education formally declared that education of the handicapped would be one of its priority programs.

Another

outstanding event was that the then U. S. Commissioner of Education,
Sidney P. Marland, Jr., set as a national goal the achievement of full
educational opportunity for all handicapped children by 1980 (Unfinished
Revolution, 1976).
At about the same time. President Nixon's Committee on Mental
Retardation became cognizant of the themes set forth by the Task Force
on Law from the 1962 Panel on Mental Retardation (Boggs, 1976).

The

committee made these themes the subject of a landmark national conference in 1973 relative to mental retardation.

Some 250 specialists in

the legal and social science areas of mental retardation conferred in
Columbus, Ohio, May 3-5, 1973, their central topic being "The Mentally
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Retarded Citizen and the Law" (Kramer, 1974).

Discussed were approaches

for citizens to implement in helping the silent minority—mentally
retarded children and adults—attain their rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.
Momentum of a Consumer Movement
The momentum created by the efforts of parent organizations in the
1960s was taken over in the 1970s by groups formed by handicapped persons
themselves.

It appears that handicapped individuals are trying to move

from a public picture which has portrayed them as tugging at society's
heartstrings, to one of being involved in society's problems and demonstrating what handicapped citizens can do.

The momentum seems to have ac-

celerated within society to provide appropriate rehabilitation for its
disabled citizens.

Boggs (1975) reports that the number of mentally

retarded persons rehabilitated rose from 106 in 1945, to 531 in 1955;
to 10,248 in 1965; and it was estimated that 45,400 would be reached in
1975.
When the current status of children as a whole is viewed, the conclusion is that children still experience an inferior position in our national
budget.

Less than 7% of the federal budget is spent on children and

youth who compose approximately 40% of our population and 100% of our
future (Meier, 1978).

But when the current status of handicapped children

is surveyed, the i n d i c a t i o n

is that there

is much progress.

Hereto-

fore, the basic rationale as to the role of federal aid to the handicapped
has been to support and stimulate the development of programming through
local and state agencies, along with awarding grants to colleges and
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universities (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

However, with the

signature of President Gerald R. Ford on August 21, 1974, the Education
Amendments of 1974, PL 93-380, became law and procedural safeguards
for the handicapped child to receive an education were secured in this
nation.

President Ford signed another significant bill for the handi-

capped child on November 29, 1975, PL 94-142.

This law. The Education

of All Handicapped Children Act, brought to the handicapped child the
guarantee of an appropriate, free education.
The federal goal for handicapped children is to secure state
commitment,with federal financial support,to educate each individual
handicapped child.

Even if the legal and anticipated incremental

appropriations for the funding of PL 94-142 are not allocated, the states
legally are obligated to provide a free, appropriate education to all
handicapped children.
The acknowledgement of handicapped children's rights as citizens
was further recognized in 1977 when the long awaited federal guidelines
for Section 504 of PL 93-112, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, were
forthcoming.

Recent state and federal court decisions also have rein-

forced citizenship rights of the handicapped (Unfinished Revolution,
1976).
White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals, 1977
Further evidence of the Consumer Movement among handicapped individuals was seen when 3,200 participants gathered in Washington, D. C.,
from May 23-27, 1977 for a White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals.

This national forum was for the assessment of problems and the
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solution to the problems of the handicapped (Remarks of President, 1977;
White House conference on handicapped, 1975).

Fifty percent of the 800

delegates were handicapped persons; 25% were parents of handicapped children (Conference recommendations, 1977; White House conference

draws,

1977; White House conference held, 1977).
This forum was mandated by PL 93-516, the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act and Randolph Sheppard Act Amendments of 1974 (White House conference,
tooling, 1976).

Also mandated were state forums prior to this meeting.

The state forums were used to assist in determining the agenda and priorities of the national forum.

President Jimmy Carter addressed the Wash-

ington meeting, acknowledging that the implementation of the rights of
approximately 36 million people who have physical and mental handicaps is
long overdue (Remarks of President, 1977).

He said that the people of .

America need to apply "Human Rights" to the handicapped people of our
country so that all citizens can have the opportunity of participating
fully in our society regardless of the severity of their handicap (White
House conference

draws, 1977).

Priority action items sent to Congress by this White House Conference were the following:

(1) establishment of a national center for the

handicapped, (2) ratification of a comprehensive national health insurance program, (3) legislation to eliminate work disincentives in existing
programs, (4) legislation against Civil Rights and Civil Service discrimination,and (5) education to include a continuum of basic education,
career training, and adult education (White House conference plan, 1979).
The conference set a history-making percedent by being the first
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gathering in the Nation's Capital of handicapped people from every state
seeking to achieve the rightf to pursue life, liberty, and happiness.
There is hope that the results of this conference will not be
similar to the effects of some of the other White House Conferences.
Meier (1978) alleges that with few noteworthy exceptions the recommendations from the previous seven White House Conferences on Children "sound
like broken records, dispelling the popular and consoling myth that
America is a child-centered society" (p. 29).
In summary, changing perceptions of existing problems were stimulated by several occurrences.

The federal publication Vocational Reha-

bilitation of the Mentally Retarded reflected a new philosophy and had
a positive effect.

Later effects of this new thinking were the approvals

of resources for stimulation of state interaction in Vocational Rehabilitation for the mentally retarded.

A negative effect occurred when a

change in perceptions of existing problems was portrayed by the White
House Conference of 1950.
children].

[There was a lack of emphasis on advocacy for

Many other events occurred, however, to cause a momentum of

positive events for the retarded, and eventually benefits for all handicapped citizens were included in the thinking and action.
Residential facilities became part of the service continuum for the
disabled.

Parents' groups instigated information and demonstration

programs and effected legislation.

There was an increase in research

within the area of mental retardation.

Pearl Buck, Roy Rogers, Dale

Evans, and the Kennedy family gave impetus to the improvement of education for the handicapped.

><I»IM.

Executive Branch emphasis upon the problems
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of the mentally retarded was manifested by the appointment of a President's Panel on Mental Retardation, emphasis on effective legislation
for the mentally retarded, and sponsoring of a White House Conference
on Mental Retardation.
Enactment of landmark education legislation gave new assistance
to residents of institutions, established the Bureau of Education for
the handicapped, the National Advisory Committee for the Handicapped,
and a system of advocacy, as well as amended the various bills to provide more appropriate vocational education and other benefits to the
mentally retarded.

A reversal in thinking relative to the care of

dependent children surfaced.

Emphasis was now placed on the value to a

child of a worker in the home as opposed to the value of just having
a mother in the home.

Deinstitutionalization of the handicapped when

appropriate was accompanied by emphasis on guided community living.
Impetus of the consumer movement led to the enactment of procedural
safeguards to assure the appropriate free education and civil rights of
all handicapped citizens.

In Chapter VI a survey will be made of the

maltreatment of the child and legal recourse.

CHAPTER VI
MALTREATMENT OF THE CHILD AND LEGAL RECOURSE
The capacity of a society to value human rights along with its
decision to give substance to these rights through litigation, legislation, service delivery networks, and research, is related to the long
process of social maturation.

As the child is perceived as a person

having human rights, too, the child may be seen in historical perspective
as (1) progressing from one whose primary worth as a transmitter of the
culture, (2) to the role of him or her as a miniature adult, (3) to perceiving the child as being at a developmental stage wherein peculiar care
and consideration is needed, (4) to conceiving of him or her as an individual having a full range of rights with society's processes available to
enhance these rights (Poller, 1973).
Historically, any deviation from the Poller continuum by the child
may have caused reaction by parents and others,which, if the reaction was
severe enough,would be termed child abuse. Social and governmental action
dealing with the problems of both the abused child and the handicapped
child tend to be chronologically parallel.

In fact, the abused child was

eventually recognized as a special case of the exceptional child.
(McCaffrey, 1979).

In a sense, the development of advocacy for both

types of children is closely interv/oven.

Therefore, the first part of

this chapter will concentrate on the maltreatment of the child and legal
recourse. The latter part of the chapter will focus on education's
relationship to the abused child.
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Current Definitions of Child Abuse
It IS crucial that caretakers of children review their understanding
and assessment of the meaning of child abuse and neglect.
be a decision as to whether or not abuse Is present.

There has to

Varied definitions

exist as to what child abuse is. Some authorities have referred to
child abuse as being non-accidental physical suffering and/or deprivation, sexual abuse, or continued stressful living conditions that
threaten the child's physical and emotional survival (Kempe & Heifer,
1972; Light, 1973).
Other authorities have defined child abuse broadly as being (1) any
deliberate physical Injury to a child during the process of caring for
the youngster (Wall, 1975), and (2) any act of commission or omission
by individuals. Institutions, or the society which divest a child of
his equal rights and liberties and/or interfere with his optimal development (Gil, 1975; Nazzaro, 1974).

Any conditions which result from

such acts or Inaction also may be classified as child abuse.
Gil (1975) refers to child abuse as occurring at the institutional
level. Child abuse at this level Is manifest in such settings as day
care centers, schools, courts, child care agencies, welfare departments,
correctional institutions, and other residential child care settings.
Gaps or deficits are inflicted by the circumstances brought about as a
result of living in these institutional settings as opposed to circumstances of living which would facilitate optimal child development.
The most familiar level at which child abuse may be manifest is in
the home, perpetrators being either the "parents , permanent or temporary
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parent substitutes, or others living in a child's home regularly or
temporarily" (Gil, 1975, p. 347). Abuse in the home may result from
what the perpetrators allege to be constructive, disciplinary, educational attitudes and designs or from hostile, negative feelings toward
the child.

These abusive acts may be the result of one-time episodes,

occasional incidents, or regular patterns.
Parents have the right to administer corporal punishment to their
children (Richardson v. State Board), but when moderation is exceeded
and cruelty results, this type of conduct is considered a criminal offense of assault and battery (Fox, 1971).

Shanas (1975) speaks of a

more subtle kind of abuse, "a child whose parent is constantly drilling
into his mind the fact that he is unwanted suffers a form of abuse that
may ultimately be at least as serious as battering and neglect" (p. 480).
HEW's working definition of child abuse has evolved to be "any
crisis situation in which non-accidental, physical or mental harm resulting from abuse, exploitation, or neglect requires immediate intervention
or removal of the child from the home" (Nazarro, 1974, p. 351). In
legal proceedings, their definition, as defined in the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, 1974, is "physical or mental injury, sexual
abuse, negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child under the age of
eighteen by a person who is responsible for the child's welfare"
(PL 93-247).
Advocacy and Child Protective Services
The recognized solutions to child abuse are threefold:

(1) criminal

prosecution of the parents, (2) transfer in custody of the child from the
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parents to the court until the child can be placed in a foster or adoptive home, and (3) treatment of the family as a unit (Griggs & Gale,
1977).

The major community service responsible for administration of

child abuse and neglect cases usually is the Child Protection Services.
The responsibility of this agency is specialized casework services for
neglected, abused, exploited, or rejected children (Griggs & Gale, 1977).
Protective work has become a minor specialization within social
work, Child Protective Services usually being responsible to the Department of Human Resources or the Department of Social Services.

Protec-

tive work has reference to cases in which children require outside
protection from their parents (Young, 1971).
This specialized area of child welfare is concerned with "preventing neglect, abuse, and exploitation of children by 'reaching out' with
social services to stabilize family life" (DeFrancis, 1973, p. 8 ) . The
agency strives to maintain the family unit by reinforcing parental capability for good child care.
is on the family.

The program is child centered, but the focus

Unresolved difficulties often portray visible signs

of neglect or abuse in the home situation, along with hazard or the
potential for additional damage to the physical or emotional conditions
of a child or children.
Other community services interested in maltreatment cases may be
the PTA, the Junior League, the Civil Liberties Union, or a cahpter of
Parents Anonymous.

"Help lines" are available in many communities for

abusogenic parents to call when they are in a crisis situation (McCaffrey,
1979).

Also, "hot lines" have been established in most communities where

a citizen can call to report suspected or known abuse.
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According to DeFrancis, special skills are indicated for the staff
of the Child Protective Services in their role of instigating a successful approach to parents who are abusing or neglecting their children.
Simultaneous to provisions made for parents, these professionals try to
extend services in behalf of the children, notwithstanding initial rejection and resistance of disturbed parents.

These protective advocates

may invoke the authority of the juvenile court if they deem it necessary for the protection, care, and treatment of the minors for whom
they advocate.
Role of Child Protective Services
The services of the child protection agency are usually introduced
in conjunction with a complaint or referral from sources outside the
family.

The protection agency has been given the following charges:

(1) to provide services when needed, (2) to investigate, study, and
evaluate the indicated facts of neglect and abuse, and (3) to explore
the effect of the findings as they relate to the dependents (DeFrancis,
1973).

In their report, entitled Child Abuse and Neglect:

Model Legis-

lation for the States (1976), a child abuse and neglect project sponsored
by the Education Commission of the States, the recommendation is that the
protective service investigate the report of child abuse or neglect
within 24 hours and when indicated, petition the juvenile court in the
cause of an injured child.
In an effort to coordinate and measure progress, it is further
recommended that each protective service is to complete three reports as
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the case

unfolds:

(1) a preliminary report to reveal what action has

been taken, (2) a progress report to indicate whether or not the rudimentary report has been authenticated, what treatment and/or services
have been offered, accepted, and possibly completed to date, and (3) a
termination report to indicate the eventual disposition of the case.
All reports are to be advanced to a state central registry on forms provided by the registry (Child abuse:

Model legislation, 1976).

The protective service agency may receive a report of parental misconduct from private citizens, the courts, police, hospitals, or other
agencies.

When the agency's investigation discloses that abuse or neg-

lect is present that warrants action, the protection agency concludes
what action is necessary and then strives to secure parental agreement
for such services (DeFrancis, 1973).

The action may range from immediate

child removal from the home to supervision of both the parents and the
child.

If the parents do not agree to the needed services, the agency

turns to the juvenile or family court for its obligatory procedures.
Approximately 10% of the cases do require court intervention (DeFrancis,
1973).
The task of gathering evidence in child abuse or neglect cases is
perhaps more difficult than

securing proof of adult murder because most

victims are too young or too frightened to share their experiences (Fontana, 1973).

Many times the only available information comes from the

declarations of relatives or from parents themselves.

No attempt may be

made to verify these accusations, or a case may be dismissed by a court
because of lack of evidence.

no
Frequently information which is critical to the safety of the child
is known to one agency and not shared with the agency charged with protecting the child.

In these cases, it is the abused or neglected child

who suffers the result.

In other cases charges are filed and the parent

or person legally responsible for the child is prosecuted.

The primary

role of the protective worker is to protect children from further Injury
and maltreatment.
The protective agency may be considered the child's advocate because
often the worker from this agency has to exert massive pressure upon other
agencies so as to secure needed services for the child or his parents
(McKerrow, 1971).

There appears to be a need for someone, some agency,

to execute this responsibility.

Each community needs a single agency

charged with the responsibility of managing and coordinating the multiple services needed to aid and protect neglected and abused victims.
The American Humane Association established guidelines which directed
that reporting laws specify that reporting of neglect and abuse be channeled singly and directly to the child protective services program (DeFrancis, 1973).

About two-thirds of the states require this. The other

third of the states require that reports go to law enforcement authority,
but about half of this one-third also require that reporting be simultaneously made to protective social services.
According to DeFrancis (1973), the initial contact being made through
law enforcement is not the correct approach since the whole purpose of
criminal law is to enact sanctions against offenders.

DeFrancis alleges

that criminal law has no concern nor interest in the victim, their only
concern being the exacting of disapprobations against the offender.

In
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this respect, the court could not be considered the advocate for the
child even though initially the Juvenile Court was to act as parens
patriae (In re Gault, 387 U.S. 16, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
When there is child abuse, Becker (1971) believes that it is the
protective agency's responsibility to intervene.

In the case of neglect,

if the agency is to provide significant advocacy it must determine the
appropriate time in the life of the family and the life of the child for
it to intervene.
Interaction of the Court
If authority is needed to secure the needs of the child, then the
authority of the court must be petitioned.

If court action is needful,

the court must be prepared and ready to perform its function.

Most re-

ported child-abuse cases do not reach the court, but "the juvenile court
is nevertheless the lynch pin upon which the entire out-of-court system
depends" (Fontana, 1973, p. 257). The court's authority should be used
with discretion, consciousness, and under the rules of the law, not at
the whim of a particular judge (Becker, 1971).

Due process procedure

eliminates the judge from having the power to act as he pleases or as
he "knows best."
The court process invokes three separate types of hearings:

(1) the

preliminary hearing, (2) the fact finding hearing, and (3) the regular
hearing (Becker, 1971).

At a preliminary hearing the social agency

presents a prima facie case, i.e., demonstrates sufficient evidence to
initiate the legal intervention process.

The first intervention need

may be the granting of a short term removal of the child or children
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from the home.

Since this is not a long tenn removal, it is not a final

decision such as must be decided after a full hearing of both sides of
the case.

This temporary order is open to review during the fact find-

ing hearing.
At the fact finding hearing the judge really is in the middle in
that he has to proportion the needs of the child against the rights of
the parents.

He has to see both sides.

According to Becker (1971),

"he's not an advocate for the agency at this point, nor is he an advocate
for the parent--he is in the middle" (p. 59). It seems that knowledge
of the fact that the judge is to be impartial should act as therapy to
the parents and children.

The allegation is that the judge has to be

convinced.
Proof of abuse or of injury is essential in any legal determination.
The standard for proof of abuse is medical, but the proof of neglect becomes a community standard.
or more of the following:

This community standard might involve one
(1) the criteria as to what constitutes

parental discipline, (2) the minimum level of cleanliness in a home for
it to be considered a good home, (3) the quantity of alcohol a parent
can imbibe and still be a good or acceptable parent.

Here our standards

are not clear, so the judge does not know either (Becker, 1971).

The

judge relies extensively upon expert testimony which the caseworker and
counsel can bring to bear at this particular point (Delaney, 1975).
At the regular hearing the social worker's function is, according
to Schultz (1973), the "preparation of the victim and his family for the
court experience" (p. 155). In this role the social worker may
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(1) attempt to have the case docketed for early handling, (2) protest
unreasonable delays or adjournments, (3) ask that the case be heard in
chambers or request that the public be excluded from the courtroom, and
(4) discuss with the prosecution the benefits, bargaining for sentence
or accepting a guilty plea.

After disposition of the case, "the social

worker's task is to minimize the damaging offense and court effects rehabilitatively, or, if severe trauma results, to refer the family to a
psychiatric clinic or family physician" (Schultz, 1973, p. 155).
A technique which has proved successful is a judicial conference.
Becker (1971) has experienced that 95% of the time the case can be settled either by a consent decree or by a deferred adjudication through
informal conference.

This procedure might involve the parents, the

parents' attorney, and the caseworker along with letters from a
physician or a social service.
The parents in question may have promised the social worker in
repeated conferences that they would get help for their alcoholism,
their marriage problems, or take advantage of resources such as homemaker services or day care services, yet nothing constructive has taken
place.

When this type case is brought before the court on an unofficial

basis, the parents are told that (1) an official case is not going to be
filed on them at the moment, (2) this is not an official hearing, (3)
they are not on trial, but (4) the court is concerned about the way they
are rearing their children, and if they do not make some constructive
changes, it is going to have to intervene in an official way.
Delaney (1975) is of the opinion that just this little encouragement or coercion often is sufficient tu produce significant changes.

If
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needed changes do not materialize, law enforcement may have to be incited.

The law can prove to be the best friend of the social service

worker, the public health worker, and various other professionals if
they understand how to use the judicial system (Delaney, 1975).

Fre-

quently it is necessary to file an official petition against the
abusogenic parents, and then there must be designation as to the type
of court in which to try the case.
Designation as to Type of Court
The type of court in which a child abuse and neglect case is tried
is critical.

Because of the criminal nature associated with child abuse

and neglect cases, it might appear that it is appropriate to try the case
in a criminal court.

If the case were tried in a criminal court, the

only protection available to the criminal court for protecting the child
would be the jailing of the offending parent or parents.

Even though

this jailing procedure is sometimes necessary and appropriate, usually
the root of abuse or neglect "arises from and is exacerbated by a constellation of familial relations and tensions" (Fontana, 1973, p. 257).
In these instances, the restorative actions of the juvenile court may be
more efficacious than the achievements of the criminal court in averting
future abuse or neglect.
The method the juvenile court optimally utilizes to protect the
child is the providing of social and psychological assistance for the
involved minors (Fontana, 1973).

Sometimes this assistance is involun-

tarily imposed upon the household or family so as to provide a home
which satisfies minimal standards relative to an adequate place for a
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child to develop.

At other times this court has not been able to

transact this ideal into reality (Fontana, 1973).

It appears that to

date there has not been ample experience between the extremes of "best
interests of the child" and legalism to produce an equitable approach
to the predicaments of children (Poller, 1973).
Since the charge given the juvenile court at its inception was to
act in the place of the parent, society assumed that this court would
satisfactorily protect the child (In re Gault, 387 U.S. 15, 87 S. Ct.
1428 (1967)).

According to Poller (1973), the following terms are ex-

pressive of those responsibilities:

parens patriae (protector of those

unable to protect themselves) and loco parentis (authority to speak for
the parents).

The juvenile court system was not obliged to adhere to

the rules of procedure or due process which were required of persons who
appeared before other tribunals (Becker, 1971).

In the beginning years

of the juvenile court's existence, some of its proponents felt that this
court was too formal relative to both its physical and legal features
(In re Gault, 387 U.S. 15, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
Criticism concerning the juvenile court's formalism soon reversed
to criticism of this court's informality (In re Gault, 387 U.S. 17 & 26,
note 37, supra, & 52, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

Formerly, there was undue

emphasis on legal rights, but recently there have been complaints concerning the inadequacy of due process, or legal safeguards.

Because of

the delicate balance between the social aspects of the legal principles
which should guide juvenile court procedure, symmetry was tipped on the
side of informal procedure.

This disproportion resulted in injustice
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and violation of legal rights (Becker, 1971) which led to higher court
involvement.
Supreme Court on Due Process
There has been a flurry of Supreme Court decisions that has been
significant for neglect proceedings and cannot be ignored (Becker,
1971).

The following decisions brought about the trend of a legally

responsible court:

(1) necessity for guardians ad litem, (2) Kent v.

United States, (3) In re Gault, and (4) In re Winship (Poller, 1973;
Singletary, Ceilings, & Dennis, 1977).

The guardian ad litem is a court-

appointed advocate to represent the child's interest in a particular
case.
Guardian ad litem, an Advocate for the Child
Model legislation for the states to use as a pattern for their own
child abuse prevention and treatment, was structured in March of 1976
by the Child Abuse and Neglect Project, Education Commission of the
States (Child abuse:

Model legislation, 1976).

Among the many sug-

gestions were recommendations for child protective services in each
county and the appointment of a guardian ad litem to represent the
abused child.

Counties and states having dense population can establish

a child protective service for a number of contiguous counties.

Public

Law 93-247 mandates provision for the appointment of a guardian ad 1 item
in cases of child abuse as a condition which is precedent to a state
receiving federal funds.
Hopefully, the guardian ad litem is a spokesman to be appointed by
the court for eyery abused, sexually abused, and neglected child for the
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purpose of representing the child's interests (which are independent
from his caretaker's).

Upon the filing of a petition in the juvenile

court, the child, "for all practical purposes, becomes a ward of the
court, and it is the court's responsibility to insure that the child's
safety and interests are fully protected" (Eraser & Martin, 1976).

It

is not required that the person appointed guardian ad litem be an attorney, although this is suggested for an adequate protection of the
child's interests.

Usually, there are three attorneys present:

the

judge, the city or county attorney, and the parents' attorney (Eraser &
Martin, 1976).

Obviously, the parents' attorney cannot independently

represent the interests of the child.

The appointment of this advocate,

in the model legislation, is not to be at the discretion of the court,
but is to be a mandatory appointment.

A number of states now require

this appointment (Eraser & Martin, 1976).
By definition the guardian ad litem is more than a lawyer, "he is
the guardian of the child throughout the legal proceedings, as well as
an advocate for the child's long-range interests" (Child abuse:

Model

legislation, 1976, p. 65). This advocate has access to all relevant
records and reports pertaining to the suspected abuse, sexual abuse, and
neglect.

He or she can conduct his or her own investigation, examine

and cross-examine all witnesses, and subpoena his or her own witnesses.
Through this procedure, the possibility of partiality of the judge is,
hopefully, prevented.
The court is not bound by the recommendations of the guardian ad^
litem but he ultimately is responsible to the court as well as to the
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child (Eraser & Martin, 1976).

His or her role is similar to that of

amicus curiae (friend of the court).

However, the guardian ad litem

is "an excellent assurance that all persons with knowledge will testify,
that all facts will be ferreted out for the court's determination and
that all possible dispositions will be made available for consideration
by the court" (Eraser & Martin, 1976, p. 66). This special guardian is
not an advocate for the petitioner who brings action in the juvenile
court (usually the Department of Social Services), and he is not an
advocate for the respondent who is alleged to have abused the child
(Eraser & Martin, 1976).

However, he may assume either of these func-

tions as the case unfolds.
Kent V. United States, 383 U.S. 541-566,
86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)
Prior to 1960 there were only a few courts that interpreted the
Constitution as requiring recognition of a child's right to procedural
protections of any kind, civil or criminal (Rodham, 1973).

The safe-

guards of the child, however, were delineated during 1966 in the case
of Kent V. United States; the Kent Decision guarantees the procedural
safeguards of the child who is transferred to the jurisdiciton of an
adult court (Poller, 1973).
Morris A. Kent, Jr., who was placed on probation and in the custody
of his mother at age 14 in Washington, D.C., for several housebreakings
and an attempted purse snatching, was apprehended by police officers at
16 years of age for entering the apartment of a woman in D.C. and raping
her.

Kent was detained at the Receiving Home for Children almost a week
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and periodically taken to police headquarters for intense interrogation
without notifying the parents of the offender or the Juvenile Court (as
required by D.C. Code) of his detention and alleged offense (383 U.S.
544, note 1, supra, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
Kent was deprived of his liberty for about one week without a
determination of probable cause as would have been granted in the case
of an adult.

The basis for the difference in practices, according to

the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, is because children
and youth are usually "exempt from criminal penalties that safeguard . . .
the criminal law."

However, special "practices" are followed in the

apprehension of a juvenile, the statutory intent being to establish a
non-punitive, non-criminal atmosphere.

The juvenile may be held in

custody by the juvenile authorities and be available to investigating
officers for a period of five days before formal determination is made
or "booked" as to probable violation, and there is no duty to inform
him of his rights (383 U.S. 545, note 3, supra, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
The defendant was interrogated by police officers in the absence
of counsel or a parent, having no warning of his right to remain silent
or advice pertaining to his right to counsel, both in violation of the
Juvenile Court Act of D.C. and also in violation of rights Kent would
have had if he were an adult (383 U.S. 551, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
Also, Kent was fingerprinted, another violation of the asserted intent
of the Juvenile Court Act, and while he was unlawfully detained, the
fingerprints were unlawfully utilized in the District Court proceedings
(383 U.S. 551, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
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Opposition to the Juvenile Court waiving jurisdiction to the District Court was made by defendant's counsel who was obtained by Kent's
mother on the second day of her child's detention.

Counsel also

offered to prove Kent to be a suitable subject for rehabilitation if
defendant were placed in a hospital under the aegis of the juvenile
court, and counsel moved that the juvenile court grant counsel the
same access to the Social Service file regarding Kent that the prosecution would have.

The Juvenile Court Judge did not rule on the motions.

He held no hearing, nor did he confer with defendant, defendant's parents, nor defendant's counsel.

Instead, the judge entered an order

reciting that after "full investigation, I do hereby waive" (383 U.S. 546,
86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)) jurisdiction of defendant, and directed that Kent
be tried for the alleged offenses under the regular procedure of the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.

The judge made no

reference to defendant counsel's motions.
Shortly thereafter, the District Court Grand Jury made an indictment of Kent on eight counts, alleging two instances of housebreaking,
robbery, and rape along with one of housebreaking and robbery.

When

tried in the court, the jury found regarding rape that Kent was "not
guilty by reason of insanity" (383 U.S. 550, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
The basis for this distinction was that petitioner Kent was "sane" for
intent of housebreaking and robbery but "insane" for the intent of rape,
the hypothesis presented to the jury being that there was some support
in the record "that the housebreakings and robberies were not the products
of his mental disease or defect, while the rapes were produced thereby"
(383 U.S. 550, note 10, supra, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
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Under D.C. law the finding of the jury made it mandatory that Kent
be transferred to St. Elizabeth's Hospital, a mental institution, until
his sanity was restored.

On the six counts of housebreaking and rob-

bery, the jury found Kent guilty, sentencing him to serve 5 to 15 years
on each count, or a total of 30 to 90 years in prison, the time spent at
St. Elizabeth's to count as part of the 30- to 90-year sentence after an
insanity acquittal.
Kent as petitioner appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit, and the court affirmed the previous ruling.

On appeal

to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court remanded the case because of
procedural error with respect to waiver of jurisdiction to the District
Court.

However, the Supreme Court did address itself to some other

basic issues.

The Court recited that the petitioner was entitled to a

full investigation as a condition to a valid waiver order, entitled to
a hearing which included access by his counsel to the social records
considered by the court, and entitled to a statement of reasons for
the Juvenile Court's decision (383 U.S. 541, 86 S. Ct. 1945 (1966)).
The tribunal based these conclusions on the context of constitutional
principles relating to due process and the assistance of counsel, the
right for counsel to function being the essence of justice (383 U.S. 557,
86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).

The hearing is to include the essentials of due

process and fair treatment.
The Kent Decision may be concluded to be a narrow decision in
that constitutional guaranties which would be applicable to adults
charged with the serious offenses for which Morris Kent was tried are
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not required In juvenile court proceedings relative to allegations of
law violation (383 U.S. 556, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).

The Juvenile Court's

proceedings are designated as civil rather than criminal, its theory
(like that of other jurisdictions) being rooted in social welfare philosophy instead of corpus juris.

The initial objective of the Juvenile

Court had not been to determine criminal responsibility, guilt, and punishment, but rather to provide guidance and rehabilitation to the child
and protect society (Coughlin, 1973; 383 U.S. 554, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
Because the State is supposed to proceed in relation to the child
as parens patriae and not as adversary, the child or youth cannot complain about the deprivation of important rights available in criminal
cases and can claim only the fundamental due process right to fair treatment (383 U.S. 555, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
to the following considerations:

The juvenile is not entitled

bail, indictment by grand jury, speedy

and public trial, trial by jury, immunity against self-incrimination,
confrontation of his accusers, and in some jurisdictions (but not in
D.C.) is not entitled to counsel (383 U.S. 555, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
However, the Juvenile Court jurisdiction does provide certain advantages.
The juvenile is shielded from publicity, if confined rarely will it be
with adults, preference is given to retaining the child within the custody
of his parents, detention can be only until he is 21 years of age, he
will not lose his civil rights, the present adjudication cannot be used
against him in subsequent proceedings, and disqualification for public
employment cannot be instigated (383 U.S. 556-557, 86 S. Ct. 1045 (1966)).
Analogous to the disadvantages and advantages of the jurisdiction
of the Juvenile Court, the main advantage to the then 16-year-old Kent
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was the potential difference between a five-year confinement under their
jurisdiction as opposed to the possible death sentence under the jurisdiction of the District Court of D.C.

The ruling in the Kent Case is

significant to the evolution of advocacy for the handicapped child in
that it laid the foundation for future considerations in access to
special education.
In Kent it was decided that as a condition to a valid waiver order,
he was entitled to a hearing before being assigned to another jurisdiction; today, if the parents, guardian, or surrogate parent of a child
disagree as to placement in special education, they are entitled to a
fair and impartial hearing.

In Kent it was ruled that the accused

must have access by his counsel to the social records and probation or
similar reports which presumably would be considered by the Juvenile
Court; today, the parents, guardian, or surrogate parent of a child
have access to all school records.

In Kent it was decided that the

Juvenile Court must make a statement as to its reasons for waiver of
jurisdiction; today, the parents, guardian, or surrogate parent that
are in consultation relative to their child's placement in special
education are presented with reasons for the change in curriculum.
In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1-81,
87 S. Ct. 1428-1472 (1967)
It was in 1967 that "the Supreme Court decided In re Gault, the
landmark case on procedural rights in juvenile court and still the
most famous children's rights case" (Rodham, 1973, p. 499). The
United States Supreme Court held that a juvenile has the right to
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(1) notice of charges, (2) counsel, (3) confrontation and crossexamination of witnesses, and (4) privilege against self-incrimination
(387 U.S. 1, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967); Rodham, 1973; Singletary et al.,
1977; & Stansby, 1973).

Gault held that the Fourteenth Amendment and

the Bill of Rights are not just for adults (387 U.S. 13, 87 S. Ct. 1428
(1967)).

The groundwork was thereby laid for future debate concerning

the constitutional rights of the child.

The child now was no longer

set apart for peculiar care and consideration (Poller, 1973).

The

child's liberty could not be renounced without certain substantive safeguards (Eraser & Martin, 1976).
U.S. Supreme Court proceedings began on appeal from a judgment of
the Supreme Court of Arizona, affirming dismissal of petition for writ
of habeus corpus filed by parents to secure release of their 15-yearold son who had been committed as juvenile delinquent to the state
industrial school.

Gerald Francis Gault, along with a friend, Ronald

Lewis, were taken into custody by the Sheriff of Gila County, Arizona.
Gerald was still subject to a 6-months probation order of February 25,
«

1964, as a result of his having been in the company of another boy who
had stolen a wallet from a lady's purse.

The police action was the

result of a verbal complaint by a neighbor of the boys, Mrs. Cook,
about a telephone call made to her in which the callers made irritatingly offensive remarks or questions of the adolescent, sex variety.
At the time Gerald was picked up, no notice was given his mother
or father who both were at work.
Children's Detention Home.

Gerald was arrested and taken to the

Because Gerald was not at home when the
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mother arrived home at 6:00 p.m., she sent Gerald's older brother to
look for him at the trailer home of the Lewis family.

The brother

apparently learned that Gerald was in custody and informed his mother,
both of them then going to the Detention Home (387 U.S. 5, 87 S. Ct.
1428 (1967)).
The deputy probation officer, Flagg, who was also superintendent
of the Detention Home, told Mrs. Gault "why Jerry was there" and said
that a hearing would be held in the Juvenile Court at 3 o'clock the
following day, June 9.

Officer Flagg filed a petition with the court

on the hearing day, June 9, but did not submit it to the Gaults.

The

parents did not see the petition until the habeas corpus hearing on
August 17, 1964.

The petition made no reference to any factual basis

for the judicial action, reciting only that Gerald was a minor under
the age of 18 years and was in need of the protection of the Honorable
Court and was a delinquent minor.

The petition prayed for a hearing

and an order regarding Gerald's care and custody (387 U.S. 5, 87 S. Ct.
1428 (1967)).

Officer Flagg executed a formal affidavit in support of

the petition.

Officers Flagg and Henderson appeared before the Juvenile

Judge in chambers.

Gerald's father was not there because he was at

work out of the city, and Mrs. Cook, the complainant, was not there.
No one was sworn at this hearing, no transcript or recording was made,
nor was any memorandum or record of the substance of the proceedings
prepared.
The Supreme Court information on the proceedings and the subsequent hearing on June 15 derive entirely from the testimony of the
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Juvenile Court Judge, Mr. and Mrs. Gault, and Officer Flagg at the
habeas corpus proceeding conducted two months later.

From this, it

appears that Gerald was questioned by the judge about the telephone
call.

There was conflict about what he said.

His mother recalled that

Gerald said he only dialed Mrs. Cook's number and handed the telephone
to his friend, Ronald.
making the lewd remarks.

Officer Flagg recalled that Gerald had admitted
Judge McGhee testified that Gerald admitted

making one of the lewd statements (387 U.S. 6, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
At the conclusion of the hearing, the judge said he would think about
the case.

Gerald was taken back to the Detention Home, rather than

being sent home with his parents.
On June 11 or 12, after having been detained since June 8, Gerald
was released and driven home, there being no explanation in the record
as to why he was kept in the Detention Home or why he was released.
At 5:00 p.m. on the day of Gerald's release, Mrs. Gault received a note
signed by Officer Flagg which was on plain paper, not letterhead, the
entire text being as follows:
Mrs. Gault:
Judge McGHEE has set Monday June 15, 1964 at 11:00 A.M.
as the date and time for further Hearings on Gerald's delinquency.
/s/ Flagg
(387 U.S. 6, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
At the appointed time on Monday, June 15, Gerald, his father and
mother, Ronald Lewis and his father, and Officers Flagg and Henderson
were present before Judge McGhee.

Witnesses at the habeas corpus pro-

ceeding differed in their recollections of Gerald's testimony.

Mr. and
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Mrs. Gault recalled that Gerald again testified that he had only dialed
the number and that the other boy had made the remarks.

Officer Flagg

agreed at this hearing that Gerald did not admit making the lewd
remarks, but that when questioned at the Detention Home, each boy had
sought to put the blame on the other.

Judge McGhee also testified that

Gerald had not denied "certain statements" made to him at the hearing
by Officer Henderson (387 U.S. 7, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
Again, the complainant, Mrs. Cook, was not present.

Mrs. Gault

requested that she be present, but the Juvenile Judge said she did not
have to be present.

The Judge did not speak to Mrs. Cook or communi-

cate with her at any time.

Probation Officer Flagg had talked to her

once--over the telephone on June 9.

At this June 15 hearing a "referral

report" m.ade by the probation officers was filed with the court listing
the charge as "Lewd Phone Calls."

At the conclusion of the hearing,

the Judge committed Gerald as a juvenile delinquent to the State Industrial School until the end of his minority, 21 years of age.

The order

recited that these were the findings of the Court "after a full hearing
and due deliberation" (387 U.S. 8, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
No appeal is permitted by Arizona law in juvenile cases.

On Au-

gust 3, 1964, a petition for a writ of habeas corpus was filed with the
Supreme Court of Arizona and referred by it to the Superior Court for
hearing.

At the habeas corpus hearing on August 17, Judge McGhee was

vigorously cross-examined as to the basis for his actions.

He testi-

fied that he had taken into account that Gerald was on probation and
the section of the code under which he found the boy delinquent was
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ARS §8-201, subsec. 6 (a), "a delinquent child" includes one "who has
violated a law of the state or an ordinacne or regulation of a political subdivision thereof."

The law which Gerald was found to have vio-

lated is ARS § 13-377 which provides that a person who "in the presence
or hearing of any woman or child . . . uses vulgar, abusive, or obscene
language, is guilty of a misdemeanor."

The penalty which would apply

to an adult is $5 to $50, or imprisonment for not more than 2 months.
Asked about the basis for his conclusion that Gerald "was habitually involved in immoral matters" (387 U.S. 9, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)),
the judge testified somewhat vaguely, that 2 years earlier on July 2,
1962, a "referral" was made concerning Gerald "where the boy had stolen
a baseball glove from another boy and lied to the Police Department
about it."

There was no hearing and no accusation "because of lack of

material foundation," but it seems to have remained in Judge McGhee's
mind as relevant.

And, further, the judge testified that Gerald had

admitted making other nuisance phone calls in the past which were
"silly calls, or funny calls, or something like that."
The Superior Court dismissed the writ, and appellants sought review
in the Arizona Supreme Court.

This court considered appellants' assign-

ments of error as urging that (1) the Juvenile Code is unconstitutional
because it does not require that parents and children be apprised of
the specific charges, does not require proper notice of a hearing, and
does not provide for an appeal; and (2) the proceedings and order
relating to Gerald constituted a denial of due process of law because
of the absence of adequate notice of the charge and the hearing; failure
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to notify appellants of constitutional rights such as right to counsel
and to confrontation, and the privilege against self-incrimination; the
use of unsworn hearsay testimony; and the failure to make a record of
the proceedings.

Appellants had further asserted that it was in error

for the Juvenile Court to remove Gerald from the custody of his parents
without a showing and finding of their unsuitability, and alleged a miscellany of other errors under state law (387 U.S. 9-10, 87 S. Ct. 1428
(1967)).

The Arizona Supreme Court handed down an elaborate and wide-

ranging opinion affirming dismissal of the writ and stating the court's
conclusions as to the issues raised by appellants and other aspects of
the juvenile process.
Appellants, in their jurisdictional statement and brief to the
U.S. Supreme Court, did not urge all the points passed upon by the
Supreme Court of Arizona.

The appellants did urge that the Juvenile

Code of Arizona be held invalid on its application in this case, because
contrary to the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment, the juvenile
is taken from the custody of his parents and committed to a state institution pursuant to proceedings in which the juvenile court has virtually
unlimited discretion, and in which the following basic rights are denied:
(1) notice of the charges, (2) right to counsel, (3) right to confrontation and cross-examination, (4) privilege against self-incrimination,
(5) right to a transcript of the proceedings, and (6) right to appellate
review (387 U.S. 10, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
The Supreme Court emphasized that they would consider no other issues
which were passed upon by the Supreme Court of Arizona and would not
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decide as to whether other issues were in conflict with requirements of
the Federal Constitution.

At the conclusion of the case, the Supreme

Court ruled that the first four charges were basic rights in due process
proceedings to determine the delinquency of a minor (387 U.S. 1, 87 S.
Ct. 1428 (1967)).

However, the Court did not rule on the last two

charges because they stated that that Court had not held that a state is
required by the Federal Constitution to provide appellate courts or a
right to appellate review, and that because they were reversing the
Supreme Court of Arizona's dismissal of the writ of habeas corpus for
other reasons, they need not rule on failure to provide a transcript or
recording of the hearings, or failure of the Juvenile Judge to state
the grounds for his conclusion (387 U.S. 58, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
If Gerald had been over 18 years of age, he would not have been
subject to Juvenile Court proceedings and the maximum punishment would
have been a fine of $5 to $50, or imprisonment in jail for not more
than 2 months.

Instead, he was committed to an Industrial School for

a maximum of 6 years (387 U.S. 29, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

If Gault

had been over 18 years old, he also would have been entitled to substantial rights under the Constitution as well as under Arizona's laws and
constitution.
The Supreme Court admonished that even as in Kent v. U.S., in a
proceeding of tremendous consequence for a juvenile there is no place
for procedural arbitrariness in the waiver of jurisdiction by the Juvenile Court to the Adult Court without a hearing, without effective
assistance of counsel, without a statement of reasons (387 U.S. 30,
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87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

The hearing does not have to meet the require-

ments of a criminal trial or the usual administrative hearing, but
there must be the essentials of due process and fair treatment in the
juvenile court adjudication of "delinquency."
Due process that would be deemed constitutionally adequate in a
civil or criminal proceeding requires that notice of scheduled court
proceedings must be provided sufficiently in advance.

The child and

his parents or guardian are to be notified in writing as to the specific
charge or factual allegations to be considered at the hearing.

The

written notice is to be presented at the earliest practicable time, at
least sufficiently in time for adequate preparation in advance of the
hearing (387 U.S. 33, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
Gault ruled that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires in proceedings to determine delinquency in which the
juvenile's freedom may be curtailed, that the youth and his parents are
to be notified of the child's right to be represented by counsel retained
by them or if they are unable to afford counsel, counsel will be
appointed to represent the child (387 U.S. 41, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
The judge reiterated that even as the right of counsel was decided in
Kent V. U.S. to be essential for purposes of waiver proceedings, counsel
is equally essential for the determination of delinquency which carries
with it the awesome possibility of incarceration in a state institution.
The loss of years of liberty is comparable in seriousness to a
felony prosecution.

Children need advocates to speak for them and to

guard their interests, especially when disposition decisions are pending
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(387 U.S. 38, note 65, supra, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

There is the

need for skilled Inquiry into the facts, insistence upon regularity of
the proceedings, and determination as to whether the youth has a
defense and if indicated prepare and submit it.

A limited number of

state statutes require advice of the right to counsel and to have counsel appointed (387 U.S. 37, note 63, supra, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

Few

adults without legal preparation can understand or effect even the most
informal judicial proceedings, and certainly children would be incapable
(387 U.S. 38, note 65, supra, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
The probation officer is not permitted to act as counsel for the
juvenile because his role in the adjudicatory hearing, according to
statute and fact, is to be that of arresting officer and witness against
the child.

Neither can the judge represent the youth (387 U.S. 36, 87

S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

(Analogous to this prohibition is the present law,

PL 94-142, that requires someone other than an agency employee to be the
surrogate parent for a child in need of this representation.

The super-

intendent of the residential facility cannot act as the surrogate parent
for children in his facility.)
Another question which Gault had to decide was whether in a delinquency proceeding an admission by the juvenile may be used against him
in the absence of clear and unequivocal evidence that the statement was
made with knowledge that he was not required to speak and that there
would be no penalty for his remaining silent.
carry with it the danger of unreliability,

Coercion is deemed to

and the privilege against

self incrimination is regarded as a safeguard to assure that confessions
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are reasonably trustworthy.

The Fifth Amendment, applicable to the

states by operation of the Fourteenth Amendment is unequivocal in extending the privilege of self-incrimination from children to the hardened
criminal (387 U.S. 47, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

Gault ruled that the

child may remain silent, in that constitutional privilege against selfincrimination is applicable to juveniles as well as to adults.
Regarding confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses, Gault
ruled that absent a valid confession this examination was essential to
a determination of delinquency and an order of commitment to a state
institution (387 U.S. 57, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967).

There must be sworn

testimony along with the opportunity for cross-examination in accordance with the law and constitutional requirements.
The ruling in the Gault Case is significant in the evolution of
advocacy for the handicapped child because it laid the foundation for
future considerations regarding procedural safeguards in special education (PL 94-142, Part B, Sec. 615). In Gault it was decided that in
regard to determining the delinquency of a juvenile, due process procedures must include written notice of the charges to the child and
parents or guardian in sufficient time for adequate preparation in advance of the hearing.

Today, the parents, guardian, or surrogate

parent of a child is to receive written notice in their native language
prior to whenever the local education agency proposes or refuses to
initiate, or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement or provide free appropriate public education to their child.
In Gault it was ruled that the youth and his parents are to be
notified of the child's right to be represented by counsel retained by
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them or if they are unable to afford counsel, counsel will be appointed
to represent the juvenile.

Today, if the parents are aggrieved by edu-

cational decisions relative to their child, an impartial due process
hearing is required, and either party has the right to be accompanied
and advised by counsel and by individuals with special knowledge or
training with respect to the problems of handicapped children.
Gault ruled that the juvenile has the right to confrontation and
cross-examination of witnesses as a determination of delinquency and
an order of commitment to a state institution.

Today, in public edu-

cation if aggrieved parents or the local education agency request a
hearing, they have the right to present evidence and confront, crossexamine, and compel the attendance of witnesses.

The final ruling of

Gault, enforces the privilege against self-incrimination or to remain
silent but has no direct parallel in PL 94-142, but the child is permitted, if appropriate, to be present at all educational decisionmaking sessions.
In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358,
90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)
Wilkerson (1973) declares that in a sense the decisions of Kent
and Gault culminated endeavors to create a "renaissance" in the juvenile court, focusing mainly upon protection of the child's rights through
procedural safeguards.

The spirit In re Gault was further affirmed in

the case of In re Winship during 1970 in the Supreme Court.
Samuel Winship when 12 years old, allegedly entered a locker and
stole $112 from a woman's pocketbook.

The petition entered in the
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Family Court, Bronx County, New York charged Winship with delinquency,
alleging that if this act had been committed by an adult the crime or
crimes would constitute larceny (397 U.S. 360, 90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)).
The judge admitted that the proof might not establish guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt, but repudiated Winship's disagreement that such proof
was demanded by the 14th Amendment.

The judge instead relied on a

New York statute which only requires preponderance of the evidence at
the adjudicatory hearing.
During the subsequent dispositional hearing, Winship was ordered
to be placed in a training school for an initial period of 18 months,
with the possibility of annual extensions of his commitment until he
reached the age of majority, 18, which would be six years.

The New

York Family Court adjudged Samuel Winship to be delinquent, and he
appealed.

The New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division, affirmed,

and he appealed to the New York Court of Appeals on constitutional
grounds, and the order was again affirmed.

When referred to the U.S.

Supreme Court, the decision was that "the reasonable-doubt standard of
criminal law has constitutional stature, and that juveniles, like
adults, are constitutionally entitled to proof beyond reasonable doubt
when charged with a violation of a criminal law" (397 U.S. 358, 90 S.
Ct. 1068 (1970)).
Constitutional questions in the case centered on the adjudicatory
state at "which a determination is made as to whether a juvenile is a
'delinquent' as a result of alleged misconduct on his part, with the
consequence that he may be committed to a state institution" (397 U.S.
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358-359, 90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)).

Gault decided that the hearing does

not have to meet the requirements of a criminal trial or the usual
administrative hearing, but there must be the essentials of due process and fair treatment in the Juvenile Court adjudication of "delinquency."

Winship "presents the single, narrow question whether proof

beyond a reasonable doubt is among the 'essentials of due process and
fair treatment' required during the adjudicatory stage when a juvenile
is charged with an act which would constitute a crime if committed by
an adult" (397 U.S. 359, 90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)).
The U.S. Supreme Court has long assumed that proof of a criminal
charge beyond a reasonable doubt is constitutionally required.

This

standard is a prime instrument for reducing the risk of convictions
resting on factual error, providing concrete substance for the presumption of innocence.

The one accused could lose his liberty and would be

stigmatized by the conviction.

Unfairness occurs if a person is judged

guilty of a crime and imprisoned for years on the strength of the same
evidence as would suffice in a civil case (397 U.S. 363, 90 S. Ct. 1068
(1970)).
Because there always is a margin of error in litigation factfinding which both parties must take into account, due process specifies
that no person shall lose his liberty
"unless the Government has borne the burden of...convincing
the factfinder of his guilt."...To this end, the reasonabledoubt standard is indispensable, for it "impresses on the trier
of fact the necessity of reaching a subjective state of certitude of the facts in issue." (397 U.S. 364, 90 S. Ct. 1068
(1970))
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The question before the Supreme Court was whether juveniles, like
adults, are constitutionally entitled to proof beyond a reasonable
doubt when they are accused with transgression of a criminal law (397
U.S. 365, 90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)).
The Supreme Court ruled that "the Due Process Clause protects the
accused against conviction except upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt
of e\/ery fact necessary to constitute the crime with which he is
charged" (397 U.S. 364, 90 S. Ct. 1068 (1970)).

Good intentions and

civil labels (as in preponderance of the evidence and the civil label
of the Juvenile Court) do not obviate the need for criminal due process
safeguards in Juvenile Courts.

The constitutional safeguard of proof

beyond a reasonable doubt is not to cause the states to abandon or displace any of the substantive benefits of the juvenile process.
There is more than just a "tenuous difference" between the reasonable doubt and preponderance standards.

Furthermore, the

constitutional safeguard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt
is as much required during the adjudicatory stage of a delinquency proceeding as are those constitutional safeguards
applied in Gault--not1ce of charges, right to counsel, the
rights of confrontation and examination, and the privilege
against self-incrimination. (397 U.S. 368, 90 S. Ct. 1068
(1970))
Therefore, it was ruled that when a 12 year-old child is charged with
an act of stealing which may subject him to confinement for as much as
six years, as a matter of due process, the case against him must be
proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
Unique Procedures of the Juvenile Court
Moreover, the first Juvenile Court was constituted so that a child
would not bq trcatpH a<; a criminal but as a minor to be rehabilitated
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rather than punished (Gault, 387 U.S. 15, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).

The

law establishing the original Juvenile Court in Cook County, Illinois,
during 1899 provided that the authority of the court should extend to
children of criminal or asocial behavior (DeCourcy & DeCourcy, 1973).
Perhaps establishment of the Juvenile Court came about as the result of
children over seven years of age being tried in adult courts (Gault,
387 U.S. 16, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
the Nineteenth Century was hanged.

Occasionally a child offender of
Others were confined in prisons

with adult offenders.
Other unique procedures of the Juvenile Court were alluded to by
DeCourcy and DeCourcy (1973) as follows:
Cases were heard in a separate courtroom; the records of juvenile offenders were kept apart from those of adult offenders;
indictments were not sought; warrants for arrest were not
issued; and trial by jury was eliminated, (p. 210)
These Juvenile Courts provided jurisdiction over neglected and abused
children as well as children of criminal or asocial behavior.
As a result of this new type of court authority, many of the customary legal procedures are not followed when parents are accused of
neglect or abuse.

The following variances

often occur:

(1) facts in

the case are determined by a judge rather than a jury, (2) the minor is
not represented by counsel, (3) the press usually is excluded, (4) the
judge who has wide latitude to decide the fate of the child often is
ill-qualified to exercise his dictatorial powers (DeCourcy & DeCourcy,
1973).

Initially these variations were adopted to shield the child

from treatment as a criminal; however, in child abuse cases they shield
the parent.

There is no rational or legal justification for granting
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to abusive parents special protection that is not provided to the
pettiest criminal.
Another apparent injustice to the child is the lack of a jury to
determine questions of fact such as whether or not the parents have
been unfit. Instigating or permitting abuse or neglect.

DeCourcy and

DeCourcy (1973) allege that the origin of the gathering of a jury was
for the purpose of protecting defendants from capricious, dictatorial
judges acting as agents of the king.

It was thought that a jury of

peers would weigh the facts and reach an impartial verdict.

Today, if

the criminal Is convicted of a felony he has the right to a jury, but
the helpless child is not afforded this right.
Rodham (1973) calls attention to the fact that the Supreme Court
has ruled that trial by jury in the Juvenile Court for alleged delinquents is not indicated by the Constitution.

On the other hand, Wil-

kerson (1973) appears to support the 1971 Supreme Court decision to
deny the juvenile the right to a jury trial. Wilkerson claims that
this decision illustrates the manner in which the concepts of "rights"
and "best interests" must be balanced.
It is mandatory that all parties to the case, excepting the child,
be represented by counsel (DeCourcy & DeCourcy, 1973; Goldstein, Freud,
& Solnit, 1973).
ents.

Trial lawyers are known to think only of their cli-

These lawyers appear to have no apparent concern for justice or

the rights of other individuals who are involved.

The parents have a

lawyer to plead for them, the district attorney's office is delegated
the responsibility of presenting the case against the parents, but it
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is common that no lawyer is employed to represent the child, the person
most affected by decisions in dependency cases.

An advocate is needed

who has no other goal than the determination of what is the least
detrimental alternative for his client (Goldstein et al., 1973).
DeCourcy and DeCourcy (1973) are of the opinion that there is no
logical reason for preventing those of the news media from covering
cases of child abuse; results of the media's coverage might produce
needed reforms.

The parents, not the children, are being judged in

these dependency hearings.

If the parents had been charged with drunken

driving, embezzlement, or any other crime they would have been exposed
to publicity.
It may be that the child gets the worst of two worlds, neither the
protections accorded to adults nor the eager care and restorative treatment hypothesized for the child (Kent v. U.S., 383 U.S. 556, 86 S. Ct.
1045 (1966)).

Some Juvenile Courts are deficient in personnel, facil-

ities, and techniques as far as adequately representing the interests of
the state in a parens patriae capacity relative to the child accused of
law violation (Singletary et al., 1977).
It appears that the quality of court judges should be upgraded
(In re Gault, 387 U.S. 14, note 14, supra, 87 S. Ct. 1428 (1967)).
Often these judges are county officials and frequently the counties cannot offer salaries to attract qualified personnel.

DeCourcy and

DeCourcy (1973) believe that the following criteria should be considered
for Juvenile Courts and juvenile judges:
Juvenile courts should be state courts, with full time, wellpaid, appointed judges. In smaller states these could be

v^
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circuit courts, which could conduct hearings in several different localities. The judges appointed should have as a
minimal requirement an undergraduate degree and preferably
should have graduated from law school and have been admitted
to the bar. Continuing education, preferably in the behavioral sciences, should be encouraged, perhaps with salary
increases as a reward for further graduate study, (p. 213)
Of course, it must be remembered that court procedures alone may
not provide the care and treatment that the delinquent requires, for
without care and treatment there is no substantiation of intervention
(Coughlin, 1973).

Even though many of the previously cited variancies

have occurred, there has been a nationwide effort to correct some cf
the injustices.

One of the results of this effort has been the fed-

eral enactment of Public Law 93-247, the Child Abuse Act.

With the

passage of this Act came the legal definition for child abuse.

Of

course, other definitions are used in various circumstances by different authorities.
The Winship Decision had positive implications for the abused and
neglected child.

According to Becker (1971), due process proceedings

are just as essential in a neglect proceeding as in a delinquency
charge.

The thrust for the rights of the child in Kent v. United States

and In re Gault has implications, too, for resolutions in custody situations (Wilkerson, 1973).
The Winship Decision appears to have strengthened the procedural
safeguards for children relative to educational decisions, as has previously been referred to in PL 94-142, requiring that there must be
proof beyond a reasonable doubt to place a child in special education
(Sec. 615, (b) (1) (E)). Further, when applied to the obtaining of
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educational rights for handicapped students, Winship may have
influenced the requirement that appropriate observation and testing
procedures be followed which would assure beyond a reasonable doubt
that the pupil could not succeed with the regular curriculum and that
special education was indicated.
Impact of Litigation upon Education
From the three cases reviewed, Kent, Gault, and Winship, it can be
concluded that there are implications for the establishment of procedural safeguards found in PL 93-380 and PL 94-142. Specific educational rights were more firmly established as a result of success in
the aforementioned litigation for youth.

Today, if the parent, guard-

ian, or surrogate parent of a child disagrees with the placement of his
child in special education, he is entitled to a fair and impartial
hearing.

The responsible person is presented with reasons for the

change in curriculum, and also has access to all school records.
party has the right to be accompanied

Either

and advised by counsel and by

individuals with special knowledge or training with respect to the problems of handicapped children.

There also is the right to confrontation

and the presentation of evidence as well as the right to cross-examine
and compel the attendance of witnesses.
Before any meeting to change the curriculum or placement of the
child, the parent, guardian, or surrogate parent of the child is to
receive written notice in his native language prior to whenever the
local education agency proposes or refuses to initiate, or change the
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identification, evaluation, or educational placement or provide for the
free appropriate public education of the child.

Appropriate observa-

tion and testing procedures must be followed which would assure beyond
a reasonable doubt that the child could not succeed with the regular
curriculum and that special education is indicated.

If appropriate,

the child may attend all meetings or hearings relative to educational
decision-making which involve his academic future.

At these meetings

the child may remain silent or interact with the adults and professionals, the main advocate for the child being the parent, guardian, or
surrogate parent.
Implementation of Foster Care
It also is vital that abused children have a caring person, an
advocate to intercede for them because the needs of these children are
critical.

They are on a timetable of their own, and emotional growth

and development "cannot tolerate a situation where the child is placed
in an emotional deep freeze waiting for the time when . . . the parents
have been made better, six or twelve months hence"
p. xiii).

(Martin, H. P., 1976,

Frequently it is possible to identify those families where

relinquishment of the child is necessary to insure the child's chances
for emotional survival.

Foster home care may appear to be the only ap-

proach, but, hopefully, there may be a variety of choices because placing a child in foster care does not necessarily represent treatment.
There is no guarantee that the child will receive the love and care
necessary for proper development.

Most foster parents are sincere and

well meaning in their intentions of providing for the good of the child,
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but often they are not knowledgeable as to how to relate to a child who
has been abused or neglected.

DeCourcy and DeCourcy (1973) reflect their

idea that "other foster parents are simply running a poorly paying
business—child care—and are without warmth or concern for the foster
children placed in their homes" (p. 215).
Often a child taken from his parents is placed in a succession of
foster hom.es, thereby receiving no real sense of security which might
come from a sense of belonging and being loved (Fontana, 1973; Martin,
H. P., 1976).

For various reasons foster parents may decide to termi-

nate care for a particular child or decide to discontinue caring for
foster children altogether.
The providing of care for some of these children is not easy.
Martin alleges that "the child may fail foster care very much as he
fails kindergarten and primary school later on" (p. xii). The violent
and abrupt separation of the child from his biologic parents is of itself enough trauma to the abused child because many times he feels abandoned and even responsible at early ages (Martin, H. P., 1976).

Usually,

visiting by the biologic parents of their child in the foster home is
discouraged or disallowed.

If visiting privileges are permitted, cus-

tomarily they are not permitted to the father, and, perhaps, only an
hour a week is permitted to the mother.

Often it is difficult for emo-

tional growth to occur under these obscure circumstances in a strange
place.
A great amount of time may be required to bring about improvement
in the abusogenic parents, especially if this amount of time is measured
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in

terms of the abused child's emotional growth and development.

How-

ever, prolonged foster care, along with separating a child from his
parents, can prove to be detrimental to the child by its prolonged
nature.

In extreme cases some biologic parents should never be permitted

to regain custody of their child because the risk of further abuse or
neglect is too great (McKerrow, 1971).

A careful appraisal of the

parents' potential may indicate a permanent separation.

If this separa-

tion is signified, "it should be permissible for the court to put these
children up for adoption, so that they would be in a stable situation
and could experience the love and warmth of parents who care" (DeCourcy
& DeCourcy, 1973, p. 215).
The pragmatic goal of society is to reduce the number of children
who must be separated from their homes. According to DeFrancis (1973),
good child protective programs can prevent the separation of children
from parents and can prevent the placement of children in foster care,
thus saving the community an enormous amount of money.
grams are cheaper than foster homes.

Protective pro-

DeFrancis states that,

it is far less costly to pay the salary for a single good protective worker, who in the course of a year can prevent the
placement of at least 100 children, than it would be to pay
for the enormous foster care costs of that many children at an
average of $1,500 per foster placement, (p. 14)
Protective services is less costly, too, than the repetitive cycle of
generation after generation of abusing parents (McKerrow, 1971).
The main savings relative to the protective program plan is the
savings in human dignity and human worth; the parents will have been
helped to accept as well as to respond to their parental responsibility.
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McKerrow (1971) alludes that there has never been a completely satisfactory substitute found for a child's own home and for the nurture of his
natural parents.

Whenever a child is transferred from his home and

assigned to the custody of a protective agency, every effort is supposed
to be made to rehabilitate the family for the restoration of the child
to his parents as soon as possible (Fontana, 1973).
Availability of Other Community Resources
Although the Department of Social Services in its Child Protective
Service Agency is responsible by mandate for the investigation, exploration, and provision of help for children who have been abused or neglected, the agency cannot operate in a vacuum. (DeFrancis, 1973).

There

must be a battery of resources available in every community (Child abuse:
Model legislation, 1976).

In most communities various resources are

available to the protective agency for rehabilitation of the home.
Some of the families will require some form of psychotherapy; therefore, a mental health service must be available for both diagnosis and
counseling (DeFrancis, 1973; Fontana, 1973).

Homemaker services may need

to be provided the abusogenic home in the following instances:

(1) when

relief is needed by a mother who is overwhelmed by the burden of 24-hour
care for children, and (2) to prevent the removal of children from their
own home as a result of the absence or incapacity of a parent (DeFrancis,
1973).

When parents cannot tolerate the continuous responsibility of

total 24-hour care for several yery young children, a day care center
may be the needed resource.

Some of the pressure and tension of parent

responsibility may be relieved by the benefits of such a facility.
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Another resource in the community that may be available for assistance and to which H. P. Martin (1976) refers to as having been successful, is the family learning center.

At the center a small group of five

to seven children live together with a stable, loving small staff.

The

staff grants ready access to the parents of the children on nights and
weekends as well as by day.

This arrangement has proved to be an aid in

identifying those families where relinquishment or restoration of the
child to the home has to be determined.
A range of therapeutic options which have been used to supplement
case work is the utilization of lay therapists who are backed by crisis
nurseries, parent groups, and family learning centers (Martin, H. P.,
1976).

Experience has shown that unless both parents receive active

intervention from some of the available resources, they will not easily
tolerate treatment of their child.

During the process of therapy the

child seems to progress through three stages:

(1) frozen watchfulness,

(2) awareness, and (3) personal creativity (Martin, H. P.,1976).

Parents

appear to evaluate this process as a worsening of their child 's behavior
and something they cannot tolerate, and as a result the parents often
terminate the treatment.

On the other hand, if the parents have received

useful and consistent intervention they usually can accept their feelings
and endure changes in the child (Martin, H. P., 1976).
Involvement of Medical Services
Medical services perhaps need to be a resource to the protective
agency's program.

Professionals in the medical area often can provide
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the needed link to alert the protective agency of suspected abused children, as well as to verify particular cases of abuse.

DeFrancis (1973)

asserts that "in the 1950s, a new discipline 'discovered' child abuse"
(p. 20). The medical profession discovered that they had been treating
numerous children for injuries, the cause of which they had overlooked.
The doctors became aware of the fact that these children were not receiving these Injuries accidentally as the parents had alleged.

Instead,

many of these children had been the victims of child abuse.
According to Smith (1975), medical recognition of child maltreatment has evolved since the sixteenth century.

In 1545 Thomas Phaire

referred to neglect leading to hypothermia when he wrote the first book
on pediatrics written by an Englishman.

In 1860 Abroise Fardieu, a

French specialist in forensic medicine described the medicosoci.al phenomenon of maltreated children.

In 1888 Samuel West read the first

case description of a battered child at a meeting of the Medical Society
of London.
These early reports of child maltreatment could not be substantiated
because they antedated the discovery of the x-ray which was in 1895.
The modern period for medical recognition of battered children began in
the middle 1940s when John Caffey and his associates published several
articles on a "new syndrome" (Smith, 1975).

Fontana (1973) reports

that it was in 1946 that "radiologist John Caffey first reported in the
American Journal of Roentgenology the frequency of subdural hematoma in
infants who also showed fractures of the long bones--a sinister combination of injuries and scarcely one likely to have resulted from
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accident" (p. 14). It appears that radiology provided the medical foundation for the social, legal, and psychiatric aspects of child abuse.
When full body x-rays were taken of the victims, some cases fell
into what Dr. C. Henry Kempe in 1961 coined as the "battered child
syndrome" (DeFrancis, 1973; Fontana, 1973; Smith, 1975).

DeFrancis

informs that "when this constellation of symptoms—current bone lesion
with earlier injuries, some of which are healed and others only partially healed—is found to exist, we have the classical 'Battered Child
Syndrome'" (p. 20). Hospitals are admonished to be alert for possible
cases of child battering and to report them to physicians and the protective agency.
Since the coining of the term "battered child syndrome," Fontana
(1973) has maintained that there is more to battering than battery.

Wall

(1975) expands this thought when he explains that "abuse in this case is
predetermined and can be likened to torture" (p. 222). Just about every
conceivable type of Injury has been encountered, and there scarcely is
any limit to the type of weapons the parents have used.

With the in-

creased accumulation of battered cases, concern mounted as to what should
be done after a physician identified a child as a possible case of child
abuse.
The physicians approached the United States Children's Bureau and
requested that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare aid them
in forming some relevant solutions.

In 1962 the Children's Bureau spon-

sored a meeting in Washington, D . C , which was attended by leading
pediatricians, radiologists, juvenile court judges, lawyers, social
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workers, and representatives of national agencies.

Vincent DeFrancis

(1973) attended as representative of the American Humane Association
and reports that consensus finally was achieved that a reporting law
should be passed which would Include an immunity clause to protect from
possible legal action any individual who in good faith reported a case
of suspected abuse.

This leadership agreement resulted in the origina-

tion of legislation to report maltreatment, the first child abuse laws
being enacted in 1974.
There has been discussion before the U.S. Senate and elsewhere that
child abuse might be Identified through national health screening (Light,
1973).

Henry Kempe has suggested that our nation adopt a public health

policy providing national health visitors for children from birth to 6
years of age.

The visitor would call at intervals during the first

months of life at the homes of designated young families and would "become, as it were, the guardian who would see to it that each infant is
receiving his basic health rights" (Light, 1973, p. 568).
Abused Child Regarded as an "Exceptional Child"
The conditions perpetrating abuse involve a vulnerable child, a
potentially abusing parent or parent substitute, and a stress situation
which instigates the abuse (Nazzaro, 1974).

Besides being maltreated,

the abused child may have problems that require special education.
Although the child may not be considered handicapped, he may be viewed
as exceptional.
McCaffrey (1979) reports that The Council for Exceptional Children
"by official action of its delegate assembly . . . includes abused and
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neglected children in its definition of exceptional children" (p. 47).
Numerous educators agree that abused children are in need of special
school based services.

'Wall (1975) declares that "many abused children

are physically handicapped, mentally retarded, or emotionally disturbed
either before the abuse or as a result of it" (p. 222).
Frequently the causative factors of abuse and neglect are triggered
by family stress of an emotional or environmental nature.

Handicapping

conditions increase the level of stress within a family, so it is not
unrealistic to assume that child maltreatment may occur frequently in
these circumstances.

According to Nazzaro (1974), there are no defini-

tive statistics available on abuse among handicapped children.

In

contrast, Griggs and Gale (1977) reported later that "among school aged
children who have been abused, 1.3%

attend special classes for retarded

children or are in grades below their age level" (p. 190).
Current Incidence of Abuse
Because all abuse cases are not reported, it is impossible to have
an absolute figure as to prevalence of child abuse in our society.
Mondale (1973) suggested that for ewery reported case of child abuse
there are from 10 to 100 cases not reported.

About half of the abused

children will have physical injury that is permanent, whereas most of
them will have mental and psychological problems.
The majority of child abuse research concerns the young child.

More

than half of the maltreated children in this country are of school age,
one-fourth of them being adolescents (McCaffrey & Tewey, 1978).

Case

studies have indicated a strong link between maltreated children and
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students who later disrupt school activities.

Shanas reports that "a

study of 8,000 New York State children abused or neglected between 1951
and 1971 found that 35% of them later became known to the family court
as juvenile delinquent or 'persons in need of supervision'" (p. 481).
Estimates as to how extensive the phenomenon of child abuse is
vary, ranging from the 6,000 confirmed cases reported by Gil, to a halfmillion cases estimated by Light whose findings are based on Gil's
survey data (Gelles, 1975).

Gelles further alleges that "at present, we

can estimate that perhaps a half-million to a million children are abused
by their caretakers each year" (p. 364). The Children's Bureau estimates
that there are from 50,000 to 75,000 incidents of child abuse in this
country each year (Fontana, 1976).

The American Humane Association

reports that reported cases of abuse in all 50 states and territories
rose from 294,796 in 1975 to 357,533 in 1976 (For your information,
1978).
Dr. Vincent DeFrancis of the Children's Division of the American
Humane Association sets forth still differing estimates.

He estimates

that 10,000 children are severely battered each year, at least 50,000 to
75,000 sexually abused, 100,000 are emotionally neglected, and another
100,000 are physically, morally, and educationally neglected (Fontana,
1976).

Chase (1975) reveals that "Dr. Henry Kempe, a pioneer in the

field of child abuse, has reported that 60,000 children were seriously
abused in 1972.

Kempe's figure is quoted most often by the Senate sub-

committee on Children and Youth" (p. 184).
Griggs and Gale (1977) refer to the 1976 APA Monitor for figures
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released by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in November
of 1975.

It is indicated that more than one million children are victims

of child abuse or neglect yearly, and that at least one in 500 children
die from maltreatment.

Nearly half of the victims are over 6 years of

age, 20% being adolescents.

In excess of 60% of the children have a

history of prior abuse.
There is a higher rate of child abuse among nonwhite children than
among white children (Griggs & Gale, 1977).

Possible reasons for these

differences among the nonwhite population include:

(1) a higher inci-

dence of poverty, (2) a higher rate of fatherless homes, (3) larger
families, and (4) unlikeness in child-rearing practices among ethnocentric groups.
In contrast, Gelles et al. report in their

"Profile of Violence

towards Children in the United States" (Child abusers, 1978), that there
virtually are no differences in child abuse tendencies among racial
groups.

Their study notes child abuse tendencies to be 14% among whites,

15% among blacks, and 18% among the "others."

These researchers also

report a higher incidence of parental physical abuse, between 1.4 and
1.9 million, than previously has been reported.

However, this report

does include spanking as a form of violence against children (Child
abusers, 1978).
Abusogenic Families in Society
Abusogenic families constitute, in effect, a group outside of society.

These families are a growing burden upon society.

stance is tragic for both the families and the community.

This circumYoung (1971),
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who labels these families as the "twilight" families, alleges that "the
hope for all these families lies in their children's escape from the
endless cycle of confusion and defeat" (p. 39). It appears that the
more modern, sophisticated, and technologically advanced the society,
the greater the incidence of child abuse (Fontana, 1973).
Characteristics of Abusogenic Parents
Studies have been prolific in trying to identify the characteristics of abusogenic parents.

Most authorities agree that one child

is singled out for injury, the unwanted child.

Some studies have indi-

cated that most abuse comes from the lower class of society, but other
studies have indicated that abuse represents a cross-section of the
general population (Child abusers, 1978; Smith, 1975).

Those parents

of middle income and better, often are able to find a private doctor who
will transgress the law by not reporting suspected or confirmed cases
of abuse or neglect (Shanas, 1975).
Chase (1974) reports that most studies indicate that the education,
occupation, and Income levels of abusogenic parents generally are lower
than that of the general population.
and may be on public assistance.

Often these parents are unemployed

Smith (1975) found there to be a trend

in the studies in relation to economic stress, lack of immediate support
from extended families, social isolation, high mobility, and unemployment.

Mothers tended to be the predominant child batterers, and their

religious backgrounds appeared to have no significance.
The

latest available survey regarding abusogenic parents is that

of Richard J. Gelles et al. , 1978, at the University of Rhode Island, who
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found the typical characteristics of abusive parents to be that they
were high school graduates under 30 years of age who live in the Midwest
and make less than $6,000 annually (Child abusers, 1978).

The Gelles

researchers also revealed that the children most vulnerable were the
youngest group studied (3 to 5 years old) along with the oldest group
surveyed (15 to 17 years old). The oldest group appeared more likely
to face extreme forms of violence such as beatings and the use of guns
and knives.
When single studies are considered individually, most any characteristic of an abusogenic parent that has been isolated may be refuted by
another single study.

H. P. Martin (1976) declares that most of the

experts in the field agree as to three points about abusive parents:
(1) they were abused or neglected either physically or emotionally as
children, (2) they share misconceptions concerning the nature of childrearing and look to the child for satisfaction of their own parental
emotional needs, and (3) only a few of them portray psychotic traits.
There appears to be disagreement among the investigators, however,
as to the abusive parent's source of aggressive impulses.

Shanas (1975)

reports that Dr. Kempe estimates 10% of abusogenic parents to be categorized as abusive psychopaths or delusional schizophrenics who use
the child as a scapegoat.

Dr. Kempe signifies that 90% of these parents

are "readily treatable by reconstituting their sense of trust and by
giving them considerable minute-to-minute support over a crucial period
of eight to nine months" (Shanas, 1975, p. 481).
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Characteristics of the Abused Child
Most researchers have found more boys to be battered than girls.
Gil found this to be true in his 1972 study, but only to the age of 12
when more girls than boys were victims of child abuse (Smith, 1975).
According to Gelles' late study, the least likely to be abused in a
family is the single child, whereas if there are two children in the
family, the chances are 50% greater for abuse (Child abusers, 1978).
Parents appear to be more prone to abuse if they have five children, whereas the lowest rate of maltreatment against children occurs
when there are eight or more children in the family (Child abusers,
1978).

Gelles further suggests that perhaps these latter parents are

too exhausted to raise a finger toward their children, and these children may bring relief to the parents by assisting with chores, babysitting, and aiding with additional income.
There are guidelines for the layperson to use in recognizing possible cases of abuse and neglect.

With this guidance most caring peo-

ple can be of assistance both to the child and the parent:

the child

generally is fearful; unduly afraid of its parents; may be confined for
long periods of time in a crib, playpen, or cage; shows evidence of
repeated skin or other injuries which have been inappropriately treated
in terms of bandages and medication; appears to be undernourished; is
given inappropriate food, drink, or medicine; is dressed inappropriately
for weather conditions, shows evidence of overall poor care; cries
often; is described as "different" or "bad" by the parents, and seems
"different" in physical or emotional makeup; takes over the role of
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parent and tries to be protective or otherwise take care of the parent's
needs; is notably destructive and aggressive or is notably passive and
withdrawn (Fontana, 1973).
Limitations to the Use of Corporal Punishment
Parents have a common law privilege to apply corporal punishment to
their children, but when moderation is exceeded and brutality results,
a criminal offense of assault and battery could be filed against the
parents under the neglect jurisdiction of the juvenile court.

There

appears to be in our culture a relationship between our child-rearing
beliefs and acts of violence against our offspring.

Fontana (1973)

believes that this ingenious torture may be a natural extension of the
bottom-slapping disciplinary practices of nonabusing parents.
According to Smith (1975), the maltreatment of children has been
"justified" for centuries.

There has been the belief that severe phys-

ical punishment is essential to maintain discipline, to transmit educational ideas, to satisfy certain gods, or to discharge evil spirits.
The whipping of children has long been justified by parents when they
quote the Biblical aphorism, "he that spareth the rod hateth his son"
(Proverbs 13:24).

It has been thought that a person seized with epi-

lepsy was possessed by a devil, and the victim was "thrashed soundly to
expel the demon.

In India there was a sacred iron chain expressly for

this purpose" (Smith, 1975, p. 16).
Philosophers such as Plato, Plutarch, and John Locke pleaded for
humane treatment in the education of children (Smith, 1975).

Plato

advised teachers to train not by compulsion but as if they were playing;
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Plutarch decried the use of the whip; and Locke pleaded for schoolmasters
to reserve the rod for moral faults only.

Smith reports that "John Frank

pioneered the establishment of legal regulations that curbed corporal
punishment in schools at the end of the eighteenth century" (p. 17).
Today, large numbers of teachers still use corporal punishment as a
behavior control technique, and often they lose control in similar manner to the way an abusive parent does.

Shanas (1975) claims that eyery

time a teacher implements corporal punishment, the educator is sanctioning the use of physical abuse, communicating to the class that it is all
right to strike out physically against another person.
Many advocates and child abuse authorities support the enactment of
a national law to ban corporal punishment in the schools.

David Gil,

professor of social policy at Brandeis University declares that
such a message from Congress could initiate a rethinking of
the entire child-rearing context in the country. Without such
rethinking and without an eventual redefinition of the status
and rights of children, child abuse can simply not be prevented. (Shanas, 1975)
A recent Supreme Court decision of one vote granted to educators the
continued right to administer corporal punishment (Ingram v. Wright).
Prevention and Treatment of Abuse
Parents Anonymous (P.A.) is a child abuse prevention and treatment
program begun in Los Angeles during 1970 by Jolly K.

This self-help,

help-each-other group is designed after Alcoholic Anonymous and analagous
groups.

Its members may not be able to share their feelings with uncom-

prehending outsiders, but they are able to talk with each other.

At
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first, the group was known as Mothers Anonymous until the group realized
that fathers needed access, too.
When a mother (or father) who is a member of P.A. recognizes that
her inner tensions are about to burst into turbulence against her child,
she can dial the telephone number of a P.A. member with whom she has
exchanged telephone numbers and pour out her troubles.
communication may be therapeutic to both parties.

The exchange of

If necessary, the

mothers may exchange children because an abusing mother does not lash
out at borrowed children (Fontana, 1973).
Abusogenic parents are unable to share their feelings with undiscerning strangers, but are able to communicate with each other.

When

they feel stress accumulating, members of P.A. know where to go for help,
help being a "combination of group therapy sessions, ego building, and
the availability of a twenty-four-hour-a-day 'hot line' crisis intervention system" (Fontana, 1973).
Dr. Fontana (1973) indicates his feeling as to the viability of the
P.A. group when he declares that it may be the only type "organization
capable of reaching into every kind of home on any social or economic
stratum in which children are being maltreated or are in danger of maltreatment" (p. 176).

In 1975 there were some 600 P.A. Chapters across

the country (Shanas, 1975).

The chapters meet once or twice weekly.

Three other types of parental treatment programs that appear to be
effective throughout the nation were developed by the National Center
for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect in Denver, operated by the
University of Colorado and directed by Dr. C. Henry Kempe.

These types
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of programs consist of (1) lay therapists, (2) crisis nurseries, and
(3) day care centers for abused children, each of which have been referred to in this chapter.

Abuse and neglect come about as a result of

parents' inability to meet the basic needs of their children (McKerrow,
1971).

This inability may not stem from their own personalities but may

be more deeply rooted in community and social failure to meet even basic
human needs.
Enactment of State Abuse Laws
During the past 10 years every state has either passed or updated
laws that require the reporting of child abuse (Chase, 1975; Fox, 1971;
Griggs 8e Gale, 1977; McCaffrey, 1979).

In New York the law presumes

that a child is abused if a parent is found to be a narcotic addict,
and, further, that once child abuse has been documented the child must
be removed from the custody of his parent (Fox, 1971).

There is the

flexibility that the parent may prove no abuse has occured, and when
abuse has been substantiated the parent has the freedom to prove that
removal from the home is unnecessary.
Details of the child abuse laws within each state differ.

The

people by whom most states require that child abuse be reported are
physicians, social workers, nurses, social service agencies, policy
authorities, hospitals, and educators.

Some states require or encourage

citizens to report child abuse.
McCaffrey (1979) claims that all states now prohibit child abuse
and neglect.

Forty-three of these states specifically mandate educators

to report to local protection services any probable cases of maltreatment
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within the child's home.

Often teachers are the only source of constant

support to the abused child.

Schools may even become a second type of

home to abused or neglected children.
Teachers also can offer tremendous support to families and communities.

McCaffrey further alleges that "nationwide efforts are underway

to establish community based multidisciplinary teams responsible for
following up on reported cases" (p. 47). These teams usually include
representatives from child protective agencies, legal services, local
hospitals, and social services.

Educational representation on these

multidisciplinary teams is relevant.

Possible services which the

schools could offer the maltreated children are remedial aid, speech
and language training, guidance and counseling, special education services, health care, psychological services, and social services.
Public Monies for Child Abuse Research
Gelles (1975) reveals that in June of 1973 the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare authorized three million dollars for research concerning child abuse, and the National Institute for Child Development
expended an additional $200,000 in 1974.

Further interesting data are

presented by Chase (1975) that previous monies are available, but mostly
on paper:
Since the 1960's, the U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has taken the responsibility of devising policies
dealing with child abuse and neglect through certain sections
of Title IV-A (AFDC), Title IV-B (Child Welfare Services), and
Title V (Maternal and Child Health Programs of the Social
Security Act). Total funding for these programs was $76 million
in 1972. This represented an incredible increase in twelve
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years from $4 million in 1960 to $10 million in 1965 to $49
million in 1970 and $76 million in 1972. Despite these expenditures only a fraction of this money, according to the Office
of Child Development, went to programs that focused specifically on child abuse. Consequently, we have relatively little
information about many facets of child abuse, particularly
what kinds of programs would be most effective in dealing
with it. (pp. 183-184)
The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974 authorized
sixty million dollars to be spent during the following three years for
the purpose of developing programs to prevent and treat cases of child
abuse.

The current national impetus is toward further research and the

applicable development of viable programs for the prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect.
In summary. Chapter VI has delineated protective service agencies,
cited positive Supreme Court decisions regarding due process for the
child, noted negative traits of juvenile courts, described pragmatic
aspects of the foster home, named available prevention and treatment
resources, quoted current incidence of abuse, stated characteristics of
abusogenic parents, described the abused child, and called

attention to

the relationship to child rearing beliefs and acts of violence to offspring.

Also noted was the practice in all states of requiring the

reporting of child abuse.
report abuse.

Forty-three states mandate that teachers

Chapter VII will emphasize (1) the relationship between

the child and the school, (2) legal change for the child, and (3) a
review of landmark cases affecting children.

CHAPTER VII
ADVOCACY FOR THE HANDICAPPED CHILD THROUGH LITIGATION
In Chapter VI maltreatment of the child and legal recourse was
discussed in light of the (1) advocacy role for the neglected and abused
child, (2) due process and fair treatment in the juvenile courts,
(3) disputed causes of abuse, (4) state requirements of reporting child
abuse and neglect, and (5) appropriations of public monies for research
and viable programs in the prevention and treatment of child abuse and
neglect.

There is need to peruse the area of child abuse and neglect

further, focusing upon the maltreatment imposed in other areas of exceptionality such as disenfranchisement of human rights, including education and treatment services.

Therefore, this present chapter will

emphasize advocacy relative to (1) the association between the child and
the school, (2) legal change for the child, and (3) a review of landmark
cases affecting children.
Relationship between the Child and the School
Society traditionally has felt that the child's best interests are
synonymous with those of his parents, the exception being where the state
is required to intervene so as to protect the young (Cass, 1974; Rodham,
1973).

Child citizens have fewer legal rights than adults, even though

the needs and interests of children may be greater.

Often these special

needs and interests have served as the basis for not according children
their rights and duties.

This basis also has been used for delegating
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enforcement of their minimal r-^ghts to Institutional decision makers
(Rodham, 1973).

Often the rights that have been afforded children can

be exercised only vicariously through adult representatives or advocates.
Present concern for the rights of children can be interpreted as
the most current attempt to elucidate the standing of the child in American society.

Heretofore, the focus has been upon the relationship

between the child and his family, this alliance being exemplified by
child labor legislation and the child welfare movement.

Now the focus

of attention has shifted to the relationship between the child and the
school (Haubrich & Apple, 1975), or wherever the child is obliged to
obtain his formal or informal education.
The new focus reflects the growing involvement of the school and
education in most areas of the child's life.

Children's rights appear

to be evolving from a confluence of dominant philosophical, political,
social, and economic variables in a particular time (Haubrich and Apple,
1975).

The current relationship between the child and the school has as

its beginning the earlier moralistic thinking which contemporary scientific outlooks of childhood have neither disproved nor replaced but,
instead, have made equitable.
Discrimination in Education
Congress and the courts have been diligent, although not always successful, in attempting to combat discrimination in the schools.

As Fly-

gare (1975) relates, "it is only with great effort that one can overcome
the effects of educational discrimination" (p. 7 ) . Perhaps this fact
has been the catalyst

behind the efforts of legislation and litigation.
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The handicapped child without an education is in jeopardy not only of
sucess but also of liberty and life Itself (Gilhool, 1973).

The real

challenge Is that ewery child can benefit from an education, there being
no such thing as an ineducable or non-tra1nable child.

If the disen-

franchisement of a child to an education places the normal child's
chances for success in life into jeopardy, then the opportunity for success in life would be much less for an handicapped child without an education.
Even though deplorable, the effects of discrimination in housing or
employment are rarely permanent.

Discrimination in education, however,

can have a permanent devastating effect upon the child because it occurs
during impressionable and formative years. Discrimination in education
may be Interpreted as occurring "whenever a person is treated differently
merely for possessing characteristics having no bearing on his or her
ability to learn" (Flygare, 1975, p. 7 ) .
Discrimination as a Result of Litigation
Discrimination in education also can occur as a result of litigation.
According to Abeson (1975), "it is in the best Interests of the handicapped to prevent litigation or the threat of litigation from becoming
personal, because regardless of the decision, it is likely that the named
defendants will retain a major role in implementing the desired change"
(p. 11). Surprisingly, changes desired when initiating litigation may
be in the same direction the party named as "defendant" has tried unsuccessfully to bring to pass, being thwarted because of some barrier such
as inadequate agency commitment or financial support.
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The utilization or threat of litigation may provide sufficient
leverage for securing the desired action of both plaintiff and defendant
(Abeson, 1976).

For instance, the uncooperative agencies and policy

makers previously contacted by the defendant may now initiate the desired
change.

There may be public knowledge that the defendants have not only

tried unsuccessfully to bring about the plaintiffs' desired change, but
have even spent much time assisting the plaintiffs in preparing their
arguments (Abeson, 1976).

Therefore, litigation is not necessarily a

personal encroachment upon the defendants.

Litigation can be another

positive governmental avenue through which policy change is secured for
the handicapped child.

However, negative results for the child can

result in the future daily educational contacts between the "professionals" and the child if discretion is not applied.
Legal Change for the Child
Law reform is seeking to change the legal status of the child by
(1) extending to the child more adult rights, and (2) recognizing the
child's unique needs and interests as legally enforceable rights (Rodham, 1973).
of right.

There are differences between a legal right and other claims
According to Rodham, "a legal right is an enforceable claim

to the possession of property or authority, or to the enjoyment of privileges or immunities" (p. 489). Moral prescriptions and political demands, however, have the status of needs or interests and are not considered as rights because they are not legally recognized by law.
By resorting to the courts in 1971, handicapped citizens joined an
old tradition in the United States, that of going to the courts to effect
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social change.

The tradition of using the courts to achieve justice

dates back at least to 1905 (Gilhool, 1973) when W.E.B. Dubois and his
associates organized the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP).

After turning repeatedly to the courts for

over 50 long years, the NAACP gained fruition in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka when in 1954 the United States Supreme Court held as
unconstitutional, segregated schooling.
The courts were utilized repeatedly in the late 1950s and early
1960s by the civil rights movement.
courts in the 1930s.

The labor movement went to the

In the 1960s lawyers became available in signifi-

cant numbers to low Income citizens, and lawyer services also were implemented by the women's movement.

More recently, the elderly have fol-

lowed the tradition by instigating the services of the courts (Unfinished
Revolution, 1976).
Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
The court emphasized in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka the
critical importance of education both to children and to society.

The

consideration for rights in education in Brown, along with its willingness and intent to enforce those rights with affirmative action, distinguish it as a significant precendent (Rodham, 1973).

It is noteworthy

and interesting that one of the first children's rights precendents was
the Brown Case.
Not only did this ruling overturn the concept of "separate but
equal" educational facilities for children of different races, but made
the way clear for other minority groups to have educational affirmation.
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Applying this opportunity for the handicapped was recognized immediately
by some as a possibility, but it was 16 years later in the PARC Case
before this dream became a reality.

Lippman & Goldberg (1973), cite the

opening argument of John W. Davis, the attorney for South Carolina during the Brown litigation, as follows:
May it please the Court, I think if the appellants' construction of the Fourteenth Amendment should prevail here, there
is no doubt in my mind that it would catch the Indian within
its grasp just as much as the Negro. If it should prevail, I
am unable to see why a state would have any further right to
segregate its pupils on the ground of sex or on the ground of
age or on the ground of mental capacity, (p, 13)
Resorting to the courts to secure one's rights really is not different from turning to the legislature through lobbying or going to the
executive by means of negotiations with statewide or local school officials.

In each instance the goal is the rights of someone.

The courts

do have slightly different powers than the legislature and the executive
in that the art of accommodation characterizes decisions of the latter
(Gilhool, 1973).

Accommodation is not the question of the courts, but

rather the art of the necessary.
Composition of United States Court System
The United States court system is divided into one court "system"
for each state besides the federal "system," bringing the total to
51 systems (Singletary, Ceilings, & Dennis, 1977).

Within the state

court structure there are trial courts and appellate courts.

Trial

courts are divided into inferior courts and superior courts.

The appel-

late courts provide a system of appeals, at least one appellate court
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being provided in each state, if there is not satisfaction within the
trial courts (System of Courts, 1964).

Inferior courts consist of

justice of the peace and municipal courts.

Superior courts may be known

as circuit courts, county courts, or district courts (Singletary et al.,
1977).

The appellate court within the state may be known as the supreme

court, or the court of appeals.
Within the federal court system there are three levels:

(1) the

United States District Court, (2) the United States Court of Appeals,
and (3) the United States Supreme Court.

States are separated into

approximately 93 federal districts (Abeson, 1975).

The Court of

Appeals, being arranged in 11 circuits, usually hears cases from a several state region (Singletary et al., 1977).

The assignment of the

Supreme Court is to hear cases from the United States Circuit Courts and
from the head appellate court in the several states.
The decision as to the appropriate court to hear a lawsuit is to
be made by the involved attorneys.

The basic prerequisite to entering

court is that the plaintiffs have been injured or wronged.

Litigation

becomes appropriate when the constitutional or statutory rights of handicapped children "are abridged and when administrative remedies for redress have proven either ineffective or inefficient in protecting those
rights" (Abeson, 1976, p. 240). The plaintiffs must initially determine
(1) the type of remedy they desire the court to grant, (2) the selection
of an attorney, (3) who the defendants are, (4) the facts of alleged
violation, and (5) whether to bring a class action or an individual
action lawsuit.
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Implementation of Class Action Lawsuits
Often court decisions in behalf of the handicapped are produced by
an old, legal mechanism that was until recently obscure to the public,
the class action lawsuit (Singletary et al., 1977).

Under this mechan-

ism individuals seeking relief from a perceived unfairness are permitted
through one or more persons to petition the court on behalf of themselves
and all others who are in the same situation.

Much responsibility is

assumed by the petitioners because if they succeed in the suit a large
number of people benefit from the action, but if the petitioners fail
in persuading the court they close the door for all others who are in
the same situation.

The door also is closed for others to sue individ-

ually.
The case of Stoner v. Miller, 1975, documented the fact that there
is no specified number of plaintiffs required to instigate a class action
suit.

The basis for much of the class action litigation in behalf of

handicapped children has been to receive the benefits from the guarantees of equal protection of the laws (Singletary et al., 1977).

Gilhool

(1973) asserts that it was an historical accident that in the beginning
the class of children suing in the PARC case were mentally retarded
children.

In the numerous cases following, the class of children suing

to secure their rights have included all handicapped children.
Implementation of Case Law
Case law may be derived from individual cases or from a class action
lawsuit.

Case law is known as court law or judge-made law because the

law is obtained or derived from a court decision rather than being
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established by legislation or statute (Singletary et al., 1977).

The

other way in which case law may be derived is through stare decisis, or
precedent.

Stare decisis may be determined by a higher court because

the decisions of the higher courts are binding on all lower courts, or
stare decisis may be reached by decisions made in similar cases elsewhere such as in another state (Singletary et al., 1977).

Therefore,

stare decisis may be interpreted as "let the decision stand" because the
decision is an "inherited" one or applied one, having not been decided
by the particular case in question.
Review of Landmark Cases Affecting Children
In considering relevant litigation on behalf of the education of
the handicapped child, the recent utilization of the courts in securing
educational rights is significant (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

The

intent herein is to review in chronological order significant court
cases relative to the handicapped child which have been instrumental in
bringing about the legislation and Implementation of PL 93-380 and
PL 94-142 wherein the surrogate parent concept of advocacy is mandated.
The cases chosen to review are selected from Singletary et al.'s (1977)
Table of Landmark Cases, pages x-xv.

The PARC and Mills cases represent

the right to education concept; the Hobson, Larry P., and Lebanks cases
represent the testing, placement, and labeling concepts; the Lake, Lynch,
and Wyatt cases represent commitment and treatment procedures in civil
cases; whereas Winship and Jackson represent commitment and treatment
procedures in criminal and quasi-criminal cases; and lastly. Hairston
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represents public school administration provision of indiscriminate
treatment of minimally handicapped students.
Lake v. Cameron, 1966
The case of Lake v. Cameron was heard in the U.S. Court of Appeals
by Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright who concurred that there was evidence
as to the need for custodial care of some kind.

However, he could not

accept the proposition that this evidence automatically entitled the
government to compel Mrs. Lake to receive its assistance at the sacrifice of her freedom (Singletary et al., 1977).

Therefore, protection is

not to be overextended to the point of depriving a person of his personal
liberty.
The plaintiff, Mrs. Lake, was confined in St. Elizabeth's Hospital
within the District of Columbia, having been described as somewhat senile, with poor memory, having wandered away a few times, and was unable
to care for herself at all times.
sane person.

Mrs. Lake had been labeled as an in-

The point of law established in this "landmark" case is

that an individual may not be deprived of liberty and freedom as an
alternative to appropriate services.
Deprivations of liberty solely because of dangers involved to the
indisposed person should not go beyond what is essential for that person's protection.

The indicated treatment should be fashioned according

to the interests of the individual and the public, as required in the
specific case.

A notice of the planned continuum of services was

required as a result of this case (Singletary et al., 1977).
Involuntary civil commitment and treatment does not license the
,^5"
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government to overextend protection of the person to the point of deprivation of personal liberty.

The government may not choose a convenient

alternative of service for a dependent if another choice would be more
appropriate.

Therefore, it is indicated that society, boards of educa-

tion, or school administrators cannot legitimately "place" a deviant in
an institution when there is no adequate public school program.
Hobson V. Hansen, 1967
The U.S. District Court of the District of Columbia was the court
in which the case of Hobson v. Hansen was tried in 1967, and in which
the decision was to abolish the track system of the school district
because tracking was based on intelligence test measurement (Singletary
et al., 1977).

In applying the track system the D.C. School District

divided their student body into ability groups and presented different
curricula.

The Honors track and applicable curricula were assigned to

the intellectually gifted students; the Regular track was for the
above average students and provided college preparatory curricula, but
was provided only at the senior high school level; the General track was
provided at the elementary and junior high school levels and designed
curricula for the average ability students, serving the bulk of the
students, especially those planning to go to work immediately after
graduation; and the Special Academic track, known also as the Basic
track, was for slow learners.

Assignment to the track was based on

intelligence tests administered in the elementary grades (Weintraub,
Abeson, & Braddock, 1975).

..^^
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The criteria for assignment to the Basic track was inability to
keep pace with the normal curriculum, emotionally disturbed behavior,
an I.Q. score of 75 or below, and substandard performance on achievement
tests (Singletary et al., 1977).

There was segregation of both faculty

and students along with a disparity in resources available (Kirp, Buss,
& Kuriloff, 1974).

Once assigned to the Basic track it is doubtful a

student would ever be reassigned because the aptitude tests used in
assessment procedures were standardized primarily on white, middle class
children.

Because of the lack of applicability of these tests to minor-

ity group students, the Basic track was swelled with culturally unique
children.

In this track there was reduced curricula, absence of ade-

quate remedial and compensatory education, along with continued inappropriate testing (Weintraub, Abeson, & Braddock, 1975).
Judge Skelly Wright ruled abolishment of the tracking system in
Hobson V. Hansen, because disadvantaged children were being provided a
reduced education, being denied equal educational opportunity.

Minority

groups typically were overrepresented in the lower levels of the tracking
system, being offered general education and office skills.

Underrepre-

sentation of minority groups was evidenced in the upper levels of the
tracking system which prepared students for college and skilled vocations (Flygare, 1975).

As a result, most blacks were locked into

deadend school preparation for careers (Kirp et al., 1976).
PARC V. Pennsylvania, 1971
As a result of the case of Pennsylvania Association for Retarded
Citizens versus the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (PARC v. Pennsylvania

.^^"
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or PARC), due process was brought into the schools of Pennsylvania if
a student is to be reprogrammed from a regular classroom, or mainstream,
into a special class, or track (Abeson, Bolick, & Hass, 1975).

PARC

affirmed the right to education for all mentally retarded children within
the state of Pennsylvania (Singletary et al., 1977).

Also affirmed was

the right to appropriate education, the kind of education that would
assist the student in reaching his own potential (Time for action, 1974).
The consent decree specified that first priority be given to granting access to education to all excluded youngsters.

The Pennsylvania

Commonwealth organized "Operation Childhunt" so as to locate the names
of all retarded children and youth who had been rejected (Kirp et al.,
1976).

Thus, the principle of "zero reject" became official (Boggs,

1976).

The three-judge federal court decided that if the state assumed

the responsibility of providing education for some children, it could"
not deny free public education to all mentally retarded children in the
state, including those in institutions (Ogg, 1973).
The settlement affirmed that none should be rejected because all
mentally retarded are educable to some extent, if only in self-help
skills, and the earlier the training is begun, the greater the benefit
(Abeson & Bolick, 1974; Ogg, 1973).

Whether begun early or not, the

mentally retarded youngster can benefit at any stage in his life and
development from a system of instruction and training that is appropriate to his capabilities.

Therefore, the Pennsylvania State Depart-

ment of Education consented to find all retarded individuals aged 6
years to 21 within the state and to "offer them access to free public
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education and training appropriate to their capacities as soon as possible" (Ogg, 1973, p. 5 ) .
Further, the local school districts were to provide thorough medical and psychological evaluation of (1) previously rejected children,
(2) youngsters currently in classes for the retarded, and (3) children
recommended for placement in classes for mentally deficient students
(Kirp et al., 1976).

Also, there was the stipulation that all youngsters

in special classes automoatically be reassessed ewery two years as well
as at any time a different delivery of education is anticipated.

The

process was painful and slow, but "inevitably, the doctrine establishing
a zero reject system of free public education and training for the mentally retarded has attained the force of law in the State of Pennsylvania, with many states to follow" (Myers, Sinco, & Stalma, 1973, p. vii)
The court affirmed that retarded children are entitled to an education,
and to deny them that right is to deny them their constitutional guarantee of equal protection of the law (Time for action, 1974),
A formal due process hearing is required if the parent opposes the
proposed assignment
for the retarded.
officer.

of his or her mentally retarded child to a class
This hearing is to be before an impartial hearing

Additional informal stages have evolved under the PARC ruling,

allowing participation in "pre-hearing hearings" where oftentimes settlement is made before the painful stress of a formal hearing has to
occur (Kirp et al., 1976).

Often this arbitration is satisfactory to

both the school system and the parent who is dissatisfied with the
placement recommendation.

If the formal hearing does occur, the child
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has the right to be represented by legal counsel and to deliver evidence as to medical, psychological, and educational assessments of the
child (Ogg, 1973).
The school is to follow the "normalization principle" in selecting
from the programs and curricula available the one most appropriate,
which would be least restrictive from normal for the designated child.
Although the decree did not define the meaning of "appropriate," it did
direct that regular class placement is the preferred program.

If "appro-

priate" placement meant demanding only a choice among the existing
alternatives within the school system, it would be easy for the school
to maintain the status quo.

However, if the school does not have the

appropriate curricula for meeting the capabilities of the child, the
school is responsible for locating, arranging, and fiscally underwriting the needed program.
In line with the "normalization principle," first choice is placement of the child in a regular or mainstream class in a regular public
school, second choice is placement in a special public school class,
third choice is homebound Instruction, and the last resort is assignment
to a residential facility (Ogg, 1973),

Since education is crucial to

living a normal life, this principle allows retarded individuals to
live as nearly normal a life as is possible.
Because PARC required the Commonwealth to provide free public education and training appropriate to the child's capacity, a full spectrum
of needs and capacities is represented.

The goal for one child could be

mastering the 3R's and ultimately achieving independence and
a job; for another, reading street signs successfully and
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travelling alone; for another, finding a way to communicate
needs and wishes, or simply telling the difference between
hot and cold water, or learning how to climb stairs,
(Time for action, 1974, p, 4)
The time is past when the child has to conform to the school's established program or stay away; now the educational facility is to provide
the indicated program for each child (Gilhool, 1973),

However, the im-

plementation of procedural safeguards or appropriate education usually
are slower to achieve than is "Operation Childhunt" or Child Find wherein
children rejected from school are located and counted.
Mills V. Board of D . C , 1972
More far-reaching than the PARC Decision were the implications of
the 1972 class action suit of Mills against the District of Columbia
Board of Education (Ogg, 1973).

This suit also affirmed the constitu-

tional right of the mentally handicapped along with the physically or
emotionally handicapped to a free appropriate public education (Time for
action, 1974).

The right to treatment of the mentally retarded and the

mentally ill in institutions also is proclaimed by Mills (Abeson, 1972).
The landmark decision of Mills was achieved on behalf of Peter Mills
and six school-aged children by their next friends (parents or guardians)
in the District of Columbia (Abeson, 1976b; Singletary et al., 1977).
The suit was brought against the Department of Human Resources and the
Mayor as well as the Board of Education in the District of Columbia for
failure to provide all children with a publicly supported education.
According to Abeson and Bolick (1974), three of the children resided in
public residential facilities with no education program, while "others
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lived with their families and when denied entrance to programs were
placed on a waiting list for tuition grants to obtain a private
educational program.

However . . . [grants] . . . were . . . provided"

(p. 1). The plaintiff children had been labeled as behavior problems,
having emotional problems and being hyperactive.

There had been no

formal basis for their exclusion or suspension from public school.

The

school, thereby, had not conformed to the due process requirements of
the Fifth Amendment (Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

The Fifth Amendment de-

clares that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law.

The handicapped child without an education

is in jeopardy of success as well as liberty and life itself (Gilhool,
1973).
The plaintiffs alleged in the Mills civil action suit that they
could profit from an educational program either in regular classrooms
with supportive services or in special classes adjusted to their needs,
but, instead, they had been rejected and labeled as behavioral problems
(Singletary et al., 1977).

The Mills plaintiffs represented a broad

range of excluded youngsters which included pupils who had been barred
from instruction because of having incorrigible discipline problems and
pupils who were rejected access to education because of physical, mental,
or emotional handicaps (Kirp et al., 1976).
Prior to the Mills injunction there was a coordination difficulty
as to who was responsible for delivery of services such as education,
physical therapy, and counseling to handicapped individuals.

According

to Kirp et al. (1976), "the school system thought that severely retarded
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children needed 'treatment', which the Human Resources professionals
presumably offer, while the Department of Human Resources thought they
needed "education" (p. 92). The Mills decree ordered that if the two
agencies could not coordinate their programs it was the Board of
Education's responsibility to present the irresolvable issue to the
court.

Of course, the spirit of coordination is not achieved by fiat.

Federal District Court Judge Joseph Waddy was able to provide most
of the relief the plaintiffs had requested when he issued his decree.
He found (1) constitutional grounds for the universal right of access to
a free public education in Brown v. Board of Education and in Hobson v,
Hansen (Kirp et al,, 1976), (2) fiscal support for publicly supported
education, and (3) immediate and adequate education in the public
schools or in alternative placement at public expense (Singletary et al.,
1977).

This ruling was applicable to youngsters of all handicapping

conditions.
In considering the relationship of the Hobson v. Hansen case to
the Mills case, it is worthy to note that the Hobson case was reopened in
1970 because of the school district's policies favoring disproportionate
expenditures in the predominantly white neighborhood.

Equalization of

expenditures throughout the District was ordered, with additional funds
being assigned for exceptional students.

Even the court required

regular and detailed reporting of relevant data, the inertia of the
school district's compliance brought a contempt action in 1972 by the
plaintiffs.

It appeared that the District's inefficient school bureau-

cracy was incapable of effecting the demanded changes even though they
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did not appear to be displeased with the Hobson decision (Kirp et al,,
1976),
Concurrently with the contempt action of Hobson, the District was
confronted in 1972 with an even greater challenge, that of complying
with the decree of Mills,

All pupils were to have the right to a pub-

licly supported education, and some were to have the right to a special
education, either provision being made within 30 days from the decree
(Ogg, 1973; Singletary et al,, 1977),

When change in instructional

placement of a child is to be made, there is to be a case study approach
evaluation within 20 days, and the child is to be appropriately placed
within 30 days after the assessment,
"Appropriateness" was expanded to include educational "adequacy"
according to the youngster's needs,

Ogg (1973) avers that a comprehen-

sive written plan for special education facilities was to be prepared.
The provision of a "suitable" program was further emphasized with the
normalization principle, seeking to minimize the segregation of handicapped children.

The implementation plan stressed the importance of

delivering special services within the regular classroom and returning
the child requiring services in a special education environment to the
mainstream regular classroom as readily as expedient (Kirp et al.,
1976).
One of the main tenets of Mills is that "once a state elects to
provide an education for some, the state must provide an education for
all" (Singletary, 1977, p. 491). Demolished was the familiar excuse of
lack of funds for not providing needed services for the handicapped
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(Ogg, 1973).

In response to arguments that the provision of suitable

publicly supported education for children of all handicaps would impose
an intolerable financial burden on the community. Judge Waddy replied
that inadequacies because of insufficient funding or administrative
inefficiency "cannot be permitted to bear more heavily on the 'exceptional' or handicapped child than on the normal child" (Abeson & Bolick,
1974, p. 1 ) .
The court found in Mills that the District of Columbia school system was "excluding, suspending, expelling, reassigning and transferring . . . 'exceptional' children from regular public school classes
without affording them the due process of law" (Singletary et al., 1977,
p. 58). It was documented by a 1971 report to HEW that approximately
12,340 handicapped children would not be provided educational services
during the 1971-72 school year (Singletary et al., 1977).

The court

also concluded that due process requires a hearing prior to exclusion,
termination or classification into a special program (Kirp et al., 1976).
Ogg (1973) specifies that a formal hearing is required if a student is
suspended from school for more than two days.
Mills also permits suspensions prior to a hearing if the principal
signifies that the student is a physical threat to himself or others,
and for ten days after a hearing (Kirp et al., 1976).

There is the pos-

sibility that once these youngsters are excluded, the administrators may
feel no concern and delegate the responsibility solely to the special
education department.

The hearings are closed to the public unless the

parent specifies an open hearing, and the hearing officer's decision is
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based entirely on evidence presented at the hearing.

As a result of

these closed hearings, the public does not know how the special education and disciplinary hearings have been managed.

Informal conferences

may meet the needs of the involved parties, but they do not affect the
body of case law needed for an understanding of what forms applicable
educational placements (Kirp et al., 1976).
Larry P, v. Riles, 1972
In the case of Larry P, v. Riles, the courts inquired into the overrepresentation of minority students in classes for the mildly handicapped
This class action suit was on behalf of six Black, elementary school
aged students attending classes for the mentally retarded in the San
Francisco Unified School District (Abeson & Bolick, 1974),

The defen-

dants included state and local school officials and board members.

The

complaint was that the plaintiff children had been inappropriately classified as educable mentally retarded, assigned to, and retained in
classes for such children.
Plaintiffs cited that the children were not mentally retarded, but
rather the victims of a testing system which ignores their unfamiliarity
with white middle class cultural background and which fails to assess
the learning experiences which they may have attained in their homes.
Misplacement may cause a stigma to be applied to the child along with
"a life sentence of illiteracy" (LaVor completes, 1978).

Another prob-

lem which surfaced was that there was a disporportionately larger number
of Black children enrolled in programs for the retarded than were enrolled in the school district as a whole.

Statistical information from

the local school district and the state verified this fact.
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On June 20, 1972, U.S. District Court Judge Robert Peckham ruled
that intelligence tests as the sole determiner of placement of Black
children in classes for the mentally retarded would not be allowed if
racial imbalance was the result.

Also, the ruling required that the

plaintiff children be retained in classes for the retarded, but that
their yearly re-evaluations be conducted so as not to deprive them of
equal protection of the laws (Singletary et al,, 1977).

The conclusion

was reached that I.Q, tests which form the basis for assignment to
special classes are inefficient as an intellectual capacity measurement
of Black students (Kirp et al,, 1976.)
Evidence presented by the plaintiffs indicated that the San
Francisco Unified School District was assigning strong emphasis to I.Q.
test results.

Furthermore, there was evidence that these results influ-

enced teacher evaluation (Singletary et al., 1977).

The district's

Education Code required that all other evidence substantiate the I.Q,
test score so as to meet the criteria for placement of a child in a
class for the retarded.
follows:

Statistics submitted by the plaintiffs were as

"blacks constitute 28,5 percent of all students in the San

Francisco Unified School District, 66 percent of all students in San
Francisco's EMR program are black.

Statewide, the disporportion is

similar" (343 F. Supp. 1306).

Wyatt V. Stickney, 1972
In the case of Wyatt v. Stickney, the courts inquired into the
i^ight to care and treatment of involuntarily committed mentally ill and
mentally retarded persons.

This landmark class action case alleged that
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the Partlow State School and Hospital at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, was being
operated in an unconstitutional manner (Singletary et al., 1977).
Allegations also were made that the Bryce Hospital was denying its
mentally ill patients the right to treatment so as to cure or improve
their mental states.
The named plaintiff, Wyatt, represented all residents of the state
of Alabama involuntarily confined to the state's hospitals,

Amici or

friends for the plaintiffs included the National Association for Mental
Health, the National Association for Retarded Children, The American
Psychological Association, the American Orthopsychiatric Association,
the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Association on Mental
Deficiency, and the United States of America (the Federal Government).
The defendant named was Stickney,- Alabama's Commissioner of Mental
Health at the time the suit was filed (Abeson, 1975).
Litigation originally pertained only to the mentally ill at Bryce
Hospital, focusing on the claim of state hospitalized mentally ill
patients to receive adequate treatment (Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

Alabama

Federal District Court Judge Johnson gave the defendants six months to
upgrade treatment, to satisfy constitutional standards, and to file a
progress report.

Before that report was filed, the court agreed to

expand the class to include another state hospital for the emotionally
ill and the mentally retarded at Partlow State School and Hospital
(Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

Abeson (1975) alleges that a home for the

mentally retarded also was included in this case which allegates that
the facilities were grossly understaffed and that the treatment and
habilitation programs were extremely inadequate.
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The defendant's six months progress report was rejected and a hearing was set to receive projected objectives and measurable standards
(Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

Friends of the court, amici previously men-

tioned, formulated detailed standards of adequate treatment and habilitation.

After a series of conferences, the defendants decided to accept

and implement many of the standards (Abeson, 1975).

Because the amici

found appalling conditions at the institutions, an interim emergency
order was issued by the court that buildings be made fire-safe, there be
control in the distribution of drugs, and that 300 new aides be employed
immediately even if it meant by-passing the usual civil-service procedures (Ogg, 1973).
On April 13, 1972, a final order and opinion setting standards and
establishing a plan for implementation was issued.
dards for operating Partlow (Ogg, 1973).

There were 49 stan-

Habilitation was to be in the

least restrictive conditions by attempting to move residents from
(1) more to less structured living, (2) larger to smaller
facilities, (3) larger to smaller living units, (4) group
to individual residence, (5) segregated from community to
integrated into community living, (6) dependent to independent living. (Singletary et al,, 1977, p, 84)
In referring to Bryce Hospital, the court said that the purpose of involuntary hospitalization is for treatment and not mere custodial care or
punishment, treatment being the only justification for detainment from
a constitutional viewpoint (Singletary et al., 1977).
Furthermore, the standards (1) established individual treatment
plans, teacher-student ratios, and length of school days; (2) provided
against institutional peonage; and (3) provided protection to ensure a
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humane psychological environment, minimum staffing standards, detailed
physical standards, and minimum nutritional requirements (Abeson, 1975).
Finally, the court required the appointment of a seven-member human
rights committee for Partlow, which included one resident of the institution whom the judge chose to appoint (Ogg, 1973),
The human rights committee was to act as an advocate, review
research proposals and rehabilitation programs as well as advise and
assist patients who maintained that the standards were not being implemented or that their civil rights were being violated (Abeson & Bolick,
1974; Pascal & Turnbull, 1974),

Publicity relating to the court ruling

brought another benefit; it inspired the Alabama legislature to increase
appropriations "to the Mental Health Board, and the daily per-resident
expenditures at Partlow in 1972 were more than twice the 1967 level"
(Ogg, 1973).
Jackson v. Indiana, 1972
In the case of Jackson v. Indiana, the courts inquired into the
right of holding a handicapped person indefinitely who has been judged
as incompetent to stand trial.

This landmark case alleged that Indiana's

pretrial commitment system was challenged before the U.S. Supreme Court
as being tantamount to a "life sentence" without conviction of a crime
(Singletary et al., 1977).
of equal protection.

This loss of liberty deprived those committed

Jackson, the plaintiff, was unable to read, write,

or otherwise communicate, being labeled a mentally defective deaf mute.
The defendant was the State of Indiana.
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Jackson was charged with two criminal offenses and committed to jail
until capable of standing trial, which would be indicated by his ability
to testify in his own behalf.

There was medical documentation that the

petitioner's condition precluded his cognizance of the charge against
him (Singletary et al., 1977).

Upon this evidence, that the plaintiff

lacked cognition to make his defense, the lower court had committed Jackson to jail until the health department could vouch for his sanity to
the court.
As a result of Jackson's appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, Mr.
Justice Blackmun ruled that (1) Indiana had deprived the plaintiff of
equal protection, (2) Indiana had deprived the petitioner of due process
by committing him indefinitely, and (3) it was premature for the court
to dismiss charges against the plaintiff (Singletary et al., 1977).

The

petitioner had been subjected to a more lenient commitment standard and
a more stringent standard of release than to persons not charged with
offenses.
Initially, Jackson had been condemned to permanent institutionalization without (1) evidence being entered on his behalf for commitment,
or (2) even the evidence usually afforded the normal citizen in a civil
commitment for release.

Secondly, Jackson was not to be committed longer

than a reasonable time to determine whether there was "substantial probability that he [would] attain competency in the foreseeable future"
(Singletary et al, 1977, p. 121).

If the state decided that the plain-

tiff would not gain competency, the defendant must either release the
one charged or inaugurate civil proceedings intended for indefinite
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commitment of persons not charged with crime.

Thirdly, because the

petitioner's responsibility at the time of the alleged offenses had not
been decided, the charges could not be dismised.
Lebanks v. Spears, 1974
In the case of Lebanks v. Spears the court inquired into the
establishment of minimum constitutional standards for procedures used in
the referral, testing, and placement of youngsters classified as mentally retarded from ages 5 to 21.

The plaintiffs were eight black chil-

dren classified as mentally retarded who brought suit against these codefendants:

the State Board of Hospitals, the Orleans Board of Educa-

tion, and the Louisiana State Board of Education (Abeson & Bolick, 1974;
Singletary et al., 1977).
The landmark case of Lebanks alleged that the plaintiffs were deprived of their constitutional rights because of parish practices which
violate the equal protection and due process provisions of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

Furthermore, the plaintiffs alleged that the continued denial

of publicly supported educational programs for mentally retarded children
would cause each petitioner of the class action represented to be functionally useless in our society.

It was charged that "each day leaves

them further behind their more fortunate peers" (Abeson & Bolick, 1974,
p. 3).
Relief originally desired by the plaintiffs included a 520,000
damage award for each petitioner, and legal safeguards to insure appropriate testing, classification, and placement of retarded youngsters
(Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

About six weeks after the petition was served.
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the defendants agreed to a consent order.

The case never came to trial

because the defendants met the majority of the suit's demands.

Detailed

criteria were established pertaining to the referral, testing, and
placement of the class who petitioned, meeting the conditions of the
United States Constitution.

Also included were provisions for parental

hearings and review of data (Singletary et al., 1977).
Specifically, the following demands were met:

any child who is

suspected of retardation and has been denied an education or who is
being inappropriately instructed by services in the regular classroom
and is referred by his parent, guardian, or an educator, shall be guaranteed a free public program appropriate to his age and mental status
after evaluation, development of an educational plan, and periodic review (Abeson & Bolick, 1974).

These procedural safeguards are to apply

regardless of the agency providing the program.

The parent or guardian

will have the right to a hearing regarding the child's evaluation, educational plan, and periodic review.

The normalization principle of

placement and instruction will be applied.

Education and training op-

portunities will be available to residents over 21 years of age who were
not previously provided educational services.

Acceptable procedures

approved by the plaintiffs will be followed in the suspension of a mentally retarded child who is a disciplinary problem to the school.

This

edict set a precedent by ordering compensatory educational opportunities
to any individual who did not have access to educational services as a
child (Pascal & Turnbull, 1974).
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Lynch v. Baxley, 1975
In the case of Lynch v. Baxley the court inquired into the establishment of minimum standards for use in involuntary commitment procedures in mental Institutions.

The plaintiffs were Jean Lynch and

all other members of the class whom she represented that were incarcerated in Bryce, Searcy, or any other state hospital in Alabama
involuntarily under the three state statutes authorizing involuntary
commitment (Singletary et al., 1977).

The defendants were Commissioner

of Mental Health Baxley and members of his class who were the Attorney
General, probate judges, and their representatives and successors.
The landmark case of Lynch alleged that various due process safeguards were denied to respondants in the commitment process.

Further-

more, three state statutes authorizing involuntary commitment were challenged as to their face constitutionality and as the statutes had been
applied.

Judge Johnson, jurist of the United States District Court for

the Middle District of Alabama, declared the aforementioned statutes
void because of their violation of the Due Process and Equal Protection
Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Petitioner Lynch and all other members of her class were ordered to
be discharged, transferred to a custodial facility appropriate for the
care and treatment of their particular disabilities, or be newly committed in accorcance with the standards of due process within 180 days
(Singletary et al., 1977).

The defendants and the members of the class

whom they represented were permanently restrained and enjoined from
involuntarily committing anybody to an Alabama state hospital without
minimum constitutional standards.
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Included in the decision was the stipulation that the court would
appoint one or more persons licensed to practice law in Alabama as
guardian ad litem with the admonition to protect the legal rights of
the plaintiffs.

The guardian(s) were to function as adversarial

representatlve(s), having full access to all records of the petitioners.
The Commissioner of Mental Health was ordered to take all necessary
steps to ensure adequate and appropriate transitional services be
provided all plaintiffs released from confinement (Singletary et al.,
1977).
If Involuntary recommitment of a resident was sought by an appropriate official(s), a full hearing must be held no sooner than would
allow adequate preparation of the case by the guardian ad litem or later
than 180 days from the date of the order.

On the other hand, if a

patient expresses the desire to be voluntarily recommitted and is deemed
by his guardian and by the Human Rights Committee to be competent to
make such a decision, after appropriate inquiry shall be permitted to
sign voluntary recommitment papers (Singletary et al., 1977).
Hairston v. Drosick, 1976
In the case of Hairston v. Drosick the court inquired into the
exclusion of the plaintiff child from attending regular first grade
classes on the basis of her physically handicapping condition without
being granted any procedural safeguards.
capped because of spina bifida.

Hairston was physically handi-

The landmark case of Hairston alleged

that the public school district could not deny access of its regular
classroom to a minimally handicapped child.
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The court took into consideration the fact that a primary goal of
the educational system is the socialization process which occurs in the
regular classroom (Singletary et al., 1977).

Furthermore, the court

stipulated that under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 a
"minimally handicapped" child cannot be refused access to a regular
public school classroom without due process procedures in which school
officials establish "a legally justif'iable reason."
This 1976 ruling was the first time a federal court judge required
the entrance of a handicapped youngster into a regular public school
classroom on the basis of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act (Singletary et al.,
1977).

Section 504 bars discrimination on the basis of mental or physi-

cal handicap in any federally assisted program.

Thus, the principle of

providing a handicapped student the least restrictive alternative
arrangement for his education was reinforced.
In summary, relevant litigation in behalf of the handicapped child
has been predicated on the basis of a relationship between the child and
the school.

Legal change for children received impetus in the case of

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka.

Discrimination during the impres-

sionable years jeopardizes success in life, with there being even less
opportunity for the handicapped child.

Therefore, class action suits

citing the 5th and 14th Amendments to the Constitution resulted in
decisions which were interpreted as "case law," i.e., law which has been
held by the courts to be inherent in the Constitution even though it
had not been codified by the Congress.
in this chapter.

Pertinent cases have been cited

The next chapter will be concerned with the specific
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legislation resulting from the decisions of the litigation cited in
this chapter.

CHAPTER VIII
ADVOCACY FOR THE HANDICAPPED CHILD THROUGH LEGISLATION
In Chapter VII relevant advocacy litigation on behalf of the
.education of the handicapped child was discussed in light of (1) the
relationship between the child and the school, (2) legal change for the
child which has developed as a result of the Brown Case and numerous class
action lawsuits, and (3) landmark cases affecting all children.

There is

a need to peruse the area of legislation which has been enacted as a
result of the aforementioned litigation.

Chapter VIII will be concerned

with evolving advocacy legislation.
Legislative Perspective, Past and Present
A review by King and Humphrey (Note 1) of the U.S. Code which consists of all current federal statutes, reveals that there are three and
one-half pages of citations regarding laws specifically pertaining to
the handicapped which were enacted between the signing of the Constitution and January 20, 1971,

However, between the latter date and Janu-

ary 18, 1976, eleven additional pages of citations were added.

These

citations represent an increase of over 300% during.this five-year
period relative to the previous 195 years (King & Humphrey, Note 1).
Such a proliferation of legislation indicates a piecemeal implementation of the legal aspects of assuring a free and appropriate education
^or the handicapped youngster.

However, this fragmented confirmation of

the legal rights to an education has resulted in provisions for all
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handicapped persons at all age levels and at any degree of severity.
The task of citing from the ^^h pages of recorded laws, which contain
all the laws enacted since the signing of the Constitution, would necessitate the listing of the following six laws:

(1) the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, (2) Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974,
(3) Education Amendments of 1974, (4) Special Health Revenue Sharing Act
of 1975, (5) Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act,
and (6) Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.
The aforementioned laws generally are extensions of previous laws,
having greater emphasis on certain provisions.

The most outstanding

illustration is the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975,
(PL 94-142) which Is an enlargement, clarification, and extension of the
Education of the Handicapped Act, Title VI, Part B, of the Education
Amendments of 1974 (PL 93-380], which has as its bases the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966 (PL 89-750), the
General Education Provisions Act (PL 90-247), the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments of 1970 (PL 91-230), and the Education
Amendments of 1972 (PL 92-318).
These six laws have been selected for perusal because they have the
overriding theme of legal rights in four general aspects named within
the various laws.

The four general aspects are (1) criteria of eligibility,

(2) provision of services, (3) procedural safeguards, and (4) criteria
of individualized program.

These four aspects will be reviewed as each

law is examined in relation to the tables as displayed in King and Humphrey, Note 1.

The purposesof this chapter are (1) to Identify the six
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most beneficial laws to children which came about as a result of the
litigation described in the previous chapter, (2) to indicate the evolving Interface, and (3) to portray the legal necessity for the surrogate
parent concept as discussed in PL 93-380 and PL 94-142.

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PL 93-112
One of the latest laws passed and the one which, affects the status
of all handicapped persons most Is the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of
1973, PL 93-112. With the Issuance in 1977 of its guidelines for Section 504 of the Act, all handicapped citizens finally have gained the
legal guarantee of their human and civil rights.

The concern for

individuals who served our country in World War I has evolved from the
rehabilitation provided them in 1918 to a comprehensive provision today
in PL 95-602 for persons of all handicapping conditions.

Genesis of PL 93-112
The landmark legislation creating vocational rehabilitation services for disabled veterans of World War I, the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act of 1917 was enacted in 1918 as PL 65-178.

The statute was amended

in 1920 by the Smith-Fess Act, PL 66-236, to include services for civilians
who were injured in industry.

Through this act, methods that had been

found successful in rehabilitating disabled veterans were made available
to civilians (Boggs, 1971).

Then, in 1935 the Social Security Act,

PL 74-271, provided continuation of rehabilitation programs as a segment
of the social security system.
The Blind Persons Act, PL 74-732, known as the Randolph-Sheppard
Act authorized the state to license qualified visually handicapped per-
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sons within federal buildings, usually for the purpose of transacting food
vending.

Expansion of rehabilitation services to include the mentally

retarded and mentally ill as well as the physically handicapped was mandated
by the Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1943, PL 78-113, referred
to as the Barden-LaFollette Act.

However, funds were not appropriated nor

was it implemented until the efforts of Senator John F. Kennedy were made
in the late 1950s and early 1960s (King & Humphrey, Note 1 ) . This act
significantly affected the whole area of vocational rehabilitation.

Not

only was there expansion as to the nature of clients, but also of available
services and available money, as well as expansion of meaning to the vocabulary of rehabilitation.

Clients now could be furnished any services con-

sidered essential in preparing them for employment (Affirmative Act1on_Man^uaV, Note 2 ) , With the implementation of this law, separate state agencies authorized to serve the blind were incorporated into the state-federal
vocational rehabilitation program.

Also included in the act were

(1) grants to train the vocational rehabilitation counselors themselves,
and (2) available funds for the modification of existing rehabilitation
facilities.
During a 25-year period, the first legislation that had provided
retraining and prosthetic devices for disabled veterans was enlarged
through amendments to include all persons 16 years of age and older who
were mentally retarded, mentally ill, or physically handicapped.

The

program was wery limited during these years regarding services, the only
services available being vocational training, counseling, prosthesis, and
job placement.

By 1954 the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments
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of 1954, PL 83-565, was passed and embraced federal monies for training
personnel, research, and innovation (King & Humphrey, Note 1). The Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1965, PL 89-333, expanded the
former program to serve a larger quantity of Impaired individuals. This
trend of expansion was manifested by the following laws: Correctional
Rehabilitation Study Act of 1965, PL 89-333, Vocational Rehabilitation
Amendments of 1967, PL 90-99, and Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments
of 1968, PL 9Q-391, the Reh.aEiilitation Act of 1973, PL 93-112 , as
amended by the Re&a&tl itation Act Amendments of 1974, PL 93-^516, the
Rehabilitation Act Extension of 1976, PL 94-230, the Helen Keller
National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults, PL 94-288, and then
our current legislr-tion. Rehabilitation Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978, PL 95-602.
Finalizing of PL 93-112
The four year delay in issuance of regulations relative to Section
504 of PL 93-112 caused much anxiety, furor, and even uniting of disabled
citizens. On April 5, 1977, Disabled American demonstrators organized
by the American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities (ACCD) picketed
outside the main doors of HEW's South Portal building and held a sit-in
outside HEW Secretary Califano's sixth floor office (Absence of 504
Regs, 1977).

Speeches were made by various leaders of the handicapped.

Mr. Califano spoke briefly to the group and promised to sign the regulations by early May.

To express their unhappiness with the delay, 75

people spent the night outside Secretary Califano's office.

It was on

April 28th that Joseph Califano signed the regulations that made PL 93-112
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become effective on June 3, 1977, providing basic civil rights and eliminating discrimination against America's handicapped citizens (Section 504
and mandates, 1977),
Laws Subsequent to PL 93-112
Our current legislation, PL 95-602, has evolved from the 1917 Vocational Rehabilitation Act and contains amendments to the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, PL 93-112, and Amendments to the Developmental Disabilities
Services and Facilities Construction Act, PL 91-517. The Rehabilitation,
Comprehensive Services, and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978
mandate

a new program of comprehensive Independent living services and

initiates a number of special employment programs for the handicapped
(President signs, 1978).

Besides the extension of present services, the

following new programs were created:

(1) National Institute of Handi-

capped Research, (2) National Council on the Handicapped, (3) Comprehensive Independent Living Services, (4) Community Services Employment Pilot
Programs and Projects with Industry, and (5) American Independent Vocational Rehabilitation Services. Amendments to the Developmental Disabilities program provide a new definition of developmental disabilities and
the following priority service areas for the developmentally disabled:
(1) case management services, (2) child development services, (3) community living arrangement services, and (4) nonvocational socialdevelopmental services.

Criteria of Eliqibility
A person is eligible for vocational rehabilitation services if
there is a record of or the individual is regarded as having an impair-
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ment, i.e., any individual who has a physical or mental disability which
constitutes a handicap to employment or limits one or more of his life
activities.

Such eligibility is determined by defining the individual's

handicapping condition or by other procedures to assess the individual's
impairment.
Provision of Services
Specific services provided by PL 93-112 are:

Diagnostic evaluation

including medical and psychological evaluation; counseling. Including
guidance and placement with follow up and follow along; educational and
vocational training; transportation; and advocacy.

Other services pro-

vided are self or parent Involvement in programming; sheltered employment; coordination with other agencies; aids and devices; corrective
surgery; therapeutic treatment; hospital costs for treatment; maintenance during treatment; recruitment; licenses, tools, and initial supplies; as well as individualized written programs.
Procedural Safeguards
All federal laws, including PL 93-112, regarding the handicapped
have mandated procedural safeguards to Insure that the dignity of handicapped persons is not subjected to abuse.

Such safeguards further insure

that service institutions or any person in a position of authority will
not by caprice practice discrimination.

Also, implementation of service

programs is to be without any residency requirements being attached.
Information as to all benefits provided by the law is to be shared
without discouraging the handicapped individual in accepting the benefits, and if the individual applicant is judged to be ineligible, records

must document the reason.
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If the process appears to the handicapped to

be unfair, then an impartial due process hearing is required.

In case

of an appeal, hearing examiners, other professionals, and necessary
clerical personnel are to be available to protect the rights of the
handicapped.

Section 504 requires non-discrimination,with priority to

be given to the most severely handicapped.
Still other procedural safeguards are provided.

The parent and

the handicapped person are to help plan and Implement the program
is appropriate for the client according to his capabilities.

that

Inappro-

priate institutionalization must be eliminated, and advocacy programs
are to be established.

Services provided must be coordinated with

alternative program participation in the least restrictive environment.
Criteria of Individualized Program
The individualized program in relation to PL 93-112 must have as
its primary objective the accomplishment of a vocational goal. The program is to be written and developed by the agency representative or
coordinator, the handicapped person, and/or the parent or guardian. The
program must be reviewed and redeveloped annually by the persons who
initiated the course of action, and it cannot be changed except by the
consent of those who developed the plan. Long term goals and intermediate objectives are to be specified, stating what services will be provided, when the services will be initiated, and the duration of the services, along with objective criteria and evaluation procedures. Also,
the program must state the availability of a client assistance project.
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Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act of 1974, PL 93-247
The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974, PL 93-247,
requires states to have in effect a child abuse reporting law.

Teachers

and other employees in the schools are required to detect and report
abuse (Section 4, b, (2),A).

The state is to provide for the cooperation

of officials from law enforcement, courts of competent jurisdiction, and
appropriate state agencies (Section 4, b,(2),F).

Appropriate state

agencies include the public schools.
The Council for Exceptional Children, perhaps the largest of the
advocacy organizations, constituted mainly of professionals who work with
exceptional children and adults, has stated in its Delegate Assembly that
an abused child is an handicapped child (McCaffrey, 1979).

This evalu-

ation is made on the premise that child abuse so destroys the child psychologically that special services are needed.

Evidence of this need are

documented by the Child Abuse Act providing "for the development and
establishment of training programs for professional and paraprofessional
personnel in the fields of medicine, law, education. . .and other fields
. , .and training programs for children. . ." (Section 4, a, (1)).
Criteria of Eliqibility
The Child Abuse Act defines the term "child abuse and neglect" to
be "the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse, negligent treatment, or
maltreatment of a child under the age of eighteen by a person who is
responsible for the child's welfare" (Section 3 ) . A minor who has been
assessed and appropriately documented by the Special Education Admittance
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Committee within the Local Education Agency (LEA) as having suffered
physical or mental Injury, sexual abuse, negligent treatment, or maltreatment to a degree of emotional debility which lowers academic achievement
to the extent that the youngster needs services in place of or in addition to the regular classroom, could declare the child to be eligible
for special services.
Through this procedure the state can "demonstrate that there are in
effect, throughout the State, administrative procedures, personnel trained
in child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment, training procedures,
institutional and otfiier facilities and other multidisciplinary programs
and services necessary to assure that the State will deal effectively
with child abuse and neglect cases" (Section 4, b, (4)) in providing the
abused or neglected child an education in the public school system.
Although this application may not have been the original Intent of the
law, this procedure, in light of other laws which have evolved, makes
the application utilized in this paper feasible.
Provision of Services
With the passage of the Child Abuse Prevention Act of 1974, several
parties who may be Involved in a child abuse situation have gained protection: (1) the parents when there is valid evidence of lack of liability, (2) the child, in that it is mandatory that people in the helping
professions report cases of maltreatment, and (3) the complainant, by
preventing possible damage suits by the parties involved in the litigation (Griggs & Gale, 1977).

-^^
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The Act has provided the establishment of a National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect as a research and information clearinghouse on
child abuse and neglect (Section 2, (a)). Also authorized are grants
and contracts for demonstration programs and projects as well as grants
to states for developing prevention and treatment programs (Section 4,
(a), (b)). The following services are stipulated by the demonstration
programs and projects:

(1) multidisciplinary training programs for

professional and paraprofessional personnel responsible for and interested in the victims and methods for the prevention and treatment of
abuse, (2) regional centers to provide multidisciplinary services related to child abuse, (3) consultation services of trained child abuse
teams to rural areas and other areas which do not have resident experts, and (4) innovative programs and projects such as parent selfhelp programs (Questions and answers, 1974).
Monies for state technical assistance are provided in the Act as
follows:
A minimum of 5% and maximum of 20% of the annual appropriation for this Act is reserved for grants to state governments. In order to qualify for these funds, a state must
meet a series of requirements including having a child abuse
reporting law, an investigation procedure, and procedures
and resources for working with affected families. (Questions and answers, 1974, p. 2)
Administration of the Act is at the discretion of the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW).
of Child Development in HEW.

The Center has been located in the Office
Furthermore, the Center is responsible

for the (1) publication of an annual summary of research on child abuse
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and neglect, (2) management of research, (3) maintenance of a
clearinghouse on child abuse and neglect programs, and (4) guidance in
a study as to the incidence of child abuse and neglect.
Procedural Safeguards
The Child Abuse Act affects other federal laws with respect to
child abuse (Questions and answers, 1974).

All programs related to

child abuse and neglect which are funded under Title IV-A or Title IV-B
of the Social Security Act must have or provide (1) a child abuse
reporting law, (2) a procedure for investigation of reports of child
abuse and neglect, (3) immediate protection of a child if necessary,
(4) confidentiality of reports, and (5) cooperation among law enforcement, state agency and court officials.
The Act provides for "grants to the states for the development,
strengthening and carrying out of child abuse and neglect prevention
and treatment programs" (Questions & answers, 1974, p. 4 ) . To qualify
for assistance a state must meet the following criteria by having in
effect or providing:

(1) child abuse and neglect law that grants im-

munity from prosecution for persons reporting instances of child abuse
and neglect, (2) a system for the reporting of suspected instances of
child abuse and neglect, (3) immediate investigation of suspected instances of child abuse and neglect to determine the accuracy of such a
report, and if the report is accurate initiate steps to protect the
health and welfare of the abused or neglected child or children,
(4) proof of efficient statewide administrative procedures, efficient
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personnel trained i n c h i l d abuse prevention and treatment, efficacious
t r a i n i n g procedures, adequate i n s t i t u t i o n a l and related f a c i l i t i e s , and
other needful m u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y programs and services, (5) c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y of a l l records so as to protect the r i g h t s of the c h i l d , his parents, or guardians, (6) a guardian ad litem as an advocate and f r i e n d
of the court to represent the c h i l d in a case of c h i l d abuse or neglect
which r e s u l t s in a j u d i c i a l determination, and (7) the use of available
federal funds to supplement or increase the level of current state
funds a v a i l a b l e .
C r i t e r i a of Individualized Program
The f a c t t h a t the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act is not
an education law perhaps accounts f o r there being no c r i t e r i a given for
an individualized program.

Of course, i f the abused c h i l d is regarded

(as McCaffrey, 1979 suggests) as an handicapped c h i l d , special educational services w i l l be provided by the school and, thus, an i n d i v i d u alized educational plan would be required (PL 94-142 & PL 95-602).
Education Amendments of 1974, PL 93-380
The p o s i t i o n of the Bureau of Education f o r the Handicapped (BEH)
was reaffirmed securely with the passage of the Education Amendments of
1974, PL 93-380 (Hearings, Select Education, 1975).

The Bureau had

been established by the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of
1966, PL 89-750, but i t s influence according to King and Humphrey
(Note 1) had been weakened during the Nixon years, 1969-1974.

There-

fore, the i n t e n t in PL 93-380 was to extend and expand the Bureau's
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a u t h o r i t y i n the endeavor to guarantee the administration of the
programs i n s t i t u t e d and/or extended through the Act.
Genesis of PL 93-380
The Education Amendments of 1974, PL 93-380, evolved over a period
of time and either extended or amended previous laws.

Federal funding

of education began with the now famous " G . I . B i l l " which was the Service Man's Readjustment Act of 1944.

This enactment was followed by

the Schools Construction Act, PL 81-815; Assistance to Certain Local
Agencies, PL 81-874, which funded schools impacted by federal employees;
Cooperative Educational Research, PL 83-531, which provided f o r cooperative educational research among colleges, u n i v e r s i t i e s , and state education agencies; National Defense Education Act of 1958, PL 85-864; the
Vocational Educational Act of 1963, PL 88-210.
The most notable l e g i s l a t i o n p r i o r to PL 93-380 was the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, PL 89-10, which was the f i r s t comprehensive law to deal with the t o t a l f i e l d of education.

PL 89-10 was

followed by Amendments to PL 81-815 and PL 81-874 (PL 89-313) which f u r nishes funds through T i t l e I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Amendments (ESEA) to state agencies f o r the provision of education to
handicapped children and youth in state operated or state supported
schools.

PL 89-313 money has been described as being used i n every con-

ceivable manner f o r what are termed "educational purposes" (Lavor completes, 1978).

The next year PL 89-10 (which was previously discussed)

was amended by the Elementary and Secondary Amendments of 1966,
PL 89-750.

This act is noteworthy to PL 93-380 in that i t established
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the Bureau of Education f o r the Handicapped (BEH).

Part of the Impetus

of PL 93-380 was to strengthen BEH and to make i t more e f f e c t i v e .
During the l a t e 1960s and early 1970s the foregoing laws were
amended by the General Education Provisions Act, PL 90-247; Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968, PL 90-576; Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments of 1970, PL 91-230; Education Amendments of 1972,
PL 92-318; Older Americans Comprehensive Services Amendments of 1973,
PL 93-29.
Context of PL 93-380
With the passage of the landmark l e g i s l a t i o n of the Education
Amendments of 1974, PL 93-380, a wide range of topics was encompassed.
The following points are a summation of the areas covered:

(1) prepa-

ration and submission to the Commissioner of Education a comprehensive
plan f o r the education of a l l handicapped c h i l d r e n , including a detailed
time table f o r implementation, (2) establishment of the p r i o r i t y in the
use of federal funds f o r children who were not then receiving an education (but l e f t approximately one m i l l i o n American handicapped children
s i t t i n g at home or in the back wards of i n s t i t u t i o n s who were not r e ceiving a f r e e , public education (Hearings, Select Education, 1975),
(3) requirement t h a t planned procedures be implemented f o r due process
so as to assure parents and children that t h e i r r i g h t s in educational
assessment, c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , and placement in the least r e s t r i c t i v e
alternatives were being a p p l i e d , (4) p r o h i b i t i o n of r a c i a l or c u l t u r a l ly biased t e s t i n g and evaluation, (5) encouragement as the d e i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z a t i o n of c h i l d r e n , movement from the r e s i d e n t i a l

facilities
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back to public school programs, i s a p p l i c a b l e , (6) c o d i f i c a t i o n and
organized procedures f o r the protection of the r i g h t s and privacy of
parents and students, including the r i g h t to have opportunity f o r a
hearing to challenge the content of the p u p i l ' s school records, so as
to insure t h a t the records are not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise
in v i o l a t i o n of the privacy or other r i g h t s of students, with the f u r ther provision of an opportunity to secure the correction or deletion
of any such inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise inappropriate data
contained t h e r e i n , (7) guarantee of procedural safeguards i n decisions
regarding i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , evaluation, and educational placement of
handicapped c h i l d r e n , (8) i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of a surrogate to act f o r or
as a parent or guardian to protect the r i g h t s of a c h i l d when the parents or guardian are not known, are unavailable, or the c h i l d is a
ward of the s t a t e .

Laws Subsequent to PL 93-380
After the passage of PL 93-380 various subsequent amending laws
were enacted.

Because the 93-380 topics were of such wide range, many

other opportunities were available f o r amending l e g i s l a t i o n .

Among the

subsequent laws enacted were the White House Conference--Library and
Information Services Act, PL 93-568; the Older Americans Amendments of
1975, PL 94-135; Education f o r A l l Handicapped Children Act of 1975,
PL 94-142, which was so important and far-reaching f o r the education of
handicapped c h i l d r e n t h a t an e n t i r e section of t h i s chapter has been
included f o r discussion of i t .

Other succeeding l e g i s l a t i o n was as
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follows:

National Reading Improvement Program Act, PL 94-194; Fiscal

Year Adjustment Act, PL 94-273; Indochina Refugee Children Assistance
Act of 1976, PL 94-405; Education Amendments of 1976, PL 94-482, which
is to insure t h a t a l l handicapped persons w i l l have ready access to
t r a i n i n g of high q u a l i t y which is r e a l i s t i c f o r gainful employment and
suited to t h e i r needs, i n t e r e s t s , and a b i l i t y to benefit from t r a i n i n g .
In a d d i t i o n , state and local councils having at least one handicapped
person as a member are to provide advice as to job needs and relevancy
of educational courses to the labor market in the community (Vocational
education--an idea, 1979).
In PL 94-482, T i t l e I I , Section 110 ( 3 ) , the Congress orders the
states to use the set-aside funds (10%) "to the maximum extent possible" to a s s i s t handicapped individuals to p a r t i c i p a t e in regular vocational education programs.

This provision would harmonize the "least

r e s t r i c t i v e issue" of PL 94-142 and PL 94-482 with the proposed regulation f o r Section 504 of PL 93-112 (Congress strengthens, vocational,
1976).

Following PL 94-482 was the Vocational Education Act of 1963,

PL 95-40; Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1977, PL 95-49;
Education Amendments of 1977, PL 95-112; Career Education Incentive Act,
PL 95-207, which gives p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n to the elimination of b i a s ,
stereotyping because of race, sex, age, economic s t a t u s , or handicap
(Congress and education, 1978).

This law defines career education as

the educational process in the areas of awareness, e x p l o r a t i o n , planning, and decision-making (Career Ed Regs, 1978).
Also subsequent to PL 93-380 was Department of Labor and Health,
Education, and Welfare Appropriations Act, 1979, PL 95-480;
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Appropriations Act, 1979, PL 95-480; Appropriations for Fiscal Year
1979—Continuance, PL 95-482; and Education Amendments of 1978,
PL 95-561, which is the vehicle for a number of elementary and secondary programs that affect all students.

Programs contained in this act

are divided by economic level, ethnic heritage, bilingual programs, and
special courses for migratory children, plus specific titles for gifted
and talented (including handicapped) children (Congress and education,
1978),

Career development principles are expressed throughout this

legislation; through the introduction of these components, a student
will develop his potential and prepare to be an active member of society
Criteria of Eligibility
Any child with low reading or mathematics proficiency or a student
who fails educational proficiency examinations is entitled to services.
Adults who are in need of skills and training to increase their level
of participation in society are also eligible.
Provision of Services
Services to be provided according to PL 93-380 include recruitment
for services followed by a diagnostic evaluation, with counseling as
follow up and follow along (follow up having a connotation of a termination point and follow along signifying continual).

An individualized

educational program is to be based upon the diagnostic evaluation, the
parent, and the child when appropriate, being involved in its development and implementation.

The program is to be designed to meet the edu-

cational needs of the student with provisions for vocational training,
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general education, recreation, living arrangements, and institutional
care.

The plan may be interfaced with other agencies.

Safeguards of Procedure
Availability of services without arbitrary discrimination or other
potential abuses of authority on the part of service providers are
guaranteed through the procedural safeguards of PL 93-380,
have no residency requirements.

Services

Consent of and participation of the

parents and handicapped person in planning and implementing the program
which is to take place in the least restrictive alternative environment,
is assured.

Assessment must use non-discriminatory materials.

If the

parent is unknown, unavailable, or the child is a ward of the state,
it is required that a surrogate parent be appointed.
Parents have a right to inspect and contest their child's school
records, and no records are to be released without parental consent in
order to preserve confidentiality.

To maintain confidentiality, insti-

tutions must have written policies for releasing records.

Parents and

the handicapped person are to be provided the right to impartial due
process hearings, including impartial hearing examiners, professionals,
and clerical personnel to insure that their rights are not abridged.
Criteria of Individualized Program
No criteria is given in PL 93-380 for individualized written programs.

However, Section 821 (3) and (5) cite a study to be conducted

involving 20 experimental programs on a regional representative basis
for "an analysis of the effectiveness of methods and procedures for meeting the educational needs of children, including the use of individualized
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written educational plans,"

The spirit of the law seems to uphold the

individualized written plan.
Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63
The Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63, emphasizes consultation and educational services for an extensive group of
persons and agencies involved with mental health services, including
health professionals, schools, courts, state and local law enforcement
and correctional agencies, members of the clergy, public welfare agencies, health services delivery agencies, and other appropriate entities
(42 U,S,C, 2689).

The lack of resources for services to high-risk pop-

ulations has been indicated in the Legislative History to be a fundamental need, along with the necessity for specially trained professionals.

There is a fragmentation in services in that, for instance,

vocational rehabilitation services usually are not provided until the
client is 16 years of age, with preliminary efforts possible at age 15
(King & Humphrey, Note 1 ) .
Genesis of PL 94-63
The genesis of the Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975
occurred with the Migrant Health Act, PL 87-692.

The Migrant Health

Act did not meet all needs, and was amended the next year by the Mental
Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction
Act of 1963, PL 88-164, which provided the funding of facilities for
the mentally ill.

For administration of PL 88-164 the nation was cat-

egorized into 1500 catchment areas, according to population and
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geographic distribution for the purpose of making available community
based programs for the mentally ill.
The Mental Health Amendments of 1967, PL 90-31, changed the focus
to staffing needs within the Community Mental Health Centers,

Four

years later the 93rd Congress displayed its pleasure with the success
of the Community Mental Health Centers by passing the Special Health
Revenue Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63, which is the first law to
"prioritize services to mentally ill children in settings other than
educational"

(King & Humphrey, Note 1, p, 14).

Context of PL 94-63
Through the enactment of the Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of
1975 alternative resources for diagnostic and treatment services of the
handicapped were provided as follows:

Home Health Services, Community

Health Centers, and Migrant Health Centers,

The need which instigated

the provision of these facilities was the unavailability of services
for the impaired.

Only one-third of the catchment areas had Community

Mental Health Centers available to the mentally handicapped at the time
of the enactment.

PL 94-63 focuses on consultation and educational

services for an extensive group of persons and agencies.
Laws Subsequent to PL 94-63
Subsequent to the passage of PL 94-63, Congress enlarged the provisions of this law through enactment of the following laws:

Fiscal

Year Adjustment Act, PL 94-275; Health Research and Health Services
Amendments of 1976, PL 94-278; Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive
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Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63, which is the first law to^prioritize
services to mentally ill children in settings other than educational"
(King & Humphrey, Note 1, p. 14},

Context of PL 94-63
Through the enactment of the Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of
1975 alternative resources for diagnostic and treatment services of the
handicapped were provided as follows:

Home Health Services, Community

Health Centers, and Migrant Health Centers.

The need which Instigated

the provision of these facilities was the unavailability of services for
the impaired.

Only one-third of the catchment areas had Community Mental

Health Centers available to the mentally handicapped at the time of the
enactment.

PL 94-63 focuses on consultation and educational services for

an extensive group of persons and agencies.
Laws Subsequent to PL 94-63
Subsequent to the passage of PL 94-63, Congress enlarged the provisions of this law through enactment of the following laws:

Fiscal Year

Adjustment Act, PL 94-273; Health Research and Health Services Amendments
of 1976, PL 94-278; Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive Disease Amendments
of 1976, PL 94-562; Public Health Service Act, PL 95-83; Social Security
Act—End Stage Renal Disease Program—Improvements, PL 95-292; Departments
of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare Appropriations Act, 1979,
PL 95-480; Community Mental Health Centers Extension Act of 1978, PL 95-622;
Health Services Research, Health Statistics, and Health Care Technology
Act of 1978, PL 95-623; and Health Services and Centers Amendments of
1978, PL 95-626.

Although the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services,
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and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978, PL 95-602, did not
expand the Special Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63, they did
reinforce many of the concepts developed to that time.
Criteria of Eligibility
All individuals in need of health or mental health services are
elibible. These individuals may be those referred for Institutional
treatment, children in need of mental health services, and residents of
institutions whose placement is inappropriate.
Provision of Services
The law endeavors to meet all the needs within the catchment area
of the community mental health center. Among the various services are
medical and psychological diagnostic evaluations followed by counseling
the individual and the family.

Therapy is provided when necessary

including hospitalization costs for treatment, corrective surgery, and
therapeutic costs for treatment.

Transportation service is also furn-

ished. Education and training provides for general education, personal
care, recreation, and individualized written-programs for persons participating in hemophilia treatment centers.
Procedural Safeguards
There are four specific safeguards. These protections are as follows: no residency requirements, confidentiality of all records, elimination of inappropriate institutionalization, and coordin
services.
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Criteria of Individualized Program
Individualized written programs are not addressed in PL 94-63
except for persons receiving treatment in hemophilia centers.

No

criteria is given as to what is to be included in the design of
these programs.
Developmentally Disabled Assistance and
Bill of Rights Act, PL 94-103
As a result of the growth of the consumer movement, human and civil
rights' litigation, and the scrutiny of services provided by federal,
state, and private organizations, it became appropros to legislate a
system to protect and advocate the rights of persons with developmental
disabilities (Bensberg & Rude, 1976).

The Developmentally Disabled

Assistance and Bill of Rights of 1975, PL 94-103, was enacted to assist
states to have in effect a system to protect and advocate the legal
rights of persons with developmental disabilities.

Under the provisions

of this act, the state must assume the responsibility of the advocacy
system, and a paid state employee is to personify the public responsibility for this system (Andrews, 1976),
Genesis of PL 94-103
The Inception of this law began with the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers and Construction Act of 1963,
PL 88-164, as reviewed in previous discussion relative to the Special
Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975, PL 94-63,

The Mental Retardation

Amendments of 1967, PL 90-170, provided a three-year extension of PL 94-53,
while the Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction
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Amendments of 1970, PL 91-517, expanded services to Include other types
of developmental disabilities in addition to mental retardation.

PL 91-517

was unique in providing (1) coordination of multiple services, (2) adequate planning for delivery of services, and (3) representation on the
State Developmental Disabilities Councils by consumers or their spokesmen
(Bensberg & Rude, 1976).
Context of PL 94-1Q3
Four years after its enactment, PL 51-517 was revised and amended by
the Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act, PL 94-103,
in order to initiate a system to protect and advocate the rights of individuals with developmental disabilities. Section 113 of the act requires
that by October 1, 1977, and every subsequent year each state have a
statewide Protection and Advocacy (P & A) System in operation or face
the possibility of jeopardizing the allotment of funds specified in
part C of the act.

The P & A System (1) has the authority to pursue

legal, administrative, and other appropriate remedies to insure the protection of the rights of developmentally disabled persons who are receiving treatment, services, or habilitation, and (2) is to be independent
of any state agency which provides services, treatment, or habilitation
to disabled citizens. The system's main purpose is to uphold the individual rights of developmentally disabled persons and to provide outreach
services in obtaining those rights (Herr, 1978).
Other provisions in the PL 94-103 amendments are requirements that
the state plan be specific and goal oriented.
plan are to include the following goals:

Provisions of the state

(1) deinstitutionalization.
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(2) refinement of residential facility care, (3) evaluation screening
and diagnosing of developmentally disabled Infants and children, (4) services for developmentally disabled adults, t5l establishment of community
alternatives to institutionalization, (6) defense of the human and civil
rights of the developmentally disabled, and {7] implementation of multidiscipllnary intervention and training programs (King & Humphrey, Note 1 ) .
Moreover, there is to be a continuity of services from birth to death for
persons with developmental dtsabilltles, 'A/ith prenatal care provided for
high risk families,along with support services for the families.
Laws Subsequent to PL 94-103
The enactment of the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services, and
Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978, PL 95-602, further clarifies,
reinforces, and expands the concepts of PL 94-103, The definition of
developmental disabilities became more inclusive to prevent the omission
of services to eligible persons, and advocacy programs are extended to
protect the civil and human rights of the developmentally disabled.
Criteria of Eligibility
The criteria provides access to services for those individuals with
mental or physical Impairments, or both, which are evidenced before 22
years of age and are expected to be of indefinite duration.

Pregnant

women from high risk families are also eligible.
Provision of Services
Comprehensive services in coordination with other agencies are available for all developmentally disabled persons from their birth until
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their death.

Extensive in scope, these services Include diagnostic eval-

uation: medical, psychological, and educational. The developmentally
disabled person will be recruited for the above evaluation and will
receive an individualized written program involving counseling for the
family as well as the individual, with follow up and follow along In
guidance and placement.
Program planning involves the handicapped person, the parent, or
both and includes therapeutic treatment and education as vocational
training, recreation, personal care, general education.

Living arrange-

ments take into account day care, domiciliary care, special living
arrangements, institutional care, or in some cases deinstitutionalization
Advocacy is a priority service. Transportation is provided for access
to the various other services available.
Procedural Safeguards
The safeguards mandated in PL 94-103 are related to protection of
basic human dignity.
institutionalization:

Involved is the elimination of inappropriate
in lieu of institutional placement, services to

enable the least restrictive alternative program is to be implemented.
All services provided are to be coordinated and the handicapped person,
the parent, or both are to participate in planning and implementing the
program. There is provision for the establishment of advocacy programs.
Residency requirements are not permissible.
Criteria of Individualized Program
A summary of the requirements of the individualized program reflects
the need for client input in service planning.

The program must be
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developed by the handicapped person, the parent (or guardian), or both,
the agency representative or coordinator, and the program coordinator.
The law requires the program to be in writing and reviewed annually by
the persons who developed the plan.

If there is a need to change or re-

develop the program, theoriginal developers must consent to any changes.
The prorgram plan is to designate what services will be provided,
the specific parties responsible for implementing the services, when
the services will be initiated, and the duration of the services.
Specific long term goals, intermediate objectives, objective criteria,
and evaluation procedures are required.
Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, PL 94-142
Frederick J. Weintraub, Assistant Executive Director for Governmental Relations of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), stated
to the Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped, The
Honorable Robert T. Stafford, that CEC viewed Senate Bill 6 (later
PL 94-142) as conceptionally two pieces of legislation.

It was first,

a bill to assure the rights of all handicapped children to a free appropriate education.

And secondly, it was a bill to provide financial

assistance to the states to carry out education of the handicapped
(Hearings on Select Education, 1975).
The Senate and House-passed version of S-6 (PL 94-142) provided
for both of these aspects.

The law reads, concerning the first aspect,

as follows:
It is the purpose of this Act to assure that all handicapped
children have available to them. . . . a free appropriate
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public education which emphasizes special education and
related services designed to meet their unique needs, to
assure that the rights of handicapped children and their
parents or guardians are protected, to assist States and
localities to provide for the education of all handicapped children, and to assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate handicapped children.
(Sec 3,(c) and 20 USC 1491)
The second desire of the CEC advocacy statement concerned permanent
funding.

The Law appropriated $100,000,000 for fiscal 1976, $200,000,000

for fiscal 1977, and
established a formula in which the Federal government makes
a commitment to pay a gradually escalating perentage of the
National Average Per Pupil Expenditure (NAPPE) for students
enrolled in public elementary and secondary schools in the
United States times the number of handicapped children being
served in the school districts of each state in the nation.
That percentage will swell on a yearly basis until 1982 when
it will become a permanent 40 percent for that year and all
subsequent years. (Aquilina, 1976, p. 189)
The funding delineated by Aquilina is primarily an amendment for defining
entitlements and allocations of Part B of PL 93-380 of which PL 94-142
is an extension, as explained in Section 5 (a) of PL 94-142.
PL 94-142 is best understood in light of the Weintraub statement to
The Honorable Robert T. Stafford.

The background of the two aspects

involve more than three dozen court cases.

Philosophically, PL 94-142

evolved from the Brown (1954) desegregation decision.

The Supreme Court

held segregation to be harmful both to those segregated and to society.
Prior to PL 94-142 handicapped children were in many instances denied
education or segregated from mainstream classrooms.

When the courts

(Hobson V. Hansen, 1967; Mills, 1972; PARC, 1972) consistently upheld
the rights of the handicapped for a free and appropriate education, the
states reluctantly complied on the basis that there was not sufficient
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funding.

Weintraub's second aspect was to guarantee that the states

had sufficient funds appropriated to assure that an education, the
first aspect, was provided.
Genesis of PL 94-142
Prior to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
PL 89-10, which was the first comprehensive law to deal with the total
field of education, the Federal government provided funding (support)
only for military veterans under the now famous "G.I. Bill," PL 78-346,
the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1944.

PL 89-10 was amended by

the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966, PL 89-750,
to create the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped which, according
to King and Humphrey (Note 1, p. 12), expanded during the Johnson Administration of 1963-1969, but was weakened during the Nixon years of
1969-1974.
Other legislation preceding PL 94-142 was the General Education
Provisions Act, PL 90-247; the ESEA Amendments of 1970, PL 91-230; the
Education Amendments of 1972, PL 92-318; and the Education Amendments
of 1974, PL 93-380, which was intended to restructure and reaffirm the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) as a bureau capable of
existence and development as an independent unit of H.E.W..

The

strengthening of BEH by PL 93-380 paved the way for the disbursing of
the funds formulated in PL 94-142 and provided funding subsequently by
the Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1977, PL 95-49 (King &
Humphrey, Note 1).

. j ^
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Context of PL 94-142
With the enactment of the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, "the quiet revolution to achieve the basic educational rights of
all children began to conclude" (Abeson & Zettel, 1977, p. 115).
Besides including extensive management and finance aspects, the act
provides that "all handicapped children have available to them, within
the time periods specified, a free appropriate public education which
emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet
their unique needs" (Section 3, c ) . The civil rights principle that
all children can learn, that no child is uneducable, is recognized in
this law.

Special learning needs of the handicapped child are to be

considered and met.

All programs and activities provided or sponsored

by the schools for other children are also eligible for participation
in by children with handicaps.
Reinforced in PL 94-142 are the nondiscriminatory evaluation
procedures required in PL 93-380.

Testing and evaluation materials

and activities utilized in evaluating children with handicaps are to
be selected and administered so as not to be culturally discriminatory
and are to be in the child's native language or mode of communication.
In addition, no single procedure or test can be used as the sole
basis in forming the appropriate educational program for a child
(Abeson & Zettel, 1977),
The "appropriate" educational program for a ch^'ld is to be achieved
through the development of a written individualized education program
(lEP).

PL 94-142 requires only four persons to be involved in the
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development of the lEP:

the parents or guardians or surrogate parents,

the teacher or teachers of the child, a representative of the local
education agency, and, whenever appropriate, the child (Congress and
education, 1978),
is not a contract.

While the lEP is an agreement between all parties, it
It is, however, a statement setting forth what will

be provided to the handicapped child.

The school system is legally

responsible for provision of the "specific educational services" set
forth in the lEP,

The lEP serves to define what is appropriate for the

particular child, the lEP being a management device, not an instructional plan specifying daily teacher-child activities.

Placement deci-

sions are to follow the normalization principle, are to be indicated
in the lEP, and must follow determination of the child's learning needs
and programs.

Indeed, "the lEP required for each handicapped child is

the central building block to understanding and effectively complying
with the Act" (Abeson & Zettel, 1977, p. 123).
Procedural due process selected by Congress as part of PL 94-142 is
similar to that ordered by the courts in decisions relative to identification, and placement of handicapped children.

Allowance is made for

equal consideration of the interests of all who are involved in the
education of the handicapped child--the child, the family, and the
schools.
PL 94-142:

The following elements of due process are required by
(1) written notice to the parents before evaluation of

the child and provision of an interpreter/translator if needed, (2) written notice when initiating or refusing to initiate a change in educational placement, (3) occasion to deliver complaints concerning
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identification, assessment, placement, or the provision of a free
appropriate education, (4) occasion to secure an independent educational assessment of the child, (5) access to all applicable records,
(6) occasion for an Impartial due process hearing including timely
notice; advise of special counsel; opportunity to confront, cross
examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses; provision of a record
of the hearing; and (7) opportunity to appeal the facts and decisions
of the haring (Abeson & Zettel, 1977),

The Act also mandates that

a list of available hearing officers and their qualifications be
maintained by the public agency (Clarification of 94-142, 1978),
Laws Subsequent to PL 94-142
Subsequent legislation to PL 94-142 were the following laws
which extended its effects:

(1) Fiscal Year Adjustment Act, PL 94-273,

(2) the Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1977, PL 95-49,
providing a total of 1,1 billion dollars over the next five years to
school systems for Implementation of the measure, and (3) the Departments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare Appropriations Act
of 1979, PL 95-430.
Criteria of Eligibility
All handicapped children from 3 through 21 years of age are
eligible.
Provision of Services
Services are provided through an individualized written program
developed with student or parent involvement after a diagnostic medical.
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psychological, and educational evaluation has been applied.

Education,

counseling, and therapeutic treatment are provided, and transportation
if necessary for ready access to these specific services.

Provisions

for educational and training services include: vocational training,
general education, personal care, and recreation.

Living arrangements

are not Included, but institutional care is. However, the law also
provides for deinstitutionalization and advocacy.

In the way of physi-

cal services are aids and devices, e.g., telecommunications.

Students

are to be recruited.
Procedural Safeguards
PL 94-142 as an extension of the Education of the Handicapped Act,
Title VI, Part B, of PL 93-380 continues the emphasis upon procedural
safeguards initiated in PL 93-380, Such emphasis includes parental consent for participation in the program, the provision of prior notice to
parents as to any change in the child's program, use of nondiscriminatory
assessment materials, parental access to all records, and the assignment
of a surrogate parent when the parents or guardians are not known,
unavailable, or the child is a ward of the state. The only procedural
safeguard provided in PL 94-142 which is not recorded in the other laws
named in this present study is the provision of the right to an independent educational evaluation.
Other safeguards delineated in PL 94-142 are established in prior
laws. These safeguards are: no residency requirements $ priority to the
most severely handicapped-, elimination of inappropriate institutionalization,' services to enable least restrictive alternative program
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participation; Impartial due process hearings; hearing examiners, professionals, and clerical personnel to protect the rights of the handicapped; confidentiality of all records; and participation of parent
and handicapped person in planning and implementing the program.
Criteria of Individualized Program
A perusal of the requirements of the individualized program described in PL 94-142 will indicate the need for parent and student input
in service planning.

The program must be developed by the handicapped

person, the parent (or guardian), or both, and the agency representative
or coordinator.

The law requires the program to be in writing and

reviewed annually by the persons who developed the plan.

If there is

a need to change or redevelop the program, the original developers must
consent to any changes.
The program is to designate what services will be provided, when
the services will be initiated, and the duration of the services.
Specific long term goals, intermediate objectives, objective criteria,
evaluation procedures, a statement of the present level of functioning,
and the extent of participation in regular programs are required.
In summary of the chapter, relevant legislation was cited from the
quantity of laws enacted in five short years, January 20, 1971, through
January 18, 1976, which represent a 300% increase over the previous
195 years.

Six laws in particular were identified:

(1) the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973, (2) Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974,
(3) Education Amendments of 1974, (4) Special Health Revenue Sharing Act

>»ii
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of 1975, (5) Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act,
and (6) Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.
These laws present the overriding theme of legal rights in four
general aspects:

(1) criteria of eligibility, (2) provision of ser-

vices, (3) procedural safeguards, and (4) criteria of individualized
program.

These aspects were reviewed as each law was examined and an

evolving interface with prior litigation was advanced.

The surrogate

parent concept was identified as a procedural safeguard in PL 93-380
and strengthened in PL 94-142, mandating for the child a case advocate
appointed under state education agency supervision who would be concerned with the child's individualized educational plan.

The next

chapter will be concerned with modifications affecting attitudes
toward the handicapped resulting from the legislation cited in this
chapter.

CHAPTER IX
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE HANDICAPPED
In Chapter VIII relevant legislation was cited from the quantity
of laws enacted in the early years of the seventies.
discussed within the framework of legal rights.

The laws were

Chapter IX will be

concerned with the specific modification of attitudes toward the handicapped resulting from the advocacy legislation cited in Chapter VIII.
Particular attention will be directed in this division toward consideration of the following:

(1) the composition and formation of

attitudes, (2) attitudes held by the public, (3) attitudes incited
by educators, and (4) change agents that can reverse attitudes.
The passage of legislation reflects a national change in social
judgment, i.e., attitudes regarding the child.

The current status of

the child in our society can be brought into focus by studying the
variations in attitudes toward the child, and specifically the handicapped child.

Skrtic, Sigler, and Lazar (1975) suggest that disability

is not an objective thing in a person, but rather a social judgment.
Consequently, a handicap may or may not be the result of a disability,
the determiner being society's attitude toward a given disability.
Cruickshank reports evidence that prejudice toward the disabled exists
throughout our country today at all socioeconomic levels (Weintraub,
Abeson, & Braddock, 1975).
Amidst the current momentum in our society to provide equal rights
to those heretofore denied those rights, a National Education Association
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panel has declared that perhaps the quietest, most cruelly neglected
minority group of all is the handicapped group.

The panel further

declared that "the civil rights movement for the handicapped is now in
its early consciousness-raising stage" (Education for all, 1978).
The word "conscious" means "sharing another's knowledge or awareness of an inward state or outward fact" (Webster's New, 1974, p. 241).
Thus it appears that we may assume that "conscious-raising" within the
academic world indicates that teachers and administrators are becoming
aware of the academic plight of those who are handicapped.

This new

knowledge of an outward fact should bring forth a reversal in attitudes
within the academic community and consequently in society as a whole, if
these educators truly are concerned.
The Composition and Formation of Attitudes
Even though there has been much money, legislation, and litigation
channeled toward liberating the handicapped group in our society; there
are those who feel that neither money, legislation, nor litigation alone
or all together will end discrimination for the disabled and handicapped
of this nation.

U.S. Representative James Jeffords expressed sentiments

similar to this recently in his comments to the public concerning Section
504 fiscal support of the Rehabilitation Law, when he asserted that many
of the problems the handicapped face are based upon centuries of false
stereotypes and misconstrued images, and not upon the handicapped's
abilities or lack thereof.

Congressman Jeffords similarly declared

that "we cannot legislate the attitudes, actions, and behavior of the
hearts of the American people toward the handicapped" (Jefford seeks,
1977, p. 3 ) .
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Literature indicates (Skrtic

et al., 1975; Wiechmann & Wiechmann,

1973) that various authorities have considered attitudes to be composed
of predispositions which include the affective, cognitive, and behavioral
aspects of attitudes.
considerations.

Opinions and beliefs often are included in these

Varied definitions are in the literature as to what

constitutes an attitude.

Wiechmann and Wiechmann (1973) aver that an

original definition of attitude was expressed by Thurston when he portrayed attitudes to be "generalized reactions for or against specified
psychological objects" (p. 74).
Affective Aspect of Attitudes
The affective interpretation of attitudes is further examined by
scrutinizing the Nunnally (1959) definition:
sitions to react

attitudes are "predispo-

negatively or positively in some degree toward an object,

institution, or class of persons" (p. 300). If educators are predisposed
to react negatively toward the handicapped class of students within their
environs, there will be stagnation in the growth of the students.

The

cognitive growth of the students will be stalemated by the affective
dispositions of the educators.
Cognitive Aspect of Attitudes
Another definition of attitudes but one which encompasses the mental or
cognitive aspects of attitudes is that of Krech and Crutchfield (1948).
Their definition of attitudes is as follows:

"an enduring organization of

motivational, emotional, perceptual, and cognitive processes with respect
to some aspect of the individual's world" (p. 152). Krech and Crutchi'ield suggest that beliefs are the basis for the cognitive area of atti -
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tudes.

They further state that these beliefs Include knowledge,

opinions, and faith.
Rokeach (1968) reveals a definition related to beliefs when he
claims that attitudes are a "relatively enduring organization of beliefs
about an object or set predisposing one to respond in some preferential
manner (p. 134), In another publication by Rokeach (1960), his definition of a person's belief-disbelief system states that beliefs and
disbeliefs are religious, political, scientific, philosophical, and
esthetic.
A synonym for belief is opinion (Webster's New, 1974).

Webster

defines "opinion" in 2 a. as "belief stronger than impression and less
strong than positive knowledge" (p, 205), This interpretation suggests
that attitudes may be formed without positive knowledge.

When relating

this concept to the academic arena and the handicapped, one has cause
to question whether or not the attitudes of administrators and teachers
are undergirded by adequate and pertinent knowledge or only by beliefs.
Behavioral Aspect of Attitudes
According to Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957), attitudes act as
predispositions toward behavior, but verbally, they are statements about
how one feels toward a particular construct.

Osgood et al. caution that

whether or not an individual behaves toward the construct in a manner
consistent with a stated attitude is another question.
Freeman (1963) views attitude as a tendency to act toward certain
situations, persons, or objects in a definite manner that has been
learned as one's typical response under given circumstances.
demanded by new roles may modify attitudes.

Behavior

Calder and Ross (1973)
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recognize that circumstances may alter or change behavior when they
declare that "behavior interacts with situational factors to determine
attitudes" (p. 30),

In examining these two views, one wonders if edu-

cators are functioning for the child or as reactors to circumstances
and situations.
As bases of attitude formation, knowledge and emotions determine
precedents or predispositions through which attitudes are transferred
into behavior.

Applying the knowledge-attitude-behavior response

sequence as a base, behavior may then be said to be "a reflection or
disposition of an inner motivation or inhibition" (Calder & Ross, 1973,
p. 77). If this definition be correct, it behooves us as citizens of the
community to reinforce the attainment of unbiased knowledge concerning
the child, and specifically the handicapped child, by our public educators.

The monitoring of subsequent behavior by our public educators

may be indicated.
This review as to the definitions of attitudes has examined the
affective, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of attitudes.

For pur-

poses of this present study, attitudes are defined as variables preceded
by knowledge and followed by behavior in the learning process.

Attitudes

originate from knowledge through the process of intellectualization
(cognition) or from emotional (affective) experience.
Attitudes Formed by the Public
The vascination in public attitudes toward handicapped students
and citizens is the variable which causes the decision-making process in
government policy to be difficult.

The barriers to social accomplishment
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by handicapped persons are not so much within those persons themselves
as within the public domain in which they dwell, learn, and toil
(Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

Gottlieb and Siperstein (1976) allege

that "one reason why we study attitudes toward mentally retarded people
is to provide necessary information for planning social policy" (p. 380).
Schalter (1978) declared that the present general attitude of the public
toward handicapped citizens is a "hidden barrier."

He maintains that

"these 'hidden barriers' are the intangible factors which form wery real
impediments to establishing social policy which endorses the goal of a
barrier-free environment" (p. 44). The handicapped remain "environmentally limited,"
A Gallup Poll which was commissioned by the President's Committee
on Mental Retardation in 1974 documented the fact that most Americans
express accepting attitudes toward retarded citizens as neighbors.

The

finding of this poll is in direct contrast to Gottlieb and Siperstein
(1976) who indicate that there is the "general feeling among professionals in the field that we must improve attitudes toward mentally
retarded persons if programs such as deinstitutionalization are to succeed in the social order" (p, 380),
Attitudes Within Policy
Public policy, litigation, and statutes affect all of us.

The

crucial criterion for government intervention today appears to be
"social policy," and the major goal of social policy appears to be
"the maintenance of an intelligent and healthy populace that is responsive to the needs of our nation and our free enterprise system" (Semmel
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& Heinmiller, 1977).

Thus, the determiner in making policy decisions

is "social order,"
Public policy defines the degree to which minorities will be
treated inequitably by the controlling majority (Weintraub & Abeson,
1976),

It usually is the case that those with authority to allocate

resources and benefits will not distribute these advantages equitably
to all who may have concern.

As a result, minorities'civil rights advo-

cates pursue the controlling majority in quest of equal treatment for
the minority.
themselves,

Public policy affects how minority groups feel about
Weintraub and Abeson (1976) vividly portray this affect

as follows:
Imagine the self-perception of a child who is repeatedly
told he is different, unusual, and doesn't belong, hence
is prevented from living like his peers by formidable
public policies and procedures, (p, 12)
Handicapped citizens continually have been treated as a powerless
minority, as is noted in Lori Case v. State of California, 1973, p. la:
With minor exceptions, mankind's attitudes toward its
handicapped population can be characterized by overwhelming
prejudice. The handicapped are systematically isolated from
the mainstream of society. From ancient to modern times,
the physically, mentally, or emotionally disabled have been
alternatively viewed by the majority as dangers to be destroyed,
as nuisances to be driven out, or as burdens to be confined.
. . . Treatment resulting from a tradition of isolation has
been invariably unequal and has operated to prejudice the interests of the handicapped as a minority group.
(Weintraub & Abeson, 1976, p. 7)
In context with the idea that cultural concepts are society's
beliefs at a given time, we can certify that our culture has progressed
from thinking of freedom and equality in terms of the majority to
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thinking in terms of the individual (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978). In the past
we have deprived individuals of opportunities to develop optimally and
maximally because they were different from the norm.

Today this practice

has been reversed by legislation and by litigation, at least on paper
if not in attitudes.

Various programs in our society currently are

conceptualized in relation to the individual rather than as a reward for
society.
Decisions of the Federal courts which have affected residential
programs involve three major areas:
involuntary servitude.

due process, right to treatment, and

Disenfranchisement of handicapped children in-

creasingly has been challenged in the courts on the basis of the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments to the U. S. Constitution (Weintraub & Abeson,
1974).

These amendments guarantee to all the people equal protection of

the laws. Weintraub and Abeson indicate these guarantees to mean that
what is done to or for some people must be done to or for all persons
on equal terms.

The Warren Court used the Fourteenth Amendment as a

basis for achieving social justice.

The due process clause in the

Fourteenth Amendment declares that no state shall deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law.

In the past we

have considered the rights of children to be "identical to the interests
of their parents" (Chiba & Semmel, 1977, p. 18). These interests were
reversed in Tinker v. Des Moines School District, children being designated
as persons under the constitution.
Further reference is made by Chiba and Semmel to Gault and Wisconsin
V. Constantineau as precedent cases establishing due process rights for
exceptional children, Gault determining that juveniles have the right
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to due process proceedings in juvenile courts.

Scheerenberger (1975)

states that no court action was more specific than the Lessard vs.
Schmidt decision of 1972 in which a Wisconsin District Court ruled that the
state's civil commitment procedures were constitutionally defective.

As

a result of this decision all involuntarily committed residents 18 years
of age and older had to have their commitments reviewed in a formal court
hearing where consideration was given as to whether placement in a
residential facility was appropriate or whether less restrictive alternatives were available.

Scheerenberger further alleges that some of the

tenants were transferred to smaller residential facilities located in
their home communities.
Due process means that if a person is to be denied liberty or property it must be for documented reasons.

Guarantee is thereby made to

protect all persons from arbitrary, unreasonable, or capricious decisions.
According to Weintraub and McCaffrey (1976), "procedural due process is
the mechanism by which an individual is assured rights in being confronted
with the charges and being able to have a fair hearing to challenge their
authenticity and reasonableness" (pp. 335-336).
Other recent court litigation has required that individuals in residential institutions have habilitation programs.
from the Wyatt v. Stickney case of 1971.

This requirement resulted

According to Kartye (1976), the

ICF-MR Standards of 1973 require that all persons, regardless of their
level of competency, "are capable of growth development and learning and
should have an individual program plan designed to develop them to their
i'ullest potential" (p. 147). Non-compliance of residential institutions
with similar standards may result in one of the following:

(1) losing
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accreditation, (2) not gaining accreditation, or (3) losing vital funds
to sustain programs.
Fortunately, because of changes for the better in attitudes toward
the mentally retarded, Kartye believes that "a growing optimism is
reflected in the research related to the learning potential of these
individuals and means for their habilitation" (p. 147). Whether the
severely retarded individual is the resident of an institutional facility
or a community residence, PL 94-103 mandates that the person have an
individual habilitation plan (IHP) which is to be overseen by a program
coordinator.

The IHP is to have the individual's optimal development as

its central goal, including specific long-term goals and intermediate
objectives which are measurable (Perske, 1979a). Ongoing review and
revision are to be done at least annually.
Attitudes both within and without the residential facilities relative
to involuntary servitude have affected the mentally retarded.

In the past,

"many residential facilities have relied heavily upon resident labor to
maintain their level of operation. , . . Many residents received little or
no remuneration" (Scheerenberger, 1975, p. 19). Several class action suits
have challenged this servitude or peonage.

In Townsend v. Treadway, 1973,

the court denied injunctive relief on all issues.

Conversely, in Souder

V. Brennan, 1973, the court granted minimum wages, overtime, and other
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act to persons residing and working
in a residential facility (Scheerenberger, 1975).
Attitudes within Institutions
There may be ambivalent attitudes and variations in philosophy
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between residential facilities and within various residential facilities
toward the residents therein.

Attitudes and philosophies can be the

determiners of effective habilitation or treatment.

Possible conflicts

in attitude and philosophy may appear between aide personnel, charge
attendants, and first-line administrators.

Several studies have re-

vealed "major discrepancies between the programmatic philosophy
apparently promulgated by the residential facility and related attitudes
and behavior of aide personnel" (Scheerenberger, 1975, p. 44).
Attitudinal barriers often are created between supportive personnel
and the professional and administrative staff.

The attitudes of and

between any one of these groups is just as important as the other.
Sigelman and Bensberg (1977) relate that "several studies coverge to
indicate that, although professionals view attendants as trainers and
stimulators, attendants see their roles primarily as custodial" (p. 663).
Supportive personnel are those nonprofessionals--typically residential
care personnel such as attendants, paraprofessional workers such as teacher
aides, and volunteers—who work under the supervision of professionals.
Sigelman and Bensberg (1977) have made studies of related literature
concerning supportive personnel, the essence of which will be related in
the following paragraphs, the negative aspects being followed by the positive aspects.
Negative attitudes of supervisory attendants.

Supervisory atten-

dants believed that society should be protected from the handicapped person, an attitude which is contradictory to habilitative
programming.

The attitudes of attendants relative to innovative

programming aooeared to be that their job was custodial, and as a result
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the attendants were negative in their expectations that the residents would
progress.

Instead, they viewed the residents in terms of their deficits

and capacities to make trouble.

Often the attendants would fail to im-

plement an innovative program or would subvert its intended goals.
Seldom did attendants respond to either appropriate or inappropriate
behaviors of those in their care.

This lack of involvement in stimulating

and training the handicapped appears to have undesirable effects such as
diminished intellectual, verbal, and personality functioning.

In a study

done by Bensberg and Barnett (1966) it was discovered that attendant behavior in four institutions was preoccupied 60% of the time with supervision
and personal leisure activities, only 8% of their time being spent in providing personal care,and 5% spent in teaching skills to residents.

There was

little verbal interaction between the attendants and the residents, more
time being spent in caring for the cottages than in stimulating the handicapped.
There needs to be a comfortable working relationship between professional personnel and supportive personnel for the attainment of successful programming.

Sigelman and Bensberg assert that "the attitudes

of professionals toward supportive personnel are as important as the
attitudes of supportive personnel toward professionals, residents, and
their roles" (p. 664). Attitudes of attendants are not always vastly
different from the attitudes of professionals.
Positive attitudes of supervisory attendants.

In surveying the

positive effects that supportive personnel have upon residents,
Sigelman and Bensberg instruct that "research suggests . , . that
sijppnrf-jv/p jj^jg^^Qpnai n^rs c-jqp-jf-ir^p-hiy improve program effectiveness"
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(p. 682). Findings have suggested that attendants have been effective
in program habilitation in various settings, though no exacting studies
are available.

There is evidence of success with behavioral type pro-

grams (Bensberg, Colwell, & Cassel, 1965),
Research indicates that trained supportive personnel can assume
more complex responsibilities than is usually presumed (Bensberg et al.,
1965),

Bensberg and Barnett (1966) affirm that there is current realiza-

tion as to the need for training which will have an enduring effect upon
the knowledge, attitudes, and skills of direct-care staff.

Perhaps

similar training is indicated for supportive personnel who are to have
a greater role to play in bridging the gap between service agencies and
target populations.

Transitional assistance is a vital role in prevent-

ing racidivism.
It is noted in concluding the related literature concerning supportive personnel by Sigelman and Bensberg (1977) that they suggest two
important roles in which supportive personnel and volunteers might serve
in the deinstitutionalization of the handicapped.
follows:

These roles are as

"(1) preparing residents for furlough or discharge, and (2)

supporting them once they are placed in the community" (p. 670).
Many staff persons have been very dedicated to making the institutional system efficient for the residents therein. Human service efforts
may suffer if these committed persons do not receive assistance in makinq any needed career shifts in the new systems which are evolving
(Perske, 1979b).

Numerous staff persons also have been effective in

making the community system efficient or at least workable-

Perske
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further reports that "there is evidence across the nation that workers
in the field are developing programs and technologies that have helped
handicapped persons to 'make it' in the community" (p. 9 ) . There is
evidence of a progressive change in attitudes among many of the present
supportive personnel who work with the handicapped.
Attitudes Within Significant Others
The significant person in the life of a child changes throughout
his life.

Often it is a parent, a sibling, a teacher, or a peer who is

significant and caring.

Negative attitudes of this meaningful person or

persons in the life of a child can be crucial.
Perhaps the parent is the one who has the most effect upon the child
when the child's entire life is considered.

Particularly is this true

if the child's parent is known, is available, and the child is not a
ward of the state, for usually this significant person is a caring person who is capable and willing to intervene for the child.
Professionals and the Child
When the child's educational life is considered, Weintraub and
McCaffrey (1976) suggest that "the most critical relationship in the
educational process is between the professional and the child" (p. 333).
In this age of normalization and emphasis upon the least restrictive
environment, Margolin (1978) suggests that a lawyer might prove to be
a significant person and even a caring person to a given minor.
time throughout the

Any-

child's life, it appears that a sibling or p^-^r

may be a meaningful person and even a "significant other" in the life
of a child.
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Cochrane and Westling (1977) Indicate that "one of the best ways to
support exceptional children is to help the significant others in their
lives to reach a better understanding of them and their problems"
(p. 509). In the case of the exceptional child, and especially the
child in a residential facility, the parent may not be a "significant
other" in the life of the handicapped child.

In fact, no person may play

the role of a caring person in the life of the exceptional child, and
particularly of the residential child.

The child may be in need of a

surrogate, someone who will advocate and become significant in his or
her life, someone after whom the handicapped child can model.
Consideration needs to be given to the child's dependence, for
dependence can bring about vulnerability.

According to Weintraub and

McCaffrey (1976), the greater an individual's dependence is upon those
who provide services for him, the greater will be that individual's vulnerability to abuse.

These authors further suggest that

it is hard to conceive of a multiply handicapped child
demanding to see his records, challenging his placement,
or reporting violation of his liberties. Such children
become dependent upon parents or other third parties to
represent them. . , . Thus the vulnerable child remains
vulnerable unless professionals who serve the child assume
their responsibility to be an advocate for the child.
(p. 341)
Whenever any individual is dependent for his or her basic rights or
existence upon those who provide vital services, the individual is no
longer free.

His or her entire future depends upon sustaining the good

qraces of those who provide the needed services.

Weintraub and Abeson

(1976) refer to Burton Piatt who stated in an oral presentation at the
Third Annual Leadershio Conference in Special Education, Minneapolis,
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November 19, 1963, "How can people be free when others have control over
the destiny of their lives?" (p. 528).
Weintraub

and McCaffrey cite a reference who alleges that since it

is usually true that children lack the foreknowledge of adults, those
who care for children are expected to assume greater caution for the
child's well being than if they were caring for adults.

If the adult

assumes this responsibility and advocates for the vulnerable child, the
possibility of hurt or damage to the child will be reduced.

Results of

advocacy similar to the following are now found in the literature, which
indicates progress:

"Over the past years, there have been some dramatic

changes in the education of vulnerable populations" (Kukuk & Sjolund,
1976, p. 86). The last ten years have afforded dramatic changes relative
to the legal and power relationship between exceptional children, their
families, and the "educational system" (Weintraub & McCaffrey, 1976).
These changes have effected not only where the child would reside but
also where he would receive any type education he might be able to acquire
A work done by Gottlieb and Corman (1975) portrays the attitude
that usually has prevailed in the past toward mentally retarded persons.
They refer to Efron and Efron's 1967 study which identified six factors
underlying attitudes of educators toward mentally retarded students.
Among these six factors, the factor accounting for the greatest variance
was a factor identified as segregation via institutionalization.

This

factor portrayed the feeling that mentally retarded persons are dangerous
to society, have a hopeless prognosis, and require segregated f?«cilities
i'or their care.
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Attitudes similar to the one just cited may have given cause for
many handicapped people feeling in the past and even today that no one
cares about them.

Encouragement is cited by Reed Martin (1978) when

he declares that "the most basic client right is tfie right to be left
alone. . . . When those working in publicly supported programs do intervene,the" client must be accorded due process rights" (p. 188),
Today with the trend toward normalization, handicapped persons are
not to be institutionalized or taken out of the mainstream of society
without a due process hearing if they or their advocate desires a hearing. Handicapped persons now have the right to live within the community. Because of the procedural safeguards of due process and other
rights, some residents are now transferring from institutional living
to community living.

Perhaps the greatest adjustment necessitated by

those former residents of institutional facilities has been the adaptation to community life.

Here, again, the attitudes of caring persons

can be significant and meaningful in the lives of the handicapped.
Attitudes within and without the residential facility may differ as
to when occupants should be discharged to the community.

Some profes-

sionals who advise parents advocate prolonged institutionalization if
mental retardation is indicated.

Scheerenberger (1975) avers that men-

tal retardation is not always the reason for institutionalization:
It has been long recognized that retarded persons are not
committed to a residential facility because of retardation
per se, and frequently reasons for commitment do not reflect
the best interests of the resident. Innumerable studies
have investigated parental reasons for commitment and results
invariably reveal an inability of the family to cope with the
situation for various reasons, including other sibling?^, family integration, financial circumstances, and occurrence of
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mental retardation in one or both parents. This is true for
the mildly retarded, the moderately retarded, and the
severely and profoundly retarded, (p, 46)
Parents and the child.

Even after habilitation has been achieved,

parents frequently have refused advice proffered to return their offspring to the community, although they were advised that it was in the
best interests of this child.

In the recent past, many professionals

were perseverant in convincing parents to place their developmentally
disabled (DD) children (Maloney, 1978, defines developmentally disabled
as meaning those whose disability is attributable to mental retardation,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism, or any other closely related condition) in institutions and go on living their lives as if they had no
such child.

This agony may be experienced again as parents make deci-

sions as to the following:

(1) whether or not to recognize this indi-

vidual as a relative, (2) accept responsibility for making decisions
for this person, and (3) aid in determining institutionalization or
community living as the trend for normalization increases.
The least detrimental environment to normalization as well as the
least restrictive environment is indicated for adequate and proper
habilitation of the mentally retarded person.

Baker (1977) refers to

normalization as "accepting developmentally disabled persons as an integral part of society, rather than seeking ways and means, however
apparently well intentioned, to separate them from that society" (p.
693).

For some retarded citizens institutional habilitation is appro-

priate, whereas for other retarded persons community integration is
appropos.

A major objective of our government for the retarded has
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become deinstitutionalization; by 1980 "a reduction of one-third of the
mentally retarded persons now living in institutions is to be effected"
(Weintraub & McCaffrey, 1976, p. 148). For this type of rehabilitation
to be successful there must be adequate planning, the normalization
corollary being to have qualified supportive services in the community.
Until now there have been more incentives--legal, financial, and
social--for families to place their developmentally disabled relative in
institutional facilities, but now the pendulum has swung (Perske,
1979b).

The incentives are becoming greater to retain these children

in their homes and later to guide them into small personalized environments.

Attitudes are effecting this change, which is occurring because

"old ideologies about the humaneness of institutions and their programmatic abilities are dying.

In the meantime, new ideology about normal-

ized settings in the community are being born" (Perske, 1979b).
Attitudes within Communities
We are in the midst of an evolutionary process relative to DD persons interacting within our communities.

Perske (1979b) asserts that

our society is beginning to evaluate the developmentally disabled as
valuable individuals who enhance us and our community.

He senses a

growing awareness in our society as to the possible contributions of
the disabled.

However, it is evident that this awareness will not

remove some agonizing experiences in making the transition of our evaluations concerning the value of the developmentally disabled within our
communities.

The citizen image of the retarded person is still a
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delicate issue within the consciousness of many communities (Mental
Retardation:

Century of, 1976).

Difficulty with recognition of this

right appears to disseminate from the fact that many persons within the
community do not see retarded persons as having responsible competency,
which the community equates with citizenship.
Societal integration of retarded persons offers a new hope for the
handicapped in the following ways:

(1) hope that they will be freed

from the dehumanizing effects that frequently result from residence in
an institution, and (2) hope that they will be afforded the normalizing
experiences of community living.

There is the threat, though, that

mental retardates "will not be accepted by the community into which they
are placed, that public and political pressures will force their retreat
back to institutional living, and that the institutional concept will
consequently become more firmly entrenched than it ever was in the
past" (Gottlieb & Corman, 1975, p. 72).
Residency within the community.

Placements in foster homes, nursing

homes, and group homes can be more restrictive than living in a residential facility (Scheerenberger, 1975).

Decisions made relative to place-

ment for the deinstitutionalized will have a tremendous effect upon both
the lives of the retarded and of the non-retarded.

Vitello (1977) has

investigated the follow-up studies of deinstitutionalized persons who
have been placed in communities.

He reports that most of the studies

are descriptive, few being put to rigorous experimental tests.

There-

fore, the conclusions drawn have to be impressionistic rather than precise.

Six of the studies reported negative community experiences,
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whereas the same number of different studies reported positive community experiences.
The quality of community service available varies considerably in
different areas,

Vitello further alleges that it has been demonstrated

that mentally retarded persons who have spent many years in large, total
institutions can receive a better quality of care in smaller community
alternatives" (p, 43), The challenge now is how best to duplicate the
successful community experiences,

A Gallup Report prepared for the

President's Committee on Mental Retardation in 1974 revealed that Americans expressed accepting attitudes toward retarded citizens as neighbors
Our greatest problem in the area of deinstitutionalization appears
to be a paucity of community awareness coupled with a paucity of public
knowledge.

Another investigator (Friedman, 1979) reports that "we have

made some moves toward this goal

of awareness and knowledge

but have

not cleared the major hurdles" (p. 5), Friedman further relates that
we have wasted time reshuffling old bureaucratic cards and printing new
slogans over the old, rather than striving for major changes in the
public's moral sense and ethical concepts.

Community acceptance is

essential for the retarded ever to "attain a reasonable degree of social
integration" (Friedman, 1979, p. 7 ) .
The Developmental Disabilities Office, a separate agency in HEW's
Office of Human Development, along with the State DD Councils is guiding
the evolving community planning endeavors toward social integration of
the retarded.

At the local level the involvement of neighborhood man-

power in providing the community adaptations necessary for local
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integration of the severely retarded can widen the base of support and
positively affect attitudes (Weintraub & McCaffrey, 1976),
Often, the Associations for Retarded Citizens (ARCs) assist in the
transition of residents from institutional facilities to community living.

The Adams-Wells ARC (AWARC) of rural Indiana felt that implemen-

tation of the recommended comprehensive community education campaign
before opening a HUD-subsidized townhouse apartment to four women "would
almost assure resistance and would probably doom the project" (Beal,
1978, p. 41). No formal publicity was given the project, but three
months later it was apparent that "the word-of-mouth communication system, always active in small communities had been well used.

AWARCs

having received no adverse comments concerning the program's location
speaks well of the Berne community" (Beal, 1978, p- 41).
Some residential facilities have formulated sequential time-lined
plans for the transition of their tenants.

Perske (1979b) explains that

some community agencies are working on sensible, detailed, careful community-placement programs that take into account the
painful adjustment of moving from a more to a less restrictive
setting; and a wide array of plans for changing public attitudes
is springing up across the country, (pp. 9-10)
The positive community attitudes revealed at Berne, Indiana, are
not always experienced.

In some neighborhoods frightened individuals

react vehemently (Perske, 1979b).

Gottlieb and Corman (1975) report that

community integration in New York has been difficult:

"Difficulties

encountered in the movement to place mentally ill peoole into community
facilities in New York suggest that a community-based deinstitutionalization program cannot succeed without public acceptance" (p. 72). Wortis
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(1974) reports that often the handicapped are treated as outcasts, private home owners and realtors typically opposing the creation of a
school or home for the developmentally disabled within their communities
Some communities have not been able to provide needed housing
because of zoning restrictions.

Sometimes there is community resistance

which affects not only housing for the retarded but also adequate programs (Burda, 1977).

Day programs, vocational programs, and employment

for retarded adults are needs that should be met by the community.
Employment within the community.

Numerous difficulties may be en-

countered in the process of employing the handicapped.

Stereotyping

concepts frequently influence management concerning capable performance,
hiring, job assignment, and promotion.

Phelps (1977) refers to Gold's

Note where Gold spoke of devaluation of the handicapped as follows:
Because of their deviation from what is considered normal
physical appearance or behavior, handicapped individuals tend
to be devalued by others, and subsequently are viewed as being
far less capable or competent than is really the case. (p. 186)
Wortis (1974) asserts that the retarded often face a dehumanized existence being stereotyped and seldom treated as individuals.
Even within our Federal Government which advocates affirmative
action, it appears that negative attitudes affecting the employment of
handicapped individuals and disabled veterans are prevalent.

The mis-

conceptions upon which most of the negative attitudes are based are as
follows:

(1) apathy, (2) paternalism, (3) focus on disability rather

than on ability, (4) fear and uncomfortableness in handicapped's presence, (5) curiosity, (6) stereotyping, (7) fear of change and

j ^ ' ^
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flexibility within the office, (8) focus on those handicapped students
who are able to perform above their assumed abilities, (9) misinformation, and (10) backlash (Attitudinal barriers. Note 3).
There are other factors which are beyond the direct control of the
mentally retarded and which restrict their employment.
factors are listed by D'Alonzo (1977) as:

These affecting

(1) architectural barriers,

(2) public transportation, (3) difficulties securing insurance, workmen's
compensation, union memberships, physical examinations, modifications of
equipment and machinery, and adjustment of job descriptions, along with
(4) state and federal licensing practices.
A study done by Gottlieb and Corman (1975) provides some perspective on community attitudes toward the retarded.

Factor analysis of the

430 adult responses secured through their questionnaire revealed four
factors underlying attitudes toward mentally retarded children:

(1)

positive stereotype, (2) segregation in the community, (3) segregation
in the classroom, and (4) perceived physical and intellectual handicap.
In addition, 88% of the respondents perceived that retarded people are
inferior and look different.
favored community integration.

However, a majority of those sampled
Most respondents indicated that inclu-

sion of retarded children in regular classrooms would not harm nonretarded students.

Fewer believed that school integration would benefit

the retarded children.
This review as to the variables in attitudes formed by the public
has examined attitudes within polity, within institutions, within
caring persons, and within the community.

V5!"

The conclusion is
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that society cumulatively has produced a negative view of the handicapped and assigned them to second-class citizenship.

Weintraub and

Abeson (1976) allege that a quiet revolution is occurring in which
handicapped citizens' rights are being restored and positive attitudes
toward this neglected group is gaining momentum.

It appears, however,

that much remains to be done.
Attitudes Formed by Educators
The progress experienced in the past 200 years for handicapped
citizens, and particularly during the last 10 years, will remain almost
meaningless unless handicapped citizens gain their appropriate place,
not just within society but also within the public schools (Unfinished
Revolution, 1976),

It is essential to the complementing of past prog-

ress that handicapped citizens be judged as to their value as human
beings and not according to their disabilities.
Society's negative view toward the handicapped has been formed by
cumulative policies.

Weintraub and Abeson (1976) suggest that this view

is developed when the handicapped "are excluded from the schools of all
other children, confined to distant out of sight human warehouses, and
refused access to airplanes, driver's licenses, and employment, strictly
on the basis of their handicap" (p. 12).
In the past no one knew how many students were out of school at a
given time.

Despite compulsory school attendance laws effective in most

all states, Reynolds and Rosen (1978) report that an extensive number of
children in the past were either not admitted to or were prevented from
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attending a public school.

These were students whose disability truly

became a handicap when they were deprived of an education.

Thus, for the

handicapped, compulsory school attendance laws became compulstory nonattendance laws.
Weintraub and Abeson further allege that if we want to be a society
that respects differences, then we should respect differences in our
schools.

To teach respect for individual differences in the confines of

an educational system laced with policies which are antagonistic to the
concept is an apparent paradox.

The aforementioned authorities cite

two picturesque examples of these paradoxes:

The student who may be

expelled from school for a good reason but is not provided due process
wherein to be confronted with the charges and to challenge the authenticity and reasonableness thereof, may decide that this society is not
law abiding but a society of arbitrary and capricious tyrants.

The

student who is confined to a wheelchair and must attend a special school
only because a flight of stairs prevents his entry into the regular
school is also acquiring knowledge that society is hostile.
The movement of mentally retarded students from special classes back
into regular classroom is one facet of societal reintegration program for
the handicapped.

Not only have court suits and legislative mandates

instigated this reentry, but the failure of research to demonstrate the
superiority of special classes along with the negative effects of labeling
students as mentally retarded have compounded the impetus (Gottlieb &
Corman, 1975).

To the extent that this reentry is opposed by communities,

delay and even prevention of this integration can be effected.
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Gottlieb and Corman lend further support to the documentation that
attitudes of the community must be addressed if retarded persons are to
be successfully integrated into society.

Results of a study done by

them suggest that "attitudes of the community, especially local parent
groups, are likely to Influence the extent to which the mainstreaming
movement in education is successful, particularly in areas where there
is community control of public schools" (p. 72).
The findings of recent Gallup Polls (Elam, 1973) relative to the
public's attitudes toward education have been interesting and may become
significant with the integration of exceptional students within the
mainstream.

Society's greatest concern is about the lack of discipline

in many of our schools.

There is the feeling that court decisions in

defending student's rights have not been an asset in relation to discipline, and have almost ended the in loco parentis principle, at least at
the college level.

Also, the majority of those polled reversed a past

trend and placed the blame for a child doing poorly in school upon the
child's home life rather than upon the student, the teacher, or the school.
Further, the respondents did not think parents should have the right to
sue the school district if a student of normal intelligence and without
physical disabilities reaches the sixth grade without being able to read.
When confronted with the decision as to whether to reduce special services such as speech, reading, and hearing therapy or other areas when a
reduction in school costs was necessitated, those sampled were most favorable to maintaining these services and reducing other services.

These

Gallup Poll findings can be encouraging for educators of special education
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children .because society's blame for poor discipline in the schools is
currently being directed toward the home life of the child rather than
toward the student, the teacher, or the school.

Often, in the case of

the handicapped child,especially, turmoil in the home is caused by the
child's need of extra attention, detailed structure, and divergent adaptations.

Jealousy, neglect, and resentment may be the outcomes for any

of the family members.

Therefore, it may be more encouraging for caring per-

soi/s-sucn as teachers to accept the challenge of teaching these vulnerable
children, for the public is prone to blame the school and
for lack of success or

teacher

to reduce special services because of any extra

costs necessitated.
Review of the attitudes of educators toward the handicapped student
is presented in a hierarchical setting within this chapter beginning with
those who perhaps have the most influence upon the student's educational
process because of their close interaction with the student, and completing the review with those farthest from interaction.
Attitudes of Special Educators
In order to understand why so many different and complex attitudes
developed in regard to the education of handicapped children, one must
view individually each of the types of figures which the handicapped
child encounters in his educational programs.

Perhaps the figure closest

to the child in his educational process is the special education teacher.
This teacher probably has the most influence on how effective and what it
is that the child learns.
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People In the past have thought of America's public schools as the
great equalizer for America's diversity (Weintraub & Abeson, 1976).
has been previously cited, this idea has not been a correct one.

As

There

has been much conflict as to the relevant Impact of special education
placement upon the involved students.

Gallagher (1974) suggests that

these placements appear to be generally stimulating and comfortable for
those students who have had difficulty in adjusting to other placements
within the school system.

Pupils reported that the feature they disliked

most "was the fighting and antisocial behavior of their peers in the
special class program. . . .[Other students] expressed strong negative
feelings about their experiences, characterizing them as degrading and
useless" (p. 167).
Gallagher reports another investigation which indicated that no
increase in self-image accompanied special class placement.
ing perhaps indicates a need for restructuring curriculum.

This findBartlett

(1979) shares a similar concept when he points out that there has been
a vacillation in the quality of the service delivery system within special education because the professionals therein have vasci Hated in
their attitudes toward their consumers.

Harvey (1978) indicates that

he concurs with this view when he states that "one of the more critical
issues facing the broad area of special education is to change the way
educators and others view the needs of the handicapped" (p. 234).
The special education teacher always has needed to be a public
relations person for the special student.

Often this communication

included interceding for the student and interpreting the student to
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parents, other teachers, the principal, peers, and even siblings if the
student was to experience a successful school and home life.

Today with

normalization, least restrictive alternative, and mainstreaming emerging,
this type advocacy is even more viable.

Lynch (1977) suggests that The

Education for All Handicapped Children Law is optimistic in assuming
that professional personnel and parents will have or will acquire close
and effective communication and interpersonal relationships with each
other in the interest of the child.

Some might presume that this would

not be a difficult expectation because both parties should have the best
interests of the given child as goals.
However, there is no guarantee that there will be effective communication and interpersonal relationships between the "interested" parties.

Public Law 94-142 legislates these relationships, but positive

attitudes toward the disabled are required of both parties to implement
the goals.
Attitudes of Parents
Next to the special education teacher,the parent has the most influence over the child's positive learning experiences.

Therefore, their

attitudes are important in this hierarchy or structure being pursued.
Since parents usually are their child's first teachers, they have
been involved in an integral part of their child's first learning continuum.

Baker (1977) suggests that the skills "children bring to their

first school and their attitudes toward further learning are wery much
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a product of parent teaching" (p. 694). Parents, according to Baker,
can give their child positive reinforcement in his learning achievements, the Indication being that the parents may have been very good
teachers.

Usually reinforcement and good teaching occur if the parent

has a positive attitude toward his or her child.
The recently-mandated parental involvement in the approval of
their child's testing and assessment, possible placement in special education, and input or approval of the individualized education plan (lEP)
for special placement, has presented varying degrees of challenge and
dismay to parents and professionals.

Semmel and Heinmiller (1977)

assert that this is a particularly acute issue because lEPs establish
annual goals and evaluation procedures.

These authors further reveal

that "the conflicts that could arise from such implications in the
legislation are perhaps the most provocative issues contained in the
new law" (p. 15).
Some parents of exceptional children believe that responsibility
for the child's education lies almost exclusively with agencies or
with the school personnel, whereas other parents always have been
actively engaged in their child's education and have intentions of continuing (Baker, 1977).

A professional mystique often has developed as

a result of parents and/or professionals believing that the youngster's
problem is too complex for the parent to

understand.

Baker suggests

that
letting go of some of the pervasive professional mystique
and seeing parents as genuine co-workers is difficult for
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many professionals and parents alike; when both have dared
such involvement, however, the results have been heartening.
(p. 696)
Parental role in the special education placement process has been
increased with the implementation of due process procedures (Chiba &
Semmel, 1977).

The mandated procedural safeguards place new obliga-

tions upon local administrators but provide added protection to handicapped children and their parents, guardians, or surrogate parents.
McCarthy and Marks (1977) list the procedural safeguards as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prior notice to parents and parental consent for changes
in the educational placement of the child
Opportunity for parental examination of the child's
records
Opportunity for,parents to obtain an independent educational evaluation of the child
Opportunity for parents to submit a complaint relating
to the identification, evaluation, or placement of the
child, and
Opportunity for parents to initiate agency hearings
and judicial proceedings, (p. 67)

When parents reject the school's decision, the courts through the
1972 decisions in Mills v. Education and PARC v. Pennsylvania have
delineated steps by which the differences may be arbitrated.

The

parent's role in the planning team meeting is not as clear as in due
process proceedings; therefore, this role may vary from school to
school.

Yoshida, Fenton, Kaufman, and Maxwell (1978) reveal that

at one end of the influence continuum, parents may take
the role of active participants who are able to make suggestions and share in making final decisions. At the other
end of the continuum, the parents may take the role of
observers who attend the meeting only to gain knowledge
about the planning team decisions, (p. 531)
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Attitudes of planning team members toward parental involvement may be a
viable factor in actualizing the participation role parents will have in
the planning team meeting (Mattson, 1977).
The attitudes of parents toward early learning, assessment, placement, and due process procedures appear to be crucial, but their role
as either instigators or observers in the planning and evaluation processes
appears to be determined by school personnel.

Baker (1977). suggests that

parents who have been trained in teaching methods are more comfortable
in evaluating the quality of educational services their children are
receiving and can thereby intervene effectively on behalf of them.
Too, those parents who are influential advocates "report
confidence, decreased frustration, and other changes "*
sought in programs that view the parent as [lonq-sr

'ed self"ually
.-/.

Today parents may be more positive about involving their children
in special education, especially if the plan includes mainstreaming.
Birch (1974) writes that simply stated, "mainstreaming is providing highquality special education to exceptional children while they remain in
regular grades for as much of the day as possible" (p. 2 ) . Initially
parents in the Richardson Independent School District near Dallas were
negative toward the mainstreaming concept when it was first implemented
there in 1969 (Sirch, 1974).

Parents frequently had found a -aven of

understanding and professional competence to cope with their children's
educational or behavioral differences within the special education classes.
Despite the segregation of special classes these parents were apprehensive of repeating bad experiences in regular classes which might accompany
mainstreaming.
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Initial parent reaction to mainstreaming is related by Birch to have
been the opposite only five miles away in the Piano Independent School
District.

The positive reactions were of two distinct kinds:

(1) the

compliant reply of parents from disadvantaged backgrounds who had little
self-initiated contact with the schools, and (2) the positive reply of
parents who felt their children had not been correctly placed in special
education and who were aware of the resulting label borne by their children.
Research continuously has reported studies where special education
students were not progressing in self-contained special classes.

Budoff

and Gottlieb (1976) report an aptitude-treatment interaction study of
special class Educable Mentally Retarded children who were mainstream.ed.
The more able students benefitted most from regular rather than special
class placement.

Benefit was manifested by those students expressing

more positive feelings toward themselves as students, portraying the
feeling that others perceived them as being more competent, and behaving
more reflectively.

These were experiences similar to those reported by

Birch (1974) relative to the Richardson and Piano Independent School
Districts.

Attitudes of Regular Teachers
The relationship of the regular classroom teacher to the handicapped
child can be expected to vary according to the appropriate individualized
educational program provided for the child in the least restrictive alternative setting as well as according to the caring and personality of
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the teacher.

If the student spends a minimal amount of time involved

in the curricula directed by the regular teacher, then the attitude of
the regular teacher may not be as vital.

However, if the student spends

the greater amount of the school day under the direction of the regular
teacher, this teacher's attitude can be a crucial determiner in the self
concept and related achievement of the high challenge child, because
positive attitudes of regular teachers toward handicapped students appear
to be pivotal determiners as to the success of mainstreaming.

Chiba and

Semmel (1977) assert that "attitudinal change in favor of accepting handicapped children in normalized environments is perhaps the most necessary
consideration in assuring compliance with the least restrictive alternative
provisions of PL 9 4 - U 2 " (p. 28).
The aforementioned authors refer to the term "least restrictive
alternative" from the legal point of view as "placing the exceptional
child to the maximum extent that is appropriate with children who are
not handicapped. . . .The most restrictive environments are the state
institution and other residential schools away from the child's family
residence" (pp. 24-25).

The least restrictive alternative is the regu-

lar classroom, but for those students needing special education services
mainstreaming into the regular classroom for whatever special services
might be needed there or elsewhere in the building would be considered
the least restrictive alternative.
Toward mainstreaming.

The regular classroom teacher many times

has been the one who has referred the child for special education services when he or she was having educational and behavioral difficulties.
^

9
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Now in paradox. It appears, this same teacher is receiving back similartype students for integration into his or her regular classroom.

Edwin

W. Martin (1978), Director of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH), alleges that one of the larger recurring issues is the
generalized attitude that the implementation of PL 94-142 really cannot
be effective.

There is lack of confidence that all these children can

be served in the least restrictive environments because teachers are
ill prepared.

Martin further asserts that "some of the greatest alarm

has been expressed by teachers' organizations" (p. viii).
In referring to the news bulletin of the largest teacher organization in the United States, the NEA Reporter, the following articles
appear noteworthy:

Fifth grade teacher Betty Brown concluded that

a mainstreamed classroom can only be "least restrictive" when
there is adequate space for the manipulation of equipment;
when numbers of students are small enough so each can have
necessary individual attention; when resources, human and
material, are in place prior to student entrance, and when
everyone concerned--parents, teachers, students, administrators--clearly understand the program and how it will enhance
the learning of ewery child. (October 1977, l_6./7, P- 5)
Georgia Gibson, chairperson of NEA's Special Committee on PL 94-142,
commented that
one of the biggest recommendations that we are going to push is
that teachers be involved in planning and monitoring state and
local plans. Just as NEA watchdogs the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped on a national level, we need to do the same at
the local and state levels. . . . The committee will suggest
there be regular and special education teachers on ewery state
advisory council for handicapped education. . . . in order to
give practical responses to unreasonable demands upon
teachers. (April 1979, l_8/3, p. 13).
NEA Vice-President Willard McGuire told teachers that "the worlds of
regular and special education have to come together. . . [we] must move
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aggressively to seek the support of the parents of handicapped children"
in implementing PL 94-142 (May/June 1978, 17/4, p. 15L
It is expedient that parent involvement be maximized in the educational services for disabled children.

According to Mattson 09771,

"basic to the expediting of parent involvement on the 'team' is the need
for professionals to examine their attitudes toward these nonprofessional
teammates whose roles in child-rearing are central and whose nonsymbolic
involvement is crucial" (p. 358). It will be to the advantage of all
concerned when teachers, parents, and other professionals can work together on the team with the main goal being appropriate services for the
student.
At times it appears that the student's needs are near the bottom
of the list according to priority arrangement.

Only one of fourteen

statements in NEA Resolution 77-33, "Schooling the Handicapped" directly
mentions the handicapped student.

The other statements are concerned

with teacher rights, teacher duties, class size, or all students
(Octover 1977, 16^/7, p. 7).
Emphasis upon teacher rights more than upon the child's rights, for
whom the school has been established, appears to be consonant with what
Weintraub and McCaffrey 0 9 7 6 ) report.

They allege that "most of the

codes of ethics or statements of rights of educators by professional
organizations, while persuasive in regard to relationships between the
professional and the educational system, are substantially limited in
articulating the advocacy relationship between the professional and the
child" (p. 341). Codes of ethics, standards, or policies are good criteria for courts or other review bodies to use in evaluating a
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professional's behavior and the extent to wh^ich. the system can deter
that person's actions,

The codes usually delineate the normative

behavior expected of the group.
In a 48 page NEA study report, "Education for All Handicapped
Children:

Consensus, Conflict, and Challenge," the account reflects

reactions of educators, legislators, and citizen groups to the requirements of PL 94-142 (Meeting the demands, 1978}.

CEC ERIC's Newsfront

section further relates in a summary of the report that "the complaint
heard most frequently [by teachers] concerns the enormous demands on
teacher time imposed by individualized education program conferences,
staff planning, inservice training, and paper work" Cp. 78),
BEH Director E. W. Martin (1974) suggests that principals, teachers,
and teacher aides, after all, are just human, their attitudes being the
result of their experiences.
ence with the handicapped.

Most have had no formal training or experiMartin asserts that there must be massive

efforts to work with regular teachers, "not just to 'instruct them' in
the pedagogy of special education but to share in the feelings, to understand their fears, to provide them with assistance and materials, and
in short to assure their success" (p. 152).
It appears that PL 94-142 contains some extremely optimistic
assumptions:

(1) that teachers and other personnel possess the compe-

tencies to implement the needed efforts to assure the indicated individualized education for each handicapped student, (2) that there will be
a close working relationship between educators, other professional personnel, and parents, and (3) that because of the existing knowledge base
derived from scientific research and development, educators will employ
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this knowledge in the creation of innovative programs applied to specific local needs (Lynch, 1977).

Concerning optimistic professional

communication in the principle of least restrictive environment, "unless teachers and ther personnel are capable of continuous, effective
communication, the timely shifts in the child's environments that are
beneficial to the child cannot be made' (Lynch, 1977, p. 74).
Effects of labeling.

Labeling of students can bring about the self

fulfilling prophecy (Schalter, 1978).

In a recent discussion, Thomas

(1979) reports Meyen as disclosing that "we have teacher attitudes in
general toward the curriculum options interfering with adapting instruction to meet the needs of the mildly mentally retarded in mainstream
situations" (p. 115). The "Pygmalian Effect" may interfere with ability
of the regular classroom teacher to accurately observe and assess a
handicapped pupil's strengths and needs.

Lack of competence in applying

adequate basic knowledge and skills may have at its root the labeling
concept.

The negative labeling of minority students is due to cultural

and language differences (McGuire, 1978).
Especially have negative labels been associated with students in
special education.

Birch (1974) affirms that "the belief has grown that

if a child is called retarded, disturbed, delinquent, slow, or handicapped, the label will influence the way in which he is treated by people
around him and the way he perceives himself" (p. 3 ) . It appears that
the mainstreaming of special education students can minimize the need
for labeling and cancel many of the resulting effects if teachers are
not biased negatively.
In a school district to which reference previously was made, the
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Piano Independent School District, Birch found that labeling had become
almost a thing of the past excepting for annual statistical reports.
As a result of mainstreaming which had been in effect for two or three
years, educators referred to pupils in terms cf what each student could
do or what skills needed to be developed by that student.

Pupils were

involved in sharing these concepts, and as a result the approach often
led the teachers and pupils to the conclusion that the 3 Rs were not
the area in which the child most needed help.
In a study implemented by Jacobs (1978), results suggest that the
communication of the LD label may significantly affect the ability of
the classroom teacher to make objective observations and valid interpretations of child behavior.

It appears that the classroom teacher's

ability to educate appropriately students with learning difficulties
may depend upon assessing needs by informal observation, interpreting
behaviors, implementing indicated procedures, and reevaluating knowledge and skills.
Recent research (Larsen, Rogers, & Sowell, 1976; Larsen & Hammill,
1975; Hammill & Larsen, 1974)

has indicated that the formal application

of diagnostic instruments to determine learning difficulties is questionable.

This research indirectly focuses upon the significance of

informal classroom teacher observation of child behavior.

If informal

teacher observation is to be meaningful in the evaluation process, the
teacher must maintain his or her ability to make objective observations
and interpretations of child behavior.
Jacobs further reports that "the label of LD has been indicated as
a bias-creating stimulus in a teacher population" (p. 50). Therefore,
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if special education labels are continued in use within the mainstream1r;g
approach, there may be negative effects for the students and teachers.
It is the contention of Gickling and Theobald (1977), that a thorough
understanding of teacher attitudes and program viability is essential
to prevent mildly handicapped children who are mainstreamed from suffering because of teacher bias and the lack of a sufficient service-delivery
model.

Visionaries hope that the teacher will become the student's ad-

vocate and even the challenger as well as the facilitator for implementing the student's lEP.

But, according to Harvey (1978), "none of these

facets of the teacher's role can be fully realized without administrative
support" (p. 237).
Attitudes of Local Administrators
Even though local administrators do not have a direct one-to-one
relationship with the handicapped child, they still make major decisions
on practices which vitally affect the quality of education the handicapped child receives.

For example, primary responsibility for making

all aspects of PL 94-142 operational rests heavily with local administrators.

McCarthy and Marks (1977) note that local administrators must

assume responsibility in areas, many of which are new:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Locating and evaluating handicapped children
Assuring that individualized educational programs are
developed and carried out for each handicapped child
Guaranteeing the use of nondiscriminatory evaluation
procedures
Training personnel
Providing due process procedures
Ensuring that architectural barriers are removed
Guaranteeing that handicapped children are educated
with nonhandicapped children to the maximum extent
possible, and
Integrating support services into the total public
school program, (p. 63)
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Therefore, local administrators will be pivotal determiners in the success of the Handicapped Act.
Redistribution of human resources.

A redistribution of human

resources may be required because of the increased need for technical
assistance to implement provisions of the Handicapped Act.

Educational

diagnosticians and resource room teachers may assume advocacy roles for
handicapped students in the mainstream by intervening in the regular
curriculum and implementing individualized programs.

Students being

placed in the least restrictive alternative will make it necessary that
educational diagnosticians and supervisors go into mainstream to supervise the programs of all who have contact with handicapped children
(McCarthy & Marks, 1977).
The assistance of additional clerical help, teacher aides, and volunteers may be needed to adequately implement lEPs.

According to Sigel-

man and Bensberg (1977), "goals of teacher aide programs include providing more individual attention to students" (p, 666), The new requirement
that physical education be an integral part of each handicapped student's
education may require the assistance of additional aides to guide the
activities (McCarthy & Marks, 1977).

Similar assistance may be needed

in directing physically handicapped children in moving between classes
and using restroom facilities.

The addition of these and any other

needed personnel will increase the orientation and coordination responsibility of local administrators.
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The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 is in reality a civil rights act guaranteeing certain basic rights and protections
to all handicapped children, administrators in the field being the
"social engineers" (McCarthy & Marks, 1977).

McCarthy and Marks report

that "school officials do not have the luxury of ignoring its mandates;
state and local education agencies will be affected by the requirements
of this law regardless of their intent to apply for federal assistance"
(p. 57). It appears that the procedural safeguards are binding on all
administrators at all levels whether or not Congress appropriates the
fiscal arrangements.
There may be some interesting new side effects resulting from the
new responsibilities of local administrators.

Building principals may

have to adapt their roles to include more direct attention to classroom
instruction and to monitoring lEPs along with its accompanying results
(Lynch, 1977).

There will be the responsibility of providing and direct-

ing appropriate vocational education for handicapped students (Phelps,
1977).

The principal might be compared to a master teacher in that he

or she should be the leader of instruction in fact and not just in name.
The climate of the school, or atmosphere, is determined by the principal.

Educational leadership and spokesmanship begin with the principal,

According to Melcher (1972), "acceptance of handicapped children stems
from the principal's attitude toward these boys and girls" (p. 549).
Yet most principals are not required to have any academic background in
special education.

If schools are to be expected to adequately serve

children with special needs, this influential leader needs to be informed and educated about the needs and possibilities of these youngsters
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A study by Payne and Murray (1974) examined the attitudes of elementary
principals toward the placement of handicapped children in the regular
classroom setting. The indication is that urban elementary principals
are more reluctant than their suburban counterparts to mainstream these
students.

Therefore, research suggests that the principal is a pivotal

determiner in providing the least restrictive alternative in appropriateness for the handicapped child.
In years past the typical attitudes of principals may have been similar to those attitudes displayed by the principals in the Richardson
Independent School District.

Birch (1974) suggests that "the traditional

special education organizational pattern had fostered in them a separatist
point of view" (p. 27). They had little authority relative to the operations of special classes in their buildings, a relationship similar to
the special education department renting space in their building so as to
implement a program relatively unrelated to the rest of the school.
Birch further suggests that "this attitude was also reflected by the
children and teachers; in the curriculum, budget, instructional materials,
and allotment of supplies, and often in the actual daily schedule of
opening and closing, use of the cafeteria, and similar matters" (p. 27).
A complete change was accomplished by decentralizing special education.
The control of resources was placed directly with principals, vesting in
them the responsibility and authority for attendance, funds, and educational programs of all students, handicapped or not, who resided within
the principal's school attendance area.
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New r o l e of administrators.

Again, the possible new leadership roles

that w i l l be required of administrators as a r e s u l t of The Education f o r
all Handicapped Children Act of 1975, may be summarized as follows (McCarthy & Marks, 1977):
1. I n s t i g a t i o n of professional communication and cooperation among
all personnel--regular classroom teachers, special education teachers,
supervisors, aides, support personnel, and other professionals.
2. Provision of pre-service and in-service personnel t r a i n i n g f o r
those who serve the handicapped as well as those who serve the regular
students.

3. Guidance in diagnostics, planning, placement, and instructional
decisions.
4. Provision of procedural protections
5. Provision of the lEP, i t s documentation, monitoring, and evaluation
6. Refinement of record keeping systems
a. Making p o l i c i e s to assure c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y
b. Guaranteeing pertinent data and the purging of incidental
information
c. Providing parents, guardians, or surrogate parents access to
the c h i l d ' s personal

files

7. I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of i n s t r u c t i o n a l programs to parents of the
handicapped.
8. Assistance to the planning committee in specifying performance
c r i t e r i a related "o program objectives.
9. Maintenance of adequate physical education programs for the
handicapped.
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10. Responsibility for the progress of those students who, after
testing and evaluation, are removed from the public school and placed in
a more appropriate place to meet their unique needs.
The aforementioned authors suggest that "possibly, the mandated development of individualized educational plans for all handicapped children
will have the most immediate impact on local school officials" (p. 64).
According to Jones (1976), it is critical that administrators keep
abreast of the latest developments in the law and litigation.

The empha-

sis in accountability is change in the accountability of professionals
from the system to the consumer, the student.

Turnbull (1976) asserts

that "education must be child centered rather than system centered"
(p. 366). Usually schools have operated under the aegis of in loco
parentis, applying rules intended to govern students' actions similar
to the way an austere parent v^/ould govern his child's behavior (ChiIds,
1976).

Now it appears that there is, indeed, new accountability for the

local administrator.

In a speech before a NEA group, Vice-President

McGuire told teachers that "if administrators lack the understanding and
attitudes necessary to honor the letter and spirit of the law, they will
become obstacles to its fulfillment" (NEA teachers face, 1978, p. 15).
Systems and people often have been adept at instigating new regulations without applying human substance (Sproles, Panther, & Lanier, 1978).
Potential for attitude disequilibrium is great with the creation of the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.

The aforementioned

authors indicate that "if PL 94-142 is not to become one more of society's
I'ailures then true attention must be given to the attitudes of all affected
parties"(p. 212). The success of this law will be reflected in the
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attitudes of persons involved rather than in the fulfilling of concrete
tasks and conditions mandated in the Act.
Scheerenberger (1974) expresses concern about professional stagnation when he signifies that "too many professionals have definite, intransigent sets and biases based on intuition, tradition, and custom"
(p. 34). If professionals are to fulfill their roles successfully they
need to perform as responsible Individuals by contributing their knowledge and talent to the resolution of particular

problems.

Simultane-

ously, they need to realize their limitations of training and experience,
feeling comfortable to call upon other qualified professionals for assistance.
Childs (1976) documents that there is an attitudinal lag by school
administrators who have the responsibility of implementing policies and
procedures congruent with the most recent court opinions.

One study

indicated attitudinal lag relating to the implementation of a student
rights code.

In another study principals were unaware of or failed to

comply with recent court decisions.

Childs suggests that "in many

instances, principals do know the facts of landmark cases and their significance for school administrators, but this knowledge has little apparent
effect on their attitudes and actions" (p. 72). Attitude change needs to
be followed by positive action.
Knowledge is a necessity for professionals, and there is an ever
emerging body of knowledge about the rights of children, but Weintraub
(1976) reveals that "there is a dearth of knowledge about the individual
responsibilities and liabilities of professionals in relation to the
children they serve" (p. 2 ) . The question emerges as to whether the
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professional is solely an employee of a system or also an advocate for
children.
Change in accountability.

Clear lines of authority and account-

ability must be established so that, as McCarthy and Marks (1977) specify, "a single recalcitrant administrator cannot create a barrier to the
entire plan of services for handicapped children" (p. 68). The professional who understands his or her rights and role, the rights of those
for whom he or she is responsible, and Implements these rights in a procedurally fair way is behaving as an advocate, constituting good professional practice, thus being free from legal sanction (Weintraub &
McCaffrey, 1976).
Weintraub and McCaffrey further suggest that the implications for
professionals as public school administrators are that
a defensive attitude or claim of insufficient knowledge is
no longer permissible as the courts become more explicit
as to what school districts must provide. Furthermore,
professionals are not immune to direct liability . . . Professionals, therefore, have no choice but to become aware
of the issues, know their rights and responsibilities,
and operate accordingly. It is imperative, however, that
both the positive and negative effects of any action be
anticipated, (p. 337)
Attitudes of State Administrators
Because state funding is a significant factor in whether or not a
school system can put into effect a special education program, state
administrators, too, have a vital role in the handicapped child's
educational process.

Much of the success or failure of the landmark

legislation in PL 94-142 depends upon the cooperative efforts of the
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professionals Involved at the State Education Agency (SEA) level and
professionals Involved at the Local Education Agency (LEA) level. The
SEA is required to develop and adhere to a state plan approved annually
by the United States Commissioner of Education. Also, the intermediate and local education agencies have to verify evidence as to their
interface with the state plan as well as make application to the SEA
for federal assistance in return for services they will provide (McCarthy & Marks, 1977).
Change in role structure. The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) needs a commitment from the SEAs to do what is required
(Martin, E. W., 1978a.). Heretofore, the attitude displayed by
many SEAs has been partial commitment or partial official policy toward
meeting the needs of the handicapped.

Now, according to E. W. Martin, 1978a,

the requirement for a state to participate in The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, a state is to officially state their
policy, declaring what they are committing themselves to do for the
handicapped student.

Because of the duality of parity and power with

both the federal government and the LEAs, the SEAs are being forced to
change their entire role structure.
The LEA and the SEA have dual responsibilities in regard to monitoring and evaluation of Individual Educational Plans (lEPs).

The law

specifies that the LEA 1s to establish or revise the written lEP of each
handicapped child not less than annually.

SEA responsibility for the

lEPs requires measurement of local program effectiveness, which could
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be an awesome task and may necessitate adaptations for new functioning.
Methodology has to be determined for validating local programs "that
are sensitive to current local capabilities and that can be modified to
track change in local capabilities" (Martin, E. W., 1978a).

An increase

in state inservice training may be indicated so as to shift the SEA role
to more emphasis upon LEA evaluation and the provision of technical
assistance at the local level.

Another shift in the role of the SEA

will likely be their increase in participation with federal decisionmaking so as to assure that federal regulations and behavior is consonant with state resources and needs.
State interagency linkages.

According to Semnel and Heinmiller

(1977), there is the implication in PL 94-142 that the SEAs are willing
and able to fulfill their new roles.

Especially prevalent within this

law is the idea of accountability, there being a single line of
authority within one state agency for the education of all handicapped
children in the state (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

Therefore, the

SEA has ultimate authority and responsibility for "establishing standards, coordinating services, and assessing suitability of programs for
ill children, wherever they may be located within the state" (McCarthy &
Marks, 1977, p. 63). Cooperation and new linkages will have to be made
for there to be a viable interface of agencies.

This accomplishment by

the SEA can be staggering (Lynch, 1977),
Heretofore, there has been piecemeal coordination among agencies,
different type services being provided different type clients by different state agencies (Mayer, 1976).

Well-developed planning procedures

can qenfir^tr tm...... > r.-nm >^n-Foccional and lay groups, thereby enhancing

..L h.. .k...k^:i.
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cooperation between the agencies and encouraging legislative support
for comprehensive special education programs.

The SEA is to exhibit

clout to enforce the law while emphasizing a cooperative nature among
the various agencies in the planning and implementation of programs for
handicapped students.
Legislative history suggests that the provision in the law of a
single line of authority being in one state agency has many reasons for
its basis (Abeson & Ballard, 1976).

Perhaps the chief reason for this

authority Is the centralizing of accountability for the state itself,
its relationship with the federal government, and for parents in the
delivery of services.

The SEA is accountable for monitoring all facets

of the Act, including those programs for impaired students which are
administered by other state and local agencies, whether private or public. Other reasons for the SEA leadership role are encouragement as to
the best use of education resources, to guarantee that the state agency
which should house the greatest educational expertise is responsible
for supervising the educational mission for handicapped children, and to
terminate the all too frequent practice of the bureaucratic shifting of
children from one state agency to another with the net result of no one
assuming responsibility for the child's educational well being.

The

chief education officers of the states and officials of the U.S. Office
of Education are embarking upon a new relationship which has the potential for either great accomplishment or disruptive tension (Unfinished
Revolution. 1976).
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Federal Interagency cooperation.

Analogous to state interagency

cooperation there has been federal interagency cooperation to implement
section 504 of PL 93-112 and PL 94-142 (Priorities of U.S.O.E., 1978).
The efforts and resources of different departments, the school community,
mental health, vocational education and other constituencies have been
necessary in the delivery of appropriate services.

There has been the

development of cooperative written agreements, also, between BEH and
Head Start, the Bureau of Community Health Services, the Social Security
Administration in relation to Supplementary Security Income and Title XX,
Vocational Rehabilitation, and Vocational Education.

These federal

agreements have been made with the hope that they would stimulate the
development of similar agreements at the state level to enhance compliance with the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975
(Federal interagency agreements, 1978).
Mixed messages or attitudes. A few negative aspects relative to
PL 94-142 have appeared in the literature which may be an -indicator of
the attitudes of some administrators.

The states have felt they were

receiving mixed messages and need more clarification of directives as to
what is required and what options and alternatives are available to
allow for the uniqueness of states, parameters for personnel development,
approaches to in-service training, problem solving strategies, and technical assistance in coordinating their efforts with other agencies
(Gilles, 1977).

Some opposition to legislative demands also exists, in

that there are "administrators and board members [who] view mandated
programs for the handicapped as seriously threatening to both fiscal and
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legal Integrity" (House & Hoke, 1976).

The reluctance or inability of

some state legislatures to fully fund yearly mandates for new special
education commitments has been discouraging to some state administrators.
According to McCarthy and Marks (1977), "at present there is not
a gap but a huge gulf between the legal mandates and the readiness
among educators to comply with the law" (p. 70). Since legal mandates
are dependent upon people for implementation, PL 94-142 will be only
as strong as the weakest link in the implementation procedure.

Viable

in-service efforts may be the needed change agent to guarantee that
provisions of this statute are appropriately interpreted.
Change Agents That Can Reverse Attitudes
The enactment of PL 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Act of
1975, indicates a movement within society for change in attitude toward
the education of the handicapped child (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
Congress stated in the opening paragraphs of the law that there are more
than eight million handicapped children in the United States whose special educational needs are not being fully met.

The purpose of the Act

is to terminate the unconstitutional exclusion of handicapped children
from the public schools.
into the law:

Numerous implications appear to be interwoven

(1) the federal government has a right to enact laws

affecting public education, (2) while more laws probably will be passed
relative to equal opportunity in education, the concept of what
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constitutes "equal opportunity" is continually changing, (3) the concept of what is in the "national Interest" will continue to be broadly
applied, and (4) school systems are willing and able to make the
changes essential for compliance (Semmel & Heinmiller, 1977).

Other

educational laws (Chapter VIII), but particularly PL 94-142, call
for changes not only in traditional practices and procedures but also
in attitudes (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).

Truly, these laws are

quite a challenge for the federal and state departments of education
relative to leadership and administrative capacities.
Attitudes Are Subject to Change
Attitudes are learned, and are thereby subject to change.

Change

in attitudes will result if the public secures new information and
experiences to stimulate change (Ball, Chasey, Hawkins, & Verhoven,
1976).

Change was accelerated rapidly regarding educational provi-

sions for the handicapped more during the past decade than during the
past two centuries, largely due to a combination of landmark federal
legislation preceded by precedent-setting court cases (Chapters VII
and VIII).

Fundamental change in attitudes during the past 200 years

is responsible for this change in behavior (Unfinished Revolution,
1976).

In recent years there has been an increase in national concern

for equity regarding the handicapped population.
Change from warehousing to normalization.

A change in attitudes

occurs when there is increased public awareness and concern.

.^^

Moreover
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changes in attitude will accompany alterations in fiscal priorities
essential to initiating needed programs and services (Abeson, 1976).
Also, litigation, because of its appeal to the media, can foster an
atmosphere promoting reform.

Change in society's attitudes can alter

the warehousing of individuals, as was demonstrated in New York when
exposes of conditions at the Willowbrook residential facility were
televised.
The normalization principle was then implemented, residents being
assigned residential facilities and habilitation programs according to
their capabilities to function as nearly normal as possible.

Likewise,

in the public school system the trend developed to educate the handicapped child in the least restrictive alternative setting, integration
into the regular mainstream classroom with appropriate special services
being considered the least restrictive setting.
Change from self-contained setting to mainstreaming.

In changing

from providing all of special education services to integrating those
capable of profiting from interaction within the regular classroom,
there have been varied problems and challenges.

When mainstreaming

handicapped students, teacher toleration and support need to replace
apathy and resistance.

The least restrictive environment goal has gen-

erated certain reservations and even restrictions among teachers and
administrators, causing the mainstreaming concept to be rejected or pursued inadequately.

According to Schwartz (1974), "old habits of mind

are not easily defeated" (p. 128). Lack of staff preparation, especially
when handicapped students have not been received and assimilated in the

j

^

^
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school, has been a main problem in effecting a positive attitude in
some schools regarding mainstreaming (Unfinished Revolution, 1976).
There needs to be a positive climate in which educators can come to
grips with their own feelings regarding the responsibility of teaching
the handicapped child when they are ill prepared.

According to PL 94-

142, the school system is to provide pre-service and in-service meetings
to help meet this need.
Birch (1974) refers to the way in which resistance to mainstreaming
in the public schools of Richardson, Texas, was reversed through the
"basic attitude that all children, before any other consideration, belong
fundamentally to the whole student body" (p. 36). Through this reversal
of roles, the regular teacher requests special services for the student
from the special education teacher.

The plan was initiated by the

principals assigning all identified educable mentally retarded pupils
among the regular homerooms for at least the morning "home room" or
report period.

The child receives as much as 90% of his instruction

time with special education personnel, but is considered a member of
the regular class.
Naivety is apparent in assuming that a regular teacher of mainstreamed, mildly impaired students will adapt some authoritative new
research to the curriculum for these students (Lynch, 1977).

Instead,

communication is necessary between the researcher and the world of the
teacher.

For example, in the teaching of reading,it is important to

know what approach the teacher uses, what information the teacher possesses and has applied as to the student's style of learning, and the
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interaction of these two factors in the implementation of reading
instruction.
Empirical data obtained by Cantrell and Cantrell (1976), however,
provide evidence that when mainstream teachers have the appropriate
support services, significant academic growth can occur for students
of varied capabilities.

Their study in 20 schools distributed across

five school systems in Tennessee with 1,078 subjects of low, middle,
and high IQs differed significantly in achievement score changes as a
function of support teachers to the classroom teacher.

Therefore, the

hypothesis was supported that regular classroom teachers who have the
services of trained support teachers can effect significant achievement
gains for students at all levels of IQ functioning.

High IQ children

were not penalized in their achievement growth by the participation of
handicapped children in the regular educational process.
E. W. Martin (1974) suggests that there must not only be massive
efforts to aid regular teachers in the pedagogy of special education
but also sessions in which they can share in their feelings so as to
understand their fears and aid in assuring their success.

Moreover, in

the October 1978 issue of The Exceptional Parent, Editor-in-Chief Maxwell
J. Scheifer states that ambivalent conflicts and feelings of teachers
toward students with disabilities that are suppressed are never adequately
resolved.

These attitudes can be reversed through the active encourage-

ment and support of administrators and parents in facing the anticipated
and unanticipated problems that emerge as disabled students are mainstreamed.

'•a
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Administrators need to effect change.

Scheerenberger (1975) also

expresses his belief that there can be a change in negative attitudes,
and suggests that administrators need to "develop a strong, positive
programmatic philosophy and give it great visibility" (p. 47) within the
agency, among parents, and within the community.

Havelock and Havelock

(1973) exhort that steady cnange is better than dramatic change.

For

the administrator to effect change he must be an "other-supportive"
administrator, a person who can move the environment to an "othersupportive" climate rather than a "self-supportive" climate, i.e., he
will have to develop a viable helping relationship to functin as a
change agent (Licata, 1975).
Strategies for Change
Change in public policy can come about as a result of attorney
general's opinions, administrative policies (rules and regulations),
litigation, and legislation (Abeson, 1976).

Harth (1973) relates that

securing positive changes in attitude is not a simple matter.

Moreover,

he indicates that rather direct, well organized procedures are essential
in contrast to mere exposure to retarded people or telling individuals
about mental retardation.

The alternative to tours might be the active

involvement of visitors and residents in projects.
Multiple have been the strategies implemented to effect changePerhaps the most commonly used methods which have claim for success as
change agents in attitudes within the schools are administrative support,
training, public information, interaction between the handicapped and
the nonhandicapped, as well as the use of incentives (Attitudinal
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barriers,. Note 3 ) . Self concept and attitudes of the handicapped toward
themselves have been improved by integration into mainstream education,
whereas the attitudes of regular student body have also been positively
effected by the presence of the disabled students in the regular activities (Ball, Chasey, Hawkins, & Verhoven, 1976; Budoff & Gottlieb, 1976;
Kane & Kane, 1977).
Edelman (1974), Director of the Children's Defense Fund, has effected change through such activities as researching issues thoroughly,
developing tactics appropriate to different geographic regions, and
obtaining input from lawyers, researchers, educators, parents, and community officials, whereas Biklen has had success with other strategies.
Biklen (1974) has instigated change through demonstrations, letter writing, public hearings and fact finding forums, communication, symbolic
acts, negotiation, community education, lobbying, boycotts, model programs, legal action, using teachers as change agents, and organizing for
schooling.

Biklen believes that change comes from power, and power from

organization; organizing for action is planned action, usually class
action that leads to changing the norms of society.
Brown Decision as a change agent.

As a result of the Brown Decision

by the Supreme Court in 1954, "the attitude of the general public and
the courts toward public education has changed dramatically" (Weintraub
& McCaffrey, 1976).

Five factors appear to have effected this change:

(1) recognition of education as important; all have an equal educational
opportunity, (2) broadened civil rights laws, permitting persons to seek
i^elief from alleged discriminations, (3) tendency to resort to the
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courts, (4) new imaginative legal conjectures on which to base court
challenges of public school relationship, and (5) inadequacy of legislative bodies to provide adequate solutions to public problems.

The

principal emphasis in filing civil suits against the public school
system has changed from seeking relief or redress of an alleged wrong
to constituting new law.
Accountability as a change agent.

Accountability, as required in

PL 94-142 and as pressured by the rights movement, too, is a change
agent that can reverse the accountability of professionals from the system to the child.

Accountability will improve the social conditions of

the handicapped, and if social conditions are improved, it is possible
that the capacities of the handicapped will likewise be improved (Turnbull, 1976).

Accountability in the right to education as imposed by the

courts includes requiring the state to implement (1) what it has assumed
to do, provide an appropriate education to all students, including the
disabled, and (2) due process which requires the individualization of
instruction, a facet in education which educators have either been
reluctant or unable to accomplish heretofore.
Staff development as a change agent.

Calder and Ross (1976) in

referring to dissonance theory contend that when behavior is inconsistent with attitude, especially if self concept is involved, the individual will be motivated to change either his attitude or belief.
be that staff development training can instill consistency.

It may

Lavor (1976)

suggests that true impact is made in changing attitudes when there is
better understanding of problems, incremental attack of problems,
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involvement in varied arenas, timely compromise, and an understanding of
the consumers as well as of the system.

Training as a change agent "is

one of the obvious mechanisms for overcoming attitudinal barriers (Attitudinal barriers. Note 3), Vergason, Smith, and Wyatt (1975) declare
that staff development programs are probably the best approach to encourage regular teachers to realize their capabilities and to develop an
accepting attitude of handicapped students.

The achievement of these

skills were observed to be more easily achieved in schools where the
administrator is the instructional leader and has appropriate expectations of teachers.

Effective ways to enhance the achievement of these

skills involved (1) role playing rather than the traditional lecture
information-giving approach, and (2) studying the attitudes of regular
teachers and developing programs to cover needed skill areas,
Taddeo (1977) also discovered success in change of teacher attitudes through use of role-playing and small "open-end," "off-the-record"
discussion groups because "the learner actually experiences the new attitude, feels little threat, and is supported by other members of the
training group" (pp, 12-13).

The latter aspect was considered vital

because the durability of the new attitude appeared to be contingent upon
the learner's feeling approved and rewarded by an individual or the group
when he overtly or covertly expressed an attitude.

Relative to staff

development within residential facilities, Sigelman and Bensberg (19^7)
report successful results from the implementation of reinforcers to job
activities, the performance of supervisory personnel increasing in competence within institutions for the mentally retarded.
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Live and video presentations as change agents.

Significant posi-

tive effects on attitudes toward disabled persons were measured by
Donaldson and Martinson (1977) through a panel presentation by individuals with visible physical disabilities.

The various effects of live,

video, and audio presentations were evaluated, with the live and video
presentations being effective as change agents.

Perske (1976b) also

documents positive change in attitudes by ordinary citizens toward the
impaired through the use of video-tape.

Presentations were made of the

"before" and "after" functioning of handicapped persons following a
period of training.

Community resistance toward handicaps appeared to

change as the regular citizens recognized growth and developmental
achievements that were being exhibited in the lives of handicapped people.
In summary, particular attention has been directed in Chapter IX
toward the composition and formation of attitudes which cannot be
changed with money, litigation, nor legislation but by interaction with
situational factors involving knowledge and emotions.

Attitudes incited

by the public may become barriers to social accomplishment by handicapped
persons and cause them to remain environmentally limited.

The barriers

are not so much within the handicapped persons themselves as within the
public domain where the impaired dwell, learn, and toil.
A recent Gallup Poll commissioned by the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation in 1974 documented the fact that most Americans
express accepting attitudes toward retarded citizens as neighbors.

This

poll is in contrast to professional opinion as expressed by Gottlieb and
Siperstein (1976), by public policy, by those working within institutions
with the handicapped, by those asked to employ the handicapped in the
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community, even by the Federal Government concerning the employment of
handicapped individuals, by teachers within our schools, and by parents
who have believed that the child's problem is too complex for the parent
to understand.
Attitudes incited by educators often are formed because of the following affects:

mainstream teachers who are more concerned for teacher

rights than the child's rights, local administrators who have the primary responsibility for making all aspects of PL 94-142 operational, and
state administrators who must oversee state funding of programs in the
local education agency-

Change agents that reverse attitudes are liti-

gation and legislation which can terminate the unconstitutional exclusion of handicapped children from the public school, opportunities for
the general populace to learn firsthand the psychology of the handicapped by terminating warehousing and increasing the efforts to implement the normalization principle, and administrative policies designed
to effect change.
Self concept and attitudes of the handicapped toward themselves
have been improved by integration into mainstream education.

The regular

student body has also been positively effected by the presence of the
disabled student in the regular activities.

Other change agents are

the effects of the Brown Decision, increasing accountability requirements, staff development, role playing, and live and video presentations
of accomplishments by the impaired.

Chapter X will center on the funda-

mentals of advocacy for the handicapped.

CHAPTER X
THE HISTORY AND ELEMENTS OF ADVOCACY
In Chapter IX attitudes were discussed in light of (1) the
composition and formation of attitudes, (2) variables within attitudes
incited by the public, (3) variables within attitudes Incited by educators, and (4) change agents that can reverse attitudes.

In considera-

tion of the attitudes described in Chapter IX and the legislation described in Chapter VIII, advocacy is needed to extend and monitor the
described legislation.

Therefore, this present chapter will discuss

advocacy by presenting an historical overview and describing the elements of advocacy which Include the core needs of an individual or a
class of Individuals, the goals of advocacy which determine the type of
advocacy to be implemented, and the kinds of advocates along with their
services.
History of Advocacy
It will be recalled from Chapter I that the definition of advocacy
being used throughout this paper is the act of helping another attain
legal and human rights by representing, pleading, speaking for and caring
in such a way that human service agencies are monitored and changed to
meet the goals of the individual or class of persons.

The concept of

advocacy can be traced to ancient Roman writings (Niemitz. 1977; Paul,
Wiegerink, & Neufeld, 1976).

Advocacy recently attained a "positive and

popular status, perhaps even a fashionable aura, in the writings and practices of human service planners and deliverers" (Niemitz, 1977, p. 133).
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As a movement,advocacy has social and philosophical roots, as has been
documented throughout this paper.

At the turn of the century , Florence

Kelly and Owen Lovejoy were child advocates who brought pressure which
resulted in the long working hours and horrendous working conditions in
factories and on farms being adjusted to the advantage of the child (Mayo,
1973).

Institutionalization was begun as another type of advocacy and

was utilized by parents to secure continuing protection for their handicapped child (Helsel, 1974).
As was mentioned in Chapter II, Clifford Beers, through personal
experience as a former residential patient, was able to expose the primitive and shocking conditions in the mental facilities of the 19th Century.

He, along with Dorothea Dix and others, led in the establishment

of the first national organization for mental health.

Dorothea Dix began

speaking out for the mentally ill and the mentally retarded before the
Civil War.

Julia Lathrop and Grace Abbot became advocates for children

when they insisted that a nation having a department of agriculture
focusing upon the Improvement of methods of raising hogs and cattle,
should provide a division of government devoted to the caring and nurturing of children (Mayo, 1978).
Anne Sullivan, Jean Itard, Edouard Seguin, Samuel Gridley Howe,
Thomas Gallaudet, Maria Montessori, Alexander Graham Bell, and August
Schneck all pioneered in education for children.

Jonn Howard was a

leader in prison reform, while Eleanor Roosevelt rallied citizen support
through legislation and other forms of political action to improve the
welfare of families in poverty, the ill, and the aged (Mayo, 1978).
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Furthermore, because of his strong concern for dependent and neglected
children. President Theodore Roosevelt called the first White House Conference on Children in 1909 (Chapter III). This unprecedented event
marked the inauguration of child welfare in many states during the next
decade (Boggs, 1976).
Contemporary Advocates
Focus upon the needs of the handicapped has been expedited by such
national leaders as Pearl Buck, Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, and the Kennedy
family (Chapter V ) . Among other advocates who pioneered trails for education of the handicapped and should be recognized are:

(1) Samuel Kirk

for his leadership with the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
(2) Edgar Doll for his Interest in the mentally retarded, (3) Alfred
Strauss for his recognition of the child with minimal brain dysfunction,
(4) Georgie Lee Abel for her outstanding leadership in the education of
the visually impaired child, and (5) Merle Karnes and Rick Heber for
emphasis upon early detection of the child with learning problems or
handicapping conditions (Abraham, 1976).

The caring and contributions of

these concerned citizens made it possible for some children who had been
educationally deprived and socially misunderstood to grow and develop in
a positive way.
Beginnings of Group Advocacy
In addition to individual advocacy, a strong movement of child advocacy emerged during the latter part of the 19th Century, as was documented
in Chapter III, and child protective services became the direct response
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to child abuse and neglect.

Thus, came into existence a system having the

standing and capability of pursuing legal remedies (Boggs, 1976).
groups of collective and systems advocacy developed.

Other

Organization and

thrust of the parent groups in the 1950s (Chapter V) brought about
litigation In the 1960s (Chapter VII), and legislation in the 1970s
(Chapter VTIT) on behalf of appropriate education of the handicapped.
The Supreme Court Decisions of Kent, Gault, and Winship (Chapter VI) ensured due process for children.

The decisions in PARC and

Mills (Chapter VII) assured procedural safeguards in the education of the
handicapped child, whereas Hairston reinforced the principle of the least
restrictive alternative in providing appropriate education for the handicapped child.

The Wyatt Lake and Lynch decisions (Chapter III) secured the

rights of due process and the least restrictive, or normalization, principle to handicapped individuals in residential facilities. Moreover,
there were the cases of Hobson, Larry P., and Lebanks that brought
guidelines for testing, placement, and labeling of the handicapped child.
Mandated Advocacy
Several events occurred which were to produce an awareness of the
need for mandated child advocacy.

The Stockholm Symposium of the Inter-

national League of Societies for the Mentally Handicapped which was convened in 1967 led to the 1971 United Nations Declaration of Rights of
Mentally Retarded Persons, which stimulated a similar declaration on
behalf of the disabled in 1976(Boggs, 1976).

Analogous to this recogni-

tion of the human rights of the disabled came an awareness of the civil
and human rights of all children.
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The term "child advocacy" first gained widespread preeminence in
1969 with the publication of the report from the Joint Commission on the
Mental Health of Children, proposing that a national system of child
advocacy be established.

A similar type advocacy system was proposed in

December 1970 by Forum 24 of the White House Conference on Children.
Also, in the early 1970s the following child advocacy projects were
funded by the federal government:

(1) .a joint venture by BEH and the

National Institute of Mental Health, and (2) another project uy the
Office of Child Development (Knitzer, 1976).
Then, in 1971 Congress passed the Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction Act, PL 91-517, which "focused upon
those handicapping conditions which occur during the developmental period
of life and which require services similar to those necessary for the
Mentally Retarded" (Bensberg & Rude, 1976, p. i). This unique Act mandated the following benefits for Developmentally Disabled (DD) persons:
(1) coordination of multiple services, (2) adequate planning for delivery of services, and (3) representation on the state DD Councils by consumers or spokesmen for consumers.

The consumer movement gained momen-

tum, and along with other events resulted in a clearer picture as to the
human and civil rights of the handicapped.
Federal, state, and private organizations became involved with
standards regarding facilities and their service delivery systems.
Because of the resulting scrutiny, a type of protective system was needed
to monitor the services provided (Bensberg & Rude, 1976).

Four years

later, in October 1975, PL 91-517 was revised and amended by the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act, PL 94-103, so as
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to initiate a system to protect and advocate the rights of Individuals
with Developmental Disabilities,

A major part of the Act is Title II,

The Establishment and Protection of the Rights of Persons with Developmental Disabilities which establishes protection and advocacy for individual rights of DD persons (Neufeld & Wiegerink, 1977).
Section 113 of the Act requires that by October 1, 1977, and every
subsequent year each state have a statewide Protection and Advocacy
(P & A) System in operation or face the possibility of jeopardizing the
allotment of funds specified in Part C of the Act.

The P & A System

(1) has the authority to pursue legal, administrative, and other appropriate remedies to insure the protection of the rights of developmentally disabled persons who are receiving treatment, services, or habilitation, and (2) is to be independent of any state agency which provides
services, treatment, or habilitation to disabled citizens. Whereas the
State DD Council has been designated in about 75% of the states to plan
the P & A System (Baucom & Bensberg, 1977), this concept is changing
because PL 95-602 has mandated that there be an interface of organizations on the council.
"Protective Services" and "Advocacy" are terms with many meanings,
but historically protective services for children meant protection from
abuse and neglect, whereas for the DD child protective services has
additional meanings.

The severely impaired youngster has lifelong

dependency needs which must be monitored and assessed for appropriateness as needs and situations change during a lifetime (Helsel, 1974).
"Advocacy" still is perceived by some people as any effort in behalf of

>^
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children (even divorce counseling for children has been called child
advocacy), but there is an increase in the number of child advocates
who are reserving the term for efforts to challenge and change systems
affecting children (Knitzer, 1976).
A study by Kahn, Kamerman, and McGowan (1972) was designed to provide baseline data on child advocacy.

The study noted that the term

"child advocacy" was being used as synonymous with all efforts to help
children, thus rendering the term meaningless.

In delineating the

boundaries of the term the authors specified that heretofore the fundamental concern of child welfare has been intervention into the family
or surrogate family, whereas child advocacy's primary concern is intervention into those services and institutions that infringe upon the
child's rights.
Elements of Advocacy
Reference is now made to Figure 1 (p. 301) for an explanation of
areas to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
refers to core needs of advocacy.

Section 1

The core needs to be considered are

those derived from the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United
States Constitution:

procedural due process, substantive due process,

and equal protection.

In choosing the type of advocacy to utilize in

assuring a child's core needs, consideration must be given to the
objective for the intervention.

The goal or objective would either be

the changing of social norms or helping the individual to recognize and
resolve conflicting situations within society, as illustrated in
Sections 2 and 3,
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ADVOCACY

TYPES
Class
Group
System

TYPES
Case
Individual
Personal

i
GOALS: Changing
social norms

GOALS: Helping
the individual

^YES

YES—
NO

KINDS
Legal
Professional
Conmuni ty

KTFIP?
Ombudsman
Guardian
Protector
Manager
Citizen
Surrogate Parent
JL
SERVICES

NO

Judiciary
Executive
Administrative Agencies
Attorney General
Legislative
Public

SERVICES
Monitor
Train and Teach
Employment
Accountability
Reports
Conferences

Did social
norms change?

Figure 1. Elements of advocacy flowchart

NO

Did individual
achieve goal ?
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Sections 4 and 5 refer to the kinds of advocacy.

To change the

norms within society, the approach utilized may be legal, professional,
or a community approach.

To help an individual resolve a conflicting

situation within society, the kind of advocacy implemented may be that
of an ombudsperson, a guardian, protector, case manager, citizen advocate, or surrogate parent.

The vehicle for implementation of class

action is through the judicial, executive (including administrative
agencies and the attorney general), legislative, and public approaches
(Section 6 ) . Section 7 delineates the services available to help an
individual resolve conflicting situations within society, the rights
already having been won through class action advocacy.
Core Needs of Individuals or of a Class
There are specific areas to be considered in determining the basic
core needs in relation to a particular problem and which would guide in
the selection of the type of advocacy to implement:

class or case advo-

cacy. The usual needs of handicapped persons have been relative to the
disenfranchisement of their cvn'l and human rights.
three core needs should be contemplated:

Therefore, these

procedural due process, sub-

stantive due process, and equal protection (Figure 1, Section 1 ) . These
citizen rights are guaranteed by the Constitution in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

The Fifth Amendment states that no person shall "be

deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, while
the Fourteenth Amendment declares that "no state shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law."

The principles inherent
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in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments are designed to protect citizens
against unwarranted federal or state governmental action (Pascal & Turnbull, 1974).
Procedural due process guarantees governmental fairness as to
process or procedure of allowing a citizen the opportunity of being heard
and to protest before unwarranted action may take place against the
citizen.

Substantive due process refers to certain rights such as life,

liberty, property, or reputation, which are agreed to exist for their
own sake and to constitute a part of the normal legal order of society
which the state cannot arbitrarily revoke (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1974).

If a person is going to be denied liberty or property,

there must be substantiated reasons for the denial (Weintraub & McCaffrey, 1976).

Equal protection guarantees that all citizens have the

same rights and benefits with respect to government unless the withholding of the rights or benefits is for a well-founded purpose that vindicates the government in focusing upon a particular individual or group
of individuals for different considerations.
Areas to be considered in determining the basic core needs may be
educational rights and patient's rights, those rights which embody legal
and social equality.
areas of need:

In regard to education there may be the following

the right to an appropriate free public education; fair

screening, evaluation, and placement in the least restrictive alternative; and even compensatory education if the individual earlier was
deprived of access to education (Lebanks v. Spears, Chapter VII). In
•"egard to a patient's rights there may be the following areas of need:
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implementation of the normalization principle, the right to an advocate,
a decent environment, confidentiality to records, to an attorney, habilitation, periodic review of habilitation, right to refuse treatment, to
be free from peonage as well as unfair transfer, right to affect own
personal life, and post-deinstitutionalization assistance (Pascal &
Turnbull, 1974).
Types of Goals
The decision has to be made as to whether or not the needs of the
impaired person can be provided individually through personal or case
advocacy, or whether the system or society's norms have to be altered.
If the system is counter to what the person needs or desires, the system
will have to be changed before the individual's rights are granted permanently. There may be a student who cannot gain access to education
within the public school system, a student who needs a less restrictive
environment, and a student who needs an individualized written educational
plan, but if there is not a system's change within that school, the
rights of these three individual students may have to be readvocated
year after year. A legal change through litigation or legislation or
else a societal change in attitude would have to occur before there
would be permanent alleviation of the problem.
The class action suit of PARC also is illustrative of the need to
precede individual advocacy with collective advocacy.

The maltreatment

of several individual children who were residents in a Pennsylvania
institution was documented.

The decision had to be made as to whether
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it would be best to advocate individually for each child's human rights
or if it would be best to advocate for them, and all others in Pennsylvania under similar circumstances, as a class who were being denied the
guaranteed right of the "property" of education.

The chosen goal of

seeking an appropriate education for these children (1) removed them
from the institution through implementation of the normalization
principle, (2) terminated their maltreatment at the institution, and
(3) provided them with appropriate education according to their abilities.

Perhaps in these cases the only objective that would have been

achieved with individual case advocacy would have been the temporary
cessation of maltreatment.

Indeed, both types of advocacy are needed.

PL 94-103 requires State Planning Council members to serve as advocates for the Developmentally Disabled (42 USC 6067).

PL 95-602 further

reinforces this concept along with ruling that the State Planning Council is not to be the seat of the required state advocacy system.

No

doubt, a group advocacy role was intended for the State Planning Councils by the legislators, further emphasizing the responsibility of the
P & A System to focus on individual advocacy without excluding systems advocacy.

The challenge, then, is in achieving an adequate

equilibrium between personal and systems advocacy activities and in
effecting the Interface of multiple agencies in advocacy for the handicapped.
Changing the social norms.

If the goal of an advocacy activity is

the changing of the social norms within society, it would be crucial to
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implement a group, class, or collective system type of advocacy (Figure 1 , Section 2).

Systems advocacy is essential, but individual advo-

cacy is also important.
and Interdependent.

The two approaches to advocacy are intertwined

The Important issue is whether or not the systems

or a particular system is responsive to people's needs or just to i t s
own needs.

Change should be longlasting fcr groups of people

(Eklund, 1977).

I t w i l l be recalled that groups or classes of people

were used in the successful l i t i g a t i o n which secured the c i v i l and human
rights of handicapped persons.
Systems advocacy is defined by Eklund as "the process of influencing social and p o l i t i c a l systems to bring about change for groups of
people" (p. 177), whereas Weingold (1977) defines systems advocacy as
"changing soc1ety--its laws, regulations, service delivery systems, customs, or att1tudes--to create a climate for the development of services
as a matter of r i g h t for developmentally disabled persons" (p. 190).
Boggs (1977) considers one speaking "for a cause. Including the interests or well-being of a class of persons [as systems advocacy]" (p. 193).
In l i g h t of the foregoing definitions and for the purpose of this chapter, systems advocacy is considered to be "the process of transforming
the norms of society toward positive growth in granting human and c i v i l
rights to the handicapped population."
With group action there is emphasis of long lasting or enduring
change for classes of people.

The advocating may be done on behalf of

another class or group of individuals, the group i t s e l f , or an i n d i v i d ual, but the purpose is to change the system or society so that the class
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of citizens or the individual may have his human rights.

Groups have

been organized to influence government for their unmet needs and desires
ever since there has been organized government (Weingold, 1977),

Systems

advocacy creates a structure or attitude through v/hich legal and personal
advocacy can function effectively, e.g., parent grouos created the structure and attitudes for legal advocacy to make its Impact in the 1970s for
the handicapped.
Change can be brought about to affect the system by an internal
advocate or an external advocate, as the definition of systems advocacy
suggests.

Often, the service system relies on the fact that most people

fight their causes singly; therefore, the establishment can employ the
old tried and true method of "divide and conquer" to continue their
pattern of service (Eklund, 1976),

Daily our society becomes more

involved and dependent upon social institutions and agencies for solutions to problems. As these facilities become larger and more pervasive
they are less responsive to individual needs, often resulting in dehumanizing procedures.

Therefore, "we need to develop client-centered systems

rather than system-directed clients" (Brown, 1977, p. 187). Frequently,
legislation is needed to affect systems because moral values or ethical
statements mean little if they are not substantiated by law.
Moreover, it may be meaningful to organize a group; groups often
can get the attention of the establishment and influence systems change.
Eklund (1977) refers to the evolutionary process in the formation of
groups to implement change as a (1) localistic group, (2) professional
monopoly, (3) disparate group, and (4) coalition.

The localistic group
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is based upon the personal relationship of one group member to some power
person within the establishment to bring about change.

This relationship

is tenuous because the affinity can decrease, or if the power position
is political, the possibility of voter defeat or lack of appointment can
dissolve the relationship.

The advantage of a professional monopoly is

that the group is capable of efficiently presenting their concerns to the
congress and other funding sources.

A disadvantage is that it is a

closed system to the grassroots people, the professionals hoarding all
the inforamtion and not soliciting outside input.
Disparate groups are apt to form as tension builds among the nonprofessionals who feel that their views are not being considered.

The

multiplicity of groups and leaders is confusing to legislators and other
funding sources.

Therefore, the groups may be ignored, or the legisla-

tors and agents may attempt to manage the system.

The fourth phase in

the organizational evolution is the coalition or forum which would consist of professionals, grassroots citizens, and legislators or politicians.
The coalition arrangement minimizes the professional influence, and
accommodation results.

Both the professional and coalition groups are

succ-ssful in initiating or preventing legislation, whereas the localistic and disparately clumped groups are not as powerful.
The systems advocacy process requires the identifying of needs and
the studying of issues.

With the identification of needs and problems,

issues can be isolated.

The group should have unity and understanding

regarding the issues as follows:

(1) the fundamental points of the

issue, (2) what they desire to accomplish, and (3) which facets they
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will not acquiesce and which are open to compromise (Eklund, 1976).

In

summary, systems change is needed and class actions have more impact
than individual advocacy on the same proposition, but collective action
may sacrifice the good of the individual to the welfare of the group.
However, "this is not to say that what is done is not beneficial but
that what is undone may be unjust" (Boggs, 1977, p. 194).
Helping the individual within society.

The reason for individual

advocacy is that the rights, interests, and needs of any one person are
not necessarily the same as those of .the other members of a class to
which he may belong (Figure 1, Section 3). Therefore, Congress mandated
statewide P & A Systems for persons with developmental disabilities,
thereby providing a means for an individual to reach outside the system
for assistance in securing his rights.

Boggs (1977) further states that

"voluntary organizations do not have the resources to provide significant individual advocacy in the tougher areas requiring investigatory
powers, as well as capacity to enter and sustain litigation on behalf
of individuals" (p. 194). Therefore, the role of the new P & A Systems
is particularly viable.
Individual advocacy may be termed as personal or lay advocacy and
should have as its goal self advocacy, with all educational and habilitation programs contributing to the goal of self advocacy, there being
no higher advocacy than self advocacy.

Individual advocacy is the pre-

ferred form of personal advocacy, with affiliate advocacy as a next
alternative, followed by citizen advocacy (Pankratz, 1977).

Affiliate

advocacy is that type of advocacy wherein parents, siblings, other
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relatives, guardians, neighbors, or friends espouse for the best interests of the handicapped child.

In citizen advocacy a capable volunteer

forms a relationship in which the volunteer defends the rights and interests of the handicapped child or person.
involved in citizen advocacy:

The following groups have been

the Junior League, Red Cross, Jaycees,

Volunteer Bureaus, and colleges (Pankratz, 1977),
Kinds of Advocates for Systems Change
As we consider the ways to change the system, or society, for the
benefit of those who are disenfranchised, often there is the need to
initiate, influence, and monitor legislation (Moore, 1976),

Without

enactment of the needed laws, it is more difficult to secure the rights
of the handicapped.

Frequently, legislation must be preceded by liti-

gation before the essential legislation can be secured; therefore, legal
advocacy is involved.

Identification of changes needed in the service

delivery system may be indicated so as to initiate, improve, or expand
services; then, professional advocacy is indicated.

Often professional

and parent group advocacy is necessary before litigation can be successful,
There may be the need for providing technical assistance to
acquaint consumer action groups relative to the utilization of appeal
procedures and the development of action strategies.

Involvement of

community organization processes so as to develop cohesion and interface
between agencies, organizations, and consumer groups may also be needed.
To implement these two needs, community advocacy, including consumer
advocacy, should be implemented.

In following the plan noted in Fig-

ure 1, Section 4, the main approaches of advocacy utilized to bring
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about change within systems will now be presented:

legal advocacy,

professional advocacy, and community advocacy.
Legal advocacy approach.

The year 1971 marks the date of the begin-

ning of legal advocacy's success story regarding the rights for handicapped citizens.

Approximately 200 cases at all levels of courts have

been involved with cases relative to the rights of handicapped persons,
and 95% of the cases filed have been won (Burgdorf, 1977).

Court is

considered to be a forum of last resort, negotiations and reconciliations having been sought first.

The courts are known to have been

prompt in addressing the issues of child abuse, so it may be presumed
that the courts will have the same continual success relative to the
handicapped citizenry (Haggerty, 1976),

After the PARC case the Ameri-

can Bar Association began paying attention to and eventually established
a commission to address the problems of the disabled.
It is necessary that counsel be competently versed in enactments
which affect the handicapped.

If there is abuse or neglect relative to

a handicapped person, investigations which only an authorized agency can
manage may be required (Boggs, 1977).

Therefore, it may be practical

for the P & A System to be linked with an agency having statutory authority. Often state child abuse laws are adequate, whereas laws to protect
handicapped adults are still inadequate.

The responsibility for protect-

ing citizens is a public, or governmental, responsibility and should
have a base in state government.

According to Cottine (1977), "the rights

to education and deinstitutionalization demonstrate the substantive as
opposed to procedural need for preventive advocacy" (p. 96). The public
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school is the agency most Involved in providing state based services for
noninstitutionalized persons, impacting heavily upon the unfolding and
expanding of a youngster's intellectual, emotional, and social potentials.
Most of the rights attained for handicapped Individuals, however,
have been secured through procedural rather than substantive law.

States

have not been known to be uniform in their recognition of the handicapped's
rights.

Instead, it has been through mandates from the federal government

that human rights have been gained, even though historically children have
not received much federal attention (Knitzer, 1976).

Presently, the pro-

tection of the legal rights of handicapped persons depends more on provision of appropriate services than on securing more changes in the rules.
Existing legislation and existing judicial decisions have made the following accessible:

education, vocational rehabilitation and employment

for adults, and least restrictive living arrangements for disabled persons who cannot live with their families.
Implementation of these services usually depends on non-lawyer
advocates and viable administrative procedures.

There has to be contin-

uing application of due process relative to education and rehabilitation,
periodic review of residential placement, and negotiations as to employment (Laski, 1977).

These advocates need to be trained by lawyers and

rehabilitation professionals who are knowledgeable in facilitating services for the handicapped claimants such as education, community services, rehabilitation, and social security income.

The advocates also

need to be trained to challenge service providers if the claims are not
honored.
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The legal rights of handicapped persons continue to emerge as the
judicial and legislative processes Identify the enfranchisements critical to the full integration of disabled persons into our society through
the maximization of their abilities and minimization of their disabilities (Cottine, 1977).

Legal rights are identified and executed directly

through the judicial process and to a lesser degree through administrative and legislative forums.

Most of the rights now being asserted on

behalf of the handicapped derive from fundamental legal principles as
applied to new situations based on federal constitutional principles
(Pascal & Turnbull, 1974).

A legal advocate's activities on behalf

of another person or group necessitate interaction with one of the three
legally-constituted institutions of government:
trations, or courts.

legislatures, adminis-

Legal advocates need not always be attorneys.

If legal advocates are to be effective, they "need good laws and
strong enforcement provisions within the laws" (Garrett, 1977, p. 89).
The task of those who serve as legislative advocates (who also may be
legal advocates) involves efforts to assure that enactments meet the
needs and defend the rights of children.

A strategy for ensuring this

protection would include varying activities such as "identifying gaps
and proposing new legislation affecting children and children's services,
evaluating proposed or existing legislation as changes are suggested and
developing evidence in support of or in opposition to changes" (Knitzer,
1976, p. 210). The tasks of the legal advocate are numerous, including
the drafting of appropriate legislation, "preparing expert testimony for
various individuals testifying before the legislature, [and] crafting
rules and regulations to implem.ent the laws" (Burgdorf, 1976, p. 58).
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Legal advocacy also must entail Individual advocacy as well as collective advocacy.

The fundamental constitutional and statutory rights

must be Implemented on an individual basis because "whenever the fabric
of one person's life is torn by discrimination, inaction, or indifference,
then all our lives are diminished" (Cottine, 1977, p. 96). All that has
been done collectively can be diminished if our efforts are not complemented by individual advocacy, and often legal individual advocacy is
what is required. As there is more citizen advocacy, for instance,
more individual, legal advocacy is necessary.
Professional advocacy approach.

Statutes and judicial edicts alone

are not sufficient for the realization of human and civil rights for the
handicapped.

There must be strong public support. The implementation

of these rights, the task of monitoring programs, and the granting of
appropriate services often become the clarion call of the professional
advocacy approach.

Professional advocacy is advocacy by persons having

professional competence in the areas of human services needed by disabled people (Boggs, 1976).

These people include administrators and

licensed personnel who manifest public relations and technical skills,
frequently having the ability to educate and train others, as well as to
personally write and mediate information.
In their attempt to change the norms of society, professional advocacy might include such activities as monitoring, planning, evaluating,
and administrating so thjt an applicable array of services may be provided. As a professional advocate for the individual rights of the
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handicapped, emphasis could be placed on any of the aforementioned services singly or in combination for a specific individual, and, perhaps,
would further entail case coordination.

If the advocate's experiences

are with human services delivery, he will be aware of available financial
resources and support services, and be able to nake appropriate referrals. The implementation of an individual educational, habilitation, or
rehabilitation plan is an essential concern in professional advocacy.
These plans are to include goals, objectives, and measurement devices.
Advocacy also can be implemented by professionals in the intervention,
monitoring, assessing, and revision of the program plan. The monitoring
of services brings real progress only "when it is regarded as an
accountability system which is utilized with the consent of all concerned" (Thorne, 1976, p. 172).
The handicapped need a consortium of forces directed toward their
needs. The strength of the consortium depends upon the communication
and education process that occurs internally.

Professional advocacy has

a goal of changing the power relationship between the handicapped and
the nonhandicapped.

Therefore, advocacy may have some counterproductive

effects and unanticipated results. When public and private attitudes
toward the handicapped become positive, our statutes will assume binding
power and acquire strong public sanction:

"the willing acceptance of

what is now legally asserted but not yet publically accepted, the notion
that, although the handicapped are less able, they are not less worthy"
(Turnbull, 1974, p. 146). This type of attitude would signify the
achievement of a significant goal in the field of professional advocacy.
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Community advocacy approach.

The community advocacy approach may

Include concerned lay people as well as the consumers (friends, parents,
siblings, and even the handicapped themselves). A network of lay advocates who know the institutions, the state und national law, and the
personalities of a given area, is often able to bring that knowledge to
bear in behalf of a handicapped person or for a group cf persons (Gilhool, 1978).

Their repeated experiences in meeting needs of handicapped

persons give them a wide array of knowledge in aspects of service
delivery. Often these groups have among them people who are specialists
in such areas as education, employment, conmunity services, or finances.
A lay group can be organized in a community for a given purpose or can
be a group of people who have become associated with a state or nationally recognized group such as the National Association for Retarded Citizens, the Epilepsy Foundation of America, United Cerebral Palsy Association, American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities and Paralyzed
Veterans of America, Society for Autistic Children, Association for
Children with Learning Disabilities, and the Council for Exceptional
Children.
Illustrative here was the advocacy leadership of United Cerebral
Palsy (UCPA) during the 1960s as manifested in the specification for
"protective and other social and socio-legal services" within the 1971
Developmental Disabilities Act (Boggs, 1976).

United Cerebral Palsy

took the lead nationally in perusing the issue of protective services
for individuals disabled in and from childhood.

Also, they, with the
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cooperative assistance of NARC, convened two working conferences relative to the subject.

The UCPA and the NARC projects have demonstrated

that lay advocacy can make a contribution when accompanied by legal and
professional advocacy (Boggs, 1976).
Lay advocates can represent children and parents at due process
hearings to ensure that the child receives an appropriate placement in
the least restrictive setting, which is based on his needs and will help
maximize his potential. Often parents do not know what to do or say at
the hearing.

The parent and consumer or their advocate representative

are to participate as legal members of the individual program planning
team along with performing members to review and monitor the program plan
euntinually.

If there is a professional advocate within the school,

residential, or intermediate care facility, changes in the system can be
effected by persons both from within and outside the system (Eklund,
1977).
Consumer advocates have the best understanding as to the needs of
the handicapped, and this understanding interfaces with the technical
skills of professional advocates. The process of interaction between
the two involves identification by the consumer of the area where change
is required.

After analyzing the problem, the professional advocate

peruses the problem and offers strategies and tactics along with accompanying implications.

Then together the consumer and the professional

advocate decide the role each will play in the strategies and tactics
selected.

During implementation the professional monitors and then

shares his evaluation with the consumer, each having input as to any
agreed changes.

Through this type of activity the consumer is able to
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grow increasingly Independent and slowly do more for himself (Ellis,
1978).

The goal of Interaction with consumers should be the attainment

of skills and independence by the consume-s that will enable them to
advocate in their own behalf (Doherty & Doherty, 1978).

Indeed, the

goal of advocacy is a better life for handicapped individuals in ewery
respect (Niemitz, 1977).
Neufeld (1974) credits advocacy as having begun with the human race
especially since a very important aspect of child nurturing is the
emphasis of training the child to be an advocate for himself.

Attaining

a high level of Independence is indicative of self advocacy ability, as
well as being a step achieved toward normalization.

Heretofore, the

family was viewed as the basic advocacy unit within our social structure
(Helsel, 1974).

In rural America the strengths and weaknesses of all

members of the small community, including the handicapped, were known.
This bonding effect often provided emotional support for the handicapped
child and his family, plus corporate care for the impaired child as
needed (Helsel, 1974).

Along with industrialization and urbanization

or our society came a breakdown in family and community cohesion, resulting in inability of families, churches, and communities to advocate for
their members.

Therefore, some new advocacy approaches were needed.

The decade of the 1960s was significant in that there was federal
action to redistribute political power and influence to disadvantaged
groups, especially the blacks and urban poor, as well as "to challenge
the traditional service institutions at the local level" (Hammer, 1974,
p. 90). There was emphasis on civil rights as well as the provision of
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poverty programs.

Paralegals, who were nonprofessional personnel trained

in the intricacies of welfare law, served as lay advocates. The federal
government also advanced a policy of "consumer participation" which became
a major principle of the 1960s' social programs. The consumer movement
also gained momentum with the general public:

"In 1960, no state had a

consumer affairs office; by 1970, thirty-three did; by 1973, all fifty
states, 110 cities, and 25 counties had such offices" (Hammer, 1974).
As a result, issues as to quality, equity, appropriateness, and
accountability in human services surfaced.
Responsibility for social programs has shifted from Washington to
state and local officials, to individuals, and to the private sector
providers, multiplying the decision points. The complexity of this new
situation increases the demand for advocates. While this decentralization provides a more simple administration and accounting from the federal standpoint, it h-is Increased the complexity of gaining services by
vulnerable individuals. So again, advocates are needed.

The courts

require consumer participation on human rights committees, but also they
should be involved, when appropriate, in programming and decision-making.
The value of consumer advice giving, planning, and advocacy has long
been recognized, but there has been neglect relative to consumer participation as to the functions of service giving and service monitoring
(Wiegerink, Parrish, & Buhl, 1974),
According to Ross (1977), "we must not hinder the development of
charismatic leadership within the handicapped population" (p. 73), Certainly the best advocacy is self advocacy.

Since consumer advocacy is
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able to concentrate on advocacy activity, training is not as complex as
it is In the case approach of citizen advocacy where training is needed
in teaching, learning, emotional support, and practical assistance as
well as In advocacy activity (Hansen, 1977).
Self advocacy, or consumer advocacy, should involve training in
finding the forum, delineating the Injury, specifying the issues, and
securing a solution and remedy in light of equitable treatment by agreedupon rules and procedures.

The tactics may involve the use of pressure

when all the facts are understood.

There must be preparation to switch

tactics with different people, different Issues, and in the instance
when the tactic chosen is not effective.

Some tactics frequently imple-

mented include boycotts, demonstration of alternatives--model programs,
education, getting a friend of the person you are trying to influence to
convince him, lobbying, making demands, demystifying by translating
pseudo scientific jargon into everyday language, writing letters, and
using the chain of command to get to the top (Biklen, 1974, 1976; Virginia Legal Rights Handbook, Note

4 ) . Tactics are the actions we sel-

ect to arrive at public solutions to public issues.
Consumer pressure is, perhaps, the most potent force, with parent
(a type of consumer) pressure being next in urgency.
can be more effective than litigation.

Parent pressure

There should be a three-way

referral system and interface between community advocacy, professional
advocacy, and legal advocacy.

In the area of educating parents about

existing legislation, legal advocacy should assume the responsibility
concerning the rights of the handicapped.

Legal advocates also should
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be prepared to organize parent groups around issues affecting rights and
services of the handicapped, and be able to plan and coordinate action to
achieve locally determined objectives (Stockdale, 1976).

For profession-

als searching for a role in advocacy, demystifying the profession can be
a real contribution, translating into everyday language any pseudoscientific jargon Involved (Biklen, 1976).

Laski (1977) has asserted

that collective legal advocacy efforts have been of limited impact because
of failure by these advocates to follow through and back the judicial
declarations and changes in regulations with organized, systematic,
individual advocacy.

Therefore, it is necessary to rely primarily on

consumer organizations singly or in coalition to assume long-range commitment to legal advocacy and orient their organizations' activities to
long standing support of advocacy.
Kinds of Advocates for Helping the Individual
When it is needful to espouse for the best interests of a handicapped child or person, the kind of advocacy implemented may be that of
an ombudsperson, a guardian, protector, case manager, citizen advocate, or
surrogate parent (Figure 1, Section 5). Attention must be given to individual
concerns, complaints, and deprivations. The kind of advocate who should be
involved depends upon the unique set of special needs or grievances. The
ombudsperson would hear grievances, investigate facts, and render a judgment. A guardian would serve when there is need for a legal system in
protecting and assuming responsibility for the important decisions of
one who is incompetent.

The protector is one who provides the "minimal

amount of follow-along, advocacy, protection, and shelter needed by each
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individual" (Sigelman, 1974, p. 4 ) . The case manager would assist the
handicapped person in Information, referral, follow along, and advocacy
when there are barriers to the service delivery system (Moore, 1976,
p. 15). The citizen advocate seeks a one-to-one relationship in order to
advocate the rights and Interests of the impaired, and also provides
practical or emotional reinforcement (Moore, 1976).
As an ombudsperson.

The individual, case, or personal advocate may

function Individually for the child in any of the following ways: as
ombudsperson, guardian, protector, case manager, or citizen advocate,
all having as their goal self advocacy by the client. As an ombudsperson
serving either in a private or a public capacity, the purpose of the
committal is to act as an advocate for another individual by receiving a
grievance and inquiring. Interceding, or beginning action on behalf of
the agrieved (Moore, 1976).

The ombudsperson might serve a useful role

in a residential setting for handicapped persons, in the public schools,
in vocational rehabilitation offices, and in a community agency such as
the Office of Human Resources (Lippman & Goldberg, 1973).

Functions of

this advocate would include monitoring placement and educational opportunities commensurate with abilities, as well as interpreting basic law
and policy in relation to individual rights.
The concept of the ombudsman began over 160 years ago in Sweden,
the purpose being (1) to investigate complaints from citizens who felt
they had been treated unjustly by government departments, and (2) to
seek redress for the plaintiff (Citizen Advocacy, 1974).

This social

and legal activity is L-till performed by an impartial and objective
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investigator.

Ombudspersons can only recommend change; they cannot

overrule a decision by their government counterparts.

Within the United

States the following states have implemented the ombudsperson system:
Hawaii, Iowa, Oregon, Nebraska, and South Carolina.
Dr. Will Beth Stephens of the University of Texas at Dallas, when
speaking to the Texas Council for Exceptional Children Conference in
Dallas on July 29, 1977, stated that projections by authorities in the
field for the severe and profoundly handicapped individuals suggest the
possibility that 25% of the local education agencies will employ
ombudspersons to represent handicapped children and their parents by
the year 1992. Pappanikou (1977) asserted that there should be an
adversary advocate model combined with the ombudsperson model. For
example, if the ombudsperson was employed by the school as a within
system advocate, the advocator initially would urge the school system
to realize that a problem exists and that the school must move forward
to solve the difficulty.

If this effort fails, the adversary model is

to be Implemented.
Rearticulation would be made of the demands initiated by the
ombudsperson for the specific programmatic effort.

Pressure or other

adversarial activities might be implemented If the demands are not met.
Adversary advocates may be parent groups, citizen organizations, associations for special interests, or any other interested group.

The

ombudsperson, as the non-adversary agent, can then reinstate his or her
services to assure that (1) serious planning begins toward the proper
solution of the problem, and (2) that there is follow-through to provide
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continuity, evaluation, and accountability of the problem.

This dual

advocacy arrangement is designed to instigate more clout because of the
relationship of the ombudsperson both to the school system and to the
adversary group (ibid.).

Activities cf ombudspersons in United Cerebral

Palsy's Milwaukee Project Included problems in employment, education, and
drivers' license procurement; whereas UCPA's Kansas City Project centered
around non-compliance of education mandates (Moore, 1976).
NARC asserts in a 1974 publication of Citizen Advocacy, Book I,
that the ombudsperson system, works best where it is needed least, where
the community and its administrators already are committed to promoting
fairness in public transactions. Conflicts of interest may surface
since the ombudsperson is paid by the system.

There is little likeli-

hood that handicapped people, and particularly minors, will contact the
ombudsperson for mediation.

Typically, these individuals are not aware

of their rights or that advocates are available to speak for them.
A guardian.

Because of the piresumed limited intellectual func-

tioning associated with mental retardation, often the retarded child
logically could benefit from guardianship.

The assumption is, of

course, that the guardian will have the ^est interests of the handicapped
child as an objective. Therefore, advocacy needs to include the concept
of guardianship. Boggs (1976) points out that "among the most important
rights to be protected is the right to choose—where to live, how to
occupy one's time, whether to accept or refuse treatment, and by whom,
whether to seek remedies by litigation, and if so, by whom to be represented" (p. 7 ) . The parent has responsibility for these decisions
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unless the law has relieved him or her of these responsibilities, or
unless the parent has relinquished this role. Of course, anybody may
have need for a guardian at some time, but the guardian may especially
be an asset to the handicapped person.

The right to have a guardian

when needed Is one of the most neglected rights of the handicapped
(Boggs, 1976).
In defining the meaning of guardianship Weissman (1973) defines
guardianship as a legal system for providing protection to the individual who is Incompetent to act Independently.

Specifically, a legal

guardian is a person appointed by the court for another.
several types of legally recognized guardians:

There are

The child's own parents

or adoptive parents usually perform this role. However, if the child
owns property or inherits an estate, a guardian has to be appointed by
the court to manage the property.

That is, natural guardianship does not

include administration of the estate. Usually, natural guardians are
appointed as administrators of the estate, unless the court deems it
not to be in the best interest of the child.
Guardianship of the estate or property, real or personal, is a
procedure for assuming business management for an individual who is not
capable of assuming the responsibility (Woody, 1974).

Guardianship of

the person relates to assuming responsibility for the important decisions
in matters having a permanent effect on the child's life and development,
being concerned about his welfare if the child is incapable of taking on
that responsibility.

Another type of guardian is the testamentary guard-

iiin, one designated in the last will and testament of a child's parents
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to be the guardian of the child.

Statutory or judicial guardians are

mandated by law to be appointed by the judiciary if the natural parents
die without nominating guardians in their last will and testament and
if a guardian of the person or of the estate is needed.
person does not serve as both.

Usually the same

However, if the person is appointed to

fulfill both roles, the title assigned may be that of "general guardian."
Guardian ad litem is another statutory guardianship. This person is
appointed by the court to act in behalf of the minor, having neither custody of the child's person nor of the estate, and serving only for the
duration of litigation. Another form of guardianship is the public or
private group guardian.

In this situation the guardian is a group

rather than an individual, which usually results in a less flexible and
less responsive arrangement (Guardianship & protective services, 1978).
There is potential for conflict of interest in either arrangement, but,
perhaps more so within the public group guardian arrangement because the
agency is both guardian and service provider.

If the public group

guardian is an agency or residential facility, there has to be a spokesman for the group. The spokesman may be the director of an agency such
as the Commissioner of Mental Health, or the superintendent of a residential facility, there has to be a spokesman for the group.
Axinn et al. (1973) note the following regarding guardian relationships:

(1) persons under the protection of guardians are termed as

"wards, (2) the principle concern in the law of guardian and ward is
property rather than the welfare of the child, and (3) laws founded on
the power of the state to assume the status of parent are known as the
parens patriae doctrine.

No state requires that every child without a
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natural guardian be provided a legal guardian (Aximn et al., 1973).

The

propertied child appears to be favored by the law, since it requires
that this child be provided a guardian, but not so with the poor child.
Since there is no statute requiring that every child have a guardian, the non-propertied child is not apt to be appointed a guardian
unless he comes to public attention through the juvenile court system.
It is common knowledge that the primary concern of the courts is management of money and property, being only secondarily concerned about the
welfare of the child (Helsel, 1974; Kindred, 1974).

This type of

concern makes the concept of guardianship a concept of control. There
is a limiting of the rights and property of the child or impaired person (Guardianship & protective services, 1978),

Because of these limi-

tations, the potential ward is entitled to due process of law before
guardianship is imposed.
Often, agencies have assumed the role of guardian without the
title, being reluctant to meet the costs of guardianship appointment.
Moreover, institutionalization has become what Diana and Pool (1971)
refer to as the poor man's guardianship because of the inadequacies,
expense, and stigma associated with guardianship proceedings. Social
workers frequently assume that they represent the interests of all parties involved in a problem, and, therefore, are reluctant to take a
stand requiring advocacy on behalf of the child (Axinn et al., 1973).
The inauguration of guardianship, the device of the upper classes, may
be the advocate the poor child needs. Weissman (1973) urges that
acknowledgement be made of ewery child's right to a legal identity.
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Some parents are providing trust funds, trusteeships, and guardianships to become effective in case of the death of the progenitors (Ogg,
1973; Hodgson, 1974),

Limited guardianship similar to that enacted by

the Ohio legislature may be viable.

With the utilization of limited

guardianship a mentally retarded person is able to exercise those rights
for which he or she has competency, while the guardian, or "protector"
as Ohio terms it, is legally responsible for administering those rights
and responsibilities which the mentally retarded individual is unable
to exercise (Legal Rights, MR, 1974).
As a protector.

Protection concerns safeguarding the rights of the

handicapped through either an informal relationship or a legal arrangement such as guardianship (Sigelman, 1974).

Heretofore, the concept of

protection has centered mostly on the protection of property and the
person,

Lourie (1977) declares that protective services have been

present in the area of social welfare ever since the beginning of the
colonies.

His basis for this is that public provisions were made by

early American communities for the care and protection of children specified by a diversity of expressions:
lected, and abused.

dependent, inform, impaired, neg-

The provisions of these services were made possible

through combining public and voluntary funds and responsibilities.
Currently, there is the movement for protective services which
emphasizes relationships leading to protecting the rights of the impaired
person as to citizenship, meaningful rehabilitation, and an acceptable
standard of living.

This approach is the creation of a separate divi-

sion or agency for the purpose of outreach and prevention, counseling,
case auditing and management, coordination of services, tracking and
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follow along, as well as guardianship services for the handicapped
(Bensberg, 1974),

There is the need for these special services because

frequently public agencies have been accused of being too rigid and
impersonal, causing the Impaired to get "lost in the shuffle".
Persons in the protection agency, too, may be more concerned about
their goals of job tenure and promotion rather than goals for the handicapped.

There can be difficulty as one group tries to ensure that another

group performs well in their job (Bensberg, 1974).

Protective workers

are paid professionals and, therefore, subject to certain restrains
(Sigelman, 1974).

The activities of these professionals are directed

toward the disabled citizen's welfare in a systematic manner, being
reinforced by legal sanctions, and being implemented through case management techniques (Emory & Parks, 1974).
Special management services should occur at the most opportune time
for the dependent person since they need assistance in managing themselves and their affairs.

Someone has to be responsible and accountable

for this type transaction (Helsel, 1974).

In Ohio protective services

was given a statutory base so as to provide more permanency and accountability to the client-provider relationship. Therefore, the protective
worker is not only the statutory advocate for the developmentally disabled, but also the monitor of the client's Interests, rights, and personal needs.
Because the handicapped often have lifelong dependency needs that
must be monitored and assessed for appropriateness as conditions evolve,
the social or legal services may also involve program auditing, legal
intervention, trusteeship, guardianship, and protectorship (Helsel, 1974).
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These services and activities may be provided by an individual or agency
on behalf of handicapped individuals who need assistance in gaining
human and citizen rights within their community and state.

A large

portion of impaired persons can live successfully outside an institution
and function within the community with the support of a formalized system sustaining them during the crisis points in their lifetime (Emory
& Parks, 1974).
As a case manager.

Case cr professional advocacy may be conceptual-

ized as an optional role for staff persons who are not formally perceived
as change agents (Jessing & Dean, 1977).

The case advocate is a profes-

sional who represents the handicapped child's interests and rights until
the child is capable of assuming them.

The case advocate supports and

intervenes for the handicapped child only as often as is necessary. The
case advocate also can be a professional who is paid to function as an
advocate with a group of children (Jessing & Dean, 1977).

Interaction

between the client and the case manager needs to be flexible, with the
case advocacy system being available at all hours of the day and night.
United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) has employed case managers within their
model projects to assist clients having the following difficulties:
receiving services, employment discrimination, and problems in institutions and nursing homes (Moore, 1976).
The services of Ohio's case management worker complement those of
the protective services worker.

The case management worker manages an

organized system of social service details for clients which includes the
intake and preliminary contact with the client, diagnosis, evaluation,
programming, referral to appropriate services, and coordination of generic
•OLUu'j i r n j ^ j i r
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services (Emory & Parks, 1974).

Case management advocacy also can be

implemented as internal or external advocacy, depending upon whether the
advocate has to work within or without his own agency parameters. An
appropriate differentiation may be that "Internal advocates work within
the systems that support them, whereas external advocates receive support
from sources that are Independent from the systems in which they perform
their advocacy activities" (Paul, Wiegerink, & Neufeld, 1974, p. 10).
External advocacy operates on the human service delivery system
from outside, receiving support from private sources and is not
accountable to persons within the system in which they advocate (Neufeld,
1976).

Often external advocates avoid negotiation and move quickly to

confrontation, and may use force, intimidation, coercion, threat of
courts, media publicity, and pressure from public groups.

Even though

these activities offer some advantages, there are some disadvantages.
Having limited access to the environments or programs in which the
clients participate, external advocates must depend upon information from
secondary rather than primary sources (Neufeld, 1976).

Moreover, other

disadvantages may be unstable financial assistance, temporary leadership (part-time employees or volunteers), and limited goals. A final
disadvantage may be the advocate's vulnerability to being entrapped in
the process of struggling with the system to the extent that the welfare
of the client is forgotten or ignored.
Few advocacy programs within our society fulfill the definition of
external advocacy explained above.

Neufeld (1976) points out that "inter'

nally funded advocacy mechanisms that adopt an external adversary style
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usually have a short life. . . .Most advocacy programs are a mixture of
the two designs" (p. 107). The style of internal advocates is to attempt
negotiation with service providers and bureaucrats, avoiding confrontation if possible.

There is the possibility that the internal advocate

will be "co-opted" or "cooled out" by the system.
advantages within this style of advocacy:

However, there are

.•accessibility to services within

the system, availability of accurate data, and stability of financial support.

Perhaps the latest definition of case management services is that

given in Section 503 (b) (2)(C) of PL 95-602:

services to assist develop-

mentally disabled persons "in gaining access to needed social, medical,
educational, and other services."

Also included would be follow-along

services, coordination or interface of services, and monitoring of the
person's progres.
As a citizen advocate.

Another form of advocacy, the Citizen Advo-

cacy Movement, appeared in Nebraska during the late 1960s.

Evidentally

the ombudsman technique was not sufficient in meeting all the needs of
the handicapped.

Wolf Wolfensberger who was associated with the Nebraska

Psychiatric Institute in Omaha, initiated the Citizen's Advocacy Movement
to assist handicapped children and adults whose rights were not being
appropriately safeguarded and whose needs and interests were not being
fulfilled by existant protective service systems (Addison, 1976).

Dr.

Wolfensberger was stimulated to develop his concept of citizen advocacy
by attending the Conference on Protective Services and Supervision for the
Wolfensberger (1972) revealed that his concept was to emphasize instrumental functions and expressive functions, instrumental functions being
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those functions which concern managing one's life and meeting one's daily
needs.

Expressive functions are related to affection, companionship,

and a feeling of self-worth.

The implication is that the existence of

community services is not enough, so there is the need for someone to
assist the handicapped by locating appropriate services to benefit them.
There also is the need for an advocate to aid the interaction of handicapped persons in interpersonal relationships and in solving daily problems of community living (Sigelman, 1974).
to complement gr supplant

Citizen advocacy was organized

traditional protective services for handicapped

individuals (Zauha, 19741.
Emotional support and advice are provided during crisis periods,
and Addison (1977) declares that the citizen advocacy method is effective because of individualizing the services to the handicapped person's
needs. The citizen advocate has been defined as "a mature, competent
citizen volunteer representing, as if they were his own, the interests of
another citizen who is Impaired in his instrumental competency, or who
has major expressive needs which are unmet and which are likely to remain
unmet without special intervention" (Wolfensberger, 1972,. p. 12).
Wolfensberger believes that autonomy is crucial for advocates and
has proposed a firm rule that advocates always must function independently of service delivery. However, Blatt (1970)has admonished that the
person in an adnn'nistrative position needs to be monitored for the professional's sake as '.-'ell as for the well-being of those for whom he is
responsible. Addison (1977) asserts that volunteer citizen advocates
perform knowledgeably because their training is a vital component of
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citizen advocacy.

He further reveals that there currently are 142 local

citizen advocacy programs functioning in 32 states, involving approximately 5,000 one-to-one advocate-protege relationships.
The major advantages of the citizen advocacy concept are a decreased
need for professional services and less institutionalization
(wolfensberger, 1972).

Ultimately, appropriate citizen advocacy activi-

ties imply a normalization of protege functioning, e.g., obtaining for
the protege, as nearly as possible, a life comparable to that of other
I

citizens (Wolfensberger, 19721, i.e., the objectives for the
protege should be client-centered.
should be implemented:

Therefore, the following principle

Zach retarded or DD child, especially those resid-

ing in an institution, "should have a special relationship to a competent individual who will act as his personal advocate, vigorously representing his interests and safeguarding his welfare" (Wolfensberger,
1972, p. 4 ) .
While volunteer citizen advocates have neither the legal nor the
administrative right to interfere with public or private agencies that
provide some type of services for the disabled child, there are many
channels available to administer clout (Tolosa, 1977).

Grievances may

need to be settled, demands on the client may need to be lessened by
placing him in a more sheltered environment, or a formal guardianship
may need to be established for legal protection.

Public guardianship

strength should be legally attached to particular local service systems,
and should be utilized as reinforcement when citizen advocacy proves
insufficient (Wolfensberaer, 1972).

Citizen Advocacy can inter-

I'ace with a protection and advocacy system by locating individual problems
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and funneling relevant information concerning these cases to class advocacy programs (Pankratz, 1977).

After the enactment of laws and other

system changes, there will be reapplication to the individual case.
Services by Systems Advocates
Systems change is not synonymous with temporarily influencing a system for one child, which is case advocacy.

A group of advocates (Figure 1,

Section 6) who are advocating on behalf of itself as a group or another
group, for the purpose of corrective change within service systems, may
have to instill change in statutes, directives, service delivery systems,
habits, or attitudes (Weingold, 1977).

All or any of these changes may

be essential to creating a climate for the development of rightful services.
Change can be accomplished through any of the three branches of
government (judiciary, legislative, or executive) or by the decision of
the public.

As discussion centers around these four areas, it will be

recalled that according to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (1974),
judicial refers to the "branch of government that is charged with trying all cases that involve the government and with the administration
of justice within its jurisdiction" (p. 626); executive refers to "the
branch of government that is charged with such powers as diplomatic
representation, superintendence of the execution of the laws, and
appointment of officials and that usually has some power over legislation (as through veto) (p. 400); and legislative refers to "the branch
of government that is charged with such powers as making laws, levying
and collecting taxes, and making financial approaches" (p. 65^).
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Through the Judiciary Branch.

The judiciary system may have to be

approached for judgment as to the constitutionality of existing laws.
The way in which existing laws affect handicapped persons may be unlawful in that the law results In tne deprivation of the civil and human
rights of impaired persons.

The common law, that body of law which has

been built through case by case decisions (Chapter VII), can be
disenfranchising to the handicapped, but the services of systems
advocates can reverse the effect.

Gilhool (1973) has Indicated that

"litigation may be used to create a new place, a new forum, where citizens
may turn to enforce their rights and perhaps create new rights" (p. 601).
Litigation may also Involve the state or federal constitutionality of
interpretation by an executive official or the fairness of administrative procedures (Abeson, 1976).
Through the Executive Branch.

Administrative procedures are those

rules, regulations, policies, and guidelines which are issued as public
policy.

Decisions of administrative agencies affect the personal life

of every citizen, but especially the lives of the handicapped.

In rela-

tion to education, the decisions of the state boards of education and
superintendents, or commissioners of public education, have discretionary power in promulgating rules on state administrative agencies.

With

"discretionary power" permitted, the agencies are allowed to choose
freely between alternative courses of action.

An agency thereby has the

capability of taking on the role of a legislature, "because substantive
rules, for the most part, have the force of law which compel or prohibit
action on the part of those subject to the agency's jurisdiction" (Kaye,
1976, p. 224).
fe
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D
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Therefore, an individual state code is not the last word on procedures for establishing policy, because agencies within the state often
are allowed to develop additional procedures on an ad hoc basis.

It is

impossible for a governor to supervise all the activities of his executive staff, so a large number of agencies have the freedom to chart their
own courses.

Often they become allied to interest groups, thereby

seeking their desires from the legislature without much gubernatorial
intervention (Abeson, 1976).

Similar privileges are granted federal

agencies, so it is essential that advocates monitor the agencies for
needed control and change in policies, rules, and regulations issued.
It is also vital that advocate monitoring of the services rendered by
governmental agencies Include attendance and interaction at hearings
regarding agency regulations and procedures.

Otherwise, despair can

result.
Another obscure avenue in establishing statewide governmental policy is available in most states through their state attorney general,
who is the chief legal officer for both state officials and state agencies. Often the officer reviews state administrative policies, interprets law, and represents state agencies that are involved in legal
actions.

Increasingly, these officers "are becoming involved in policy

decisions that affect the education of exceptional children.

Such an

opinion in New Mexico in 1971 had significant impact on the state's policy" (DeYoung, 1976, p. 230). The duties of the attorney general vary
i'rom state to state, with some officials having extremely powerful
positions.
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The United States Attorney General is a definite part of the executive branch of government, but in the state relationship the attorney
general may have as strong a relationship with the legislative and judicial branches as with the executive branch.

By issuing opinions rela-

tive to the state's laws and practices, the attorney general is a vital
part of the state judiciary, for by not following the attorney general's
opinion a state official, agency, or department is vulnerable to court
action (DeYoung, 1976). However, the relationship with the legislative
branch does not appear to be as storong.

•k.. itusui.

Even though the executive branch

is responsible for the development and implementation of rules and regulations concerning law, seldom do they have supervision or feedback from
the legislative branch.

Often advocates have thought they effected

state or federal administrative law, only to discover that the alternatives available to the executive branch through an agency or the attorney general can be implemented to subvert the intended changes of the
advocates. The degree of change is reduced in those states having major
policy Incorporated into their statutes.
Through the legislative branch.

Many of the needs of handicapped

children are not typical of the Issues which qualify for judicial intervention, and courts are limited in their power to allocate resources,
this responsibility usually being delegated to legislators.

Therefore,

"progress in policy will continue to occur in state legislation" (Bolick,
1976, p. 223). For the most part, in recent years state law has become
extensive in defining eligible children and comprehensive services for
the education of handicapped children (Bolick, 1976).

Even tnough the
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delivery of educational servicles is the responsibility of local education agencies, the state is constitutionally responsible.

Ultimately,

state statutes, then, become the major policy avenue for delineating
individual and joint responsibilities for the education of children.
Because of the great variance in and between the statutes of the various
states, national momentum has recently promulgated federal legislation
which has had a tremendous Impact upon comprehensive education for the
handicapped child in all states (Chapter VIII),
ft

Through the public.

If advocates are unsuccessful in gaining the

human and civil rights of the handicapped through litigation, legislation, or executive order, there may be an interface of approaches to
bring about the desires of the people.

Initiative or referendum may be

used, because about one-third of the states have this provision (Bolick,
1976).

Initiative refers to the power of individual citizens jointly to

propose bills to the congress or directly to the people at an election.
Referendum alludes to the right of the people to veto legislation.
Sometimes public pressure has to be applied for the responsible
agencies to issue the required regulations before the legislated law
can be implemented, as in the case of the federal regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Law (Chapter VIII).

Pressure was brought

through consumer advocacy before Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) Joseph Califano signed the executive edict granting civil
rights to the handicapped.

There may be boycotts, demonstrations (as in

the case of Califano), sit-ins, letter writing, fact-finding forums,
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strikes, teach-ins, symbolic acts, and model programs to portray grievances.

But in the end, these pressures symbolize that the final polit-

ical authority is the will of the people (Abeson, 1976).

Attitudes are

the real enforcers and implementers of our laws.
Services for the Individual
The case advocate is Interested in services applicable to the
individual case. This advocate will monitor programs in relation to his
charge, teach and train the individual, secure his employment or know
why his client was not hired, report any irregularity of service, hold
client and related conferences, and demand accountability (Figure 1,
Section 7 ) . These services were described in greater detail in the
section within this chapter describing kinds of individual advocates.
The purpose of these Individual advocacy services is to arrange
for the child to participate in and reciprocate to the community "through
the use of the same community educational, vocational, residential, and
other environments and resources available to all citizens" (Eklund,
1977, p. 142). The basic responsibility lies with the consumer, the
case advocate intervening only when necessary, e.g., when (1) there is
immediate need for resolution of the problem specified by the consumer
(parent or child), and (2) there is need to teach the consumer techniques for recognizing and resolving conflicts in the future.
In summary, the concept of individual advocacy is infinite, the
initial and primary advocates being considered the child's parents.
Other than numerous individual advocates for children, a strong movement
of child dr.vocacy evolved during the latter part of the 19th Century,
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resulting In the establishment of child protective services, a system
having the capability of pursuing legal remedies.

Organization of still

more collective and systems advocacy groups effected parent activism in
the 1950s both individually and collectively, decisions of the courts
in the 1960s, and federal legislation in the 1970s to attain the educational rights of the handicapped child.
gained widespread prominence

The term "child advocacy"

beginning in 1969.

A nationwide protec-

tive and advocacy system became mandatory in every state by the enactment of the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act,
PL 94-103, of 1975.
In choosing the type of advocacy to utilize in assuring a child's
needs, the elements of advocacy need to be examined.

The (ilements of

advocacy include the child's core needs derived from the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments.

Consideration must be given to the objective,

whether to change the norms of society or to aid the individual in
resolving a conflicting situation within society.

The kinds of advocacy

for changing the norms of society may be legal, professional, or a community approach.

To help the individual resolve a conflicting situation

may require the advocacy of an ombudsperson, a guardian, protector, case
manager, citizen advocate, or surrogate parent. The vehicle for implementation
of class action is through the judicial, legislative, executive, or public
approach:

the judicial for favorable rulings, the executive for favor-

able rulings, the executive for orders to implement change, the legislature for the enactment of laws guaranteeing rights and finances, and
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the public for initiative or referendum to initiate or veto laws. The
advocacy services available to the individual in conflicting situations
are those of monitoring, teaching and training, effecting employment,
demanding accountability, holding client and related conferences, and
reporting any irregularity of service.

Chapter XI will focus on the new

individual advocate, the surrogate parent.

•UtiiKii

CHAPTER XI
THE CASE ADVOCATE FOR EDUCATION:

THE SURROGATE PARENT

The history and elements of advocacy were summarized in Chapter XI
This present chapter will focus upon the new case advocate for educational decision-making, the surrogate parent.

Emphasis will be placed

upon the vital role of a parent, guardian, or surrogate to represent
the child; a definition of surrogate parent will be presented; the law
relative to the surrogate parent will be cited; and the rules and regulations of the mandate will be presented along with later draft
restatements.

Procedures followed in creating an instrument, the

securing of input from a qualified jury, sampling of current knowledge
and attitudes of state leadership personnel relative to the surrogate
parent concept, along with appropriate data will be perused.
The civil rights of many handicapped students within the school
setting have been violated for many years (Weintraub & Abeson, 1976).
Educational placement was made on the basis of what was expedient for
the school, not on the basis of the needs or rights of the student
(Chiba & Semmel, 1977).

Three things have had a positive effect in

aiding reversal of this process:

(1) parent activism both as indiv-

iduals and as groups, (2) decisions of the courts, and (3) federal
legislation (Cremins, 1977).

The child's right to due process con-

cerning educational decisions has now been clearly upheld (Weintraub
& Abeson, 1974).
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Vital Role of Parent Representation
The role of parents still is essential to insure protection for
their children relative to educational decision-making (Chiba & Semmel, 1977; Mattson, 1977).

The Intent of PL 94-142 in providing

strong parental involvement is to assure the most appropriate placement of the child and to safeguard public confidence in educational
decision-making policy (Chiba & Semmel, 1977).

Of significance in

relation to PL 94-142 is the provision that there be "active participation of informed persons in the educational decision-making process
to provide a free, appropriate, public education for each handicapped
child" (Ross, 1980, p. 4 ) .
Even with the aforementioned safeguards there may be violation
because parents, agencies, and citizens acting with the best of intentions may infringe upon the rights of other human beings (Bensberg,
1974).

Public Law 94-142 attempts to preclude this violation by fur-

ther providing that the child be present, if appropriate, during educational decision-making.

Of concern is the possibility that the

rights of a child may not be protected when the minor is a ward of
the state or when the parents of the child are either unknown or
unavailable.
Law Relative to the Surrogate Parent
The concept of a surrogate parent, an individual assigned to act
in the place of a parent in the educational decision-making process for
the child "whose own parents are unknown or unavailable, or who is a
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ward of the state, is a precedent set in federal law, PL 93-380,
Sec. 612 (13) (A) (iii)" (Abeson & Ballard, 1976, p. 94). Congressional leaders recognized that there was a group of children who
needed a case advocate to represent them individually and educationally, assuring adequate protection of their human and civil rights.
Consequently, the surrogate parent role was mandated to safeguard the
particular areas of identification, evaluation, and placement of a
handicapped child.
The 1974 mandate promptly was followed by PL 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.

While the latter law,

which was enacted on November 29, 1975, further amended PL 93-380,
the Education of the Handicapped Act, the provision relative to surrogate parents remained essentially unchanged.

Following is the legal

mandate from PL 94-142 which specifies that there be
procedures to protect the rights of the child whenever the
parents or guardian of the child are not known, unavailable,
or the child is a ward of the State, including the assignment of an individual (who shall not be an employee of the
State educational agency, local educational agency, or
intermediate educational unit involved in the education or
care of the child) to act as a surrogate for the parents
or guardian. (20 U.S.C. 1415 (b) (1) (B))
Definitions of the Term "Surrogate Parent"
Abeson, Bolick, & Hass (1975a) think of the surrogate parent as
an individual appointed to safeguard a child's rights in the specific
instance of educational decision making--identification, evaluation,
and placement" (p. 38). Ross (1980) conceives of the surrogate as
"an educational advocate for a child in need of such representation.
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not a legal guardian, court appointed custodian, or usurper of
parental rights" (p. 5).

Ross refers to McGoff and Oxholm who view

the surrogate parent as "an educational advocate who is a qualified
resource person to f a c i l i t a t e the interrelationship between two complex bureaucracies--education and public children's welfare services-in order to maximize the educational opportunity of a handicapped
child" (p. 5).

The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

conceives of the surrogate parent as "a person appointed to represent
a child in all matters relating to (1) identification, evaluation, and
educational placement, (2) provision of a free appropriate education,
A surrogate parent's responsibilities include safeguarding rights to
privacy and representing the child in any educational appeal and subsequent proceedings" (Place & L i l l i e , 1979, p. 5, Glossary),

In light

of the foregoing definitions and for the purpose of this chapter, the
surrogate parent is considered to mean "an advocate who is a qualified
resource person to enhance the interface between the education agency
and other public agencies for the purpose of safeguarding an individual
child's rights in the educational decision-making process,"
Rules and Regulations for PL 94-142
The rules and regulations for PL 94-142 were published on August 23, 1977, in the Federal Register.
ther c l a r i f i c a t i o n .

These guidelines provide fur-

Each public agency is to insure that the rights

of a child are protected by assigning an individual to act as a surrogate for the parents when the following situation exists:

(1) no
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parent can be Identified, (2) the public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot discover the whereabouts of a parent, or (3) the child
is a ward of the state under the laws of that state.

The public agency

must include a method for determining whether a child needs a surrogate
as well as a method for assigning a surrogate parent to the child.

This

agency may select a surrogate parent in any way permitted under state
law, insuring that the surrogate has no interest that conflicts with the
interests of the child he or she represents.
The guidelines further specify that the public agency is to insure
that the surrogate parent has knowledge and skills that insure adequate
representation of the child (Place & Lillie, 1979, p. 5, Glossary).

The

person assigned as a surrogate may not be an employee of a public agency
which is involved in the education or care of the child.

The surrogate

may be paid by the agency to serve as a surrogate, but that does not
mean that the person is an employee of the agency solely because he or
she is paid by the agency to serve as a surrogate parent.
parent may represent the child in all matters relating to:

The surrogate
(1) the

identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child, and
(2) the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.
The surrogate is to be appointed to safeguard a child's rights concerning educational decision-making.

In this manner these children have

an advocate to act for them (Abeson, Bolick, & Hass, 1975).

Otherwise,

these minors would, in effect, be precluded from receiving the same benefits as children in more conventional circumstances.
According to the rules and regulations of PL 94-142, several other
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points apply to surrogate parents.

The term "parent" is defined as

m.eaning a parent, a guardian, a person acting as a parent of a child, or
a surrogate parent who has been appointed in accordance with Section 514.
The law further specifies that the term "parent" does not include the
state if the child is a ward of the state.

Agencies are not allowed to

appoint surrogates sim.ply because parents are uncooperative or unresponsive.

The surrogate provision is made for the child only when the

parents of the child are unknown, unavailable, or the child is a ward
of the state.
When a local education agency (LEA) makes application to its state
education agency (SEA) for payments under Part B of the Act for any
fiscal year, the local district's application must verify that the
district has procedural safeguards which meet the requirements of
Sections 500-514 of Subpart E in PL 94-142,

The surrogate parent

requirements are listed in Section 514 of the statute.
The Act places direct responsibility on the SEA to administer
and monitor the requirements under Part B, which include the surrogate
parent concept.

Each annual state program plan must include identifi-

cation of the following:
the state, such as

(1) areas in which training is needed within

training for surrogate parents, (2) specific groups

which will require training, such as surrogate parents, and (3) target
populations for personnel development, including surrogate parents.
There is flexibility relative to the manner in which the state is
to appoint surrogate parents.

According to Abeson and Ballard (1976),

"The state education agency, local education agency, or intermediate
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education agency (as appropriate) must assign an individual to act as
a surrogate for the child in all due process proceedings" (p. 94). The
rules and regulations for The Handicapped Act declare that state procedures for the appointment of surrogates will be followed.

It appears,

therefore, that the state might delegate the responsibility to the intermediate education agency or to the local education agency but would be
responsible for appropriate administration of the surrogate parent concept as well as monitoring the surrogate implementation.
Other procedural safeguards were mandated in the August 21, 1974
enactment of PL 93-380 and further required and enlarged by the November 29, 1975 enactment of PL 94-142. These safeguards would apply to
surrogate parents because of PL 94-142's definition of "parent" which
specifies inclusion of the surrogate parent and requires:

(1) prior

notice to parents or guardians when there is intent to change the educational placement of the child; (2) opportunity for the parents or
guardians to obtain the following:

(a) an impartial due process hear-

ing, (b) access to all relevant records with respect to the classification or placement of the child, and (c) an independent educational
evaluation of the child; (3) a provision insuring that decisions
rendered in an impartial due process hearing be binding on all parties,
subject only to appropriate administrative or judicial appeal; (4) procedures to insure that there is "normalization" of the educational
experience; and (5) procedures insuring that testing and evaluation
materials as well as procedures used in the classification and placement
of handicapped children are not selected and administered so as to be
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racially or culturally discrimnnatory.

According to Section 615 (a)

of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, these procedural safeguards "are guaranteed . . . with respect to the provision
of free appropriate public education."
Restatement of Surrogate Parent Requirements by BEH
(DAS Information Bulletin #62, Note 6)
A recent draft of the surrogate parent requirement (a restatement
of the requirements under Part B of the Education of the Handicapped
Act, as amended by PL 94-142) was written by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped (BEH) to respond to policy issues and concerns which
have been presented by those involved in developing and im.plementing
surrogate programs.

The draft, along with a letter of explanation as

to purpose, was written to State Directors of Special Education, State
Part B Coordinators, and State PL 89-313 Coordinators in May 12, 1980,
requesting review and return comments by May 30th.

Five areas received

expansion of coverage with intent to provide clarification on the specific requirements where experience has indicated the need for a more
precise interpretation:

(1) general surrogate parent requirements,

(2) duty of public agency, (3) criteria for the selection of surrogates,
(4) non-employee requirement:

compensation, and (5) responsibilities of

the surrogate parent.
General Surrogate Parent Requirements
Specification is first made that the term "guardian" refers to
private individuals who have been given the legal custody of a child.
If a child is represented by such a person, no surrogate parent is
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needed.

The term "person acting as a parent of a child" refers to

relatives of the child or private individuals allowed to act as parents
of a child by the child's natural parents or guardians, e.g., a grandparent, neighbor, governess, friend, or private individual caring for
the child with the explicit or tacit approval of the child's natural
parent or guardian.

If a child is represented by such a person, no

surrogate parent is needed.

Any persons or agencies supported in whole

or part by public funds to care for the child do not qualify as the
"person acting as a parent of a child."

Neither can a foster parent

qualify because the foster parent is selected as the custodian of a
child by state or local agencies, not by the cnild's parents.

Even

though foster parents are not considered as parents under §121a.l0, they
may volunteer to be trained and serve as the surrogate parent for their
foster children provided there is no conflict of interest and the nonemployee requirement does not apply to them.

Moreover, the recent 1979

consent decree in Mattie T. v. Holladay specifies that "For children
to have been placed by a court in the legal custody of a public agency
and who are living with foster parents, the foster parents shall serve
as surrogate parents" (III, 12(c)(i)).
A new allowance is made by BEH (now Office of Special Education) in
this draft to permit states the option of granting the responsible public agency leeway in appointing a surrogate parent to act with the permission of the child's natural parents.

This is not a federal require-

ment, but rather an option available to states.

The effect of this

option on the liability of the surrogate or the state would depend upon
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the applicable state statutes.

Some states have requested this alterna-

tive as an aid in coping with parents who live a great distance from
their child's school, or who are imprisoned, or who are unresponsive.
However, the draft regulations do require that the parent's permission
to authorize a surrogate to act must be in the form of written voluntary
permission that can be revoked at any time.
The second general surrogate parent requirement (which has caused
some consternation) is that when "the public agency, after reasonable
efforts cannot discover the whereabou^'S of a parent," it shall appoint
a surrogate parent to represent the child in the educational decisionmaking process.

The term "reasonable effort" is not defined by BEH, but

rather the agency is relying on the states to determine what would comprise reasonable effort to locate parents in their jurisdictions.
following activities may be included in such an effort:

The

documented

phone calls, letters, certified letters with return receipts, and visits
to the parents' last known address.

The responsible agency is to make

this effort to contact the parents even if the natural parents of a
child have not been in contact with the child or his custodians for a
long period of time.
The restrictive definition requiring the documentation of "unavailable" relative to the findings of the public agency is for the purpose
of preventing public agencies from substituting the surrogate parent
requirement to thwart the process of securing consent from uncooperative
or nonresponsive parents for the initial evaluation or placement of a
child.

Surrogate parents may not substitute for parents in this initial
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special education phase until the public agency has documented evidence
of attempts to contact the parents.

If the parents become "available"

after the surrogate has acted for the child, the natural parent may revoke
the actions of the surrogate unless overruled in a due process hearing.
After placement of a child for special education services, federal
regulations only require that prior notice be given to the nonresponsive
parent before review or revision of a child's Individual Educational
Plan (lEP) is effected.

Because this procedure leaves the child unrep-

resented by one key person in the lEP process, the states are permitted
the option of assigning surrogate parents to these children after permission for initial placement is obtained.

However, this is not a

federal requirement, and the liability of the surrogate parent or the
state would depend on the applicable individual state statutes.
The third federal regulation relative to general surrogate parent
requirements is that "each public agency shall insure that the rights of
a child are protected when the child is a ward of the State under the
laws of that State."

A child is a ward of the state and eligible for a

surrogate parent when the state has assumed the legal responsibility to
make decisions relative to the child's education as required by appropriate state law.

However, if the state is the overseer of the child

but the parent reserves the right to make determinations regarding education, the child is not a "ward of the State'' in the sense of needing
or meeting the requirements for a surrogate parent.
When a state or a state agency has been assigned as the legal
guardian of a child, it does not qualify as "parent" under the statute;
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consequently, a surrogate parent will be required.

In states where

institutionalized or parentless children are assigned a legal guardian
who is an employee of the state as a result of the employee's position
or if the employee exercises the rights of a guardian as a part of his
job with the state, then that employee is considered as an agent of the
state and is not to be considered a "parent," e.g., the director of an
institution who is the legal guardian of the children in his care or a
social worker assigned to make decisions for children who are wards for
his agency.

Surrogate parents have to be appointed for children under

their care.
Duty of Public Agency
The second area in the regulations which received more interpretation from BEH in their new draft is the duty of the public agency to
include a method (1) for determining whether a child needs a surrogate
parent, and (2) assigning a surrogate to the child.

The public agency

responsible for appointing a surrogate parent is a matter of state
discretion, following state laws, and may be directed at the State Education Agency (SEA) or Local Education Agency (LEA) level by that
public agency or by a contracted private group.

Also, the courts could

be designated to appoint surrogate parents, but ultimately the SEA is
responsible for complete implementation.

Again, it is a matter of state

discretion if a child eligible for a surrogate attends school in a
district away from where he lives, as well as the terms under which a
surrogate parent may resign and the length of the term of appointment.
However, if at the end of a given term of service the surrogate is
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replaced or is removed before the term of his assignment is completed
because of failure to perform his duties as defined by state and federal
requirements, conflict of interest, or actions that threaten the wellbeing of the assigned child, he may call a due process hearing as specified in §121a.506.
A surrogate would also be removed if a parent as defined in the
regulations appeared to represent the child, or if the child were no
longer eligible for special education services.

The SEA is ultimately

responsible for monitoring surrogate parents, which responsibility they
may delegate to a public or private agency.

The monitoring is to insure

that surrogates perform their duties, stay free from conflict of interest, and take no action that might be harmful to the child.

When the

handicapped child reaches the age of majority, he still needs a surrogate parent if he continues to be eligible for public education and is
not represented by a parent as defined in the regulations.
Criteria for the Selection of Surrogates
The third area in the regulations which received more interpretation from BEH in their new draft is criteria for the selection of
surrogates.

States have freedom in this area to select surrogate parents

by a method of their own choosing, but there are two criteria cited
relative to surrogate qualifications, namely, that the designated surrogate (1) has no interest that conflicts with the interests of the child
he or she represents, and (2) has knowledge and skills that insure adequate representation of the child.

The interpretations recognize that

determination of conflict of interest will have to be applied on a
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case-to-case basis; however, some guidelines are offered.

A person may

have institutional bias regarding the education of the child if he holds
a job or other position (e.g., school board member) that may incur
administrative retaliation for the faithful execution of his rights
and duties as a surrogate parent.
The knowledge and skills recuired of surrogates vary from state to
state.

However, the knowledge should include:

familiarity with state

and federal requirements, structure and procedures of the public agency
educating the child, and the nature of their assigned child's disability
and needs.

It can be assumed that skills required would probably in-

clude the ability to effectively advocate for a child's appropriate
educational program in a group decision-making process.

BEH recommends

that a surrogate be culturally matched with the assigned child.

If a

volunteer is not available to match the eligible child's ethnic, cultural, or linguistic background, special emphasis should be placed upon
the surrogate parent's sensitivity to the factors in the child's background that may affect his performance during evaluation or in the
classroom.
There is recognition of the fact that in rare instances a child's
natural parent would be appointed to serve as his child's surrogate
parent.

This incidence would occur in those states where the guardian-

ship laws for a child in the custody of the state (e.g., in Departments
of Welfare or Correction) require that the state assume full legal
guardianship of the child for reasons which do not reflect on the capabilities of the child's natural parents.

If the state decides it is
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discretionary to appoint capable natural parents as surrogate parents,
the state is to insure that the natural parents meet the "knowledge
and skills" requirement as surrogate parents.
Nonemployee Requirement:

Compensation

The fourth area in the regulations which received more interpretation from BEH is the nonemployee requirement which "expands on the conflict of interest" requirement in the previous section by categorically
preventing a large number of public employees from serving as surrogate
parents.

Government employees of any state or local agency may serve

as surrogate parents only if they volunteer their own time to serve as
surrogates and are not in conflict of interest by being an employee of
a public agency which is involved in the education or care of the child.
This exclusion applies to all employees of the agency "involved in the
education and care of the child," not just employees working directly
with a particular child, because in assuming the responsibilities of a
surrogate, the employee would be acting in an official capacity as an
agent of the government and not as a private citizen.
Employees in private institutions educating handicapped children
are disqualified from serving as surrogate parents for children in their
institutions under the conflict of interest provision.

Also, payment

to surrogate parents for performance of their duties as surrogates does
not cause them to be designated as employees of the agency solely because they are paid by the agency to serve as surrogate parents.

How-

ever, there is no requirement in the act or the regulations that requires
surrogates to be paid or reimbursed for their services, this being
strirtly a state discretionary matter.
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Responsibilities of the Surrogate Parent
The fifth and last area in the regulations which received additional
interpretation from BEH in their new draft is the responsiDility of the
surrogate parent.

The scope of the surrogate's authority is the same as

that granted to parents under PL 94-142 in that (1) If a surrogate parent
requires legal assistance during a hearing for the child she or he represents, the state is responsible for the provision and payment for appropriate legal help.

(2) The surrogate has the same right to examine and

preserve the confidentiality of educational records as natural parents,
including all records to which administrators and teachers have access.
However, the liability incurred by surrogates will vary from state to
state according to applicable state statutes and regulations.
Legal opinions solicited by BEH indicate that surrogate parents are
likely to be liable for only gross or wi11fuTnegligence, and in many
states may qualify for the same legal protections as public employees.
A strengthening of these protections may be secured by the passage of a
"good Samaritan" provision by the state legislature, thus freeing surrogate parents from most liability.
Surrogate Parent Implementation
In an effort to become more knowledgeable about the state of the
art relative to knowledge of the surrogate parent mandate, attitudes
toward the concept, and implementaf-'on of the requirement, this investigator undertook a study of these aspects in 1976.

An instrument was

developed to gather data from two groups of respondents who are responsible for programs for the handicapped, namely, leadership personnel in
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otner state programs for the handicapped.

The survey instrument (see

Appendix A) incorporated a Likert-type scale with additional requests
for open-ended responses and the sharing of materials which the respondent may have developed in the implementation of the mandate.
Background information obtained from the respondent included the
respondent's sex, number of years experience as an administrator, number
of years working with or on behalf of handicapped children or youth,
age, parenting effects, and academic preparation.

These items were of

interest because of their contributions in other studies relative to
attitudes toward the handicapped.

The component dealing with information

and attitudes toward the surrogate parent concept was developed for the
study after reviewing the literature, PL 93-380, PI 94-142, and communicating with two BEH officials who were drafting the guidelines for these
two laws.
After initial design, copies of the instrument were sent to six
experts in the field of special education.

Feedback from these sources

was used to finalize this component of the instrument.

The Surrogate

Parent Concept (SPC) component was reduced from 63 to 50 Likert-type
items related to the origination, qualifications, selection, preparation,
compensation, and functions of the surrogate parent.

The respondent

indicated whether she or he strongly agreed, agreed, disagreed, or
strongly disagreed with each statement.

The scale contained both posi-

tive and negative statements toward the surrogate parent concept.
The third component of the questionnaire requested answers on an
optional basis to four open-ended questions relative to the surrogate
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parent implementation within his or her agency.

The last section of the

four-page survey requested the respondent to share his or her state plan
amendment, state laws, and any procedures relative to the surrogate parent arrangement in his or her agency when the respondent returned the
survey to the investigator.
Mr. David Cobb, Coordinator of Special Education, Education Service
Center, Region 17, Lubbock, Texas, was asked to respond to the scale and
inform the investigator as to the amount of time required to complete the
instrument.

The time required was approximately 15 minutes.

He was

selected as a "typical" respondent because of his leadership position
relative to special education in an intermediate educational unit.
Reliability of the instrument was evaluated at Sul Ross State University, Alpine, Texas, with four classes of students in the College of
Education responding to the instrument on two different occasions two
weeks apart.

Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .75 was obtained from the

196 subjects involved.
Expert Jury Input
The expert jury method was selected for internal validation of the
instrument.

A validation jury of six educators representing various

phases of special education examined and critically reviewed an early
draft of the Surrogate Parent Concept (SPC) scale.

The jury consisted

of individuals who were highly professional and skilled, having acquired
a great amount of knowledge and expertise regarding exceptional children.
The following professional educators composed the jury:

Dr. Marcia P.

Burgdorf, Professor at the University of Maryland Law School; John E.
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Davis, Coordinator of Proposals and Grants, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped; Theodore R. Drain, Director, Division for Exceptional Children, North Carolina State Education Agency; Tom Irvin, Policy/Operation
Officer, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped; Rod Rosta, Director,
Developmental Disabilities Program, Connecticut State Department of Mental Retardation; and Dale Samuelson, Assistant Superintendent for Special
Education, Omaha, Nebraska, Public Schools.

The instrument was revised

based upon the suggestions of the six jurors.
An attempt to further authenticate the scale was made by returning
it to the jurors for their reactions to the revised scale, excepting that
Dr. Alan Abeson, Associate Director, Governm.ental Relations Unit, The
Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), was substituted for Theodore
Drain.

This substitution was made because Mr. Drain was to receive the

scale as a respondent in the SEA Group 1.
One year later the instrument was again mailed to the jury for
determination of the scoring system and criteria as to which statements
should be classified as informational statements and which as attitudinal
statements.

Substitutions were made in the jury group because the two

professionals from BEH, John Davis and Tom Irvin, were unavailable.

The

following people were chosen because of their knowledge and professional
contributions in the areas of the surrogate parent and due process:
Dr. Judith Ann Carey, Assistant Professor, Special Education Department,
St, Joseph College, West Hartford, Connecticut, who has been a consultant, program participant, and author relative to surrogate parents; and
Jeffrey N, Grotsky, Special Education Advisor, Pennsylvania Department
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of Education, who has been a consultant, advisor, lecturer, and author
of numerous articles relative to due process and hearing officers.
In regard to the scoring system, the jury determined that 30 of
the statements in the SPC scale were positive statements relative to
the surrogate parent concept, 14 statements were considered as negative statements in relation to the concept, and consensus could not be
obtained relative to the other 6 statements.

In reference to the class-

ification of statements as to whether they are informational or attitudinal statements, the jury determined that 10 statements were informational statements and 34 were attitudinal statements, and no consensus
could be reached concerning the other 6 statements.
Sampling
A sampling of the information and attitudes regarding the surrogate
parent concept by state leadership personnel was obtained.

The sample

composed two groups, state leadership personnel of the education agencies
(EAs) and state leadership personnel of other public agencies (OAs).
The following lists were secured and used in the sampling:

(1) a list

of the names and addresses of the state directors of special education
was obtained from The Council for Exceptional Children, (2) a Directory
of Special Education Personnel in State Education Agencies, January 1976,
was secured from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) in
Washington, D . C , and (3) a list of the National Association of Coordinators of State Programs for the Mentally Retarded, Inc., 1976, was
procured from the Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation,
Lubbock, Texas.
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From these lists the two groups were composed as follows:

Group 1

(Education Agencies) consisted of the 51 state directors of special education (District of Columbia was included) and 66 coordinators of state
education programs for the mentally retarded, visually im.paired, aurally
impaired, and combined visual-aurally impaired.

Group 2 (Other Agencies)

consisted of 95 coordinators of other state programs for the same type
groups.

Two mailings were conducted:

in October, 1976.

one in September, 1976, and one

Of the 212 surveys m.ailed, 117 questionnaires were

sent to Group 1, and 98 responses were received.

From the 95 surveys

sent to Group 2, responses from 75 were received, m.aking a total of 173
replies retrieved from Groups 1 and 2.

There was an 81% response, not

including the 11 letters of regret received.
Preliminary data gathered from Groups 1 and 2 suggested the existence of three factors accounting for 21,5% of the variance in the
instrument,

A correlational and factor analytic study was undertaken

relative to the 50 statements within the scale.

Thirteen main factors

were extracted through use of an oblique factor analysis at the Texas
Tech University Computer Center (Tables 1-3), Secondary factors then
were obtained by performing a varimax factor analysis on the correlations between the 13 oblique factors in order to simplify the data
(Table 4 ) , Three main factors accounting for 68,1% of the variance
were defined through this operation.
The content of the items in the three factors appear to express
themes.

The theme of Factor 1, Surrogate Parent Preparation, includes

training as:

part of broader "child advocacy" movement; least
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restrictive alternative considerations; necessary for educating handicapped students; necessary for all teachers, parents, and surrogate
parents; involvement in evaluating and individual educational planning,
orientation through self-study materials, understanding of due process,
perennial contact with minor; and simulation and role playing.
2's theme. Surrogate Parent Qualifications, includes:

Factor

testing of fit-

ness for role, certification by state, name in state registry, evaluation component to monitor functioning, and objectives of training
program.

Negative Emotions Toward the Surrogate Parent Implementation

is the theme for Factor 3 which includes:

facilitating Public Laws

93-380 and 94-142, surrogate parent presence as an irritation, surrogate's difficulty of selling self, possible brevity of role, and difficulty of recruiting surrogates.
Procedures
Since the data gathered from this survey were judged to be ordinallyscaled, a non-parametric statistical procedure was selected to analyze
the results.

It was determined that a simple percentage presentation

and chi-square evaluation would best portray the significance of the
data as well as allow for reflection by readers.

Since some statements

did not receive a 100% response rate, the resulting percentages were
derived from a varying number of participants per each survey item due
to

omission of missing responses from the various tallies.

The per-

centage of responses for the various survey items is reported in Table 5.
The chi-square test of significance was utilized to determine the
significance of differences in relation to knowledge and opinion of the
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two groups responding to the survey regarding the implementation of the
surrogate parent concept.

By calculating the chi-square value, the

probability that chance factors alone accounted for the differences was
determined for each statement of the scale.

The ,05 level of signifi-

cance was used for all tests.
Groups 1 and 2 data were compared,yielding a three-by-two contingency table with two degrees of freedom for each of the 50 statements
in the Concept Scale Relative to Surrogate Parents (SPC scale).

There

were 11 analyses which yielded significant chi-square values; whereas
the remaining statements of the scale did not indicate significant differences.

The 11 significant statements easily exceeded the number that

would have been expected by chance alone {2h)-

Due to the size of the

sample, responses received to the 50 statements of the survey were collapsed in the areas of "agreement" and "disagreement," thereby strengthening the following cells for the data analyses:

"Strongly Disagree"

and "Disagree" (now labeled "Disagree"), "Undecided," and "Strongly
Agree" and "Agree" (now labeled "Agree").
Types of Statements
The data obtained from the 1976 survey were concerned with the
information and attitudes of state leadership personnel relative to the
surrogate parent concept.

The input from the expert jury approach

utilized in the study confirmed that 10 statements of the SPC scale
were informational statements, 34 were attitudinal statements, and there
was no consensus on the nature of the other 6 statements.

There also

was inout as to which statements the jury considered to be positive

370
statements relative to the surrogate mandate and which statements they
considered to be negative regarding the concept.
Informational Statements
The expert jury determined that 10 items of the SPC scale were
informational in nature.

The 10 informational statements (#1, 4, 12, 14,

18, 21, 24, 26, 31, & 35) marked on the SPC scale ':iy the state leadership
personnel indicated that both Groups 1 and 2 were well-informed relative
to the surrogate parent concept and regulations.
There was strong negative reaction from both groups concerning
statement #12 relative to possible conflict of interest on the part of
a surrogate parent who is attempting to advocate for a child or youth
while the surrogate is em.ployed by the same institution that is responsible for the care and education of the youngster.

A chi-square measure

involving the statement with two degrees of freedom was found to be sig2
nificant at the .05 level (X = 5.96), indicating that this particular
distribution of responses could occur by chance only five times in one
hundred (Table 6 ) . Group 1 demonstrated a significantly stronger negative inclination toward this item than did Group 2.
Positive responses (as presented in Table 5) of Groups 1 and 2 are
reflected in the following statements (excluding statement T 1 2 ) :

The

surrogate parent program came into existence as part of the broader
"child advocacy" movement (statement #1). The surrogate parent should
represent the minor's educational interest in the same way a parent or
guardian would (#4). A person selected as a surrogate parent should be
one who can communicate with children, adults, and professionals (^14).
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The training of the surrogate should include options to be considered in educational placement such as special class, special tutors,
regular class with modifications, and alternatives to public school
(#18),

Training of the surrogate should include information about state

policies regarding the education of handicapped students (#21),

Pre-

service and in-service training relative to the nature and needs of handicapped students, services and programs available, legal rights, and due
process procedures should be provided for all classroom teachers, parents, and guardians as well as for surrogate parents (#24),

The surro-

gate should be involved in the Local Education Agency's periodic evaluation and updating of the minor's educational program, occurring at
least yearly.

The understanding of due process is an essential inclu-

sion in the training program of the surrogate parent (^31).

A registry

of qualified surrogates should be maintained by the state (#35).
Attitudinal Statements
The expert jury determined 34 items of the SPC scale to be attitudinal in nature (#3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25,
27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
& 50), The 14 attitudinal statements considered by the jury to be negative relative to the surrogate parent concept (3, 6, 7, 9, 17, 20, 22,
25, 36, 37, 43, 44, 45, & 50) were receded for computing, and the results
are reflected in Table 5.

For interpretation purposes, the negative and

positive statements were made to read in the same direction, as demonstrated in Table 5.
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Statement #45 was negatively stated in the survey instrument but
was considered as positive in relation to the surrogate parent concept,
as was statement #12 in the informational area.

They were restructured

for data analysis, along with the 14 statements considered negative in
concept.

Therefore, for discussion purposes all statements are con-

sidered to be positively structured in relation to the surrogate parent
concept.
Relative to function of the surrogate parent.

A significant dif-

ference between Group 1 (Education Agencies) and Group 2 (Other Agencies)
was found with regard to three attitudinal statements pertaining to
function of the surrogate parent (statements #22, 23, & 40). The chisquare values for the three statements are presented in Table 7. A
2
strong difference in response style (X = 10.22, p = .01) was found
between Groups 1 and 2 relative to item 22.

The Education Agencies (EAs)

indicated a more positive reaction than did the Other Agencies (OAs)
regarding the surrogate parent participation in all educational decisions
relative to the minor whom he or she represents.
The OAs registered a stronger positive reaction (X
than did the EAs regarding item 40.

2

=10.18, p = . 0 1 )

The strong reaction was regarding

the necessity of the surrogate parent seeing the assigned minor at times
other than when an educational decision has to be made.
The last item regarding function of the surrogate parent which indi2
cated significance (X = 9.63, p = .01) was item 23. OAs indicated a
more positive inclination than did EAs relative to surrogate parents
assuring that daily supervision other than at school is provided the
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minor he or she represents.

However, the 35% indecision registered by

the EA group could influence the outcome of the item in future studies.
The significance of the item may not be replicated in future studies
because a large enough portion of the EA group who were undecided in
this investigation may in the future form a definite positive attitude.
Then a strong positive group inclination would be reflected, similar to
that of the OA group.

Conversely, if enough of the EA group who were

undecided form a negative attitude in the future (relative to surrogates
assuring that daily supervision other than at school is provided the
minor he or she represents), a strong negative group reaction may be
registered.
Relative to surrogate parent selection.

A significant difference

between Groups 1 and 2 was found with regard to four attitudinal statements pertaining to selection of the surrogate parent (statements #30,
44, 47, & 50). The chi-square values for the four statements relative
to surrogate parent selection are presented in Table 8.

A significant

difference (X^ = 6.37, p = .04) between Groups 1 and 2 was found with
regard to item 30.

The EAs indicated a more negative inclination rela-

tive to the surrogate parent concept than did the OAs in regard to the
administering of tests to prospective surrogate parents to ascertain
fitness for such a demanding role.
A significant difference (X^ = 6.44, p = .04) likewise was found
between Groups 1 and 2 regarding statement #50.

OAs registered a

stronger negative reaction to the likelihood that there will be a sufficient number of people to recruit as surrogate parents than did the EAs
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The chi-square test for statement #47 also indicated a significant
difference between Groups 1 and 2 (X^ = 7.25, p = .03). Fifty percent
of each group did not believe the minor should have the right to obtain
a change in surrogate parents at any time the minor desires.

But 36%

of Group 2 felt the minor should have the right, whereas 28% of Group 1
were undecided.

The large number of undecided respondents in regard to

this item still could influence the outcome of the item in future studies.
The last item relative to selection of the surrogate parent which
indicated a significant difference between the two groups (X
p = .01) was item 44.

= 9.31,

The OAs demonstrated a more positive inclination

than did the EAs relative to surrogate parents being assigned to meet
the needs of the minors rather than chance-matching from a pool of names.
However, the indecision registered by 31 ?a of the EA group could influence
the outcome of the item in future studies.
Relative to origination of the surrogate percent concept.

A sig-

nificant difference between Groups 1 and 2 was found relative to one
attitudinal statement pertaining to origination of the surrogate parent
concept.

The chi-square value for statement 3 is presented in Table 9

(X = 7.69, p = .02). The EAs indicated a more positive reaction than
did the OAs regarding the presence of the surrogate parent as an acceptable experience.
Relative to qualifications of the surrogate parent.

A significant

difference between Groups 1 and 2 was found relative to one attitudinal
statement pertaining to qualification of the surrogate parent.

The
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chi-square value for statement 45 (X^ = 6.00, p = .05) is presented in
Table 10.

The OAs indicated a more negative attitude than did the EAs

relative to setting a minimum and maximum age range for criteria of surrogate parent selection.

However, Group 2 reflected no consensus within

their group relative to the age range criteria, and the 25% indecision
registered by Group 1 could influence the outcome of the item in future
studies.
No Consensus Statements
The expert jury manifested no consensus as to whether six statements (#2, 5, 11, 29, 33, & 39) were informational or attitudinal.
significant difference (X

A

= 8.43, p = .01) between Groups 1 and 2 was

found (Table 11) with regard to item 38.

The OAs demonstrated a more

positive inclination than did the EAs relative to there being an evaluation component to monitor the surrogate parent's functioning.
Optional Open-ended Questions
Relative to the optional open-ended questions at the end of the
survey instrument, the following information was manifested from those
replying:

(1) Relative to Question A. concerning their agency's imple-

mentation of the surrogate parent mandate, 55% had implemented the surrogate parent concept, 27% had not, and 19% did not know whether or not
the mandate had as yet been implemented.

(2) Relative to Question B.

concerning whether there was state conflict with the concept, 10'^ had
existing legislation, litigation, or procedures in their states that were
in conflict with the federal surrogate parent mandate, 75% had no
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conflict, and 15% did not know whether or not there was a conflict.
(3) Relative to Question C. concerning recruitment and selection of surrogate parents, 53% responded that surrogate parents would be recruited
and selected, whereas 10% indicated that surrogates would not be recruited and selected, and 46% did not know.

(4) Relative to Question D.

concerning surrogate parent training, 57% replied that training would be
provided those aspiring to be surrogate parents, 10%suggested that training would not be provided, and 33% did not know.

(5) Relative to Ques-

tion E. concerning advocacy in the continuous operation of their agencies, 5% of the respondents registered that advocacy was of no concern
in the day-to-day operation of their agencies, 27% replied that some concern was involved, 43% responded that there was considerable concern,
24% replied that there was vital concern, and 1.5% did not know.
Conclusions from the Analysis
Both Groups 1 and 2 were well informed relative to the surrogate
parent concept and regulations pertaining to the concept, and considering the group at large, there appeared to be a positive attitude.

Over-

all, Group 2 (Other Agencies) was more positive relative to the surrogate parent concept than Group 1 (Education Agencies).
Surrogate Parent Function
The strongest support (95%) by the Other Agencies (OAs) group was
evidenced in item 40 regarding the surrogate seeing the assigned minor
at times other than when an educational decision has to be made.

The

survey tends to reflect the residential leadership attitude that the
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best interests of the child are served by the attention, caring, and concern for the welfare of the child by the surrogate parent.

Similar

strong response by the Education Agencies (EAs) group (77%) tends to
support a comparable attitude, so it can be concluded that both groups
believe that a function of the surrogate parent is to give attention,
care, and concern relative to the welfare of the assigned minor.
Further strong support (64%) by the OAs was evidenced in item 23
relative to the surrogate parent seeing that daily supervision other
than at school be provided the minor he or she represents.

Perhaps the

strong reaction manifested by Group 2 is due to their longstanding role
of having 24-hour responsibility for the residents under their charge
and thereby forming the attitude that similar responsibility is indicated relative to the surrogate parent concept.

Their rationale may be

that if the surrogate parent is to be one who cares about the best interests of the child, no doubt there would be interest by the surrogate
regarding the welfare and daily supervision of the child or youth at
times other than when the minor is in school.

The supervision may not

have to be executed personally by the surrogate, but there appears to
be the attitude that the surrogate parent would care enough about the
youngster to monitor supervision by a third party.
A notable part of Group 1 (40%) appeared to concur with the aforementioned rationale, but the 25% who were negative relative to the concept no doubt believed that the surrogate's responsibility is limited
to the school environment.

However, the rather high percentage of the

EAs (35%) who were undecided may reflect the novelty of the surrogate
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concept within the educational community and the heretofore lack of
school responsibility outside their campuses.

Nevertheless, the survey

data tend to suggest that both groups believe that it is the surrogate's
responsibility to see that supervision of the minor is implemented at
times other than when the minor is in school.
Group 1 registered a very strong positive reaction (83%) relative
to surrogate parent participation in all educational decisions regarding
the minor whom he or she represents.

Perhaps the greater percentage of

positive responses by Group 1 than by Group 2 (68%) is related to the
large volume of parent and citizen interaction within the educational
facilities in the past.

However, it is not likely that the two groups

perceive of surrogate parents as being involved in the minute educational
decisions of curriculum and materials.

It can be concluded that both

groups have a positive attitude relative to item 22 and the surrogate
participating in all educational decisions regarding the represented
minor.
Surrogate Parent Selection
Group 2 indicated a strong positive attitude relative to the surrogate parent concept regarding selection of the surrogate parent in
the area of assigning rather than chance-matching the surrogate and the
minor from a pool of eligible surrogate parent names.

It is possible

that accumulated experience relative to advocacy has influenced the
strong support (73%) of the OAs regarding assignment.

Longer involve-

ment with advocacy may have given impetus to the belief that a commonality of culture, race, language, and values of the surrogate and the minor
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enhances the relationship.

Therefore, the OAs would favor assigning a

surrogate parent according to mutually acceptable criteria rather than
chance-matching the association.

The majority of the EAs (56%) mani-

fested a similar attitude, but the undecided factor (32%) perhaps is
indicative of inexperience with the surrogate parent concept by the
educational leadership.
Negative attitudes relative to the surrogate parent concept were
signified by both Groups 1 and 2 regarding the following items:
(1) likelihood that there will be a sufficient number of people to
recruit as surrogate parents, (2) the minor's right to obtain a change
in surrogate parents at any time the minor desires, and (3) a battery
of appropriate tests being administered the surrogate parent to ascertain fitness for the demanding role.

The OA Group displayed a strong

negative reaction (71%) to the availability of a sufficient number of
people for recruitment as surrogate parents, whereas the EA Group displayed a majority negative reaction (55%).

Perhaps the group that has

had the "limelight" on them longer concerning mandated advocacy (the
OAs), has previously experienced the difficulty of gaining the involvement of parents, and believes that securing a mandated parent substitute would be even more difficult.

It may be that the reason the EAs

are not as negative regarding the surrogate parent concept and availability of recruiting potential surrogates (29% believing that there
will be a sufficient number to recruit) is that they have been more
accustomed to having parents and other volunteers available and interacting within the schools.
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The significant negative reaction of both groups relative to the
minor's right to obtain a change in surrogate parents at any time the
minor desires, represented a bare majority in each case (50% of Group 1
and 51% of Group 2 ) . Perhaps both groups are of the opinion that the
youngster may not be competent to advocate his own best interests.

If

most decisions for the youngster have been made by others during his
lifetime, it is unlikely that self advocacy would be possible.
Tne negative attitude reflected by the educational leadership (61%)
relative to a battery of appropriate tests being administered surrogate
parents to ascertain fitness for the demanding role suggests that educators believe that there should not be more time and money invested
in measuring the competencies of surrogate parents than should be invested in biologic parents.

The Other Agencies Group did not reflect

agreement regarding the item.
Origination of the Surrogate Parent Concept
There is suggestion in the fact that more in the EA Group (63%)
than in the OA Group (who indicated no consensus) considered the surrogate presence an acceptable entity because they have had more parents
and citizens in their buildings than have the leadership in the residential facilities.

The institutions do have an interaction of leader-

ship and paraprofessionals, but the fact that there has not been a large
volume of biologic parents in their buildings may have influenced their
lack of agreement relative to the assessing of the surrogate parent role
as acceptable.
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Surrogate Parent Qualifications
Perhaps the lack of consensus by Groups 1 and 2 regarding the
relevance of setting a minimum and maximum age range as one criterion
in surrogate parent selection may be the reflection of our society's
changing attitude relative to stereotyping a person concerning age.

The

large percentages of both positive (43%) and negative (47%) attitudes
within the OA Group may have been influenced by the interaction of the
Grandparents Program, whereas the indecisive part (25%) of the EA Group
may be indicative of a lack of interaction of very young or elderly persons as volunteers or parents within the educational agencies.
The negative attitudes of both Groups 1 (77%) and 2 (65%) relative
to possible conflict of interest on the part of a surrogate parent who
is attempting to advocate for a child or youth while the surrogate is
employed by the same institution that is responsible for the care and
education of the youngster, suggests that both groups were responding
from "the expert knows best" approach and are hesitant about others
having the right and responsibility for educational decisions.

As

Biklen (1976) has said in reference to the approach, "One might call
this kind of help 'assistance without dialogue' or 'service without
accountability'" (p. 309) in that there would be no discussion or interaction regarding various points of view.

Further, it may be concluded

that respondents perceived the need of having surrogate parents easily
accessible (those employed by the residential facility for institutionalized individuals and those employed by the educational facility for
school children).

Group 2's reaction may be a result of the fact that
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advocates have typically described inhumane conditions within the institutions, as explicated in Chapter Ilof this paper.
Surrogate Parent Training
Indications from the data are that the state leadership personnel
did not believe training of the surrogate parent to be essential.

(None

of the statements relative to preparation or training was significant
in the survey data although they loaded heavily on the factor analysis.)
This attitude may change as implementation of the concept progresses.
The administrators may tend to believe that since biological parents
receive no obligatory training to advocate for their children, there is
no necessity for surrogate parents to engage in training before service
for the minor whom they are to represent.
No Consensus Statements
Monitoring would enable administrators to be cognizant of what
surrogate parents are attempting and accomplishing for the assigned
minors.

Even though monitoring could be utilized to evaluate the ef-

ficiency of surrogates, the greater expected value would perhaps be the
amassing of information and criteria as to the competencies essential
for viable advocacy by the surrogate parent.

There would also be knowl-

edge as to whether or not the concept of the surrogate parent was functional , but perhaps the greater value would be the accumulating of
information about the role or stereotype of the surrogate parent.
Optional Open-ended Questions
Because some states have legislative conflict with the federal
surrogate parent mandate, it is likely that full implementation of the
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surrogate enactment will be delayed until state legislation can be
passed to interface with federal legislation.

There appears to be

apathy regarding recruitment, selection, training, and even implementation of the surrogate parent concept, inasmuch as a bare majority of
those choosing to reply indicated knowledge about the concept and
aspiration of implementation.

However, there is suggestion in these

findings that a large majority of the agencies represented have a
vital or considerable concern regarding advocacy.
Implications of the Study
With an awareness that the study of attitudes toward and implementation of the surrogate parent mandate was done in 1976 and that there
have undoubtedly been some attitudinal, procedural, and status-ofimplementation changes, the investigator cautiously proposes the following implications of this study.

Even though state leadership

personnel appear to be knowledgeable regarding the surrogate parent
concept, the old theme of "the expert knows best," which often results
from experience and training in a field, may impede implementation of
the surrogate parent concept.
Although the leadership may resist relinquishing the role of
the sole "expert" who has the best interests of the children under
their care as foremost, the mandate of PL 94-142 specifies that
the individual assigned to act as a surrogate for the parents or
guardian of the child "shall not be an employee of the State educational agency, local educational agency, or intermediate educational
unit involved in the education or care of the child" (20 U.S.C. 1415 (b)
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(1) (B)). Failure to Implement this requirement may jeopardize
support funds authorized by a number of public laws.
As has been suggested in Chapter IX, the repetition of required
behavior demanded by new roles may effect a change in attitude (Calder
& Ross, 1973; Freeman, 1963).

Therefore, although the leadership per-

sonnel in residential facilities and in public schools may be reluctant to turn over to others the rights and responsibilities related to
educational decisions, there exists the possibility that their attitudes will become positive as surrogate parents interact within their
facilities.

There are indications from this study that administrators

of residential facilities and public schools are making the needed
adjustments for the surrogate parent concept relative to recruitment
and selection of surrogates as well as enacting needed state legislation (optional open-ended replies on the survey instrument).
However, the more reliable responses are reflected in the statistical data which suggest a positive attitude by both groups relative
to the surrogate parent concept toward only 5 of the 11 significant
items of the survey instrument.
to the same items,)

(Both groups were not always positive

If attitudes of state leadership personnel who

administer educational programs for the handicapped are affected negatively by the mandated federal legislation for handicapped children and
youth, it will be incumbent upon advocacy groups to undertake a variety
of approaches which are designed to create more positive attitudes.
lated to this would be the identification of viable approaches which
have been utilized for attitudinal change relative to other problems.

Re-
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The group that has had the longer experience with mandated
advocacy, the Other Agencies Group, appeared to be less threatened by
another advocacy mandate, the surrogate parent thrust.

The OAs regis-

tered only 3 negative responses toward the surrogate parent concept.
The OAs' negative responses were relative to the following:

having the

surrogate commit himself with allegiance (no conflict of interest) to
the minor represented; having sufficient persons to recruit as surrogate parents; and the right of the minor to obtain a change in surrogate parents if desired.

The EAs registered the same negative concerns,

but in addition were negative toward the administering of a battery of
appropriate tests to surrogates.

With more experience, the implication

is that the EAs will be less threatened with the surrogate parent concept and will manifest a more positive attitude.
The statistical data in this present study imply that the surrogate parent will need to be recruited (p. 370), selected (p. 369-371),
have functions defined (pp. 367-369), and have qualifications stipulated (pp. 372-373).

The survey items indicating non-significant

responses imply that neither the OAs or the EAs are ready to make
decisions regarding criteria for selection of the surrogate parent
(Table 8, items 6, 27 & 35; pp. 346-353), training (p. 373), reimbursement (Table 5, items 19, 34, 43, & 48; pp, 346-353), or recognition (Table 5, Item 49; p, 352), Specific directions in regard to the
above positive implications are described on the pages of the present
study as indicated.
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Because of the more negative attitudes manifested by the EAs,
specialized procedures may be implied for utilization to change any
negative feelings in both groups.

The reader will recall that sugges-

tions to change negative attitudes are offered in Chapter IX in this
paper, for it is possible that implementation of the surrogate parent
concept may hinge upon the application of these strategies.

The change

strategies which are proposed might include a comprehensive staff development program with emphasis on awareness of the characteristics,
needs, and rights of disabled children and youth.

Role playing, dis-

cussion groups stimulated by open-ended statements, and video presentations of the capabilities and accomplishments of disabled students
may also be effective techniques for attitude change in leadership personnel.

Simulation of the surrogate parent role in the protection of

rights and the making of educational decisions may also prove to be
helpful.
Positive perceptions also may be effected relative to inert
surrogate programs and toward surrogate training curricula.

Knowledge

of these possible negative perceptions and attitudes is important for
higher education personnel, pre-service and in-service consultants, and
administrative leadership at all levels who have responsibility for
implementation of the surrogate parent mandate.
Monitoring surrogate parent programs may reveal the content of
surrogate parent training and the success of the assigned students, as
well as provide indications that training of the surrogate parents may
be worthwhile.

Future studies are needed to determine if leadership
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personnel have resolved the surrogate role definition and believe that
surrogate parent training is needed.
In summary of Chapter XI, particular attention has been focused
on a new role in case or individual advocacy, that of the surrogate
parent to represent the child in educational decision-making when the
parents of the child are unknown, are unavailable, or the child is a
ward of the state.

The term "surrogate parent" was defined, the vital

role of parent representation in the educational decision-making
process was emphasized, study of attitudes toward the surrogate parent
concept and its implementation was described, and implications of the
findings have been proposed.

Chapter XII will "look ahead" in advocacy,

based on the results indicated in this present chapter of the survey
and the continuum of child advocacy development which was discussed in
the previous ten chapters.

CHAPTER XII
LOOKING AHEAD
Although the rights of some children have always been denied until
recently, and although some children have always been neglected or
abused, there always have been some children whose rights and needs
were appropriately met (deMause, 1974).

There have always been some

advocates for children with the home being the first and primary advocacy system for the child (Boggs, 1975).

Society traditionally has

felt that the child's best interests are synonymous with those of his
parents, the exception being where the state is required to intervene in
order to protect the child (Chapter I). Due to the attitudes of society and the resulting laws, it appears that this trend will continue
for years to come.
America's handicapped children have not been treated differently
from those in other societies, for the general rule has been to postpone, exclude, or suspend their participation in educational programs
or overtly deny their entrance to the school and the learning situation.

Within the school setting educational placement was made on the

basis of what was expedient for the school, not on the basis of the
needs or rights of the student (Gilhool, 1973).

Today the rights of

the handicapped child are being recognized and are often appropriately
granted.

Based upon the findings of the limited study of advocacy, the

following categorical trends appear to be indicated.
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Access and Placement
A free appropriate education is legally available to all of
America's handicapped population of school age now (PL 94-142), and
early intervention and comprehensive education are provided according
to the state policy of the particular child.

Federal monies are avail-

able to complement state funding for children three through five and
youth eighteen through twenty-one years of age unless the access to
education for this group is inconsistent with state law or practice or
order of the court.

Special education will begin at birth or as soon

thereafter as needed in several states. Despite the recent ease in
provision of access to education, there will continue to be states that
will deny their handicapped children early or continuing access because
of failure to appropriate the required matching funds (Changes found...
eligibility, 1980).

Only in some states will expanding opportunities

for education in secondary and vocational schools, colleges, and lifelong learning programs be provided (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
Access to education which was heretofore impossible for markedly
retarded children, has become available since the PARC, Mills, and
Wyatt litigation (Chapter VII). The concept of "zero reject" (Gilhool,
1973) is making possible a continuum of free public services to all
handicapped children (Kaufman & Mona, 1978).

Jurisdiction of public

education also will be extended to children in residential facilities
rather than being the responsibility of social services to implement
within the institutional setting (Abeson & Ballard, 1976; Stainback,
Stainback, & Maurer, 1978).

The local education agency has the
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responsibility of either providing the appropriate free public education
through their facilities or through other state or private agencies
(PL 94-142).
A continuum of services is presently available within a state for
comprehensive special education services.

There will continue to be

the need for residential education or habilitation programs because this
domicile will be a necessary provision for youngsters from broken or
disintegrating families who present severe and multiple educational
problems (Kaufman & Mona, 1978; Reynolds & Birch, 1977) and are unable
to interact in the public schools and society in general.
admission will be voluntary rather than required.

However,

Each child will have

his own individual habilitation plan (IHP) or educational program.
Community-based education will occur within hospital wards or special hospital classes, within community schools, or within residential
centers, clearly challenging the meaning of "zero reject" (Stainback,
Stainback, & Maurer, 1977).

An increasing number of children will

attend programs in public schools while remaining a resident of the
institutional facility (Kaufman & Mona, 1978).

Special residential and

day schools will continue to be important (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
Regional programming will increasingly satisfy the requirement for
markedly retarded children whose parents reside in small school districts (Kaufman & Mona, 1978) that cannot provide the services of
specialists like occupational, physical, and speech therapists, nutritionests, counselors, and educational diagnosticians.

Often

domiciliary accommodations will be provided by the region during the
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school week, and the child will commute to his home for residence on
non-school days.
As a result of deinstitutionalization, the pressure for day school
programs will increase in the 1980s (Kaufman & Mona, 1978), the basis
for such programs now being implemented in the form of community mental
health centers.

Within the public school settings self-contained

classrooms for severely handicapped children will be prevalent, the
mildly handicapped students being integrated part of the day in a
resource room for special services and the remainder of the day in the
regular classroom.

The expansion of numbers of resource classrooms

will occur in response to building and district needs for flexible programming.

There will continue to be a need for cooperation and inter-

face between educational programs provided by private, state, county,
and city departments of education, health, welfare, and corrections
(Kaufman & Mona, 1978).

With the provision of these services, the

normalization principle and least restrictive alternative (as discussed
in Chapter IX) will be applied to meet the educational needs of atypical children in the 1980s who will have non-restrictive access to education.
Children will be separated from regular classes only when expedient for individualized instruction and when they cannot perform in the
settings that require normal levels of functioning on their part (Smith
& Neisworth, 1978).

Consequently, children with severe handicaps will

remain in the regular class and regular school setting all or most of
the school day (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Support personnel such as
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consultants, specialists, or itinerant teachers will provide special
information (Meyen, 1978), methodology, materials, and suggestions to
the regular classroom teacher for those atypical students who receive
all of their instruction in the mainstream.

Special and remediation

services will be available as resources for every teacher and child in
the schools (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).
Administrative management of special education will be decentralized, with maximum effort being made to accommodate atypical children
in their neighborhood schools (Reynolds & Birch, 1977), and special
education will be an integral part of the unified school system.

Spec-

ialized settings will be utilized only for essential and limited purposes, with all possible instruction being made portable and provided
in regular classes and schools.

Innovative playgrounds designed for

use by handicapped children as well as regular children will be provided (Russo, 1977),
With a viable continuum of comprehensive services available,
"special education may be conceived of as planned ontogenetic intervention designed to reduce, eliminate, or preclude deficiencies" (Smith &
Neisworth, 1977, p, 6 ) , Within this framework the goal is progressive
improvement in the direction of normal functioning.

If and when the

child no longer needs a special education program, a teacher-pupilparent conference will be held, and with parental concurrence, special
education programming will be discontinued at any time during the
school year from 1st grade to the end of the 12th grade (Reynolds &
Birch, 1977).
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Assessment and Screening
Prior to placement in a special education program an educational
assessment will be administered by an educational diagnostician, a psychologist, or a diagnostic teacher, utilizing a broad range of observational and assessment procedures.

The purpose of the evaluation will

be for planning instruction and not for labeling, categorizing, or
determining intelligence.

Screening will be conducted as a basis for

further study of some children and youth, but labels, especially relating to behavior, will not be applied (Reynolds & Birch, 1977),

Screen-

ing will be the result of teacher observation, criterion referenced
achievement tests, and informal assessments being utilized as a base.
Assessment will focus on both the child and the child's environment at home and at school.

Testing will be decision-oriented, with

educational diagnosis referring to both the child and the program (Reynolds & Birch, 1977) rather than to the child only.

Assessment of the

child will occur only after concurrence of school officials and the
parents and will be in the child's native language.
will be open to review by the parents.

School records

No single procedure will be

utilized as the sole criterion for determining placement in special
education.

Informal and criterion-referenced testing will be utilized

in determining the instructional plan for the handicapped student
(Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
Parents will be informed as to results of assessment and will be
asked, along with the child when appropriate, to participate in the
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educational decisions regarding placement in special education, services
to be provided, length of provision, as well as goals and objectives.
All parties have the right to hearings and appeals if there is disagreement relative to the aforementioned decisions; resolution can be reached
through due process procedures administered by an unbiased hearing
officer (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).
Appropriate Education
Because atypical learners are heterogeneous in learning needs
(Kaufman & Mona, 1978), the least restrictive environment will be determined and an individualized education program (lEP) will be developed
for each child.

Separate judgments will be made relative to each stu-

dent, based upon reliable assessment of needs, suitable placement, and
appropriate instruction.

The lEP is a written document which includes a

statement of annual goals and short-term objectives for the student,
along with a statement of the special education and related services to
be received by the minor as well as the extent to which the child will
participate in the regular classroom.

The lEP has reference only to

that part of the child's education which is recognized as special education (Kaufman & Mona, 1978).

A setting for service delivery to an

individual student is determined rather than selecting a program with
goals for a theoretically homogeneous group of students.
Learning difficulties will be conceptualized as being instigated by
both the child and the environment in their interaction (Reynolds &
Birch, 1977).

Grading will be noncompetitive relating to the individual

goals, and programming will be provided in all subjects, the child being
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matched to the most promising instructional procedure.

Adequate

instructional materials and supplies will be provided to all teachers,
thereby refining their accommodative power in dealing with individual
differences among learners.

The identification of a minor as learning

disabled or behavior disordered will be a signal to the regular class
teacher that there will be additional assistance of a variety of kinds
with the child's education while the regular teacher's class membership
responsibilities remain intact (Reynolds & Birch, 1977),

The special

educator will bring whatever available instructional material the plan
specifies into the regular class to augment what is already there when
indicated.

The two teachers will schedule weekly periods of time to

team in deciding how to best share the work of implementing the individual plans.

Emphasis will be directed to social skills as well as

academics.
The goal for each pupil is to foster development of the educational
lags that initiated assessment, along with the expectation that the
child may become able to continue with little or no special help in regular progress through school (Reynolds & Birch, 1977),

Specific objec-

tives for the child and procedures to be followed are updated as
attained or when they become inapplicable.

Parent conferences relating

to the child's needs and accomplishments will include the special
teacher, regular teacher, and child when applicable.

Pupil progress

will be reviewed at least annually to consider possible age-grade
acceleration and program redesign (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
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There will be flexible, personalized scheduling horizontally and
vertically to accommodate special pupil abilities and interests along
with benefitting from the special competencies of particular regular
class teachers.

Also, there will be open access, under reasonable

supervision, to libraries and laboratories for students to pursue
individual projects.

Special education teachers as a matter of course

will assist in the assessing and teaching of some students who are
experiencing difficulty but who are not officially on special education
rolls.
Technology will aid in the provision of and adaptation of instructional materials, particularly for physically involved students (Luckey
& Addison, 1977).

As part of the continuum of services the residential

schools will be integrated elements of total state programs, serving
specific needs such as programming for severely/multiply handicapped
pupils.

Short term special topics will also be offered as training

for exceptional students who are otherwise enrolled in mainstream programs .
The profoundly retarded pupils are not to be considered as childlike, but rather as "physically developed persons with years of experience practicing various skills--characteristies which make them
markedly different from young children" (Luckey & Addison, 1977,
p. 160). Consequently, more should be expected from them in the areas
of independence and self-direction, and work skills including such
tasks as selecting, hauling, pulling, transferring, wrapping, sorting,
folding, and matching.
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The key to programming as designated in PL 94-142 appears to be in
the words providing an "appropriate education."
alternative is to be provided.

The least restrictive

In some instances the education of the

handicapped student with the non-handicapped student may not be appropriate (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Mainstreaming is an alternative pro-

vision, and each local education agency is to have a continuum of
alternatives such as special classes, home instruction, instruction in
hospitals and Institutions, as well as some students' programs being
provided in the same room all day with instruction directed by a special education teacher.

However, it is not necessary that the needs of

individual children be provided by one person, in one place, and at
one time.
Appropriate education will mean that education agreed to by all
parties.

The lEP, a management tool and not an instructional tool,

will effectively outline the specifics for intervening in curriculum
and provide for the needs of the individual handicapped student.
Specifically designed instruction will meet the unique needs of handicapped pupils in the least restrictive alternative environment and will
include physical education, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals and institutions if indicated (Brenton, 1977),

Related services

which are necessary for the handicapped child to benefit from special
education instruction will be required (PL 94-142),

Also, the early

education of parents may be required to prevent handicaps from accruing
for the impaired child, thereby providing an appropriate education for
the child (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
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The recent philosophy in American education has been emphasis upon
the individual, and in special education the emphasis has been upon
providing comprehensive education.

The realization of the goal of com-

prehensive education appears to be the intent of Brenton (1977).

He

has aptly suggested that
When each child, no matter what his or her physical problem,
is assessed as a unique personality; when a host of options
is available to meet that child's specific needs; and when
no child is frozen in any particular educational setting
(including mainstreaming ) , American education for the handicapped will have come of age. (p. 230)
Early Intervention
The new rationale for early childhood education, that education
can be advanced through properly planned early experiences and that
economically and socially disabled and other handicapped children can
be accelerated by the experiences gained, is a result of momentum in
the 1960s and 1970s regarding early intervention in education.

Accord-

ing to Reynolds and Birch (1977), "by the middle of the 1970's, that
rationale had strong, if not unanimous and conclusive, evidence to
support it" (p. 642). Historically, handicapped children have been
disenfranchised from early education on the basis that they were not
developed enough to benefit from the early experience because they
required dressing, toileting, and other physical care not usually provided in preschool.

The new rationale is forming in the context of

interacting with and through parents in their domiciles as well as in
day care centers, nurseries, and kindergartens.

Because very young

children spend more time at home than they do at school, the advantages
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have been recognized of engaging family members in instruction
(Martin, E, W,, 1978b).
The early discovery of childhood aberrations will permit early
educational Intervention, and the earlier education can begin, the more
chances are enhanced for fully successful education and normalization
(Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Educators will team with the health profes-

sions to secure staff and facilities for routine and successive screening from birth through the preschool years.

The local education agency

will assume responsibility for all aspects of preschool education from
the time the aberration is discovered, and will employ qualified educators to implement the indicated special and regular education, volunteer groups being welcome as assistants.
The speech therapist will team in the schools with the regular
kindergarten and first grade teachers to assess speech and language
development as well as plan and implement speech and language improvement for the entire class (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
pist will observe and note the following:

The speech thera-

(1) pupils who are excellent

speech models, and (2) the developed status of each student relative to
language and speech production, and any serious difficulties in their
speech or language.

The informal observation will be conducted in the

regular class during the language instruction time.
Implementation of early intervention in the education of the handicapped child may be negatively influenced by the attitudes of other
state agencies in preventing the expenditure of state monies for the
early and continuing education of the handicapped student (Abeson,
1976; Changes found...eligibility, 1930).

However, advocates will be
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active in expounding the benefits socially as well as monetarily to the
state for needed early and continuing education of handicapped children
and youth, with the rationale being that if an education and socializing with peers of regular capabilities is of benefit to the normal
child, how much more beneficial it should be for the handicapped child
(Gilhool, 1973).
Parent Involvement
With the increasing number of children with various handicapping
conditions becoming involved with our schools at an earlier age, there
will be an increasing number of contacts with parents who are new to
the task of rearing a handicapped child (Lichter, 1978).

The educa-

tional opportunity for forming a relationship with the parents, the
child in the classroom, and the entire family is tremendous.

There

will be the need for aiding the parents and family with understanding
and support as they learn to adjust and accommodate to their child's
needs.

More interface of disciplines and teamwork will be required

between professionals and the parents (Reynolds & Rosen, 1973).
Communication with parents will be done in conference whenever
possible.

Emphasis will be on full parental participation in decision-

making and in the thinking that leads to decisions, as well as full
compliance with laws and regulations (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
will expect viable programs to be provided (Gorham, 1977).

Parents

Teachers

will need to train parents and surrogate parents of atypical children,
including the markedly handicapped.

Otherwise, home care will be

beyond the abilities and tolerance level of many parents.

With this
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interaction, a comprehensive 24-hour program can be planned and
implemented.
According to Stainback, Stainback, & Maurer (1977), the following
specific competencies are needed by teachers to be effective in parent
or surrogate parent training:

(1) Explaining overprotection and

inappropriate expectations; (2) Training parents to cope with explosive, stereotype, self-stimulative behaviors as well as appropriate
motor responding and verbalization behaviors; (3) Being a source of
information relative to community resources for health care, social
interaction, recreation, and knowledge regarding foster and group home
alternatives for parents unable to cope with problems within the existing family structure; (4)Providing knowledge of sources for adapted
equipment and special clothing; (5) Training parents in lifting, carrying, and positioning nonambulatory children; (6) Training parents in
techniques for fostering sensory awareness, motor development, communication, eating, toileting, bathing, and dressing; and (7) Explaining
the importance of having the nonambulatory child up and correctly
positioned for part of each day in a chair.

These skills are crucial.

Attitudes of educational planning team members relative to parental interaction as part of the team may be a crucial factor in actualizing the input of parents (Mattson, 1977).

Notice of any change in

the child's educational program must take place prior to curriculum
change, allowing the parents, guardians, or surrogate parents to be
involved in decisions leading to a change (PL 94-142).

The intent of

more parental involvement is to permit parents to have a better
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understanding of how special education can benefit their child, how the
parents may assist in the programming, and to give the parents an
opportunity to offer the school personnel additional information
regarding the child.
Parents are unaccustomed to interacting in the educational
decision-making process (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978), and they may need
some education relative to their rights in order to become viable advocates for their children.

Eventually, we can expect that participation

in the educational decision-making of individual programs as well as
school policies will be customary.

The establishment of due process

procedures through which parents and students have the right to interact with school personnel in the planning of Individual Educational
Plans (lEPs) and in the resolution of any conflicts may not be widely
implemented because of unfamiliarity with the procedures and the persistence of old patterns of behavior (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).
However, parental and other special interest groups have a history of
change (Meyen, 1978), so they may not be long in learning and adapting
to their new roles.
As a rule, parents are not antagonistic to intensive education in
more normal settings (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).

Instead, parents appear

to be eager for their children to receive the services they need,
assuming that discriminatory overtones are not conveyed.

Now that

advocates through parent activism, the courts, and legislation have
made the achievement of an appropriate education legally possible (Reynolds & Rosen, 1973), case advocacy is indicated to provide the rights
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to each child when there is tendency to deny the rights (Chapter X ) .
If parents do not learn and respond to interceding for the unique needs
of their impaired children, advocacy groups will need to prepare individuals to work within the schools and other areas of society in providing the experiences needed by handicapped children.
The profound changes occurring in education for handicapped students will call for broad understanding by all parents.

According to

Reynolds and Birch (1977), the least informed parents are perhaps the
least involved, those whose children are nonhandicapped.

These parents

will become better informed, however, as they hear reports regarding
the interaction of handicapped students in regular classes, as they
attend parents' meetings, and as they hear expressions of concern by
parents of disabled children.

Attitudes will improve as they attain

factual information relative to what is happening and why, along with
help in understanding how the emerging programs effect new occasions
for all pupils to be considerate of human differences and to become
mutually helpful to one another.
Affect on the Normal Child
Attending regular school in a self-contained special class or being
mainstreamed will have value not only for the handicapped student but
also for the normal child.

There is growing evidence (Reynolds & Birch,

1977) that many school-aged children, and especially young children, are
limited in their comprehension of the range and nature of human differences by the cultural seclusion in which they are nurtured.

Difficulty
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will be experienced by the best-intentioned parents and teachers in
effecting openness, individual acceptance, and mutual respect in children, and in preventing their children from acquiring stereotypes
relative to handicapped people.
Recognition will emerge that many of the principles, methods, and
techniques of teaching which were first utilized in the instruction of
handicapped children are as applicable for regular class students (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Further, the instruction planned for atypical

students who are integrated into the regular class may well be exactly
what is indicated for several regular pupils.

The further integration

of normal and atypical students in instruction will have the potential
for the following additional benefits:

empathy, willingness to listen,

and rudimentary counseling skills (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Because

children tend to imitate children and adults they admire and evaluate
as being successful, being associated with normal children who are more
inclined to emulate desired behavior will be a distinct advantage for
atypical children.

Knowledge about this phenomenon will be utilized

by teachers as a strong and versatile instructional tool, especially
when it is undergirded with positive reinforcement.
Services that may develop for the normal child as a result of
Interaction with atypical children will include training for the biologic parents of normal children.

It is the opinion of this investi-

gator that surrogate parent case advocate training programs will
eventually become expedient and widespread.

Natural parents as well

as surrogate parents will demand training relative to protection of
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their natural children's rights.

Natural parents of normal children

will be able to secure these rights for their children under provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment for the same reasons the parents of
handicapped children have secured similar provisions.
Included in the preparation of these child advocates will be
knowledge of both federal and state laws, applicable regulations, human
and civil rights concepts, and evolving interpretation relative to the
Fifth and Fourteenth Constitutional Amendments (Surrogate parent manual , 1979, Note 7 ) . The latter will include due process, procedural
due process, and equal protection training, along with appropriate criteria for evaluation and educational placement of a child for special
education services (Manual for recruiting surrogate parents, 1978,
Note 8 ) . There will be emphasis on the provision of a free appropriate
education for all children, and instruction regarding the parent's
responsibilities in safeguarding rights to privacy and representing the
child in any educational appeal and subsequent proceeding (Place & Lillie, 1979).
Services within the Community
The implementation of viable advocacy within the community is
crucial as residents of institutions make the transition from residential to community living.

Administration of the normalization princi-

ple in making the availability of community residence as alternative to
institutional placement will result in an increasing number of markedly
retarded persons interacting within communities (Smith & Arkans, 1973).
The new residents will reside in foster homes, in hostels, and in group
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homes.

Valuable service can be provided the residents, house parents,

and citizens of the community by advocates who create an awareness of
needs, diligently meet needs, and report progress of residents as the
transition is made (Wolfensberger, 1972).
Research has identified two problem areas involved in meaningful
adjustment in the community by individuals who have been deinstitutionalized:

finding or keeping a job, and family relationships (Gollay,

1977).

Personal advocacy as well as protective services will be able

to assist in these areas of need (Chapter X ) . Citizen advocates will
be able to assist in the development of self-help skills by aiding the
new clientele within the community in securing food, caring for personal needs, and managing shelter (Sigelman, 1974).
Agencies of social work will be helpful in meeting advocacy needs
relative to transportation, income, employment, training, protection,
and management (Emory & Parks, 1974).

The protective and advocacy

system within the state also will be of valuable assistance to the new
resident who is in transition from the residential facility to a community setting by assisting in these typical areas:

finding and keep-

ing a job, interpersonal relationships, staying out of trouble with the
law, learning socially acceptable behavior, and finding needed services
(Gollay, 1977).

The Interface of assistance from social, medical, edu-

cation, rehabilitation, and other community service representatives
will be necessary for the new clientele in the community.
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Expansion of Services for the Abused Child
Another type of resident within our communities will continue to
be in need of advocates:

the abused child.

Advocacy for the abused

child was initiated during the latter part of the 19th Century when
appeals were made for suffering humanity within the residential facilities.

A strong movement of child advocacy evolved resulting in the

establishment of child protective services, a system having the capability of pursuing legal remedies (DeFrancis, 1973).

Today the abused

child is better served by advocates who report child abuse and neglect,
and maltreatment is being reported more freely now that persons reporting in good faith are protected from legal reprisals (Reynolds & Birch,
1977).
Educators are liable in most states to report abuse and are also
protected by similar law.

Advocates will learn through appropriate

training when to intervene in the home and what alternatives to implement.

Frequently the provision of daycare services for children,

24-hour crisis center availability, and group-related counseling services meet the needs of the abused child (DeFrancis, 1973), who has
also been classified as an exceptional child by some authorities
(McCaffrey, 1979; Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Exceptional children are

noticeable among children treated for neglect and abuse (Reynolds &
Birch, 1977).
Regular class teachers will receive administrative encouragement
to initiate an informal educational assessment of any child who displays one or more of the signs of child abuse.

The teacher will feel
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at liberty to request the team interface of special educators or those
of medical, social, and other professions to complement the evaluation,
because children who evidence slow cognitive development, learning disabilities, and behavior disorders early in life are the more frequent
targets of abuse (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).
Careers in Special Education
Comprehensive special education will be provided from preschool
through adolescence within unlimitable settings, with a wide range of
careers being possible in special education (Smith & Neisworth, 1977),
Self-contained room specialist, resource room specialist, helping
teacher, itinerant teacher, consultant to regular class teachers, diagnostic and remedial specialists in particular subjects or skills,
speech therapists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, recreation specialists, educational diagnosticians, counselors, supervisors
and program administrators, researchers, teacher trainers in special
education are typical positions available to professionals interested
in careers within special education.
The restricted concept of the special educator conducting a program of education almost parallel to the regular class program, but
presumably special-tailored for atypical pupils (Smith & Neisworth,
1977) has been revamped with innovative ideas.

The need for innova-

tion will challenge the special educator in broader and more diverse
ideas and goals for special education services.

The expansion will be

to design and implement educational programming for preschool children
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for the purpose of remediation, reversal, or prevention of disabilities,
and to effect systematic postschool opportunities for youth and adults
with special needs.
Special educators, educational diagnosticians, school psychologists, speech therapists, counselors, school social workers, and other
specialized staff will work to "give away" (Reynolds & Birch, 1977) as
many of their competencies as possible to regular and special education
personnel, thus emphasizing supportive and consultative functions.

The

typical school will employ one generic special educator to work closely
with regular teachers and other specialists who may be consulted as
needed.
Teachers in self-contained classrooms will also serve as consultants to regular class teachers, to parent-training programs, and to
administrators (Smith & Neisworth, 1977).

The special education

resource teacher in teaming with the regular classroom teacher may call
on other school personnel for additional consultation as is indicated.
In unusual cases, and with parental concurrence, one or more students
may be scheduled part or full time to a particular group of children
with corresponding instructional needs (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

The

special educator will be available at any time during the school year
for consultation and planning to other regular class pupils which the
regular class teacher and special educator suspect are manifesting lags
in understanding, cognitive power, and language.

Initiation of actions

leading to special education programming for the students will be
implemented by the two teachers if it is indicated.
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Teachers will be encouraged to individualize their teaching styles
and modes of operation (Reynolds & Rosen, 1973) because regular class
teachers are the best determiners of how human and material resources
should be deployed within a school for best returns (Reynolds & Birch,
1977).

Team work will be encouraged for the purposes of sharing

experiences, expertise, and decision-making.

Relatively normal chil-

dren and youth who exhibit difficulties in motivation or conduct will
be referred to the special educator without fear of invoking clinical
or pathological connotations (Smith & Neisworth, 1977).

Of importance

will be the freedom of the regular teacher to request assistance without fear of reprisal (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

Regular class teachers

will receive the basic preparation and the type of information regarding learning disabilities and behavior disorders formerly apportioned
only for those preparing to be specialists.
Within residential facilities there will be increasingly exciting
and challenging opportunities for special educators and regular class
teachers to effect learning with children and youth whose cognitive
development pace is slow (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

The influx of

markedly retarded students into the public school who previously had
been disenfranchised or were in residential facilities will require
major reorientations of teacher training programs with an infusion of
needed technology from research in related disciplines (Luckey & Addison, 1977).
Training will need to include diagnostic evaluation, curriculum
focused on response to environmental stimuli, methodology, field
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experience, interdisciplinary teamwork, parent training, and use of
prosthetic a-'ds. The standard assessment tools currently utilized
with mildly handicapped students relative to readiness, achievement
tests, and social maturity scales will generally be of little applicability for teachers of markedly retarded pupils.

Instead, a thorough

working knowledge of human growth and development patterns from birth
through beginning preschool along with basic readiness and early academic learning processes will be needed (Stainback, Stainback, &
Maurer, 1977).
The trend will continue for preparation of more generic professional educators who will be prepared to work with atypical students
almost across the board (Reynolds & Birch, 1977).

A parallel ability

to serve the needs of a variety of atypical individuals will be incorporated into the professional education of many newly graduating regular class teachers.

Formal and continuous pre-service and in-service

training will be provided for all professional and paraprofessional
educators who are accountable for disabled students, although little
money is being appropriated for personnel training (Stainback, Stainback, & Maurer, 1977).
Fiscal Resources
Accountability regarding the nature and quality of services provided disabled students will require the costly provision of a comprehensive array of settings, and the delivery of appropriate programming
requires enough children to suffice investing in comprehensive services
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(Kaufman & Mona, 1978).

A new spirit of urgency pervades the rationale

for implementing early childhood education for the handicapped:

cost

efficiency, prevention of secondary handicaps, and early reduction of
handicapping conditions (Martin, E. W., 1978b).

The urgency leads to a

search for the most effective means of education before a particular
age as a viable investment.
Education as a whole will be viewed as an investment.

Recent

research indicates that the excess costs of special education are
returned to the citizenry through income taxes and other channels as
youth become as self sufficient and independent as possible (Dollars
for independence, 1980).

Early access to education along with high

quality education, including appropriateness of the program, lead to
success and good economics.

The implementation of resource rooms in

special education have been less expensive to operate and have produced
higher gains, according to a study completed in South Carolina during
1973 (Dollars for independence, 1980).

Another good investment for the

school as advocate will be vocational education which will be a key to
securing jobs by the handicapped.

Innovative vocational rehabilitation

training programs will also be an asset to society as needed rehabilitation training is provided the disabled and applicable paying jobs are
secured.
New funding possibilities will emerge which are not dependent upon
identification and assignment of a disability category to a child for
his education (Smith & Neisworth, 1977).

Funding will be utilized to

support all areas of special instruction, including instruction
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conducted in regular classroom settings (Reynolds & Birch, 1977), the
public being more willing to pay higher taxes to support special education services (Meyen, 1978) than heretofore.

Changes in attitude

have been the culmination of growing concern for meeting the needs of
all atypical children and youth at a time when society has had the
legislative base, knowledge, and fiscal resources to accomplish the
desires.

Evolution of Attitudes and Services
Attitudes and services for the handicapped child have evolved in
society with care and schooling outside the home first provided by
residential facilities.

Problems arose when eugenic alarm caused the

facilities to be overcrowded; as a result, educational goals were
replaced with custodial goals (Chapter II). Today, a change in populations within our residential facilities will occur because of the
emphasis placed on deinstitutionalization as a result of court decisions and public awareness regarding the needs of the disabled (Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).
As the least detrimental alternative is chosen for the residents,
transition into community group homes and halfway houses will continue,
leaving the more severely impaired and multiply handicapped individuals
to be habilitated within the residential facilities (Reynolds & Birch,
1977).

The residents will make progress in the future when compared to

the past because individual habilitation plans will be written which
cite goals and objectives to be achieved and monitored.

Greater
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progress will be experienced, no doubt, by the residents who have a
parent, guardian, or surrogate parent monitoring their programs and
achievement (Chapter XI). Advocates who intercede for residents will
need to be trained to interact meaningfully with both leadership and
attendant personnel in order to effect meaningful habilitation for the
residents (Scheerenberger, 1975).

The effecting of this goal will also

be meaningful to the leadership and attendant personnel in realizing
achievement in their work assignments.

The gaining of this knowledge

and skill will have a positive effect on attitudes (Chapter IX).
Advocacy appears to be consonant with the concept that public
schools should be the institution with primary advocacy responsibility
for initiating and maintaining special education and related services
for all children and youth in need of the assistance and whose life
conditions and circumstances do not necessitate their habilitation and
care in residential facilities (Lance, 1978).

Schools will focus less

on the type of disability a pupil has and emphasize more the child's
learning problems.

Because many students have need of special ser-

vices for a limited time during their school enrollment, they will
have access to special assistance on the basis of their problems
(Reynolds & Rosen, 1978).
As regular classrooms are made accessible to new student
clientele, there will be teacher frustration and resultant negative
attitudes because of feeling inadequate to provide services for which
the mainstream educator may not be trained to provide (Martin, E. W.,
1978b).

To preclude this, pre-service and in-service training relative
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to the nature and needs of handicapped students, services and programs
available, legal rights, and due process procedures should be provided
all classroom teachers and interested parents (Chapter IX).
In comprehending the profound changes focused upon in this chapter, one can understand more easily that philosophies of educating the
handicapped as well as criteria for identifying pupils who need special
education can and have changed (Meyen, 1978).

The changes represent

the ability of professionals and society as a whole to profit from
experience and acquired knowledge, and to utilize the input as a foundation for effecting changes for the purpose of improving the lives of
a large group of persons.
The Future of Advocacy
All the aforementioned trends in advocacy are based upon society's
attitudes as portrayed during the 1960s and 1970s relative to advocacy
for the handicapped through litigation, legislation, and fiscal appropriations.

If there should be a reduction in the availability of spec-

ial services in the future because of a conservative social and economic trend, a decrease in appropriations will result, but advocacy
itself will not disappear.

True, the attitudes of many in society are

not positive toward handicapped persons, but the positive attitudes
portrayed by many Individuals in legal, professional, and community
relationships will continue.
Role of Litigation in the Future
Court Cases in the past two decades have had a heavy impact upon
the evolution of advocacy for the handicapped child.

The reader will
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recall especially from Chapter VI that the court cases of Kent, Gault,
and Winship impacted heavily upon legislation for the handicapped child
which influenced the enactment of PL 94-142. Also, as was noted in
Chapter VII, the cases of PARC, Mills, Hobson, Riles, Lebanks, Lake,
W)^att, Baxley, Jackson, and Hairston, influenced further legislation
relative to the handicapped child both in residential facilities and in
the public schools.

The rudiments of class action have been completed,

and now the advancement of class action suits will need to be confirmed
through case advocacy.

The decade of the 1980s will become the decade

of the case advocate similar to class advocacy of the 1970s.
Litigation will take on the trend of interpreting policy and clarifying policy rather than making policy.

This type of litigation

should be an asset to the surrogate parent concept because as rights
are further delineated, the role of the surrogate parent should become
more clear.

The role of the surrogate parent should expand as a result

and because of indications from the significant data in this study relative to supervision and interaction with the child needing to be at
times other than just when the child is at school or an educational
decision is to be made.
Litigation in the foreseeable future may seek to force the inclusion of the surrogate parent in all matters related to the education of
disabled children.

It is possible that advocacy groups such as the

National Association of Retarded Citizens, The Council for Exceptional
Children, the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, and
the Epilepsy Foundation of America will initiate legal action to compel
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the appointment and service of the surrogate parent in all relevant
cases.

It may be that surrogate parents upon service for designated

children will bring legal action to assure appropriate education.
Roles of Other Kinds of Advocacy
in the Future
The advocacy for disabled individuals, in general, may be expected
to continue, assuring that all rights are more nearly obtained.

Govern-

mental agencies and advocate groups, as well as individuals, will
attempt to provide greater access to education, rehabilitation, buildings, housing, health services, and legal services.

No doubt, self

advocacy, the highest type of advocacy, will continue with those children who are capable of advocating for themselves.

The full guardian-

ship, partial or limited guardianship, the guardian ad litem, the
ombudsperson, and the surrogate parent will still be appointed by some
courts as an advocate for handicapped children.
There may be a decrease in protective service and case manager
advocates because their services usually are reimbursed by government
appropriations to state agencies.

A decrease in economic provisions

would necessarily effect this type advocacy.

Perhaps the citizen

advocate will remain as one of the stronger advocate roles because it
is a voluntary and individual type advocacy.

The need for an advocate

to take the personal interest in the minor relative to how to replace
light bulbs, how to shop for groceries, and how to interact within the
community will always be crucial.

This investigator believes that

sufficient people will respond to the need if the needs can be made
known.
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Role of the Surrogate Parent
in the Future
There may be a deemphasis in advocacy because of a lack of
services from leadership personnel, but the procedural safeguards
specified in PL 94-142 are to continue, not being dependent upon appropriations.

Therefore, the safeguard of providing a surrogate parent

for the child whose parent is unavailable, unknown, or when the child
is a ward of the state will remain intact.

The advocate will be able

to represent the individual child relative to all educational decisionmaking.

The trend now appears to be that all states have made provi-

sions by addressing the issue in their state plans submitted to the
Office of Special Education, but have not actually undertaken the procedures essential for adequate implementation (Ross, 1930).
According to the literature reviewed and the data gathered in this
study, the residential facilities have had more interaction with the
surrogate parent concept than have the public schools.

During this

investigation the researcher has learned that the following 11 states
currently have training programs for surrogate parents:

Arkansas,

Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Vermont.

In a conversation

with Dr. Jerry Vlasek of the Office of Special Education at the annual
meeting of The Council for Exceptional Children in Kansas City during
1973, this investigator learned that some state laws have slowed the
process of implementing PL 94-142.

Dr. Vlasek reported that the Bureau

of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) had recently monitored 13 states;
11 could not prove they were coordinating the total educational program
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for the state, only 2 were In compliance with the procedural safeguards,
and only 1 state had adequate monitoring procedures.
The possibility of curtailed funding by the Congress, at any point
in time, could affect the implementation of the surrogate parent mandate.

Should this be the case, administrators may feel less inclined

to continue implementation if federal funding is increasingly withdrawn
due to economic conservatism.

The punitive threat of loss of funding

from any legislation may become significantly less influential as a
motivator for implementation.

Funds authorized by PL 94-142 may not be

appropriated by the Congress in the amount authorized.

Nevertheless,

perhaps the implementation of the surrogate parent concept will continue and even expand because it is not dependent upon appropriations
and is required in the state plans (PL 94-142).

Perhaps the selection

of surrogate parents will continue in the future according to the three
policy options described by Ross (1980).

The following paragraphs will

be adapted from his perusal of 1979 Annual Program Plans submitted to
BEH and supported by a grant from the same agency.
There are three policy options available to appoint a surrogate
parent in accordance with PL 94-142. The options are passage of a state
surrogate parent statute, assignment of a surrogate through present
state guardianship laws, or appointment by the state education agency or
the local education agency.

Relative to the first option, the state

statute may designate court appointment (as does Connecticut), State
Board of Education appointment (as does Maryland), state education
agency or appropriate educational bureau within the state education
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agency, making the appointment (as does Louisiana, Kentucky, Illinois,
Ohio, Oregon, and Wisconsin), or Department of Human Resources appointment (as does North Carolina in conjunction with the State Board of
Education),
The second option available, the appointment of a surrogate parent
through existing state guardianship laws, is utilized in some states,
A surrogate parent is not a student's legal guardian, but, rather, the
role is intended to assure appropriate decision-making in regard to a
pupil's right to an appropriate educational opportunity.

Non-educational

matters would be the responsibility of a court-appointed guardian.
According to Ross (1980), research indicates that the distinction between a surrogate parent and a court-appointed guardian is often disregarded in policy formulation, therefore difficulty results in actual
implementation.

The state of Washington's Plan designates that a surro-

gate has no legal status unless the court appoints him or her as the
guardian of the individual.
Because PL 94-142 provisions allow a surrogate parent to be
appointed in any way permitted by state law (§ 121a, 154 (c) (1)), various options are implemented throughout the nation.

In Iowa a child is

assigned a surrogate in accordance with the provisions of the Code of
Iowa which designates guardianship appointment.

A guardian thus

appointed has the same power over the person as possessed by a parent
over a minor child.

In Hawaii, according to the Attorney General's

opinion of existing state statutes, a court appointed surrogate may be
secured or a person can be appointed to assume broader responsibilities
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for the child than those related to educational decision-making.

How-

ever, the Family Court may appoint a guardian for the limited purpose
of representing the child in educational decisions.
In appointing a guardian the guardian ad litem concept may be implemented (as in Minnesota, Missouri, and Colorado).

A variation in

procedures is followed in Texas to comply with the PL 94-142 surrogate
parent mandate.

The Texas Education Agency interfaces with the Texas

Department of Human Resources in assigning surrogate parents for all
state agencies.

Texas Family Code and the Texas Probate Code authorize

the Department of Human Resources to address the needs of a minor.
Limited guardianship laws have been passed during the past year in
five states (Kentucky, Minnesota, Illinois, New York, and Ohio) to
grant legal status to a person responsible for making some decisions in
regard to another individual.

The person designated to serve a partic-

ular purpose may be in addition to a general guardian already assigned.
The limited guardianship approach if used in all states would necessitate the revision of state guardianship statutes in most states,
because the states of Ohio and Washington are the only states that provide explicitly for the limited guardianship of minors.
The third option, informal procedures for appointing a surrogate
parent, is utilized in several states.
with the intent of PL 94-142.

The procedures clearly comport

In Alabama and New Hampshire the state

education agency appoints the surrogate.

In Tennessee, Wyoming,

Georgia, and Arkansas the local education agency makes the appointment,
whereas in Pennsylvania the intermediate education agency is authorized
to make the appointnent.
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Ross' 1980 analysis of state statutes indicates that few state
enactments concern surrogate parents.

This factor has been one of the

major barriers to the implementation of the surrogate parent concept.
Implementation of the concept has necessitated the development of new
systems to assure the inclusion of educational advocacy into the existing structure for providing children's services.

Establishment of

viable new systems will impinge upon the actual implementation of the
surrogate parent concept.
Regarding surrogate parent selection in the future, McLaughlin &
London's (1979) study reports that surrogate parent appointments were
being made by the courts in 5 states, by the state education agencies
in 4 states, and by the local education agencies in 6 states.

These

researchers also report the following with regard to selection and
assignment of surrogate parents:

12 states identify the advocates from

a pool of eligible individuals, 8 states use a media campaign to inform
the public as to the need for surrogate parents, 18 states have some
type of screening system, 22 states have their own criteria for selection, 14 states use the criteria stated in the federal regulations for
PL 94-142, 9 states assign individuals to serve as surrogate parents,
17 states use matching procedures, and 11 states have conducted training for Individuals who are willing and interested in serving as surrogate parents.
According to Ross (1930), research findings indicate that the following issues, among others, are frequently cited as barriers to implementation of the surrogate parent mandate:
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the constitutional rights of natural parents; the educational
and civil rights of children; the source of authority to
appoint a surrogate; the liability incurred by a surrogate
acting on a child's behalf; the definition of an "unavailable
parent"; the role of natural parents when a child has been
voluntarily placed in an institution or foster care; and
methods for selecting, training and monitoring surrogates,
(p. 5)
It may also be that a temporary curtailment in social programs, a
possible manifestation of political and economic conservatism, could
result in a deemphasis, in a retarding of the general development of
advocacy for children with disabilities.

Should this take place

momentum may be expected to resume, for it is unlikely that this
humanitarian trend, expressing concern and caring, will be reversed.
The handicapped person, with the impact of present viable advocacy programs, will have the possibility of realizing his or her potential, as
expressed in the philosophy of Thomas Carlyle when he wrote:
Let each become all that he was created capable of being;
expand, if possible, to his full growth, and show himself
at length in his own shape and stature, be these what they
may. (Essay on the Jean Paul Frederich Richter, 1387)
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APPENDIX A:

SURVEY INSTRUMENT

PERSONAL DAT4 SHEET
Name of

Sate

Respondent

(Your name will be used only in follow-yp contacts by tne 'esearc-^eNo information
saoolied in this survey lill be jsed in any way to identify the rsspo.ident, :tate, or agency.)
state

_Agency.

:*'<=^cial Title

Sex

'Cneck one of the cnolces ii acn

set on the following

rows.)

3. Nunser Years E x p e r i e n c e in:
1. Current P o s U ^ o n

! 1 ) 1- = _

2. As ar Admi ni str jtar

( l ) l - 5 _ { 2 ! 5 - 1 0 _ {2)]]-'i_

3. O n - t h e - J o b :ontact with
^andicapped Children ar Youth

(l)l-5_ ( 2 ) 6 - 0 _ (3)11-15_ (4)16-:a_

•I. Professional Work 3n aenalf a*'
Handicapped Children or 'outn tu;
not in direct contact ^ith them

; m - 5 _

:. 5. A g e :

(i) t o - 2 5 _

0. Are you a aarent?

(2) 2 5 - 3 4 _
(l)Yes

(2 ) >:-1 3 _ l3 ) 11 - 1 5 _ ( i ) 1 6 - 2 0 _ (5 ) 2^-3ver_

(2)6-10_ ( 3 ) n - U _

(3) 3 5 - 4 4 _

(2)No

{ l ) l f - 2 a _ (:)2:-:v«r.

(1) i 5 - 5 4 _

(5)2'-0/er_

( i ) 1 6 - 2 Q _ !S)21-0ver_

(5) ; 5 - 6 4 _

7. Oo you have a landicapoed :ni"d?

(6) 55-:ver_
(l)Yes

C/No.

3. Academic T r a i n i n g :
9.

8. Type Preparation

^0. ''ijor

Year
Camoleted

No 3egree
Bachelor's

Degree

•Master s Degree
joctor's

Degree

=ost Graduate Hours

CONCEPT SCALE .RELATIVE TO SURROGATE PARENTS

:i.

The --cllowlng are statemen:s that -elate to the surrogate =arent -.anceo:^ Accorai ng ^o your
;erceotion portraying -.,ie image of tne s .c:assfu 1 surroga :e parent, alease rate eacn :f tne statements ay circi'ng the appropriate numaer at the rignt.
.RATI.NG SCALE:
C:rcle

'1 ' if you STRCNGLf SISASREE «-:n that statement.

Circls

"2" • •' yOu DISAGREE .vi:.l tie state-^e'-t.

C1r:ie

'3" i' you are ..'iCECICE: :ance-n i ng tie statement.

03

• .•
. •

.

.

.
••

Circ'i "-i" 'f you A'iREE «itri tne statement
Cirtie

5" If you $-RONGLf AGRES -it- t-s statement.

:. T'.e s.rragata aarent arogram aame ^.to existence as aart : f tne araaaer - - . l a
iC.acacy' novement.
...
...

1 ©:

3.

5

: :

^ : (D i
• : 3 Q

i
i

.^
'J
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ae

IS at -m
Z (9 Vj ^
O < Ui bj

o
2
3

ae i/t a ac at
— z <J I -

3.

1/1

E d u c i t i o n a l personnel w i l l tend to regard the presence of a surrogate as an
i r r i t a t i o n " to be t o l e r a t e d r a t h e r than as a needeo expansion of the team e f f o r t .

i/1

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

6. A m a j o r o b s t a c l e to the i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of the s u r r o g a t e concept will be the
s c r e e n i n g and s e l e c t i o n of s u r r o g a t e p a r e n t s

12

3 4 5

7. S u r r o g a t e s p r o b a b l y will relate to p r o f e s s i o n a l s m o r e s p o n t a n e o u s l y
have r e c e i v e d no formal t r a i n i n g for the role.

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

4 . The s u r r o g a t e parent should r e p r e s e n t
same way a parent or guardian would.
5.

the minor's e d u c a t i o n a l

interest

S u r r o g a t e s should be a c c e p t a b l e to the child or y o u t h whom they
wherever possible.

in

the

represent,

if they

8.

Those s e l e c t e d as s u r r o g a t e p a r e n t s

9.

S u r r o g a t e s will have d i f f i c u l t y in "selling" t h e n s e l v e s to professional
p e r s o n n e l with whom they will i n t e r a c t , thereby making d i f f i c u l t tne
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of the role for which they are assigned

12

3 4 5

Those p e r s o n s having a record of moral
s e r v i n g as a s u r r o g a t e parent

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

A s s i g n e d s u r r o g a t e s should commit t h e m s e l v e s as not having o t h e r interests that
w o u l d c o n f l i c t with their primary a l l e g i a n c e to the m i n o r whom they r e p r e s e n t .

12

3 4 5

The term of s e r v i c e for the s u r r o g a t e should be d e s i g n a t e d and r e s t r i c t e d , e.g.
2 y e a r s , 3 y e a r s , or more in o r d e r that the e f f e c t i v e n e s s be m a i n t a i n e d at
a high l e v e l .
. .

12

3 4 5

A person s e l e c t e d as a surrogate parent should be one wno can communicate witn
c h i l d r e n , a d u l t s , and p r o f e s s i o n a l s

12

3 4 5

The s u r r o g a t e should be a n a t u r a l parent in order to respond a p p r o p r i a t e l y
r e p r e s e n t i n g the c h i l d ' s or y o u t h ' s i n t e r e s t s and needs.

12

3 4 5

The c h i e f emphasis of t r a i n i n g programs for surrogates snould be tne understanding
of the various d i s a b l i n g c o n d i t i o n s and t h e i r psychological impact on c n i l d r e n .

12

3 4 5

17.

I f the s u r r o g a t e parent is a a r o f e s s i o n a l l y r e l a t e d person, this
impair h i s / h e r performance as a ' t y p i c a l " parent

12

3 4 5

13.

The t r a i n i n g of the surrogate should include options to be considered in ecuc a t i o n a l placement such as s p e c i a l c l a s s , special t u t o r s , regular class with
m o d i f i c a t i o n s , and a l t e r n a t i v e s to p u b l i c s c h o o l .

12

3 4 5

19.

There should ae reimbursement by the a p p r o p r i a t e
t r a i n i n g and s e r v i c e as a s u r r o g a t e .

12

3 4 5

20.

Parent surrogates snould be f r e e of personal d i s a b i l i t i e s
tend to l i m i t t n e i r o b j e c t i v i t y in the surrogate r o l e .

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

10.

should be persons who love

t u r p i t u d e should be e x c l u d e d from
, . . . .

11 . S u r r o g a t e s should be v o l u n t e e r s wnc have been selected
p r i o r to s e r v i c e in this role
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

Zi.

for special

training

in

would

l e v e l of government
. .

21 . T r a i n i n g of the surrogate should include i n f o r - n . i i o n
r e g a r o i n g the education of nanaicaooed students.
22.

children/youth.

for

Because trese nay

aoout s t a t e

aolicies

The s u r r o g a t e snoula not p a r t i c p a t e in a l l tne educational decisions
to the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , e v a l u a t i o n , ana aiacement af tne -niror «noir. ne
or sne r e p r e s e n t s .

relatad
1 : 3 4 5

The surrogate parent snoulc see t h a t a a i l y supervision other than at scnool
IS provided the minor ne or sne r e p r e s e n t s .

1 : 3 4 5

P r e - s e r v i c e and i n - s e r v i c e t r a i n i n g r e l a t i v e to the nature ana needs a. -.anaicapped s t u d e n t s , services and arograms a v a i U o i e . ' e g a l - i g n t s , ana due arocess
orocedures snould an arovideo for a i l classroom teacners . p a r e n t s , and guardians
as well as f o r surrogate aarents

i 2 3 i i
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25.

The s u r r o g a t e should not necessari Ivmatch the minor's
and ' i n g u i s t i c background.

26.

The s u r r o g a t e snould be i n v o l v e d in '.m . a c a l Education Agency's (LEA's)
p e n a d i c . i v a l u a t i o n and updating of tne minor's e d u c a t i o n a l a'rogram,
o c c u r r i n g at l e a s t y e a r l y

12

3 4 5

Surrogate parents should be appointed by the courts
manner as are guardians

12

3 4 5

27
28.
29.
30.

racial,

cultural,

in much the same

O r i e n t a t i o n of surrogates tan best be done througn dissemination
sel*-study materials.
. . .

of
1 2 : 4 5

The s u r r o g a t e :hould represent a s a r t i c u i a r minor at l e a s t u n t i l a f t e r
conference concerning e v a l u a t i o n of any new educational arogram.
A s a t t e r y of a p p r o p r i a t e t e s t s snould oe administered ta i l l
surrogates to a s c e r t a i n f i t n e s s for the aemanding role

31 . "ne understanding af due process
arogram of the surrogate parent
It

is iraoortant t h a t

is an e s s e n t i a l

inclusion

tne

f'rs;
1 2 3 •! :

Botential
1 : 3 1 5

in the

training
12

3 4 :

a aerson s e l e c t e a as a surrogate Se a -nember of an
1 2 3 A 5

advocacy

33.
34.
35.
36.
37

group.

39.
40.

...
1 Z 3 4 5

Certification

by t h e s t a t e

should

be r e q u i r e d

for a person

to s e r v e as a s u r r o g a t e .
; : 3 4 5

A flat

rate

for each assignment

should

be aaid

A registry of aualified surrogates should
T h e s u r r o g a t e a p p o i n t e d s n o u l d n a v e lived
tne c n l d o r y o u t h is a L E A c o n s u m e r
It is n o t r e l e v a n t
nay handle

33.

...

the s u r r o g a t e

aarent

ae m a i n t a i n e d By the s t a t e .
a long time in the n e i g r b o r n o o d

to s e t t h e aiaximu.Ti n u m b e r o f c a s e s

a surrogate

12

3 4 5

12

3 1 5

12

3 1 5

.*nere

aarent

There should

be an e v a l u a t i o n

comoonent

to m o n i t o r t n e s u r r o g a t e ' s

functioning.
' 3 3 4 5

O b j e c t i v e s s n o u l d be f o r m u l a t e d c o n c e r n i n g t h e s u r r o g a t e a a r e n t t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m .
It 1s n e c e s s a r y that t h e s u r r o g a t e s e e tne a s s i g n e d c h i l d or y o u t r at t i m e s
o t h e r t n a n w n e n an e d u c a t i o n a l d e c i s i o n nas to ae n a d e .
. .
snould

o f the s u r r o g a t e

:e o n e « n o lives
. . . .
snoula

;eograpnic

43.

An a n n u a ! s a l a r y s n o u l d
a s s i g n e d to h i m o r her.

44.

S u r r o g a t e p a r e n t s s h o u l d n o t Be a s s i g n e e s p e c i f i c m i n o r s , aut s n o u l d
a oool o f e l i g i b l e p e r s o n s as the r\eea a n s e s .
. .

•iS.

It is n o t r e l e v a n t

46.

'he s u r r o g a t e e m o h a s i s is a a o o u l a r
m a few y e a r s d u e ta ii.iny a r o o l e m s

to set a n i n i m u m

''•e -ninor s n o u l d n a v e tns -ignt
timetneminoriesi-es.
P a y m e n t ta a s u r r o g a t e
t m e s p e n t in m e e t i n g s

to ae d i f f i c u l t

some simulation
regardless
. . . .

arc maximum

area

a g e range

and role

alaying.

to c o t a i n

a tfange

ae d r a w n "ctr
...

for tne s u r r o g a t e .

in s u r ' a g a t e :
...

casts incurrsa
•

in eacn

tne r-ght <ina

:f a e r s o n

1 2 3 1 s
3 3 1 5

it any
case

sjcn as
. . .

'ar a d e s i g n a t e d l e n g t n o-' tine ar ta a - v e n nu.noer
ae 3 c < n o w 1 e a g e d a r - e c o g m c e a a u o i i c l y .
recruiting

• 3 3 1 5

of tne n u m o e r of m n o r s

:ne at a r e s e n t . a u t it is i-kely ta : i s a B p e a r
in i:no 1 e m e n t ati an a n a a p e - a t i o n .

s n o u l : tover actual
ana t ' a v e l .

--e s e r v i c e s ar a s u r r o g a t e
af c n i l d r e n or y o u t n s h o u H
It 15 l i v e l y
aarent.

the s u r r o g a t e

1 3 3 4 5
1 3 3 1 5

The t r a i n i n g

Be paid

include

in the same

42.

50,

3 4 5

concurrently.

41 . The s u r r o g a t e a p p o i n t e d
as t h e c n i l d o r y o u t h .

i3.

12
• .

as a s u r r o g a t e

3 3 1 5
3 3 1 s
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I t would ae very .nucn a p p r e c i a t e d
to do so:

A. «nat

aate

i f you would respond to the

r e f l e c t s your agency's

'''es",

please

C. 4ow are or w i l l

3.

Is or w i l l

items

in your s t a t e
"'es
'*Q

surrogate parents

ta be surrogate parents?

in

conflict

Yes

to

indicate

t.ne con-

in the day to day aperation of your agency^

Some concern

Considerable concern

=lease snare your s t a t e olan amendment, s cate 1 aws , and tn-j
aarent <.nen you r e t u r n t n i s survey.

S -OR 'OUR CCOPESATIC.N :,N S U P P L Y I N G 'HE INFORMATION

Recurti to:

t h a t ir9

5e r e c r u i t e d ana selected?

t r a i n i n g ae provided tnose a s p i r - n g

;. Of wnat concern is advocacy

THANK

you are aole

exolain:

I f you alan to or in
conducting t r a i n i n g for sur-ogate p a r e n t s , a r - e f l y
t e n t , methods, and procedures to ae or being used in t - a i n i n g :

No concern

'f

implementation of the surrogate parent mandate?

B. Are there e x i s t i n g l e g i s l a t i o n , l i t i g a t i o n , or procedures
w i t h the f e d e r a l mandate concerning the surrogate parent?
If

following

Robbie L. Adkisson
Research Analyst
SRSU Box C-84
Alpine, Texas
79830

:cedur9S

Vital

relati/e

IN 'HIS 3 JEST IONNAI SE.

concern

to tne

str'ajate
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APPENDIX B:

RESUMES OF EXPERT JURY

VITA
Personal
Name:
Address:

Alan Abeson
6811 Bellamy Avenue
Springfield, Virginia 22152

Married
Two Children

Education
B. S.
M.A.
Ed.D.

Ohio State University, 1961 - Special Education of Mentally Retarded
Columbia University, 1962 - Special Education Administration
Columbia University, 1973 - Special Education Administration

Present Position
Assistant Executive Director, Evaluation, Planning and Development, Council for
Excepcional Children, Reston, Virginia - August, 1977 to present.
Adjunct Professor, Department of Special Education, '.'niversity cf Denver,
Denver, Colorado, September 1974 to present.
Instructor, Department of Special Education Administration, Gallaudet Collage,
Washington, D. C , 1975 to present.

experience
-Associate, Director, State and Local Governmental Relations, The Council
for Exceptional Children, Reston, Virginia - May 1974 to July 1977.
Director, State-Federal Information Clearinghouse for Exceptional Children,
The Council for Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia - June 1970
to April 1974.
Research Associate, State-Federal Information Clearinghouse for Exceptional
Children, The Council for Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia December 1969 to May 1970.
Project Coordinator, Physical Environment and Special Education: An Interdisciplinary .Approach to Research, The Council for Exceptional Children,
Washington, D. C. - June 1967 to November 1969.
Administrative Intern, The Council for Exceptional Children, Washington, D. C ,
July 1966 CO May 1967.
Visiting Professor, State L'niversity College of New York at Geneseo, New York,
Summer, 1965.
P. L. 88-164 Fellow from Teachers College, Columbia University, 1966 to 1967.
P. L. 88-164 Fellow from New Jersey, 1964 to 1966.
Teacher, Madison High School, Rochester, New York - 1963 to 1964.
Taught junior high school class of inner city educable retarded children.
Teacher, Cliffside Park Junior High School, Cliffside Park, New Jersey 1962 to 1963. Initiated the class, developed che curriculum and caught
a junior high school class of educable retarded children.
Teacher, Midland Park Junior-Senior High School, Midland Park, New Jersey March to June, 1961. Taught junior high school class of educable mentally
retarded and emotionally disturbed children.
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Organizations
The Council for Exceptional Children
President, Teachers College Chapter—1966-67
Phi Delta Kappa
Northern Virginia Association for Retarded Children—Board of Directors 1972-74.
Special Activities
Member of Advisory Committee to Pennsylvania State University, Department of
Special Education - 19 74 to present.
Member of USOE/BEH Guidelines - Regulations Input Team for Implementation of
?- L. 93-380, Education Amendments of 1974. 1974-75.
Field Reader, USOE/BEH, 1975 to present.
Chairman, Procedural Safeguards Task Group, USOE/BEH Guidelines - Regulations
Input Team for Developing Concept Regulations for P. L. 94-142, the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act, 1976.
Resource Panelist for the White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals,
May, 1977
Member, Advisory Board, .-^erican Bar .Association, 1977
Member, Advisory Board, Council of Great City Schools, 1976.
Member, Advisory Board, American Foundation for the Blind, Inc.,
1977.
Books
and Julie Blacklow, Environmental Design: New Relevance for
Special Education, Arlington, Virginia, The Council for Exceptional
Children, 1971.
, Frederick Weintraub and David Braddock, State Lav and the Education
of Handicapped Children: Issues and Recoimnendations. Arlington, Virginia,
The Council for Exceptional Children, 1971.
, Nancy Bolick and Jayne Hass, A Primer on Due Process - Education
Decisions for Handicapped Children, Reston, Virginia: The Council for
Exceptional Children, 1975.
, Frederick J. Weintraub, Joseph Ballard and Martin L. LaVor, Eds.,
Public Policy and che Education of Exceptional Children, Reston, Virginia:
The Council for Exceptional Children, 1976.

Articles
"The Design Process in Special Education Facility Planning," Selected Convention
Papers, The Council for Exceptional Children, .August 1963, ?p. 131-33.
"The Physical Environment: A Brave New World," CEC Selected Convention Papers,
The Council for Exceptional Children, April 1969, ?p. 324-328.
, and Bert Berenson, "Facilities Must Support, Not Stifle," Nation's
Schools, 1969, 8^, pp. 65-67.
and Zlaine Trudeau, "Handicapped Children Redefined—Legal
ZligiJDilitv for Services Expanded," Exceptional Childran, 1970, 37, pp.205-31:
"The .Application of Information Retrieval Techniques to the Legal Literature
Pertaining co the Education of Handicapped Children," Lav ir.d Zcnipucer
Te'-hnolo-.-v, The Vorld Peace Through Law Center, 1970, 3, pp. :7--:°C.
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"Educational Facilities for the Handicapped," The Encyclopedia of Education,
New York, The McMillan Company, 1971.
, Zlaine Trudeau and Frederick Weintruab, "Legal Opportunities and
Considerations for Early Childhood Education," Sxceptiong.1 Children, 1971,

21, pp. 697-701.
, and Frederick Weintraub, "State Law for the Handicapped—Essential
Ingredients," Compact, 1971, 5_, pp. 19-22.
"Movement and Momentum: Government and the Education of Handicapped Children,"
Exceptional Children, September, 1972, 39, pp. 63-66.
A Continuing Summary of FendiniS and Completed Litlj^ation Repi^rdlnft che
Education of !'.andL>.uvM'v^l Children, The State-F«»deral Inforaaticn Clearinghouse for Exceptional Children, editions 1-7, 1972-74, Edition 3 with
Ms. Mancy Bolick.
, and J. 3. Fleury, Stace Certification Requirements for Zducation
of the Handicapped, The Stata-Federal Information Clearinghouse fcr
Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia, The Council for E;tcepticnal
Children, 1972.
and Fred Weintraub, "Appropriate Education for All Handicapped
Children: A Growing Issue," Syracuse Law Review, Vol. 23, No. -, 1972,
pp. 1037-1058.
"Information and Practical Politics," Proceedings, Conference on the Education
of Mentally Retarded Persons, National Association for Retarded Children,
September 1971.
"Appropriate Education for All Children—Now is the Time" V^ (Mental Hygiene)
Spring, 1973, Vol. 57, No. 2.
Legal Change for the Handicapped Through Litigation. Ed., Arlington, Virginia,
CEC, 1973. Reprinted in An .Alternative Textbook in Special Education, 1977.
and Fred Weintraub, "The Law and That Other Minority," Configurations
of Change; The Integration of Mildlv Handicapped Children Into che Regular
Classroom, Nancy Kreinberg and Stanley Chow, Zd., San Francisco. Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1973. Digested in The
School Psychology Digest, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1974, 44-54.
and Fred Weintraub, "New Education Policies for the Handicapped:
The Quiet Revolution," Phi Delta Kappan, April, 1974, _55., PP- 526-529, 569.
Digested in The Education Digest, Sept., 19'^4, ^ , 13-16. Reprinted in
Educating Emotionally Disturbed Children, Henr^/ Dupont, Ed., Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, N. Y., 1975, 16-26.
"Movement and Momentum: Government and the Education of Handicapped Children,
II," E.xceptional Children, Volume 41, October 1974, pp. 109-llc.
and Robert Burgdorf, Patrick Casey, Joseph Kunz, and Vanda McNeil,
"Access to Opportunity for the Labeled Child,' in Issues in che Classification
of Exceptional Children: A Sourcebook on Categories, Labels, ana Their
Consequences, San Francisco: Jossey 3ass, 1974.
"Recent Developments in che Courts," The Right to An Education Manante. Richard
Jonnson, et al., eds., Minneapolis: Jniversicy of Minnesota. 19/4.
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» Nancy Bolick and Jayne Hass, "A Primer on Due Process: Education
Decisions for Handicapped Children," Exceptional Children. Volume 42,
October 1975, pp. 68-74.
"
and Scottie Torres, "Emerging Public Policy Mandates for the Education
of All Handicapped Children," The High School Journal. Vol. LIX, No. 7,
April 1976.
"The Righc to the Least Restrictive Alternative in Education," The Mentally
Retarded Citizen and the Law. Kindred, Michael, et al., Eds., New York:
The Free Press, 19 76.
"Legal Forces and Pressures," Mainstreaming and the Minority Child. Reginald
Jones, Ed., Minneapolis, Minn.: Leadership Training Institute/Special
Education, 1976.
^nd Frederick Weintraub, "Understanding the Individualized Education
Program," A Primer on Individualized Education Programs for Handicapped
Children. Scottie Torres, Ed., Foundation for Exceptional Children, 1977.
"The Educational Least Restrictive Alternative," Amicus, Vol. 2, No. 4,
June, 1977, pp. 23 - 26.
and Jeffrey J. Zettel, "The Right to a Free Appropriate Public
Education," in 1978 National Society for the Study of Education, 77th
Yearbook, Part II, Education and che Law, Dr. Clifford Hooker, Ed.,
in press.
and Jeffrey J. Zettel, "The End of the Quiet Revolution: The
Education for All Handicapped Children .\ct of 1975," Exceptional
Children, Vol. ^4 #2, October, 1977, pp. 114, in press.
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."^ARCIA PEARCE BURGDORF

.ADDRESS :

Home
4105 Greenwav
3alt:imore, .MD

Offics
50 0 W. 3 a l t i . T i o r e S t .
3 a l t i i i i o r s , .MD 2 1 2 0 1

21213

rZLZPHONE:

(301) 366-3115

PLACE OF 5I.%TK:

Los .\nqeies, California

(301)

523-6307

F.=uMlLY-F.ACTS

A.

3.

HUSBAND
N'ame:
Gccvipation:

-Robert L- Burgdorf Jr.
Attorney

CHILDREN
Names:
Dates of Sir'th:

Molly
9/17/74

Dorney
9/17/74

Genevie
1/26/76

ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS
A.

3.

LAW SCHOOL
Degree:

COLLEGE
Degree:

Doctor of Jurisprudence (J.D.), University
of Notre Dame Law School, June, 1972
(Also arranded University College University
of London and London School of Economics) .
Bachelor of Arts. Manhattanville College,
Purchase, NY, June, 1569.

P.^CFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
A.

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT
Jc-Director
Title:
Developmental
Disabilities Law Project,
Employer:
University of .Maryland Law School, Baltimore
Time of
1975 to prssen-c.
Employment:
Employer:

Director of Legal Advocacy
John r. Kennedy r.-.stitura, Johns Hcpkir.s
University, Baltimore.

Time of
Employment:

1978 to oresent.
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age 2
AC.^DE.MIC -APPOINTMENTS
A s s i s t a n t P r o f e s s o r , U n i v e r s i t y zf M a r y l a n d Law S c h o o l
A s s o c i a t e F a c u l t y , J o h n s Hopicins U . m v e r s i t y , S c h o o l cf
H y g i e n e and P u b l i c Healt.h
Dunes :

3.

1.

Directs project of national significance for training
of technical assisrance to lawyers and other advocates concerning che riqhcs of handicapped persons.

2.

Provides assistance on state, regional and r.ationai
level concerning litigation, legislation and i.-nplementation of important legal rio.hts for disabled
people.

3.

Teaches seminars on healt.h care and legal issues for
interdisciplinary professionals at Johns Hopicins
Kennedy Institute and School'of Public Health.

4.

Supervises staff and manages the grant administration of approximately one million dollars a year,
including developing continued funding.

PAST EMPLOYMENT
Title:
Director, Assistant Professor of Law
Employer:
Developmental Disabilities law Project,
University of .Maryland Law School, Baltimore
Time of
Employment:

July, 1975-July, 1978 (Co-Director at present)

Duties:
1.

Managed professional staff, supervised total budget
of approximately S500.000, developed and supervised
implementation of program goals.

2.

Established and directed program of clinical education
for law students concerning the Rights of Handicapped
Persons.

3.

Established and directed an I.nterdiscipii.nary Education
orogram on The Rights of -he Disabled for graduate
students in social worx, education, psychology, snd
medicine.
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? jce

Assistant Professor of Law-caught several courses at
Law School (see Section C-Courses Taught).
4.

Supervised a statewide Legal Advocacy program by legal
staff for Developmentally Disabled Persons including
direct representation of clients.

5.

Provided technical assistance concerni.ng the .'.ights
of Handicapped Persons to national and stare agencies.

Title:
Employer:

Project Attorney
Mational Center for Law and the Handicapped
South Bend, Indiana

Time of
Employment:

.nugust, 197 2 - .March, 19 75

Duties:
1.

Directed National litigation strategy in federal and
state courts concerning the rights of handicapped
persons.

2.

Established and directed program of clinical education
for 30 Notre Dame Law Students and graduate students.

3.

Set up a functional law office for the Center.

4.

Directed staff (20) in developing NCLH legal positions.

5.

Translated grant proposal goals into concrete
accomplishments.

5.

.Assisted Executive Director in establishing visibility
of the Center and woriced with Executive Director on
administration of the Canter.

COURSES TAUGHT
1.

Notre Dame Law School
a

The Legal Rights of Handicaooed Persons (Seminar 3 credits) Fall, 1973; Spring, 1974; Fall, 1974.
Developed course Xiaterials for Semi.nar.

b.

Supervisor of Clinical Program - Rights of the Handicapped. Supervised approxi.mately 30 students from
Fail 1972 - Spring, 1975. Students received from
2 - 2 credits per semester.
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ac^
University of Maryland Law School

D.

a.

Legal Rights cf Handicapped Persons (Seminar)
1975; Spring, 1976; Summer, 1976; Fall, 1976;
Spring, 1977.

Fail,

b.

Professional Responsibilities - Team taught wit.h other
clinicians - Fall, 1976.

c.

Skills Course - Interview, Counseling, Negotiation,
Trial Tactics (this course is integrated directed
into the Clinical Program at the DD Law ClmicweeJcly class sessions utilize simulation method).
Fall, 1975; Spring, 1976; Fall, 1976; Spri.ng, 197^.

d.

Continuing Legal Education Course (University of
.Maryland Law School ) .Rights of the .Handicapped, Fall, 1976.

LITIGATION
.Aooellate
a.

In re G.H.. 218 N.W. 2d 441 (N. Dak. 1974)
Role: Counsel on behalf of handicapped child (G.H.)
Issue:

Right of handicapped child to have public
educational program.
•

Result:

5.

AL V. G.R.H. . 325 N.E. 2d 501. 502 (Ind. Ct. App. 1975),
Cert, denied, 425 U.S. 936 (1976).
Role: Co-Counsel for plaintiff, a handicapped child.
Issue:
Result:

:.

Decision of North Dakota Supreme Court is first
(and presently the only) ruling by highest
court of any state that handicapped children
are entitled to '•equal educational opportunity."

The right of handicapped individuals to be free
from involuntary sterilization.
The Court of .Appeals upheld the trial court's
determination that a parent does not have the
right to consent to sterilization for his cr
her child. Briefs filed at each level. Decision
affirmed in State Supreme Court.

Gurmankin v. Costanzo, -F.2d- (3rd Cir. .Apr. 25, 19^")
decision below, Til F. supp. 98 2 ',E.D.Pa., ^9.6)
Role: Counsel for amici o'jriae. the .American Coalition
of Citizens with Disabilities Inc., the .American
Council of'the Blind, the National .Association
of Blind Teachers, and the Counsel for Handicapped
Peoole.
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.-ace :Issue:
Result:

.Right of bli.nd teacher to err.plcvment i.n oublic
school system.
.Appellate Brief .Amici Curiae was filed on
October 1, 1976. On .April 25. 1977, che
Third Circuit affirmed the decision of the
trial court that the denial to blind people
of teaching positions m the public schools
IS on "irrebuttable presumption" which violates
the constitutional guarantee of due process
of law.

Donaldson v. O'Connor 95 S. Ct. 2486 (1975).
Role: Counsel for amicus curiae, the American .\s30ciation
on .Mental Disabilities, American Federation of
State, County, and .Municipal Employees (AFL-CIC),
.American Orthopsychiatric .Association, .American
Psychological .Association, Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr.
Foundation, the National .Association for Mental
Health, National Association for .Retarded Citizens,
and National Canter for Law and the Handicapped.
Result:

Supreme Court affirmed decision of the Court
of Appeals that .mentally handicapped persons
who are incarcerated in mental health facilities
C3in exercise their constitutional rights co
due process.

Case V. California, 4 Civil 13127 (Ct. of .Appeal, Fourth
District, California, July 16, 1974).
Role: Counsel for amici curiae, the National Association
for Mental Health, the Council for Exceptional
Children, the National Society for Autistic
Children, and the National Center for Law and the
Handicapped.
Issue:

Right to public education program for deaf,
autistic child.

Trial Level
a.

Colorado Association for Retarded Children v. Colorado,
Civil No. C-4620 (D. Colo., filed Dec. 22, 1972.'
.Role:
Issue:
Result:

Counsel for amicus curiae, the National center
for Law and the Handicapped.
Equal educational opportunities for Colorado's
handicapped children.
Oral argument on two motions to dismiss, each
successfully rebuffed. In response co lawsuit,
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comprehensive mandatory special education
legislation was enacted and implejnentaticn
is proceeding.
b.

Kentucky Association for Retarded Children v. Kentucky
State Board of Education. C..A. No. 4 3 5 '.Z.D. Kv. ,
Nov. 12. 1974}
Role:

Counsel for amici curiae, the Council for
Exceptional Children and the National Center
for Law and the Handicapped.

Issue:

Right to educational programs for Kentucky's
handicapped children.

Result:
c.

Consent order recognizing right of handicapped
persons to equal educationai opportunicies.

Panitch v. State of Wisconsin. 371 F. S U D D . 955 (E.D.
Wis. 1974), 390 F. Supp. 611 iZ.D. Wis. 1974).
Role:

Counsel for amicus curiae, the National Canter
for Law and the Handicapped.

Issue:

.Right co educational programs for Wisconsin's
handicapped children.

Result:

d.

Lawsuit resulted m enactment of .mandatory
special education legislation, implementation
of which is being overseen by three-judge
federal court. T-.vo oral arguments and several
briefs filed,

North Dakota .Association for Retarded Citizens v.
Peterson. Civil No. 1196 (D.N.P., filed Nov. 28, 1972).
Role:

Counsel for amicus curiae, the National Center
for Law and the .Handicapped.

Issue:
Result:

e.

Right to educational programs for North
Dakota's handicapped children.
.Action was stayed to give opportunicy for
implementation of mandatory special education
legislation.

Horacek v. Exon. 357 F. Supp. 71 {.D,Cm Neb. i9~3).
Issue:

Result:

Violation of Equal Protection and Due Process
for Nebraska institutionalized mental-y
retarded citizens.
.Arcued ooposition to motion co dismiss and
.•notion for summary :udgement-favorabxe iecisio.-
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CCNSULTANCIES (Past and Present)
1.
2.
3.
4.

.'.

U.S. House of Representatives - Committee cn Science s
Technology - Panel of Experts
President's Committee on Mental Retardation
White House Conference cn Handicapped Individuals
Department of Health, Education 6i Welfare, Office of
Developmental Disabilities and the Rehabilitation
Services .Administration
State of -Maryland - Department of Education
.^erican Bar Association, Committee on .Mental Retardation
Texas Tech University
Public Interest Law Center - Washington
State of Delaware - Division of Public Instruction
-Anne -Arundel County, Department of Education
Virginia Endowment for che Humanities
Texas Endowment for the Humanities
Essex Community College
Texas Bar .Association
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped
.Maryland Governor's Committee on Employment of the
.Handicapped
-Maryland Association for Children with Learning Disabilities

rROFSSSIONAL .ME.MBERSHIPS .^ND OFFICES
1.
1.
2.
-.
:.
T .

United States Supreme Court, Bar of the State of Indiana,
3ar of the State of Maryland.
Federal District Court for the Southern District of Indiana,
American 3ar Association, Section of Family Law and Section
on Legal Education.
General Counsel to Executive Women's Council of -Maryland,
also Chairman of Investment Committee and member of the
Executive Board.
Co-Chairman of the Community Services Committee, American
.Association of Law Schools, 1977-78.
Member of the Special Committee on Law and the Handicapped
of the Maryland State Bar .Association.
Former .member. Board of Directors of Sexual Offense Staff,
South 3end, Indiana.

: XTRA-CURRICULAR .ACTIVITIES
Placed in Women's National Swi.mming Championships m
1963, 1964, and 1965.

1962,

.All .American Swimmer in 196 2, 1963, and 1965—placed 5th
m the world, 196 3.
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rage a
Won three bronze metals in the British University
Championships, 1971.
VI.

PUBLICATIONS
"The Role of the Lawyer in the Field of Human Services,"
Ch. 7, Interdisciplinary Approaches to Human Services.
pp. 111-134, University Park Press, Summer, 1977. (with
Robert Burgdorf). (Peter Valletutti and Florence Christopolos. eds., 1977).
"Legal Advocacy: what .Are Its Implications for Section
113 of P.L. 94-103," .Advocacy Systems For Persons With
Developmental Disabilities. Research and Training Canter
m Mental Retardation, Texas Tech University, 1977 oc• 55-71.
"Sources of Technical .Assistance for Establishing a Statewide Advocacy System for Developmentally Disabled Citizens,"
•Advocacy Systems "or Persons Wtih Developmental Disabili cies.
Research and Training Center in .Mental Retardation, Texas
Tech University, 1977, pp. 235-241.
"The Wicked Witch is -Almost Dead: Buck v. Bell and the
Sterilization of Handicapped Persons," 52 Temple Law
Quarterly. 995 (1977) (with Robert L. Burgdorf).
".A National System of Legal Advocacy for Disabled Persons,"
in .Advocacy Systems for the Developmentally Disabled.
Research and Training Canter in .Mental Retardation, Texas
Tech University, 1976, pp. 51-63.
"The Rights of Handicapped Persons to Access to Their
Educational and Medical Records." 5 .Maryland Law Forum
101-108 (1976) (With Henry .Abrams and Shelley Kaye).
"Growing Influence of the Law in the Lives of Handicapped
Citizens," in Handicapping Conditions: A Resource Book,
HEW Publication, 1976.
"A I-iistory of Unequal Treatment: The Qualifications of
.Handicapped People as a 'Suspect Class', Under the Equal
Protection Clause," 15 Santa Clara Law Review. 355-910
(1975) (with Robert Burgdorf).
"-Advocacy Programs for the Rights of the Retarded," m
The -Mentally Retarded Citizen and the Law, The Free Press.
1976, pp, 515-618 (with Fred Cohen and Wolfensberger).
"National Center for Law and che .Handicapped, Inc. , " 5
Clearinghouse Review. 515-617 (1973) (with Joseph W. Kunz).
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11.

"Growing I.nfluence of che Law m t.he Lives of .Handicapped
C i c i z e n s , " in -Manpower P r o j e c t i o n s for Cevel ccmental
D i s a b i l i t i e s m the 1 9 8 0 ' s . Developmental D i s a b i l i c i e s
C e n t e r , Temple U n i v e r s i t y , P h i l a d e l p h i a , June 1973,
pp. 4 6 - 6 3 .

12.

"Legal Rights of Children: Implications for Nurses,"
Nursing Clinics of North .America. Vol. 14. .No. 3,
September, 1979.

13.

".Access to Buildings and Transportation Systems," Ch. 4,
The Legal Rights of Handicapped Persons Cases, Materials
and Text. pp. 439-520, Paul H- Brookes Publishers, 1930
Iwith Robert L. Burgdorf and W. Dawn Oxley).

14.

"Legal Rights of Developmentally Disabled Persons," Ch. 3,
Program Issues In Developmental Disabilities: A Resource
•Manual for Surveyors and Reviewers, (Eds., Gardner, J. F.;
Long, L.; Nichols, R.; lagulli, D. ) , Brookes Publishers,
1980.
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Vltt
Judith Ann Carey, R.S.M., PH.D.
Realdenee

Buaineas Addreaa

1760 Boularard
Weat .Hartford. Conn. 06107
(203)561-156^

St. Joseph Colleee
16"^ Asylum Ave.
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
(203)232-U571 Ext. 22ii

Date of Birth:
Place of Birth:

September 15, 19{i2
Wat-rbury, Connecticut

Education
Hiph School Diploma, W&terbury Catholic Hl.fh School, I960
B.A. in Elementary Education, Diocesan Teachers College, Madison,
Connecticut, 196U
M.A. in Special Education, St, Joaeoh Colleee, West Hartford,
Connecticut, 1972
Ph.D. in Educationai Psychology: Special Education, IJniversltT
of Connecticut, Storra, Connecticut, 1C77
Sxperlencea
1977- Present

Instructor
, S u o e r v l s o r of S t u d e n t T e a c h i n g ,
S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n D*»partment, S t . Joseph C o l l e g e ,
Weat H a r t f o r d , Connecticut

1976 (summer)

C o - D l r e c t o r , U n i v e r s i t y of C o n n e c t i c u t , Summer I n S e r v i c e T r a i n i n g Program for Regular and S p e c i a l
E d u c a t o r s , Vernon, C o n r e o t i c u t

1975-1977

Full-tlflie Ph.D. s t u d e n t . E d u c a t i o n a l Psychology,
U n i v e r s i t y of C o n n e c t i c u t , S t o r r s , Connecticut

1972-1975

I n s t r u c t o r . S u p e r v i s o r of Student T e a c h i n g , S p e c i a l
E d u c a t i o n d e p a r t m e n t , S t . Joseph C o l l e e e , West
H a r t f o r d , Connecticut

1970-197U

A s s i s t a n t D i r e c t o r , G*ngras Canter for E x c e p t i o n a l
C h i l d r e n . S t . Joseoh C o l l e e e , West H a r t f o r d , Connecticut

1968-1^70

Primary T e a c h e r , "on-C-raded C o o r d i r . a t o r , Mercy
Country Day S c h o o l , Madison, C c n r * c t l c u t

1966, 6 7 , 65
(s uimne r s )

Remedial Headlne and yatn "eech".", Laura. or -!all
C l i n i c , M i i f o r d , :or.re ct Icut
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1967-1968

P r l m t r y T e a c h e r , S t . Joseph C a t h e d r a l
Hartford, Connecticut

196U-1967

Primary T e a c h e r , Non-Graded C o o r d i n a t o r , S t . Mary
S c h o o l , East Hartford, Connecticut

l'?65
(summer)

R e m e d i a l Readine and Math T e a c h e r ,
Day S c h o o l , Madison, C o n n e c t i c u t

Professional

School,

Mercy Country

Activities

1 9 7 7 , F e b . - May

C o n s u l t a n t , S p e c i a l Study I n s t i t u t e . "Due P r o c e s s :
P u b l i c Law 9U-lli2 and the LEA", S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n
Resource Center, Hartford, Connecticut

1977, A p r i l

Program P a r t i c i p a n t , "Surrogate Parent Program in
C o n n e c t i c u t " , 1977 C o u n c i l f o r E x c e p t i o n a l C h i l d r e n
C o n v e n t i o n , A t l a n t a , Oeorala

1 9 7 7 , March

C o n s u l t a n t t o S t a t e Department of E d u c a t i o n ,
M o n t p e l i e r , Vermont. Development of Vermont S u r r o g a t e Parent Program

1 9 7 6 , March

D i r e c t o r , S p e c i a l S t u d y I n s t i t u t e , "A D e s i g n and
Model f o r S u r r o g a t e Parent T r a i n i n g Program".
S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n Resource C e n t e r , H a r t f o r d ,
Connecticut

1976,

I n v i t e d P r e a e n t e r , "Due Process Conference In
S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n " , sponsored by C o o r d i n a t i n g
O f f i c e f o r R e g i o n a l Resource C e n t e r s , Eugene,
Oregon

July

1976, October

I n v i t e d P r e s e n t e r , "Due Process Workshop in
S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n " , sponsored by the Midwest S p e c i a l E d u c a t i o n Learnine Resources System, Des
M o i n e s , Iowa

1976, October

I n v i t e d P r e s e n t e r , "Due Process in S p e c i a l Educat i o n : A H u m a n i s t i c Approach, Region 9 C o n f e r e n c e ,
sponsored by the N o r t h e a s t H e e l o n a l Resource
Center, Hartford, Connectlctt

1 9 7 6 , October

P r e s e n t e r , " S h e l t e r e d Worlcshops i r C o n n e c t i c u t :
R e a l i t i e s and Other P o s s i b i l i t i e s " , American
A s s o c i a t i o n on '"^ntal D e f i c i e n c y , 23rd Annual
C o n v e n t i o n , N o r t h e a s t J^eaion X, E l l e n v i l l e , New
York

1975-1976

C h a i r p e r s o n , S t a t e A d v i s o r y Council Tas'K F o r c e ,
Develooment of C o n n e c t i c u t ' s S u r r o e a t e Parert Proeram and L e c r i s l a t l o r
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3.

1975-1976

Associate D i r e c t o r , Survey of Sheltered Workshops in
the S t a t e of Connecticut, Department of Health, Educat i o n and Welfare Grant

1973-1975

D i r e c t o r , Community Services Program, Bie S i s t e r Proeram
for Lower Income Families with Handicapped Children,
Coirnnission on Hifher Education Grant

Professional Organizations
S t a t e Advisory Council on Special Education, Second Vice Chairperson
Council for Exeeotlonal Children, P o l i t i c a l Action Network Representat i v e , Chapter ^ 6 , 197Ii-1976
Connecticut Association of Supervisors of I n s t r u c t i o n In Special Education,
Treasurer and Membership Chairperson, 1973-1977, Vice President, 1Q77-1'3'^S
Phi Delta Kappa
American Association of Mental Deficiency
Council for Sxceotional Children, P o l i t i c a l Action Network Coordinator
for Connecticut, 1977-1978
Advisory Board, Gengras Center for Exceptional Children
Board of Protection and Advocacy for the Handicapped, State of Connecticut
Publication
Surrogate Parent Tralnine Curriculum, F a c i l i t a t o r ' s Manual and P a r t i c i p a n t ' s Book of Readings, Special Education Resource Canter, Hartford,
Connecticut, 1*377
Honors
Ph.D. Fellowship, University of Connecticut, 1975-197"
Certification
Connecticut

Elementary Education, K-6
Special Education, K-12
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NAME:

Jeffery N. Grotsky

-ADDRESS:

242 North 29th Street
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania

17011

TELEPHONE:

(Home)
(Office)

WIFE:

Carolyne R. Grotsky

CHILDREN:

Adam J.
Allyson J.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES:

Member, Camp Hill Fire Company
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011

717-737-6028
717-787-7825

Age 9
Age 6

Vice President, South Central Pennsylvania
Epilepsy Foundation
P.O. Box 1104
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17108
EDUCATION:

High School: Clifton, New Jersey. Graduated June 1962
College: B.S., Kutztown State College, Kutztown, ?a. May 1966
College: M.A., Jersey City State College, Jersey City,
Mew Jersey June 1968

EXPERIENCE:

April 1974 to present
Co-owner of Brookside Montessori School
101 North 29th Street
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011
Owner of Brookside Management Services
Educational Consultants
242 North 29th Street
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011
November 197 2 to present
Special Education Advisor, Division of Special Education
Programs and Services
Program Development .Advisor, Learning Disabilities Programs
Federal Grants: Auchcr and Director of:
.-'rofessional Personnel Preparation, Tide VI-[
Pennsylvania Training Model for leacr.ers of
Severe and Profoundly Retarded
Improving and Changing Teaching Credentials cf
Regular Class Teachers
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EXPERIENCE:

Department Director:

Model Learning Disabilities

Systems, Title VI-G
State Advisory Committee for Special Education - Member
Ad Hoc Committee - On Learning Disabilities
Task Force on Competency Based Teacher Education - Member
Special Education Task Force, .'^i.ppalachian Educational
Laboratories - Member
Supervisor:

Dr. William F. Ohrtman
Chief, Division of Special Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17125

July 1972
Special Consultant - Trans Cencur"/ Corporation
1789 Columbia Road
Washington, D.C. 20009
Project Director:

Caroline Patton

September 1971 to November 1972
Vision Consultant - Bucks County Public Schools
Intermediate Unit '''22
573 North Main Street
Doylestown, Pennsylvania 18901
Super'/isor:

Dr. Joseph Tezza

April 1971
Guest Lecturer - Workshop for Government Teachers of
Blind and Partially Sighted
Government of .Maylasia
Ministry of Education
Kuala Lumpur, Maylasia
Assistant Minister:

Mr. Chau Tee Tee

June 1970 to July 1971
Project Director - Dacca, Bangladesh
Integrated Education for the Blind
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare
Municipality of Dacca
American Foundation for Overseas
Blind, Inc.
:2 West I T t h S t - e e t
Mew York, >iew York
10011
Director;

Mr. .Alex I own send
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-3September 1968 to June 1970
Special Education .Adjunct Professor
Supervisor of Student Teachers
Jersey City State College
Jersey City, New Jersey
Chairman:

Mr. G. Voller

September 1966 to September 1970
Educational Counselor
Title I Coordinator for Multihandicapped
New Jersey Commission for the Blind
1100 Raymond Boulevard
Newark, New Jersey
Supervisor:
CONSULTANT:

Mr. V. Kashmanian

Approved Field Reader and Evaluator
United States Office of Education
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
Washington, D.C. 20202
Kentucky Department of Education
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Children
Capitol Plaza Towers, Room 1915
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Contact: Dr. Stella Edwards
Worcester Public Schools
Division of Special Education
20 Irvilig Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609
Contact: Mr. James Underwood
University of Connecticut
Project on Mainstreaming (since March 1974)
Storrs, Connecticut
Contact: Dr. Jack Cawley
University of Miami
Technical .Assistance Project
P.O. Sox 2^3074
Coral Gables, Florida 33124
Contact: Dr. Philip Mann, Project Director
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia
Contact: Dr. .Alan Abeson
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Massachusetts Child Search
187 Tremont Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
Contact: Michael Moriarity
Children's Television Workshop
1 Lincoln Plaza
New York, New York
Contact: Robert Oksner
Cambridge Public School
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Contact: William Lannon
Field Editor
Teaching Exceptional Children's M.agazine
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia
Contact: June Jordan
State of New York
Special Project to Train Due Process Hearing Officers
1015 Wateruliet Shaker Road
Albany. New York
Contact: Bobbi Kamil
CONSULTANT:

Chairman, Pennsylvania Consortium for the Preparation
of Personnel for the Severely and Profoundly Mentally
Retarded/Multihandicapped

PERMANENT CERTIFICATES:

State of New Jersey, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Kindergarten; 8th Grade; Blind and Visually Handicapped;
Supervisor of Special Education

PUBLICATIONS, P.APERS
Grotsky, Jeffery N. & Proger, Barton. A Third Party
AND MAJOR PRESENTATIONS:
Evaluation System. Presented at American and Research
Association Convention, April 1974. Available from ERIC.
Grotsky, Jeffery N.; Proger, Barton; Hayden, David;
Warkomski, Robert; Murphy. William. PEP: Peer Evaluation
Program: A Systematic Approach for Evaluating Educational
Programs. Division of Special Education, August 1973.
Available from ERIC.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. a Ohrtman, William F. Learning Disabilities
Programs in Pennsylvana. Pennsylvania .Association for
Children with learning Disabilities, Volume 1, No. 1.
September 1973.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. A Series of Monographs in Special
Education. Purchased for publication by Educationai
Impact, Inc., 346 Windsor Drive, Cherr;/ Hill, New Jersey.
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C-rocsk-y, Jeffery N. £> Pr.ver, Barton. Thici Parrr ivalu.ition
•jf Frograms Sua frci- :-« State Level- Two F:.e.ld Testee
Modelsl. Pennsylvaa^a Dapartnent cf Educaui-j-^, Bureau
of Special and .Comrensarorv Education, Division of Special
EducatiOii. Prasented it American Edu-:ation and ?.osearch
AFSociacion Convention, ^Vpril 1974. Available frotr. ERIC
Grotsky, Jaffery N. : Wsr'ircjki, Robert i Ohrtman, Uilliam.
Frofessicnal Prcgraa "c-velopmert tor Special Education
?erson;;el tn Finasyj.vaiiic. Pennsylvania Journal Council
for ixceptilonal Child.en. Volume ill, No. 2, June 1974.
Grotsky, Jaff^.'-y S. Pennsylvania's lystsa for Evaluating
State and Regioral Special Education Vrcgrans. Presented
at the Pennsylvania Council for Exteotional "hildren
Conver.wiwT., October 19/ ..
Grotsicy, Jefferv N. & Proger, Barton. ;"MTd Parry EvalurtT.icn
of ?To;'.-ams Run from the State Level: Two Fiald Tostcd
Modela-^. Education Technology, Fecruary l*?'". pp. 44-48.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Ohrtman, William . Moody, Fan.an.
Learning Disabilities/Systematic Gr^w.l!. Fznnsylvai.ia
-Association fcr Children with Laainiic, Disahilities,
Volume III, No. 3, June 1974.
Grotsky, j>=ffery N. Pennsylvania Peer Ev<ilL-.^ric- Program';
-V S/s-iems Approi^h for Evaluating Educaticn .-'rograns.
?rei,anc«-d at .AEEA Convention, Washington J.C., April 1973.
Grotsky, Jeffsry I., (haitc-:).
A Functional Approach for "-he
Eaucation and Training of the 7i:»Lally Impaired/Mul tihandac:4pced. Educational Impact, Inc., Cherry Hill, N. J.
(at press public.tticn dare 2, 75)
Grotsky. Jcffary N. Ohrtman, William & Warkom-j.-.i, Robert.
.''en:i!*ylvania Special Education Planning Sv-stem, Pha-se II.
Presented at AERA Convention, Wasnirg;on, D . C , April 1975.
Grotsky, Jeftery N. Due Process in Educatior: A Right Not
A Privilege. Presented tc the Appalachian Sp=wial F.curation Coasortian, Augusc 19, 1974, Atlanta, Georgia.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Special Education Evaluation. Presentation
at the 23rd International Council for Exceptional
Children •.CEC) Convention, April 1975 at Los .Angeles.
California.
Grotrky, Jeffer;/ N. .Mainstreaming: An Analysis of Pennsylvacia's Program. Presented at the L'niversity of Miami on
March 21-22, 1974 at a conference sponsored by tne
Jniverslty of Connecticut on mainstreaming exceptionr.l
children.
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-6Grotsky, Jeffery N. On-Site Evaluation System. New Mexico
Department of Education, Division of Special Education.
June 1974; consultant and co-author of system.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Due Process and Special Education
Presented at the American Association for Mental
Deficiences. Region III Conference, Washington, D.C
November 1974.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Three Models: Training Regular Education
Personnel Who Participate in the Education of Handicapped
Children. Presented to Special Education Directors at the
University of Connecticut Mainstreaming Conference on
October 2-3. 1974.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Special Education Evaluation Program
(SEEP). Brookside Management Services. Copyright 1974.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Third Party/Cooperative Evaluation
System. Brookside Management Ser-;-ices. Copyright 197^^.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Mainstreaming: Gearing Up. Presented
December 13, 197A in .Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Technical Assistance Project, Miami University.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. To Evaluate? How is the Question.
Presented at the International Federation of Learning
Disabilities Conference, Brussels, Belgium on January
6, 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Higher Education Evaluation Program
(HEEP). Brookside Management Services. Copyright 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Getting It All Together With Learning
Disabilities. Session 187, 53rd International Conference
Council for Excepcional Children. State Learning Disabilities Program Management. Presented as part of a panel.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Mainstreaming, Integration, Deinstitutionalization, Non-Labeling, Normalization, Mainlining, or
Declassification: A Rose By Any Other Name
Considerations in Planning for Mainstreaming. Presented
to the Southeast Technical .Assistance Conference in
.Atlanta, Georgia, May 5, 1975. Sponsored by the University
of Miami.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Due Process Implementation: The State's
Perspective. Presented at 5"th International Council for
Exceptional Children Conference, April 3, 1976, in
Chicago. Illinois.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Management by Objectives. Presented at
the Pennsylvania Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
Convention November 7. 1975.
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Grotsky, Jeffery N. Current Legislation: Its Implications
for Children with Learning Disabilities. Presented at
the Pennsylvania Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
Convention November 7, 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Pennsylvania Training Model. The
Development of an In-Service Grant for Teachers of the
Severe and Profoundly Handicapped. Presented at the
Council for Exceptional Children Conference, April 8,
1976, Chicago, Illinois.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. A Walk Through Due Process. Presented
at the Council for Exceptional Children's National Topic
Conference, February 8-11, 1976, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Grotsky. Jeffery N. Preparation of Teachers for Mainstreaming.
Presented at a Mainstreaming Conference sponsored by tne
National Learning Resource Center, Harrisburg, Pennsvlvania.
October 28, 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Do We Accept the Challenge. Presented
at a Mainstreaming Conference sponsored by the National
Learning Resource Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
October 28, 1975.
Grotsky. Jeffery N. Special Education Self-Evaluation System
for Teachers. Brookside Management Services Copyright 1975
Grotsky. Jeffery N. Special Education Evaluation Svstem for
Administrators. Brookside Management Services.
Copyright 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Peer Evaluation Progran. Devereux Forum,
Vol. 10, No. 2, Fall/Winter 1975, pp. -.-10.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Vocational Rehabilitation Facility
Evaluation System. Brookside .Management Ser-/ices.
Copywright 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Due Process Implementation: State and
Local Levels. Workshop presentation at the International
Council for Exceptional Children Conference, April 8, 19 76,
Chicago, Illinois.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Modality Preference and the Learning of
Sight Words. A research paper presented at the research
theater National Association for Children vith Learning
Disabilities Conference, March 4, 1976, Seattle.
Washington.
Doyle, Phylis; Grotsky, Jeffery N.; Mann, Lester; Boardman,
Peter. A Parent Guide for Parents of Multiply Handicapped
Children. Montgomery County Intermediate Cnit ••'23,
Norristown, Pennsylvania
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-8Grotsky, Jeffery N. From the Mainstream to the Least
Restrictive Alternative. Presented at the Pennsylvania
Association of School .Administrators Conference, Hershey,
Pennsylvania, May 4, 1975.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. ; Ohrtman, William; Sabatino, David I'Editors) .
The Concept of Mainstreaming: A Resource Guide for Regular
Class Teachers. Copyright Pennsylvania Department of
Education, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1976.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Due Process Policy and Procedure Manuel,
Kentucky Department of Education. Brookside Management
Services, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011. June 1976.
Grotsky, Jeffer;- N. i Abeson, Alan. A Due Process Hearing.
A videotape developed by the Pennsylvania Department cf
Education and the Council for Exceptional Children.
Distributed by the Council for Exceptional Children,
Reston, Virginia.
Grotsky, Jeffery N.; Karpinski, Andrew; Robine, Gerald;
Rccereto, Gloria £• Grubb, Wayne. A Mainstreaming
Manual for Vocational Education Personnel.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Mainstreaming, Integration. Deinstitutionalization, Nonlabeling, Normalization, Mainlining,
or Declassification in Shared Responsibility for Handicapped Students: Advocacy and Programming. Philio H. Mann,
Editor, Miami 1976.
Abeson, Alan; Grotsky, Jeffer/ N. Institute on Due Process.
Council for Exceptional Children. Reston, Virginia 1976.
Grotsky. Jeffery N. Due Process Procedures. Regional Institute
conducted by Council for Exceptional Children, Denver.
Colorado, October 8-9, 1976.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Rights and Responsibilities of Children,
Parents and Schools. A Look at Due Process in Kentucky.
Department of Education, Exceptional Children's Bureau,
Louisville, Kentucky October 22, 1976.
Grotsky, Jeffery N. Hearing Officer's Handbook
Kentucky Department of Education, January 1377.
Grotsky, Jefferv N., Sabatinc, D., Ohrtman, W.. and
Finkenbinder, R. The Concept of Mainscrea^iing
A Resource Guide for Adininistrators, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania.
Grotskv, Jeffery N.; Proger. 3.
Child Search, June 1977.

Final Report, Massachusetts
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-9Grotsky. Jeffery N., and others
The Visually Impaired and Multihandicapped
Individual Program Planning (textbook)
Potential Publishing, inc., Blackwood, New Jersey
August 1977.
Grotsky, Jeffery N.; Abeson, A.; Wientraub, F.;
Implementing Procedural Safeguards: A Guide for
Schools and Parents (multi-media kit)
Council for Exceptional Children in cooperation with
the Children's Television Workshop.
Reston, Virginia.
Grostky, Jeffery N.; Warkomski, R.; Users Guide for
Implementing Procedural Safeguards Media Package
Council for Exceptional Children, Reston, Virginia.
October 1977.
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Roduet/ J. Roita.

Acfcttei i :
Telephone:
Vatz c'i S.o'Lt/i:
Heottli:

Mn.VA!ood Road, BuA^tington,
CcnnzcUcxt 06013
673-0540 A,xza Codz: Z03
JiLiiJ 19, 1946, Mm VoAk C-UiJ
MoAfilzd, 4 zlilldxzn
ExczZlzni.
BVUCAUCM

Scujit SonavzYituAz Univzn^'Ctu, OZzcm, Wew Vo-rfe
I?eg>xee: B.A., Piiijckology, 1969
HonoA^: Vzan'6 L<^t StudznX
'Mu.vzrui.iiLi ci Harti^oxd, \>Jz6Z HoAt^o/Ld, Connzztcc:^*
VzgxzzM.A., GznzAJxl/Ex.pzAAjnZiitzZ P-hydiologif, 1972
WORK EXPERIENCE
Po6-LtLaYii:
Po-tCi :
Age>ici^:
T-ULz:
VziC'U.ption
0^ VxtLzi>:

VcLtzi '•
Agency:
dZ,i>C'LLViA^On

o(^ Agency:
Vziz'--.ccticn
0^

VlLt<.Zt>:

Jtxty 197 S-P.xziiZYvt
ConnzztizuX. Stxtz VzpOAtmznt c<, '\zvxZcJ. P.ztjxxd<xtion., 79 Elm SX.
H<vU^oxd, ConnzztiztxC
V-Uizctan., VzvzlopmzrvtaJL d-iia.b-LiiXA.zii Pxogxam
Pxo\JA.dz tzzkyiizctZ 4^1^15 a-i-ixLi-uiJtce to tiiz Stxtz PZamning and Kdv-iic-xij
CounCyit on VzvztopmzyUal V-iiab-itxtizi aXXazk-zd to tixz Comniii6-ionzx'-i
Oi^fi-icz, Connzztizxt
Statz Vzpa-xtinznt 03 Wzntai ^ztcLxao-tcjn.
AdditionaZ
dukizd i-ncZixdz; zoniuZtXrig ic-itk gxcutt app-ticanZ!), intzxpxz-ting
zoayiz-il
pfu.ofuJtiz^ and pAxv-iding tzdinical
a^-i-Utanzz on ipptLcaXxcn
pxazzdui^xzi;
a iM.dz langz 0(J planning, id)niiivi6t.xatA.\jz, ^i^cxi, •ttixpzn.M-OiOXq and pxoaxcun
oi-izi-imzrit 6zn.\;Zczi>; ie/ive a<i tiaiion
bzXmzzn tkz zounciZ, ^txXz and "izdzxoJi.
agzncxz^ and zommuniXy on.gajnJ.zcXJom,, tkz Zonnz(xtXcuX Lzg-iiZaXaxz aj-.d thz
GovZ'XnoA.' -i O^^^z; ai,-6uA.z6 co'juicit' i compZianzz mXk ConnzcXxauX StaXiXtZ6
piibtiz loiM 91-5J7; -Ldznti^y gap4 in itaXzi^dz -iZA\}i.zz^ ^cx thz dzvztapmzntaJLZy diiablzd;
fizvim zuxxznX ^zdzAJit and itaXz Lzgi^laXion,
Izgai
opinionAi, ZOUAX dzci-ii-om, atid pA.zczdznzz at staXz and naXionaZ
Izvzti.
Augii.it 7972-Jan2 .'975
Tkz ^kzzlzn. A^i^itixtzi,
91 "^U-xtkvzit VxXvz, PlaXnviZlz, ConnzcXizuX
ViJizcXofilPxzizkool Pxog/torvi
8u4-oiei4 Vi.xzzta.x
Tkz lilkzzl.LX Kf^iiLiaXzi -ci a •:^J,^cJii, \\os\-pxc\i.t, zcrmanity mzntal
kzalXii cznXzx izxving tiiz Cz\iZ''Xii CcsitiecCccot xzgion.
Tkz CnXzx
zmployJi OMZ-X ISO \xLl :^>\d pa,xz Z^J^Z oz-Xicnnzl x:\d ka.i an ovzxsLtLnq
budgzt 0^ ovzA 3 miZtion icZi.ixt 1 :jza,x.
¥-ju.l admcni^it-XaXivz teiccai^lb'-^Lr;/ iox Zkz dzvzicvmztit,
i:^':lz'rr^\':it.c.:
j.nd zontinazd maintznanzz c-J th-xzz -^.tjc-t p-xogxami izxving o-.iicico*!
z..-iZ zhitdxzn and tkzix :cixc^\'i; t,:cc-ia'c:'g iavcxvLiov.j <a.LZCLjiVi Jet x
mLLtti-dl6xip-Una-xy pxoiztiic.:j.i
stay').
AadcUcnatty,
yxil J.diy\i,^A..it\az^.•J^
xsApon^i-b-UiXy <ox tkz bnUnzyi onzxazicm c-j tkz agznaj ir.ciadi,ig
-iapzAvLioxy ^LLnctiam ^ox z,:z ^zcxzta-Xijai a>id custodial
i-cao'v"
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puAcfioi^ng; building and gfioundi; invznXoxy; inXzxnal 4t/«.tem4 and
^and Ajoi^ing.
Thz ^olloiMlng aAZ bfUzi dz^cxipfUovu^ o^ zack oi tixz tkxzz
pxzidiool
p^ogfiami:

Thz RztaxdaXion Pxzvzntion PKogxam - an ouXAzazn pxogxam to -izfivz
and young zkAjLdxzn "aX fvcik".
7J~zaa. be oi-iz^^zd ^A.om tiiz
titlz,
tiiz pKognxim zmploy^ a piz\jznti\jz
modzl. }Aajox zomponznXi o{^
thz pfiogxam incJLuJdz pKznaXaJL counieXcug 4emata/L4 htyXZi>6iiig a zhild
dzvztopmziit 04 Mztt 04 o kzalXh minxznoificz zmphoii^; zaxly
ijiznXi^ization
0^ dtildAzn "aX >u^k."; zanZy -t-tinuZation pAxgxojm ^ox zkiZdxzn io
idznti^i-zd;
pa,xznt txaXning in thz tzzkniquzi
On zaxXy -itimuiaXicn;
and txaXning o^ pAXi^Zi-ii-onal and panapfio(^z^ii.onal pzxAonnzl in
idznXi^ication
and znAXzhmznX pAoczdaxzi.
Thz PfizvznXivz TnXzA.vzntion Pxagfuam - a ipzcual zduzaXian pKogiam,
tiizzn^zd
oi iuc/i by tkz Connzztizut Statz VzpanXmznt 05 Education,
^o\ pA.z^choolzx^ zxhXbiXing Zhz {^o-iZoi-aing typz& 0(^ diioxdzAs:
bzkaviox diioxdzx!Tjv.oticncZty
diitaxbzd;
dzvzloprnzyXatt!' dzic.uzd',
pzAzzptuaJUiy kandizappzd/IzaxnXng
dij>ablzd; auXUtXz; 6pzazh -anpaZxzd;
muZXiply kandizappzd and mznXally xzXxxdzd.
^-iajox. zomponznt^ oi thz
pfLognam inzludz: ^pzcixilizzd
zloAi^xoom txaining and xzmzdiaXion;
indZvivaatizzd
tAjoinijig/thzxapy
^OA. zazh child; dixzct ca-xznt
poAXizipxtion
and txaXnXng; and a data boizd iy^tzm 03 in6tyXaction.
Thz PAZyjchool EnAXzhmznX PxogKam - an zaxly zkiZdhood znAXzhmznt pxognjm
^OA. pfiz^zhoolzxA not zxpznA.zncA.ng any bzhavioxal and/OK. Izaxning
di^^ixulXizi.
Tkti pfiogfjxm might bz zoniidzKzd anaiagou6 tc a zcmmaniXy
nan^zxy idnool 6zXXing.
Acting ExzcuXivz ViAzztox. {^01 thz CznXzx in tkz Exzzutivz
ViAzcXcx'6
ab&znzzAdminZitxaXlvz xz&pon&ibiLity ^o-x a ztinizal/zduzaXional
zondulXaXion
i>ZKvi.zz providing diagno-dtiz, zduzational planning and cuAAlzulum
dzvzlopmznX iZA.vi.zzi ^on. public -school ipzcial zducaXion pxogKam in
thz xzgion;
Member 0^ thz Czntzx'i Exzzutivz Sta^^ Committzz ujkich li
-xzipomihlz
iox tkz day tc day opzxaXion o^ thz
oxganizaXion;
Txaining and iupzxvl^ion
0^ itadznti
^xom thz ^Izld^ 03 ipzcial
zducaXion, psychology, iodal iASoxk and child dzvzlopmznX;
Fund xaX&lng aX thz local, itaXz cund ^zdzxal
Izvzl;
CommunXXy xzlaXXom, and zormuniXy oxganizaXion;
Agency iMLi&on mXk axza public -bzhool
iystzmi.

Additional
VuXiz^:

uaXz-i
Agency:

••

TitZz':
Vz-icxiption
oi Vutlzt:

AddiXicnal
VuCi-Zi:

Jane, /977 - Aaga4.t, 7972
Jn^ant/ChiZd Language Rzizaxch Laboxatoxy, Wz4>t Haxt(iO-xd, Ccnnzcticut
P.Z'Szaxch SpzciaLUt
PoiiXXon zncompa&6zd basic and apptizd xzszaxch and
ctinical/zducxtional
zvaluaXion in thz axzas o{,: 1) \zzzptivz
languagz izvzlo'crr.zrX oi
noxmal and izvzAzZyhxc(^oundly
tctaxazi i;\{cuXi oixd young ziuZdxz^i and.
Z] xzhabiZiXaXion and -ivaluaXcon ci x-jn, ^Lond ojid acA^t czxiox-nancz
oi zzxzbxal patiizd and mzntaily xzta-xdzd duZd-Xzn.
Position bxvclvzd liio-xking at thz HaxXioxd Rzglonal fAznXal ^ztxxdazvcK
Czntzx, Mzwlngton, Connzcticat and tkz CcnnzcticuX yallzu
Statz
PiychiaXxic HospiXal, Middizto-cn, CcnnzztczLLt.
Vz'jzlopmznt and dz-Ugn :i xzizaxzn ytatzgle^i and modzlt iox iiie,ii^,ig
vaxious pizxio-xmancz zapaoilXtizi
ci
dxildxzn;
Thz dzvzlopmznX and dz^ilgn oi zval'MXtA-cn and xzhabltctxtLcn
bi'.txvjr.zr.taXion;
PxzpaxaXion c(^ monu-ic^r^i iox pubtccaXcon;
Assisting
tixz laboxaXoxu dixzctox in pxzpaxLng g-'x.iX applLzatLCH;
P-JLOILC xzlatA.on6 100 xh..
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VaXzs:
Agency:
TiXlz:
OzscAxp-tion
oi Vati&s--

SzptmzbzA, 1971 - Janxaxy, 1973
Thz UnlvzA^iXy oi Haxtioxd, (Uzit HaxXio-xd, Connzcticut
Adjunct FacuZty HzmbzA, VzpaxXmzixX oi Psychology
Tall tzacking xzsponslbltiXxzs
iox uixdzxaxaduaXz Expz-rimzntaZ Psychology
coaxszs and OjSSocUjaXzd labO'XaXoxy txoAj/iing, Zouxsz contznX dzalX luct/i
Xt&zaxch dzslgn and methodology in thz axzas oi Izaxixing,
pzxczption/
psychophyslcs,
physiological
and complzx bzhavlox.

VaXzi:
AgzncyTltlz:
VzscAxption
oi VuXizS:

Jaituaxy tJixough June, 7973
TunxXs Coimrmiity Collzgz, Panjnujxgtan, Connzcticut
lYistXucXox
Full teaching xzspOYislblllXizs
iox undzxgxaduxXz zouxsz in zaxly
childhood dzvzlopmznX,
Couxsz zontznt dzalX jolth noxmal and abnoxmal
dzvzlopmznX oi thz inianX ixom conczptlon thxough thz agz oi zigixtzzn
months.

FqP.io<.'>><hX'os and

Assl^itantsiilos

AnJOAd:
OxganizaXion:
Vatz^i:
Vzscxlption
oi VuXlzsi

Hzszaxch PzlloMshia
Thz Unlvzxslty
oi HaxXioxd, VzpaxX-nznt oi Pbychology, 'Hzit Haxtioxd, Conn.
Januaxy thxough ^y,
7977
Rz^iponslblz iox conducting VzpaxXmznXal P.zszaxch iox thz Chaixman oi
*'•: VzpaxXmznt [Haxxy L. 'izonkaxdX, Pk.V.) and an As6ociatz
Pxoiz-iscx
(Jame4 8. Mot/xetu4, Pk.V.).
Rzszaxck involvzd zscapz and avoidance
txaining oi animal iiubjzcts as -xzlatzd to tkz e-^j^ec^^i ci ztlxojxol
ingestion
at dlUzAXng stagzs oi physlolo icaZ dzvzlopmznX.

Awaxd:
OxganizaXion:
VaXzs:
VzscxA.ptlon
0 i VutizS :

Teaching
Asslstantship
The LlnlvexsiXy oi Ha^xtioxd, VzpaxXmznt oi Psychology, Ulzst Ha^xtioxd, Conn.
JanuoAy thxough Hay, 7977 {zoncuxxznt mXk abovz]
Rzsponslblz
iox Instxucting
szctlom
oi a ilxst yzax gxaduaXz cou-xsz
In Advanced ExpzxlmznXaZ Psychology.
Axza oi zotxtznt dzalX lAxith tkz
design Oixd opzxatlon oi complzx miXcking cixcuitxy
iox xzszaxch
InstxumentaXlon
pexposzs.

AiMOXd:
OxganizaXion:
VaXzs:
Vzscxlption
0i VutlzS :

Hzseaxch
Asslstantship
Thz Unlvex&lty oi Haxtioxd, Vepaxtment oi Psychology, <ilest HaxXioxd, Conn.
Januaxy 1970 - Janwaxy, 7977
Hzseaxch assistant
to Jamzi 8. MaXhzMS, Pk.V., Associate
Pxoizssox
oi Psychology.
Position involvzd pxlmaxlZy tixz iome
xzsponslbiZitlzs
as thz Rzszaxck Fzllomsixip zxzzpt that tixz f-xcjzcX .••^•as in -iXCi
ioXMiZaXivz
stagzs.
PROFESSIONAL JCTIITTTES

^^zmbzxshlvs and Paxtlcioations
0-xga:xizaticn:
RelationsIxlp:
OxganizaXion:
Rziaticnslvip:

^

Connzztizut Statz VzpaxXmznt oi Hzxtth, Oiii.zz
Vzvzlopmzntjil VlsabiXltlzs
Pxogxam Ta.it fo-icz
Task FoA.ce Memoes
EdlXoxXal Sub-CommlXtzz He'nbzx

ci }.\zixtal

Rztaxdation

Govzxnox's Commission tc Study tkz T-xansizxz oi PsydxlaXxiz
Sexviczs
iox ClxlZdxzn
Special ConsulXanX to tke Committzz cn Oxganizationat
Stxuctu-xz
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OxganizaXion:
RelaXionihlp:
OxganizaXion:

MznXaZ Hzaltii Association
oi Connzcticut,
Cliildxen's Se-xvlces CoimniXtee
Committee Uembzx

Inc.

RelcxXionshXp:

Motional Association
oi CoimwnlXy HenXal Health CenXexs
Moxtheast Region Chaptzx
AcXlng in a xzpxesentaXlvz
zapaciXy iox Ray T. ^izntzex, Jx.,

Pk.V.

0-xgaixlzatlon:
RzlaXlonshlp:

Govexnox's Advlsoxy Council on Alcohol Afaa4e
AcXlng ix a -xzpxesznXaXlvz capaclXy iox Ray T. \{zntztx,

Ph.V.

RadLio and TzZzvlslon

Jx.,

Appzaxznces:

Pxogxajn:
StaXlon:
Va-tz:
Topic:

Thz Vlck PuxXell Shou)
WTIC - Haxtioxd,
Connecticut
Octobzx, 1974
Vlscusslon oi the HJhzzZex AHltiaXzi'
pxeschool
chlldxen.

P-xogxam:
Station:
Vatz:
Topic:

Connzcticut dJzzkznd
lilHhlB-TV - diannzl 30 - SlziM ZxlXain,
Connzcticut
January, 1975
Vlscusslon oi tixz Whezlzx AHlllatzs'
spzcial zduzaXicn pxog-xams iox
pxesdxool
zhlldxzn.

Pxog-xam:
Static n:
Vatz:
Toplz:

Impact
'MIS - Bxlstol,
ApxiZ, 7975
Eaxly childhood
aiXzxnaXivzs.

P-xz^szixtaXlons and

spzcial

zducaXion pxogxams ic-x

Connzcticut
dzvzlopmznX,

zaxly

childhood

pxoblzms and txzaXmznX

LZCXLXZS

OxgoivizaXlon:
Topic:
Attendance:
Vote:

ConnzcXicuX Social iJJeliaxz Coniexence
HziM Appxoaches to Eaxly Childhood Education
Appxoxl'mtzly
35
Movembex, 1974

OxganizaXion:
Topic:
Attzndanc2:
Vatz:

Exlstol P'jhlic Schools
New Appxoachzs to Pxesckool
12 Schooi
Pxlncipals
JuZy, 1974

0-xganizaXion:
Topic:
Xttzndancz:
Vatz:

Mzw ExlXaln Community Council
Eaxlu Idzntlilzation'and
Txzatmznt

Education

Szxvizzs

icx Voung Cklldxzn

14

Juixz. 1974

Oxga'/iLzation:
Topic:
-ttZiidancz:

Consoxtlum oi Axza '4u,xszx'.j Saicol kdrv^nlstxatoxs and ^axznts
3zhavlc''-al Atovxoaches in VzaxA.ng -V'ctk ylso-xdzxzd C'niZdxzn
AovxcxlmaXzly 40
ApxiZ, 1974

0-xaanA.zaXlon:

Faxmlnatcn Public Sckoots
Sehavlox Uodiiicatlon
Appxoaches as Apptczd to tkz Lzaxnaxg
7 Spzxial EduzaXc-xs
ApnJui, 19U

To >j.<lc:

•Xttzndancz:
Vatz:

Visabizd
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OxganlzaXion:
Topic:
A-ttendance:
Vote:

FaxmZngton Visiting
Eaxly IdentlilcaXlon
i MuAse^s
ApxiZ, 1974

OxganizaXion:
Topic:

PlalnvllZz
UniXzd Fund
The Pxevzntlvz
InXzxvznticn
Pxogxcon oi a Hzans oi '^xovldlna
iox the Voung Visabizd Child
six mzmbzxs
Hovzjnbex, 7973

Attzndancz:
Vatz:
OxganizaXion:
Tcplc:
A^ttzndancz:
Vatz:
0-xganizatlon:
Topic:
Attzndancz:
Vatz:

WuA.4ei Association
Pxoceduxes oi VzvzlopmznXaZly

Vzlayzd

Clilldxzn

Sexvlczi

Connecticut State WeZiaxz VzpaxXmznX, WlddlztCMi OHlze
The Sized iox Eaxly Tdzntlilzatlon
and Txzatmznt iox thz \fexu Voung
VZsabled ClxiZd
AppxoximaXely 30 State Social dloxkzxs
August, 1973
Plalnvllle
Paxznt-Tzazhzx
Eaxly Childhood Visoxdzxs
Appxoxlmatzly 60 Tzachzxs
Fzb-xuxxy, 7973

Association
and Txzatmznt
a;id Paxz'/^Xs

Altzxnatlvzs

ConsulXatlcns
OxganizaXion:
HaXuxz:

OxganXzatlon:
Slatuxz:
OxganizaXion:

Haxtioxd Rzglonal Czntzx iox tixz MziiXaZLj Rztaxdzd
71 HounXaln Road, Nzuilngton,
Connzztizut
To assist In dzveloplng xzizxxal systzms; idznXlilcation
zhlldxzn In nzzd oi spzciaZ szxvlczs and diUzxznt
typzs
modaZitles.

pxcczduxzi oi
oi txzatmznt

SuHlzZd Public School System, SuH-izld,
CcnnzztlcjX
To assist In the development oi Intzxvzixtlon
pxogxams iox
thz vexjj young child and inianX

SiaXuxe:

GxeaXex Sxidgepoxt Uental HeaZtix CznXzx, 1635 CzntxaZ Avenue,
ZxldgepoxX, ConnecticjuX
To assist in dzvzloplng an zaxZy liXexvzixtion outxzach •c-xogxam
iox thz innex city populaXlon oi tke city ci Bxldgzpoxt

OxganizaXion:

CzntxaZ ConnzctlcuX Regional Czntzx icx tkz ^^zntaZly
Undzxctiii
Road, Uexldzn,
Connzcticut

Hatuxe:

To oislst In dzvzloplng xzizxxal -SuStziTis; idzntliizaX-Lon
pxoczduxzs oi young zhAZdxzn Xixd -cnf-znCi In nzzd oi
szxvlces,
and txeatment
modaZitLZi.

Rztaxdzd

RESEARCH
Ro-Sta, R.J.,

F'Xledlandzx, 3 . 1 . and Hzsse, G.'.iJ., Autcmatzd AiszssmznZ ci Szvz-xii/
Rztaxdzd Ckcidxzn'S LlstZiving and Rzzzctcvz Languagz ^zxicxmanzz.
X-Xtlclz SuDtnittzd to tkz JoLLXnal oj S\z;itai VzUzLznzu,
'zoxuaxij,
7973.

Rosta,

R.J.

Tkz EHzzts
Solving

oi Pxeszntatlon
Sozzd and >Jumbzx oi Ckaxactexs
Ability.
Unvublcskzd manuscxttct, Junz T^7C.

on Anagpjim
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Dale A. Samuelson
308 North 54th Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68132

Born:

May 4, 1928

EDUCATIONAL BACKGRQUNT):
University of Nebraska, 1953

5.S. Degree, Major Speech Pathology/Audiology;
Minor, Educational Psychology

University of Nebraska, 1959

M.A. Degree, .Major Speech Pathology;
Minor, Educational Psychology

University of Nebraska, 1962

Completed all course work toward doctorate in
Educational Psychology ana Special Education
.Administration. (Did not complete disseration
due to health problems).

IE.ACHr:G EXPERIENCES:
Scottsbluff Public Schools, 1953-5-

Coordinator of Speech Therapy

Scottsbluff Public Schools, 195-4-56

Director of Special Education

Creighton University Medical School, 1956-57

Speech Pathologist, .Audioiogist

Omaha Public Schools, 1958-62

Speech Pathologist

Omana Public Schools, 1962-66

Coordinator Speech Therapy Ser/ices

Omaha Public Schools, 1966-71

Director of Special Education

Omaha Public Schools, 1971

.Assistant Superintendent in Charge Jt

Special Education

University of Nebraska at Omaha - Taught undergraduate courses in Speech Pathology,
approximately 5 years.
Creighton University - Taught courses in the area of Emotionally Disturbed

MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
National Education Association
Nebraska State Education .Association
Omaha Education Association
Council for E.xcepticnal Children
Phi Delta Kappa
Nebraska Foundation Visaally Impair?'
National .Association for Retarded Citizens
Nebraska Association Hearing Impaired
N'ebraska Association of Special Education Supervisors
Forr.er member .American Speech and Hearing Association
For-ner nember Nebraska Speech and Hearing Association
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PROFESS IONA.L EX^ERIEr-'CES ;
MeTiber Governor'5 .Advisory Comriittee tu the State Office of .Mental Retardation
Board Member for the Douglas County .Association fjv Emotionally Di.iturbed
Eastern Nebraska Mental Hea^^th Association
V o m e r Covernor Council for Exceptional Children
boriifr President Local Chapter 60 Council for E.xceptional Children
~orTT;er State President Council for Exceptional Children
:'.e'';DcL- of the Special Education Advisory Committee to the State Depart-ent of Eiucati
S.rrv-::c 33 Consultant to several school districts in tne area of Speciax Education and
j:;Lj Processing
Ser- ec cn Regulations Input Team for P.L. 94-l->2 representing trie •ijr:erican Assccio ti^T
:i Sc'rooi Aaministrators
'!eT.n<.r c-:' the '"nite House Cc-Meren.ce

on C':-.:.icren, 19"C

.n.tec C^irjnunity ier\ ices C^)n:?.ittee for Procram ?lannin_ anc iiuc^ct, : ve,.rs
r'.-i.c occ'-; instru.Tient.il n\ vcrkmg vici; Sc.ite Leo^rcneiit o: Educati.n arc Lr^iilatirin f --• icvelopnent of l.rws -elating to Luucation -5: Hanalcapned ChiLjr.-n
ic-rvt;! n v,iriou~ c.^n-ittees relating to Handicapped Childr = n. i.e. Cn:.:c;.i .j'-.T.',.ni:
S<ir i.;^s, Mental Health, .'ocitional Education for Handicapped
"rcr-'-ntations at State .ind National Conventions
Ad-.:sc--

v^oranittee to the L'niversity of Nebraska it Omaha Sp-^ciil Education Secti n

Dc.-: Lv'nou a uniqut-. Data Pr.cesstng Systeti for Handicapped Ch..icren
Ser • : on the Stace Conimittot.- for Children and Youth

